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Abstract
There is a dearth of research and practice guidelines for understanding how to 
reconcile employee needs for interaction relative to their need to concentrate in 
conditions of privacy. There are gaps in the findings and also assumptions 
underwriting research on 'environment-behaviour' (E-B) relations in the context of 
understanding the interface between workspace, interaction, privacy and group 
relations.
Based on the identified limitations in previous studies, the research evolved an E-B 
CIS (Contextual, Integrative and Structural) framework as a basis for rigorously 
exploring the functional structure of an organisation work setting (i.e., in terms of 
group membership and required communication patterns) in relation to various 
workspace parameters (i.e., openness, sitting-visibility, and proximity), unplanned 
interactions (i.e., chance encounters and spontaneous conversations) and also their 
associated effects on individual privacy and group relations. The framework 
afforded three explorative research questions for investigation at both the individual 
and interpersonal levels applying sociometric techniques.
A furniture design company participated in the research with 136 office workers - out 
of 145 from 6 open-plan offices. The offices were designed with low-panelled 
workspaces in high density, which allow a high likeiihood of interaction and thus 
posing privacy conflicts. Specifically, the investigation iooked at: 1) E-B relations 
between workspace and interaction, and their associated impacts on concentration 
privacy, group coordination and member relationships; and 2) the links between 
concentration privacy and group relations in the context of workspace Interactions.
The findings are interpreted using two principal constructs: 1) interaction- 
interdependence balance and 2) workspace-interdependence congruence. The 
latter is proposed to be a prerequisite of the former, and together offer a pragmatic 
basis for enhancing group relations whilst controlling for concentration privacy, 
especially for the workers with a large number of frequently required interactions. 
Limitations are discussed and future research is also proposed to test the 
generalisabllity of the current findings in relation to the two key constructs.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background to the Research
Gensler’s survey in the UK (2005) reported that nearly 60 percent of office 
workers felt that their office environments did not support their job functions and 
estimated that office productivity may rise by 19 percent through improving office 
environments. This percentage increase can be translated into £137 billion in 
overall lost profit each year.
In a survey in the US conducted with over 8,000 office workers, Gensler 
(2006) found that office respondents believed a 21 percent potential increase in 
productivity would be possible if spaces were better designed for their work, which 
translated into $377 billion in lost opportunity each year. In this survey, a half of all 
respondents (47%) pointed out frequent interruptions as the top annoyance factor. 
Two thirds of the participants (67%) said that they are more efficient when they work 
closely with co-workers, and yet about 30 percent of workers did not think their 
current workspace promotes spontaneous interaction, collaboration and teamwork.
In another survey with randomly-sampled 900 office workers through various 
industries nationwide in the US, Gensler (2008) found that about 36 percent of the 
office environments are 'ineffective or ill-suited’ for the work styles of their 
employees. The survey revealed that workers spent on average 59 percent of their 
working hours in individual focused work involving such activities as writing, 
analysing, reviewing, assessing, or creating, and also an average of 22 percent of 
their time in collaborative work with others via face-to-face, phone or virtual 
conversations. The survey identified four key dimensions of the work styles of 
modern office workers: cognitive, collaboration, socialising, and learning. It is also 
worth noting that the proportion of workforces for collaborative work styles in the UK 
was more than 40 percent whilst in the US was about 13 percent in 2003 (Keable & 
Turner, 2004).
Office environment studies have shown consistently that office workers 
regard privacy and interaction as a top behavioural element to get work done and 
yet they do not evaluate the office environments properly support their needs. 
Although the types of office environments they occupy should be accounted for,
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workers regard distraction and interruption problems in offices as the most critical 
factors in deteriorating work quality and productivity, and at the same time they 
prioritise convenient and confidential communications with team members or co­
workers as an essential factor for effective work processes (BOSTI, 2001; CABE,
2005; Herman Miller, 2008, Hynes, 2007). Studies also found that unregulated 
interactions around workspaces often deteriorate collaboration and create 
relationship problems with team members (e.g. Brennan, Churgh & Kline, 2002; 
Peterson & Beard, 2004).
From a design perspective, these findings mean that workspace layout 
should be supportive of individual workers to control incoming contacts and 
interactions to secure an adequate level of individual privacy for work concentration.
At the same time, it needs to enable them to conveniently pursue the required 
interactions for communications and relationships with team internal members with 
minimal intrusions from externai members. In other words, workspace layout is 
expected to simultaneously support workers’ needs for adequate levels of 
interaction privacy for task concentration as well as for group relationship and 
coordination.
These concomitant and intense demands have become a design issue 
because they are perceived as conflicting needs which cannot be mutually 
accommodated within the delimited time and space boundaries. As a result, these 
simultaneous interactions facilitating and regulating needs for individual privacy and 
also group relations in a setting have been often described as a ‘wicked problem’ 
(Becker & Sims, 2001), ‘interaction-privacy balancing’ (BOSTI, 2001), ‘paradox’ 
(CABE, 2005), ‘competing priorities’ (Steelcase, 2009), and ‘collaboration- 
concentration issue’ (Roper & Juneja, 2008) in the workplace.
In fact, the need for both interaction and privacy as a workplace issue has 
been present throughout the history of the office. The design ideas and efforts to 
increase or support workplace interactions whilst controlling privacy have been the 
main part of office history which led to the development of various types of office 
layouts and furniture systems from early times to the present day.
However, a main reason that this issue has just recently become the central 
focus of office design and also workplace research is because the simultaneity and 
intensity of the demands from both interaction and privacy needs for not only 
individuals but also groups have exceeded the capacity that the conventional office 
design practices can manage. In other words, office design has become ever more
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elaborate and dexterous to deal with workplace interaction and privacy conflicts; this 
refined approach may be described as a ‘contextual approach’ whereas 
conventional practices can be defined as a ‘universal approach".
A universal approach has been practiced with the principle that providing 
adaptable and flexible workspace layout involving various types of systems furniture 
and arrangements can accommodate diverse interaction and privacy needs across 
settings. Thus, this approach focuses on techniques of structuring and balancing the 
spatial features of the office environment to systematically influence people’s 
behaviour based on direct Environment-Behaviour (E-B) relationship assumptions. 
For example, these spatial features include increased visibility, audibility, and 
proximity. Social density can naturally increase people contacts and interactions 
though inducing privacy problems, whilst the reduction or removal of the same 
spatial elements can decrease contacts and interactions which secure better privacy. 
Thus, findings in one setting may be generalised to other settings as a universal 
guide or design principle without taking account of the original context.
In contrast, a contextual approach has evolved with the notion that a 
customised design process and application for particular setting occupants and their 
organisational characteristics can only properly address workplace interaction and 
privacy conflicts. Thus, it takes a contextual view to recognise the role of 
psychosocial and organisational factors in a setting for E-B relations. This model 
acknowledges that workspace layout cannot be properly planned or evaluated for 
Interaction and privacy issues without a systematic understanding of, for example, 
the individual characteristics of the workers and also such organisational factors as 
work characteristics, social structure, culture, goals and etc. This approach admits 
that contextual factors primarily affect people’s interaction and privacy behaviour 
and their relationship with the workspace.
In other words, what differentiates universal and contextual views depends 
on assumptions about E-B relations between workspace, interaction and privacy 
behaviour. As a universal approach takes a view that there is a direct connection 
between workspace layout and corresponding interaction and privacy behaviour, a 
contextual approach recognises a significant role of setting contexts for E-B 
relationships. The following statement made by leading workplace design 
practitioners represent well the stance adopted by the contextual approach in 
recognising the limitations of assuming a direct E-B relationship, an approach that 
has dominated decades of research and practice:
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“Whilst there is a perception that open plan will encourage comm unication..., no 
definitive causal relationship has been found between the increased use of open 
space, increased communication and improved productivity. The conclusion must be 
that there is no general rule, and that the answer is dependent upon the unique 
characteristics of individual organisations. The challenge is in balancing an 
organisation's requirements for both communication and concentration, and devising 
spaces that can respond to and catalyse the highly complex process of social 
interaction at work (CABE, 2005, p.13).
Likewise, it is noteworthy that Herman Miller (2003) stated that four floor-to- 
ceiling walls and a closable door do not always secure privacy whilst fully open 
offices do not always mean a lack of privacy since what is privacy and its operating 
mechanism consists of psychosocial elements as well as situational and 
environmental factors. The significance of these statements is that practitioners 
recognise that a contextual approach towards managing interaction and privacy 
conflicts from a design perspective is not about design tools, techniques, or 
materials, but about taking an appropriate conceptual position and understanding of 
particular workplace E-B relationships in the context of organisational functioning.
However, despite the realisations, needs and efforts in pursuit of a change 
from a universal approach to a contextual approach, it has been observed that little 
progress has been made in developing contextual approaches whilst conventional 
practices continue. Few successful contextual design applications (often 
misapplications) have been reported. It seems that there is a certain problem halting 
the advancement of a contextual approach even when financial and resource 
management factors are accounted for.
This problem may be attributable to a lack of research-based information and 
guides available for practitioners to grasp an adequate conceptual perspective and 
understanding of the role of the organisational context for managing E-B relations. 
This might be seen as a gap between research and practice (cf. Haynes, 2008; 
Heerwagen, 2004; Rashid, et al. 2006; Wineman, 1986). There is thus a need to 
scrutinise findings and approaches of previous research and its implications for the 
advancement of contextual design practices. An extensive literature review over the 
office environment studies about workspace layout, interaction, privacy and group 
relations was undertaken.
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The literature review revealed that the research findings are themselves 
inconsistent or contradictory whilst there is not a reliable theoretical explanation 
about workplace E-B relationship phenomena. What the literature reveals is a lack 
of a reliable, research-based and pragmatic theoretical guide for contextual design 
approach towards managing workplace interaction and privacy conflicts. There is 
arguably a need for a reliable and pragmatic theoretical model which explains the 
nature of E-B relationships of workspace, interaction, privacy and group processes 
in organisational contexts and thus provides a practical guide for workplace 
interaction and privacy conflicts. In this respect, a general objective was evolved for 
the following research:
Research Objective
To develop a reliable and pragmatic theoretical model which helps to explain 
E-B relations for in particular an understanding of the relations between workspace, 
interaction, privacy and group relations in the context of organisational functioning 
and which can be practically applied to manage workplace interaction and privacy 
conflicts.
1.2. Research Problem and Questions
The research identified several limitations in previous studies and it is
overcoming these shortcomings towards which the current research is directed.
Identified Limitations in Previous Studies
1) Methodological limitation: A most common and yet a most critical issue which 
has constrained previous studies on the E-B relationship is about the level of 
data observation as well as analysis. Despite the fact that E-B relations of 
workspace, interaction and privacy are of 'interpersonal' concern in nature, few 
studies have applied an interpersonal level of data and analysis. This 
methodological limitation seems to have affected the following issues.
2) Functional structure of organisation as a context of workplace E-B relations: 
Despite its unarguable influence on interpersonal relations and behaviour and
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thus for understanding E-B relationships in the workplace, few studies have 
adequately looked at the functional structure of an organisation as a basis for 
E-B research. Likewise, frequently used theoretical models and assumptions 
applying this organisational factor lack research evidence.
3) Integrative framework: Most studies separately or partly investigated workspace, 
interaction behaviour, individual privacy, and formal and Informal group 
processes although these issues are interrelated in nature. The literature 
supports a holistic approach to understanding E-B phenomena, especially in 
linking behaviour to privacy and group process issues.
4) Behaviour-focused investigations: The majority of the studies attempted to 
directly link workspace to privacy or group behaviour through perceptions, 
attitudes, or satisfaction measures without taking account of actual behaviour. 
Furthermore, none of studies have systematically investigated the role played 
by eye-contacts and face-to-face encounters, besides spontaneous 
conversations, in relation to workspace layout and also implications for privacy 
and group behaviour. A close look at workspace-interaction relations is thus 
required for a reliable, generalisable, and predictable E-B relationship.
5) Privacy in the workplace E-B study: The definitions, concepts, and measures of 
privacy applied to workplace settings are diverse and also loosely linked to work 
performance such as task concentration. Likewise, interaction regulation theory 
(Altman, 1975) as the most frequently used privacy concept in the workplace 
needs to be operationalised with specific contextual definitions which should be 
supported by research evidence. Otherwise, its role in the study of workplace E- 
B research and practice may remain constrained. A properly operationalised 
interaction regulation concept in the context of organisational functioning can be 
a key to bridge the gaps between the assumptions in research and also bridging 
research and the practice.
A research problem was formulated in order to deal with the identified
shortcomings of previous studies in respect of the research objective.
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Research Problem
There is a need for a study to integratively and rigorously explore the 
functional structure of an organisation for E-B relations of workspace, unplanned 
interaction, privacy and group relations.
E-B CIS Framework
Based on the literature, the research initiated a preliminary development of a 
conceptual framework entitled, ‘E-B CIS (contextual, integrative and structural) 
framework, to guide the investigation and then later refined it to a complete 
theoretical model in support of the research findings. The completed model was 
used to attain the research objective, which was to explain workspace E-B 
relationships and also provide a pragmatic conceptual guide for managing 
workplace interaction and privacy conflicts.
The E-B CIS framework was conceptualised primarily in response to the 
identified shortcomings of previous studies. As the title denotes, the framework was ■ 
designed for contextual and integrative research on workspace E-B relationships 
whilst applying structural analysis at both the interpersonal and individual levels of 
investigation. As a contextual approach, it conceptualised the functional structure of 
the organisation provided the contextual factor moderating specific E-B relationships. 
As an integrative framework, it incorporated workspace, interaction, privacy, and 
group relations considerations into one framework whilst each dimension was 
operationalised with specific variables. Several indicators of work characteristics 
were also added in the framework as a basis for looking at the potential role they 
might play in accounting for variance in privacy and group relations.
The E-B CIS framework consists of five main dimensions under which 
specific variables are nested for their dimensional and variable-level Investigations. 
The framework conceptualised workspace E-B relationships in the form of 
sequential relations between workspace layout, interaction occurrences and their 
effects on concentration privacy and group relations, whilst indicating functional 
interdependence as the contextual basis for understanding the relationships 
between the dimensions and their variables.
Five main dimensions and their variables are as follows: 1) Workspace 
layout -  openness, sitting-visibility, proximity; 2) Unplanned interaction -  chance 
encounter (CE) and spontaneous conversation (SC); 3) Functional interdependence
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-  group membership (GM) and required communication (RC); 4) Concentration 
privacy -  interruption and distraction problems; and 5) Group relations -  task 
coordination and informal relationship. For additional variable, task complexity is 
included for work characteristics.
Based on the E-B CIS framework and in pursuit of fulfilling the research 
objective, three explorative research questions were formulated:
Research Questions
RQ 1: How and to what extent does functional interdependence moderate E-B 
relations between workspace layout, chance encounter and spontaneous 
conversation?
RQ 2: How does functional interdependence intervene in the effects of workspace 
layout, chance encounter and spontaneous conversation on concentration 
privacy?
RQ 3: How does functional interdependence intervene in the effects of workspace 
layout, chance encounter and spontaneous conversation on group relations?
1,3. Methodology
A furniture design company participated in the research. The company 
consists of four departments: marketing, design and research, support and 
management, and project design. The departments are housed on 6 floors in the 
company building. Each floor consists of an open-plan office. The six open office 
settings are filled with low-panelled workspaces with partition heights between 1.2m 
and 1.5m which allows sufficient eye contacts and interactions over the partitions 
when standing whilst providing visual blocks when seated.
A complete sociometric analysis requires 100 percent or at least near to 100 
percent participation of office occupants in order to generate full matrix data which 
allows undistorted information of interpersonal relations within the setting. The 
research reached 94 percent participation rate (136 workers out of 145 office 
workers located in the open-plan settings) producing almost complete matrices of 
six open office settings for three sociometric variables (chance encounter,
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spontaneous conversation, and required communication frequency). Two spatial 
variables (inter-workspace proximity and sitting-visibility) were also applied in the 
same manner which thus enabled the creation of two spatial matrix data for the six 
offices.
Since the main issue was about workplace interaction and privacy conflicts, 
the research selectively chose open-office settings where interaction and privacy 
conflicts are most likely: open-plan offices consisting of low-panelled (1.2-1.5M) 
workstations in high density. In the offices, nearly 50 percent of the occupants were 
located within a 6M radius. The descriptive information showed that, for example, 
workers had a chance encounter (an eye-contact or encounter along the pathway) 
with all team internal members at least once in 3 or 4 hours and with all the office 
occupants in a setting at least once in a day. The offices were generally medium 
sized: 30-35 workers occupied in 3 offices, 20-21 workers in 2 offices, and 8 workers 
in 1 office.
Inter-workspace proximity was measured in metre for a direct distance 
between two desks, and sitting-visibility was scored on the scale of 0 to 3 depending 
on the amount of visibility between two workspaces. Chance encounter, 
spontaneous conversation, and required communication frequencies were 
measured upon the scale of once in an hour, 4 hour, a day, a week, a month and 
none in a month. Concentration privacy was operationalised using six survey items 
comprising difficulties of task concentration due to interruption oi) distraction 
problems. Group relations was measured by six survey questions: three items for 
task coordination - ‘cooperation at work problem’, ‘task understanding’, ‘decision 
speed’, and three items for informal relationship - sense of ‘bond’, ‘trust’, and 
‘friendship’ with members.
Correlations and group difference tests were the major statistical applications 
for the analysis. Structural analysis was conducted at an interpersonal level for RQ1 
and individual level data were applied for RQ2 and RQ3.
1.4. With the Findings
Based on the findings, the E-B CIS model was refined and thus applied to 
provide explanations of the workplace E-B relationships.
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1) The research explained the moderating role of functional structure of 
organisation for E-B relationship between workspace and unplanned 
interactions. Specifically, it accounted for how and to what extent the 
functional structure of an organisational setting moderates such unplanned 
contacts as chance encounters (eye-contacts/ encounters) and spontaneous 
conversations (formal and informal) and also E-B relationships using spatial 
attributes (proximity and visibility). The research also offered an explanation 
of why the previous findings appeared to be inconsistent or contradictory and 
also of what was lacking or overlooked in the previous assumptions about 
the workspace and interaction behaviour.
2) The research explained how the functional structure of people systematically 
intervenes in the impacts of E-B relations of workspace and interaction 
occurrences on individual’s privacy states for concentration and also group 
coordination and member relationships. It discussed the importance of 
workspace-interdependence congruence and interaction-interdependence 
balance for individuals’ interaction regulation for privacy and also group 
relations. Likewise, the research accounted for how the individuals’ status of 
functional relationships with others in a setting (group membership and/ or 
frequencies of required communication) systematically affects concentration 
privacy and group relations.
3) The research demonstrated that the functional structure of people can be 
operationalised as an interpersonal gauge for an optimal level of interaction 
for both interaction pursuit and control for individual privacy and group 
relations (Altman, 1976). The research explained that the functional structure 
of people is a reliable contextual factor to predict not only E-B relationship 
between workspace and interaction behaviour but also their effects on 
individual privacy and group relations.
4) The research also discovered that the functional structure of people 
moderates the links between concentration privacy and group relations in 
relation to workspace interactions. The findings showed that the impacts of 
workspace layout and interaction occurrence on individuals’ concentration 
privacy and group relations can be directly, indirectly, or independently
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related depending on the Individuals’ functional relationship statuses with 
others within a team or in a setting.
5) For understanding workplace interaction and privacy conflicts, the research 
explained that interaction-lnterdependence balance through workspace- 
interdependence congruence can be an effective solution, especially for the 
people with a large amount of frequently required interactions in dense open- 
plan offices. However, the model also has limitations for managing the 
conflict between privacy and group interaction needs.
1.5. Outline of the Chapters
The present thesis consists of seven chapters. Chapter 1 as the introduction 
and overview of the thesis presents the research background, objective, problem, 
questions and the conceptual framework together with a brief summary of the 
methods applied in the research. This chapter also includes a section of several 
statements about the findings. The definitions of frequently used terms in the thesis 
are reported at the end of the chapter.
Chapter 2 presents the scope of the research, the studies and assumptions 
on E-B relationships of workspace, interaction, privacy and group processes. This 
chapter also reports the main rationale for the research objective and problem. 
Chapter 3 presents the theoretical foundations of the proposed E-B CIS framework 
and its dimensions and variables. Since the framework at this stage is yet to be 
complete, the finalised model develops in a latter chapter upon the integration of the 
findings. At the end of chapter 3 is the rationale and the statements of the research 
questions developed from the theoretical framework.
Chapter 4 deals with the methodology used in the research. The chapter first 
reports the several methodological issues considered in the research and then 
proceeds to the operational measures of the dimensions and the variables. This 
chapter also presents the information of the setting, participants, data collection 
instruments and the procedures.
Chapter 5 reports the statistical analyses and the results. In the beginning of 
the chapter, several statistical issues are explained and then the analyses and 
findings are organised according to the research questions. This chapter also
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presents additional findings which are not covered by the main research questions. 
Chapter 6 presents the findings integratively organised along the research themes 
which represent the three research questions and the additional findings in the same 
manner.
Chapter 7 as the final chapter of the thesis deais with the objective of the 
research based on the integration of the findings. The chapter first introduces the 
completed structure of E-B CIS model and then presents general and elaborate 
explanations about the workplace E-B relationship phenomena in support of the 
theoretical model. Then, based on E-B CIS model, it aiso offers practical 
suggestions for the issue of workplace interaction and privacy conflicts. At the end of 
the chapter Is the research conclusion which comprises several subsections: a) a 
summary of the main findings, b) contrition of the research, and c) a brief remark for 
the workplace E-B research and design.
1.6. Definitions and Concepts
It is important to clarify varying definitions and concepts used in the thesis. 
Firstly, the term ‘workplace’ primarily denotes office settings. The workplace 
research literature generally refers to an ‘office’ as a room or associated area in 
which, in modern terms, white-collar workers are employed. In terms of function, it is 
briefly described as, “settings where the primary activities comprise the handling of 
information and the making of plans and decisions” (Sundstrom, 1986, p.733). A 
more comprehensive description of office is found:
The office is w here individuals or groups of individuals congregate for handling 
information and making plans and decisions. It is a place where individuals are likely 
to be required to read and to think and to talk with others. It is a place where groups 
or teams are required to communicate and collaborate. The office is a place supplied 
by the organisation to support individuals and group contributions to the 
organisational mission and goals. The office is typically a physical place with 
features and properties that provide both functional opportunities and multiple levels 
of meaningful interaction and feedback for the people who work in them (McCoy, 
2002, p.443).
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Thus, in the present thesis, ‘workplace environment’ denotes ‘office 
environment’ or the iatter is also specifically used (e.g. Rashid et al. 2006; 
Sundstrom, 1982; Wineman, 1986). The term ‘workplace environment’ or ‘office 
environment’ generally encompasses an office or rooms in which individual 
‘workspaces’ are assigned with Individual ‘workstations’ (e.g. desks) and the 
associated furniture, equipment, and spaces to serve the functions of office, 
including such areas as copy rooms, corridors, elevators, stairs, cafeteria, toilets, 
and etc. in an office building (see Sundstrom, 1986).
The term ‘workspace layout’ in the thesis is compatible with the definition of 
‘spatial configuration’ (of. Oldham et. al, 1995), thus refers to the design and 
arrangement of individual workstations and the associated furniture and area. By 
this definition, ‘workspace layout’ encompasses workspace openness or enclosure, 
distance or proximity, visibility or barriers, and physical or social density (cf. 
Sundstrom, 1986; Briii et al., 2001). The arrangement of ‘systems furniture’ or 
modular workstations and partitions can be referred to ‘workspace layout’. However, 
'workspace layout’ in the thesis will not cover the evaluative measures of the 
physiological, emotional and perceptual relations to such environmental features as 
lighting, windows, temperature, air quality, noise, music, colour, and so on. Nor does 
it account for the symbolic work environment (cf. Moleski & Lang, 1982; Sundstrom, 
1987).
The term ‘Interaction’ in the thesis primarily denotes ‘unscheduled interaction’ 
for which ‘unplanned interaction’ is equivalently used. Otherwise, the term 
‘scheduled or planned’ is attached. Thus, ‘workspace interaction’ generally refers to 
such observable face-to-face interpersonal behaviour as eye-contacts, encounters, 
and conversations naturally occurring around individual workspace; in the case of 
none face-to-face interaction, the research specifically denotes them by attaching 
such adjectives as ‘virtual’, ‘phone’, or ‘email. Depending on the nature of the 
conversation content, it can be further described as ‘formal interaction’ indicating a 
task relevant conversation or ‘informal interaction’ indicating a task-irrelevant 
conversation (see Sundstrom, 1986).
The term ‘privacy’ in the thesis is generally used as a psychological concept 
rather than ‘architectural privacy’ which is specifically used to indicate the 
architectural aspect of privacy (see Sundstrom, 1986; Kupritz, 2000). Likewise, the 
term ‘privacy’ is primarily used for individual privacy unless ‘group privacy’ is 
specifically applied for groups (see Kupritz, 1998).
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The term ‘E-B relationships’ or ‘E-B relations’ in the thesis stands for 
‘environment-behaviour relationships’ or ‘environment-behaviour relations’. Within 
these terms, the definition of environment is delimited to the physical concept of the 
environment, specifically the workplace environment in the thesis, and ‘behaviour’ 
restrictedly connotes observable behaviour rather than perceptions or attitudes. 
However, the term ‘behaviour’ in other forms such as in ‘interaction or privacy 
behaviour’ applies without such conceptual restriction (of. Sime, 1985). ‘Group’ in 
the thesis denotes formal workgroup in an organisation which may be 
interchangeably used with ‘workgroup’ or ‘team’ in certain cases accordingly (see 
Sundstrom & Altman, 1989; Sundstrom et al., 1999).
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CHAPTER II. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. introduction
In relation to the issue associated with the contextual design approach for 
understanding workplace interaction and privacy conflicts, an extensive literature 
review was conducted to identify research-based information and guides available 
for the practitioners to grasp an adequate conceptual perspective and understanding 
of the role of the organisational context for E-B relations. However, the literature 
review did not provide a reliable answer for the purpose but revealed several issues 
in the workplace E-B research. This chapter presents the literature review, identifies 
shortcomings in previous studies, and then presents the rationale for the current 
research: the research objective and problem.
2.2. Scope of the Literature Review 
2.2.1. Types of Workspace Layout
Workspace layout has been generally described under two broad categories: 
enclosed (private or shared) offices and large open offices. An enclosed office refers 
to 4-sided walls of floor to ceiling height with a door, and an open office which 
typically makes use of ‘systems furniture' in a large open space whilst minimizing 
the use of small, enclosed private workspaces; enclosed discussion rooms are 
generally provided in connection to open offices. According to the design and layout 
patterns of systems furniture, open offices can be further sub-categorised as low or 
high panelled cubicles, bullpen, office-landscape, and etc. Before the main literature 
review, it is important to describe each different type of office layout featured most 
typically in the research literature.
Traditional Open offices
Large open offices first appeared at the beginning of the 1900s as a result of 
the mechanical development of building construction such as steel-frame
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construction. In the early form of open office, mostly clerical or administrative 
workers, who had previously been housed in private and shared quarters, occupied 
general-purpose open spaces whilst managers and professionals used private 
offices. This type of layout was called, ‘bullpen offices' in which the circular structure 
of enclosed offices on the perirneter created sizable interior spaces. In modern times, 
a bullpen office simply refers to an open office with no partitions at all between 
workstations. It was common to have hundreds of clerical workstations In these 
extensive open interior spaces. These open environments provided individual 
workers with no visual or acoustic privacy.
Based on the Taylorist principles of splitting tasks into specific repetitive acts, 
workers were arranged in rows and columns in large open spaces according to work 
flow as if in a factory setting; they were typically found in mail-order firms, insurance 
companies and government agencies. For management, the open space provided a 
convenient means of supervision in an organisation. However, there was also a 
physical justification, since a large building needed to accommodate large open 
spaces for a ventilation system (see Duffy, 1980) as well as the economic rationale 
of inexpensive and flexible use of partitions (as compared with traditional room 
construction) for improved space and rental values.
Bürolandschaft (translated from German “office landscape”)
By the late 1950s, the popular rectilinear layout of an office with desks in 
rows and columns parallel to the walls began to mutate into an apparently 
disarrayed arrangement of desks on the basis of work-flow. An integrated workspace 
layout consisting of open areas adjoining private offices was recommended by some 
office management handbooks (Ripnen, 1958, cited in Sundstrom, 1986). 
Bürolandschaft, the office landscape approach to space planning was pioneered by 
the Quickborner Team led by Eberhard and Wolfgang Schnelle in Germany. The 
office landscape design consisted of free-standing partitions and furniture scattered 
in large open spaces in order to provide flexible, interesting interiors that could be 
easily adapted to individual and group needs.
Whilst using contemporary but conventional furniture which was available at 
the time - for example, standard desks and chairs with lateral file cabinets, many 
designs employed layouts more spacious than the traditional open offices to mitigate 
the acoustical problems inherent in open designs. Likewise, large plants, artwork.
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curved screens and other unconventional devices were also applied as visual 
barriers to divide the spaces into individual and group work areas. Floor layouts 
often applied organic circulation patterns and irregular geometry to reflect a 
democratic and egalitarian style of management as well as to provide tailored 
interiors to the employees’ needs.
The key concept of Bürolandschaft came from the management philosophy 
of the human relations movement during the 1950s and 1960s. Under the phrase of 
industrial democracy, the human relations movement stressed the importance of 
two-way communication between workers and supervisors as well as the benefits of 
worker participation in the decision making process. This view was translated 
through Bürolandschaft into the workspace layout so that by removing private offices 
all levels of staff were encouraged to sit together on one open floor to create a non- 
hierarchical environment to increase communication and collaboration, thereby 
putting less emphasis on status and authorities.
Partitions, ceiling materials and floor layouts were strategically applied to 
support flexible communication patterns whilst providing some degree of 
differentiation and privacy. It also advocated more humane working environments. 
By the end of the 1960s, Bürolandschaft design was popular in Germany and in 
some British offices but it was soon replaced with open-plan layouts with systems 
furniture.
Open Office with Systems Furniture
Around that time, Robert Propst, an inventor researcher in the USA, was 
developing the so called, “Action Office Furniture System” (1965) for a major office 
furnishings manufacturer, Herman Miller. It comprises furniture components and 
panels that can be assembled into a wide range of workstation units; it was the 
beginning of ‘systems furniture". Systems furniture rapidly replaced the traditional 
office furniture with cubicles of various dimensions and panel heights with built-in 
storage which could be arranged as needed to form a complete office setting 
offering more visual privacy the office landscape layouts whilst retaining space 
efficiency and flexibility.
The office landscape design generally provided high-quality furnishings and 
spacious work settings. By contrast, the open-plan offices based on systems 
furniture was primarily designed to increase space efficiency by accommodating
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more number of workers in a given floor area whilst mitigating visual and acoustic 
privacy issues through various heights and dimensions of partitions with convenient 
storage of files and papers.
Because of the convenience in assembling individual cubicles of 3 or 4 sided 
high panels with a door, many organizations created private cubicles for rank and 
file staff to work productively on individual tasks without privacy problems. It 
transpired however that the size and design of cubicles served as status and rank 
symbols as higher-ranking people were rewarded with larger cubicles and higher 
panels while the highest-ranking people got “real” walls and doors with room size 
reflecting their relative position in the organisational hierarchy. When organisations 
began experiencing problems of interaction and communication as well as symbolic 
issues between workers, organisations have come to lower or remove the desk 
panels to achieve fully open plan workspace layouts (Becker, 2001). Hundreds of 
office furniture designs are now based on the so-called 'cubicle' layout.
As compared with enclosed or high-panelled open offices, low-panelled open 
plan offices provide more flexibility and adaptability in terms of rearrangement and 
space utilisation as to organisational changes, and it can accommodate more 
workers. Thus, it is cost-effective as it is more energy efficient since cooling or 
heating can operate for one large space. It also allows office occupants to access 
daylight and outside views. Furthermore, proponents of the open-plan arrangement 
with low-panelied or no-panei cubicles emphasize its advantages for more open and 
rapid communication among office workers as a major benefit (e.g. Wineman, 1986). 
On other hand, individual workers generally complain about lack of privacy, noise 
distraction, and insufficient space (e.g. Sundstrom, 1986). Initially, the cubicle 
layouts imitated the irregular, organic forms of office landscape to facilitate 
communication patterns and work flow and yet quickly turned into geometrical 
arrangement of cubicles basically to accommodate more number of workstation 
units. A large open plan office with rows and columns of cubicle arrangement is 
common in modern offices; ironically this view is not much different from that of a 
century ago when Taylorism was the dominant office design concept.
Cubicles
A cubicle in office is a partially enclosed workspace unit for an individual or 
2-4 people together which is separated from neighbouring workspaces by built-in or
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free-standing partitions of usually five to six feet (1.5 to 1.8 m) tall in the case of high 
partitions and iower than five feet (1.5 m) for iow partitions. A cubicle is in general 
partially or entirely open on one side for access. The main purpose of cubicle design 
is to separate office workers from the views and noises of others in the open plan 
office in order to provide workers with privacy and thus help them to focus on their 
tasks. Shelving devices or overhead storage are often used as cubicle partitions 
whilst consuming minimal space for efficient space use. Another main advantage of 
using cubicles in a large open space is for its convenient installation and flexibility in 
laying out the rhodular systems which can be arranged in various ways and 
dimensions, with standard hardware depending on the individual user’s needs and 
the size and structure of an organisation.
Current Offlce-Layout Trends
In the US, the International Facility Management Association (IFMA, 2006) 
conducted a survey of its member organisations in North America (participated by 
660 organisations from Canada and the US) and found that the average percentage 
of open workspace layouts including bullpen offices (7%) was about 66 percent 
compared with 34 percent of private workspace layouts. In the UK, Gensler’s report 
(2005) showed the proportion of open office types including shared group offices 
and flexible workplace reaches around 71 percent: open workspace layout ~ 62%, 
private - 28%, shared offices - 7%, flexible working - 2%. Furthermore, Keable and 
Turner (2004) reported that British organisations apply open workspace layouts with 
higher densities than the North American firms.
Recent surveys indicate two things: 1) The popularity of open-plan office as 
a workplace design has increased substantially and Facilities Managers are 
suggesting or envisioning more open environments; 2) The size of individual 
workspace is shrinking along with the overall amount of office space dedicated to 
individual work whilst a corresponding increase in the amount of collaborative and 
group spaces is observed (cf. Krekhovetsky, 2003; Knoii, 2005; Laing, 2004). In 
terms of workspace layout preferences, although surveys generally show that 
preference is influenced by job type, age, and social and educational background, 
office workers are known to generally prefer private offices to other types (e.g. Knoll, 
2005).
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Design Suggestions for the Office Interaction and Privacy issues
With regards to office interaction and privacy issues, a number of design 
suggestions have been offered. Bürolandschaft was created to provide flexible 
layouts more sensitive to organisational structure and changes with movable 
screens, furniture clusters, and planters to optimise communications and work flow 
(Quickborner Team, 1958). The ‘interaction and bureaucracy’ approach proposes 
office layouts to match office conditions to organisational variables such as structure, 
management style, and work type (Duffy, 1974a, 1974b). The ‘activity setting’ 
approach suggested separate places dedicated to different types of work activities 
for individuals or groups (Stone & Luchetti, 1985). The 'cave and court’ approach 
proposed a setting with smali, private withdrawal spots (caves) and closely linked 
group or public workspaces (courts) (Steele, 1986).
The ‘Club’ approach suggests non-permanent shared workstations with a 
wider range of communal work settings for ‘high performance teams’ to support high 
intensities of both interaction and privacy needs (Duffy, 1999). ‘Small team builpens 
or pods’ approach recommend fully open or low panelled spaces for teams in the 
belief that clear visual cues help to regulate interactions for quality work 
concentration (Becker & Sims, 2001). The ‘private-to-open spectrum’ concept 
proposes various and mixed types of open and enclosed office layouts to satisfy the 
diverse degrees of Interaction and privacy needs (Herman Miller, 2008).
2.2.2. Common Research Variables
The literature review revealed that the most frequently studied structural 
feature of office layouts in respect of interaction-related behaviour is physical 
distance, or proximity which is typically operationalised as the distance between 
workstations (Sundstrom et al., 1980). The distance is commonly studied via 
measures of visibility (i.e. the opportunity to observe and be observed by others), 
accessibility (i.e. the ease with which a given individual’s workspace can be 
approached), as well as walking distance in connection with interaction and 
communication patterns (e.g. Hatch, 1985, 1987; Penn, 2003; Rashid et al, 2006). In 
some studies, physical distances and barriers like doors, stairs, and changes in 
direction of corridors are assessed for their impacts on team interactions and 
communications (e.g. Hackman, 1987). Workspace proximity was already
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investigated In late 1960s’ for the transmission of information and worker 
convenience for communication and decision making process (Stinchcombe, 1968). 
Spatiai interconnectedness or circulation layouts as a means of facilitating workers’ 
face-to-face communication behaviour have been consistently studied (Grajewski, 
1992; Hillier & Grajewski, 1987; Millier & Penn, 1991) also in relation to team 
performance (e.g. Wineman & Serrate, 1999), informal communication patterns and 
collaboration (e.g. McCoy, 2000), and intergroup and intragroup interaction patterns 
(Serrate, 2002).
Besides direct measures of workstation distance, some researchers have 
recognized the concept of 'functional distance’ referring to distance between 
workstations perceived by the occupants In relation to the amount of difficulty by 
way of corners to be turned, indirect paths to be followed, etc. For example, Steele 
(1973) stated, “In many workspace layouts the distance between desks often seems 
much greater psychologically than the separation in feet" (p.65). The importance of 
functional distance was also recognized by other studies in relation to workers’ 
communication patterns (e.g. Wineman & Serrato, 1999). For some studies, 
workers’ perceived privacy was studied in relation to the presence or absence of 
doors and visible co-workers (DuVall-Early & Benedict, 1992), while others 
commonly apply the architectural concepts of visual and auditory privacy in relation 
to various features of workspace partitions and layouts (see Sundstrom, 1986). 
Likewise, the arrangement of furnishings is linked to the quality of social contacts 
(see Steele, 1973).
For privacy, the level of workspace enclosure, adjacency, proximity, and 
density are often investigated in relation to the sense of privacy and control over 
unwanted interactions, intrusions, and environmental distractions (e.g. McCoy, 2002; 
Oldham, Cummings, & Zhou, 1995; Oldham, 1988). The boundary features are 
commonly approached in terms of open-enciosed workspace layout comparisons 
(e.g. Brennan, Chugh, & Kline, 2002; Marans & Spreckelmeyer, 1982; Zalesny & 
Farace, 1987) and often studied for the function of modulating workers’ 
interpersonal process and sense of privacy not only at individual but also group 
levels (e.g. Kupritz, 1998; Sundstrom, 1980).
Boundaries are either real such as walls, partitions, and divisions created by 
furnishings in a setting, or symbolic such as changes in surface treatments, floor or 
ceiling shapes, heights, or colours, etc.. These have implications for interpersonal 
processes and group relations (Konar & Sundstrom. 1986; Wineman & Serrato,
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1999). Studies have examined physical enclosure as a physical and symbolic 
boundary which helps to regulate interactions with external members while 
encouraging internal ones, and thus supports intra-group privacy control (see 
Sundstrom, 1986; Sundstrom & Altman. 1989; Wineman & Serrato, 1999). Acoustic 
and visual separation via physical barriers and enclosure were studied in relation to 
group cohesion and involvement (e.g. Goodrich, 1986).
Workspace layout research often includes the concept of social density, 
which is a physical or spatiai condition reflecting amounts of space and numbers of 
people within that space (cf. Baum & Valins, 1977). Social density is aiso studied in 
relation to information exchange and task facilitation (e.g. Szilagyi & Holland, 1980) 
as well as performance and communication (e.g. Oldham, 1988; Sinha & Sinha, 
1991; Sundstrom, 1986). Configurations of unconventional areas outside one’s own 
workspace such as "corridors, photocopying rooms, cafeterias, mailrooms, supply 
rooms, locker rooms, and areas around water fountains, bulletin-boards, coffee pots, 
computer terminals, or vending machines” (Sundstrom, 1986, p.269) are also known 
to be important places particularly for informal and unplanned contacts and 
interactions (copy room study reference).
Purposefully designed areas like conference rooms or group work areas are 
also investigated in relation to structural features of the workplace environment (e.g. 
Mehrabian, 1976) (cited in Sundstrom, 1986) as well as the job characteristics of 
workers (e.g. Brill et al., 2001; Rashid et ai., 2006). The concept of ‘workspace 
awareness’ referring to visibility and aural accessibility has been recognised in 
relation to communication process and privacy regulation as well as information 
access and work coordination between group members (see Heerwagen, 2004). 
Workspace layouts in terms of ‘differentiation and subdivision’ were studied at 
organisationai ievei with the concept of ‘bureaucracy and interaction’ (Duffy, 1974) 
and this structural comparison was further conceptualised with various dimensions 
of workspace layout (Sundstrom, 1986).
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2.3. Assumptions and Findings
2.3.1. Workspace and Interaction Behaviour
Based on the assumption of direct links between workspace layout and 
people’s interaction behaviour in a cause-effect manner, early researchers generally 
believed that the absence of physical barriers in the workplace increases visual and 
verbal contacts which in turn facilitate interactions and relationships leading to 
interpersonal attraction and relationship development (Newcomb, 1956; Kiesler, 
1966; Thibaut & Kelley, 1959; Zajonc, 1968). Thus, they often suggested 
purposefully designed workspace layout to control visibility, proximity, interior walls 
and barriers etc for systematic impacts on the patterns of interpersonal relations and 
communications (e.g. Howells & Becker, 1962; Kipnis, 1960; Whyte, 1956). They 
also recommended that allocations and circulations in open-plan offices such as 
corridors and stairs are to be designed in a way to facilitate people contacts for 
enhanced social interactions and relationship development (Bach, 1965: Zeitlin, 
1969) (cited in Oldham & Brass, 1979). This E-B perspective is described as a 'flow 
model’ and ‘serendipitous model’ by Peponis et al. (2007).
To investigate these E-B direct assumptions, researchers have generally 
looked at interaction and relationship patterns as a consequence of changes from 
conventional enclosed offices (e.g. private or group offices of full or high-level walls) 
to open-plan offices (e.g. no walls and partitions, or iow level screens or furniture 
clusters). Research has yielded mixed results. For example, after moving from 
conventional offices to open-plan offices, studies reported increased communication 
among co-workers (Pile, 1976; Zahn, 1991), with supervisors (Sundstrom, Burt, & 
Kamp, 1980), between departments (Boyce, 1974), and also information flow 
(Hundert & Greenfield, 1969) (cited in Oldham & Brass, 1979).
Ives and Ferdinands (1974) found that most employees exhibited increased 
interpersonal and intersectional communication and socializing opportunity after 
moving to an open environment. Alien and Gerstberger (1973) discovered that the 
ease of communication improved significantly among engineers after eight months 
from their relocation to non-territoriai open offices. Such spatial features as 
washrooms, conference rooms, libraries and water coolers have been shown to give 
rise to unplanned and spontaneous communication and idea exchanges (Alien, 
1977).
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Supportive findings for assumptions about direct E-B relations are aiso observed:
Frequency of informal interaction between group members with the 
physical distance of the pairs (Guliahorn, 1952),
Communication frequency with the physical distance between workstations 
(Conrath, 1973),
Interaction patterns with the separation of the floors (Parsons, 1976), 
Frequency of task relevant conversations among engineers and scientists 
with the physical distance of the desks between the pairs (Alien, 1977), 
information exchange with physical openness and proximity of team 
members (Goodrich, 1982),
Formation of communication ties among group members with physical 
propinquity (Keller & Holland, 1983),
Communication behaviours with the allocation of workspaces (Penn, et ai., 
1999),
Informal interaction patterns of scientists with physical proximity and 
visibility (Kraut & Galegher, 1999; Serrato, 2002),
Managers’ task performance and perceived friendliness with the visibility 
and audibility of co-workers and superiors In open or closed offices (Crouch 
& Nimran, 1989).
However, on the other hand, there have been findings contradicting the E-B 
direct linkage assumptions. For example, based on 1,220 questionnaires returned 
from those employees working in open-plan offices from seven organisations, Boje 
(1971) found that respondents were sceptical about any improvement in contacts 
with co-workers as well as superiors after moving from a conventional office setup. 
Sundstrom, Burt, and Kamp (1980) sun/eyed workers who had stayed in an open- 
plan office for at least six months and found no relationship between an architectural 
accessibility and the social interactions with co-workers.
After moving to open-plan offices, studies have aiso reported findings such 
as judgments of lower functional efficiency (Brookes & Kaplan, 1972), no change in 
‘opportunities to confer’ (Hanson, 1978), fewer friendship opportunity and 
supervisory feedback accompanied by changes in job characteristics (Oldham & 
Brass, 1979), decrease in face-to-face conversation and failure in facilitating 
communications within and between departments (Clearwater, 1979), and decrease
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in ‘information requests received’ among professional employees despite an 
increase for clerical workers (Zalesny & Farace, 1987).
Duffy (1974a, 1974b) failed to find a connection between formal 
communication patterns and the physical proximities of work spaces within the same 
building. Farbstein (1975) did not find any correlation between co-workers, 
workspaces, and the average amount of time spent in contact between office 
workers. Hedge (1982) observed no differences in the perceived accessibility and 
frequency of interpersonal contacts among staff across open-plan and conventional 
offices. Hatch (1987) found in a study of two high tech firms that the presence of 
doors and the heights of walls or partitions were inversely related to professional- 
technical workers’ increased interaction time with others. In a study which applied 
space syntax techniques and behavioural analysis, the researchers concluded, 
“spatial layout might be insufficient on its own to generate, sustain, and increase 
interaction without the necessary changes in the attitudes, programs and policies of 
the organization" (Rashid et ai., 2006, p.843).
Researchers aiso observed that purposefully designed places (e.g. meeting 
rooms, corridors, coffee bars, copy rooms, et.) to increase informal interactions 
frequently failed to achieve this goal as workers kept on interacting at or around 
individual workspaces (Brill et al., 2001, Rashid, et al., 2006; Steen, Blombergsson, 
& Wiklander, 2005). The same behaviour occurred about the use of private offices 
for informal interactions despite the encouragement of the use of the public and 
common areas by the management (Grajewski 1993; Markus & Cameron 2002) 
(cited in Fayard & Weeks, 2007).
Scepticism towards the simple E-B causal model and assumptions of a direct 
relationship between workspace layout and interaction behaviour has led 
researchers to turn their attentions to psychological, social, and organisational 
factors to understand interaction behaviour in work settings. The variables include: 
the principle of least effort (Gerstberger & Allen, 1968), need for ‘formal conference’ 
(Farbstein, 1975), work communication patterns (Conrath, 1973; Shoshkes, 1977), 
nuisance factors (Alien, 1977), job characteristics (e.g. Sundstrom, Herbert, & 
Brown, 1982), social structure and position (Hatch, 1985; Crouch & Nimran, 1989), 
task interdependence (Hatch, 1987), group dynamics (Goodrich, 1982), status 
demarcation and control over access (Konar & Sundstrom, 1986), differentiation of 
work-related and non-work-related communications (e.g. Steele, 1973; Wineman, 
1982; Sundstrom, 1987), workers’ perceptions toward the physical environment
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(Zalesny & Farace, 1987), social interference (Oldham, Cummings, Zhou, 1995), 
awareness (e.g. Heerwagen, 2004), psychosocial constructs (Rashid & Zimring, 
2005), workplace interaction modei (Rashid, 2006), 'social affordances’ framework 
(Fayard & Weeks, 2007), ‘intelligible structure’ (Peponis et al., 2007).
Through diverse approaches to the investigation of people’s interaction 
behaviour in relation to workspace layout, researchers have come to agree at least 
on the following propositions:
• Workspace layout exerts a considerable, or to certain extent a direct,
influence on chance encounters (e.g. eye-contacts and unplanned
encounters) as a by-product of interaction search or co-presence and 
movement in and around work areas (e.g. Hatch, 1985; Heerwagen, 2004; 
Rashid et al., 2006; Penn, 1999; Rashid, et al. 2006; Peponis et al, 2007; 
Hillier, 1996; Hillier, Hanson & Peponis, 1984; Peponis & Wineman, 2002)
• Workspace layout exerts an indirect influence, while largely interacting with
non-physicai factors, such as spontaneous face-to-face conversation which 
is often described as informal interaction;
• It has an independent or little impact on task-related face-to-face
conversations (e.g. Steele, 1973; Sundstrom, 1986; Wineman, 1982). In 
other words, the social structure of people imposes a systematic influence on 
task-related interactions (e.g. Oldham, Cummings & Zhou, 1995). Workers 
are highly likely to do task-related Interactions at or near own workstations 
(e.g. Briii et al., 2001; Rashid, 2006; Peponis et al., 2007).
However, although researchers have concluded that people’s interaction 
behaviour in relation to workspace layout may be predicted when psychosocial, 
cultural and organisational factors interact with people-environment relationships in 
workplace settings, they have not yet to agree on what factors to be chosen and 
how to identify or take account of them. In other words, there is not yet a plausible 
conceptual framework to do this.
2.3.2. Workspace and interaction for Individual Privacy
structural properties of the office environment such as physical proximity, 
enclosure or barriers, and arrangements have been also frequently investigated in
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relation to psychologicai privacy for individual task performances and also 
interpersonal relations. Researchers have investigated privacy in relation to 
workspace layout from three perspectives: privacy as a function of psychological 
retreat from others (e.g. Bates, 1964), 2) control over information (e.g. Westin, 1967; 
Margulis, 1977), and 3) regulation of interaction (Altman, 1975, 1976; Sundstrom, 
1986). Under such definitions, researchers explain that privacy occurs when a 
person or group deliberately withdraws from contact with others, when he or she 
controls information about one’s self, or when individual or group has ‘selective 
control over access’ to maintain an optimal level of social interaction with others (cf. 
Sundstrom, 1986).
Direct E-B relations views on people's interaction behaviour seem to have 
influenced studies of psychological privacy in the workplace as the studies have 
attempted to link such structural features as physical enclosure, partitions or walls to 
the occupants’ perceptions of privacy. ' Privacy in these studies is commonly 
described as architectural privacy and regarded as the most critical privacy issue 
which can be immediately related to the physical structure of the environment. 
Architectural privacy refers to ‘speech privacy’, the ability to converse in one’s 
workspace without being understood by others outside (Cavanaugh, Farrell, Hirtle, & 
Watters 1962; Sundstrom, Herbert, & Brown, 1982), ‘acoustic privacy’ -  physical 
isolation from noise together with speech privacy (Brill et al., 2001), and ‘visual 
privacy’ - isolation from the unwanted observation or access (Archea, 1977; Rashid, 
2003).
Researchers have found that workers, with some variations, regard physical 
enclosure or lack of partitions or walls as the main physical features of perceived 
privacy (Duvail-Early & Benedict, 1992; Hedge, 1982; Marans & Spreckelmeyer, 
1982; Kupritz, 1998; Maher, & Von Hippel, 2005; McCarrey et ai., 1974; Nemecek & 
Grandjean, 1973; Oldham, 1988; Sundstrom, Burt & Kamp, 1980; Wolgers, 1973). 
After moving from conventional offices to open-plan offices, workers generally report 
a lack of privacy as the result of visual and acoustic openness (e.g. Hanson, 1978; 
Hedge, 1982; Sundstrom, et al., 1982), and increased disturbances and distractions 
(Ives & Ferdinands, 1974; Oldham & Brass, 1979; Sundstrom, et al., 1980). The 
research literature seems to confirm that the concept of architectural privacy is 
relatively stable across settings. However, this concept of privacy implies little for 
practical application since its association with actual work behaviour or a more overt 
concept of privacy is weak. This suggests that although people generally perceive a
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lack of architectural privacy in offices this does not mean this wiil always be a 
'problem' for work performance, or people perceive no privacy problem with open 
and dense work settings.
For example, an early study of 600 office workers reported a variety of 
reactions to the amount of privacy they had despite the fact that all of them were 
using the same size and type of office furniture and layouts (McCarry, 1974). 
Another study found that workers’ privacy responses to workspace layout were quite 
different between groups as younger people show more preference and tolerance 
than older people to fully open-plan workspace layout (Knoll, 2005). In another study, 
Rlland and Falk (1972) found a decline in privacy for telephone calls but not in 
privacy for conversations. Oldham (1988) found workers moving from open-plan 
offices to low-density open-plan or offices with partitions surrounding employee work 
areas reported an increase in task privacy and communication privacy.
Sundstrom, Herbert, and Brown (1982a) observed managerial workers 
moving from fully enclosed private offices to individual enclosures with 78-inch 
partitions (the highest but not floor to ceiling full enclosure) with no door in an open 
environment; professional staff from double offices to 60-inch panels with no doors; 
and clerical workers with the least enclosure of walls or partitions both before and 
after the move. The results showed that enclosure was associated with preferences 
for privacy over accessibility and conversational privacy among managers, whilst 
enclosure was associated with isolation from intrusion among professionals. 
However, enclosure was not associated with any form of privacy among clerical 
workers.
Some researchers argue that clear boundaries and barriers are not always 
helpful for privacy protection. Goodrich (1982) reported that being blinded by 
partitions and furniture arrangement in an open environment, workers may feel little 
privacy because of the inability to control sudden and unanticipated entrances and 
movements. He also pointed out the importance of group dynamics and social 
norms for psychological privacy, besides physical layout. For example, in a setting, 
group involvement, high motivation, and organisational norms can offset the 
negative Impacts of an office configuration. Goodrich aiso reported that in a bullpen 
type office environment, work groups reported high performance and reputation in 
the company and more positive attitudes towards the environment despite the 
crowded nature of the setting, the noise, and unattractive office. In addition, he also 
observed that individuals working in cohesive work groups reported less need for
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privacy, and moreover their sense of privacy varied according to group size within 
the enclosure or open environment. A small number of workers in an enclosed office 
appear to make them more sensitive to the presence of one another whereas in a 
large open-plan environment, more workers furnish a sense of 'anonymity'.
Becker and Sims (2001a) found in a study with software engineers that 
team-based bullpen (no partition at all) offices can still afford good privacy when 
workers are accustomed to the setting and their processes because the 
environment provides more opportunities to control unwanted distractions and 
interruptions. A compatible finding is observed by Steelcase researchers (2000): as 
people got to know each other and develop trust between team members, their 
needs for individual privacy diminished. These findings are compatible with the 
conclusion of Sundstrom (1980) as he stated that the real issue is not enclosure but 
control over accessibility, "people in private quarters can control their accessibility to 
others more easily than in open and visible places" (p. 102). Wineman (1986) also 
contended that direct means (e.g. opening or closing a door) or indirect means (e.g. 
moving to other spaces), what really matters for workers to have adequate amount 
of privacy for work performance is having more control or control mechanisms within 
the space.
in this respect, Altman’s (1976) ‘interaction control’ modei of privacy has 
been frequently referred although researchers do not necessarily agree on the role 
of workspace layout as a environmental function for individuals to control over 
unwanted interactions or intrusions (Justa and Golan, 1977; Kupritz, 1998; Oldham, 
1988; O’Neill, 1994; Sundstrom, et al., 1982; Zalesny and Farace, 1987). Some 
researchers also reported the importance of ‘environmental awareness’ through 
non-verbal and behavioural cues which may function by regulating interruptions and 
distractions in an open-plan office environment (Backhouse & Drew, 1992; Becker & 
Sims, 2001; Heerwagen, 2004).
Together with the influence of physical layout, researchers also found that 
workers’ perception of privacy is relatively dependent upon their socio-psychological 
and organisational factors such as previous experiences with different types of office 
environments (Hedge, 1982); adaptation to common privacy issues and social 
norms that help to screen contacts whilst at the same time supporting the need for 
interactions (Steele, 1986). Studies have also found that the concept of privacy 
varies according to job characteristics and thus affect people differently. For 
example, Goodrich (1982) observed that individual task variables are likely to impact
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on workers’ sense of privacy and their performances. He noticed that for the workers 
with routine, repetitive, and mechanical jobs, too much physicai privacy can i soi ate 
them from their co-workers resuiting in job stress, errors, perceived fatigue, and 
boredom whereas for workers with creative thinking, reflecting, and developing a 
logical chain of thought, privacy is a critical condition for them to perform such 
intense cognitive tasks. In contrast, Burt, and Kamp (1980) noticed that even jobs 
involving routine tasks, workers not only preferred private spaces to more accessible 
workspaces but also their job functions were better in the private spaces.
As for the influence of task complexity on workers’ privacy process and 
conditions in relation to job performance or environmental attitudes, studies have 
generally supported the assumption that highly cognitive and complex tasks are 
likely to demand more control of interaction and stimuli from the environment for 
their job performance (e.g. Block & Stokes, 1989; Sundstrom et al., 1994; Nagar & 
Pandey, 1987). Maher & von Hippel (2005) showed that task complexity exerts 
influences in more interactional ways with other individual and environmental 
variables rather than straight impact. Crouch and Nimran (1989) found that the 
influence of privacy on job performance was moderated by task complexity. 
However, Oldham et al. (1991) suggests that people performing complex tasks are 
less likely to perceive intrusions on job performance because complex tasks pull 
more focused attention into the given task and thus divert people’s concerns away 
from the environment., On the other hand, people doing simple tasks still possess a 
psychological ‘capacity’ to monitor external events in the environment. This 
assumption requires more empirical exploration.
Sundstrom (1987) reported that workers are likely to associate privacy with 
issues of distraction, freedom to do what they want to do, controlling access to 
space or information, and being alone. Sundstrom et ai. (1982) suggested a 
hierarchy of privacy needs according to the three job categories and workstation 
layouts: 1) the most basic need for privacy is to control and maintain an optimal level 
of social contact, which was observed among clerical workers in shared offices, 2) a 
higher rank is to keep mental concentration from distraction and interruption, which 
was observed among professionai-technicai workers in private offices, and 3) the 
highest privacy need Is for autonomy from visibility and audibility to others and 
conversational privacy for confidential communications, which typically took place 
among managerial and administrative employees in private offices (Sundstrom et al., 
1982).
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Researchers also approached privacy in office settings from the ‘symbolic 
meaning perspective’ in a belief that workspace layout helps to regulate 
interpersonal processes and relations through symbolically communicating 
information attached to the physicai environment including the social status and 
norms. Thus, changes in a physical setting causes losses or gains in environmental 
symbols differentially according to the individuals’ social status In an organisation (cf. 
Becker. 1981; Steele, 1973; Rapoport, 1982). Zalesny and Farace (1987) surveyed 
247 government workers of three positional groups -  clerical, professional, and 
managerial workers. With the exception of the clerical workers who were already In 
an open-plan office setting before the move to the new setting, professional and 
managerial workers moved from conventional to open-plan offices. They found that 
the workers differentially rated ‘perceived personal privacy' as to the new 
environment. Interestingly, clerical workers reported significantly increased 
perceived privacy whilst the perceived privacy of professionals and managers was 
significantly lower. This finding is interesting because the visibility and accessibility 
were relatively constant in the two environments for the clerical workers.
In summary, issues around psychological privacy pertinent to individuai job 
functioning and interpersonal interactions and relations in the workpiace are linked 
with the physicai structure and the arrangement of the workplace. However, the 
findings do not fuily support any direct role for workspace layout on privacy 
mechanisms. Findings instead show many moderating factors inciuding 
psychological and social factors such as individual job characteristics, attitudes, 
perceptions and experiences of the environments as well as group norms and 
dynamics.
2.3.3. Workspace and Interaction for Group Relations
Researchers seem to generally agree on some points of E-B relations 
between the structurai properties of office environment and people's group 
interaction and privacy behaviour; 1) physicai proximity and openness between 
group members provide opportunities of convenient group interactions, and 2) 
physicai group boundary (inc. symbolic marks and materials) or enclosure affords a 
sense of group privacy, which heips to develop a sense of informal group or 
enhance existing formal group ties (Sundstrom, 1986). In other words, workspace 
layout that supports intra-group accessibility and visibility, and inter-group physicai
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boundary or enclosure may facilitate group interaction and autonomy through visual 
and acoustic insulation whilst regulating interruption or distraction from outside. 
Researchers have generaiiy investigated group interaction and privacy behaviour as 
to workspace layout through the patterns and degrees of group communication, 
coordination, relationships, cohesion, and etc.
Supportive findings for these propositions are found in Alderfer (1987) and 
Friedlander (1987). They reported that occupying a defined space by a group with 
boundaries enhances group identity and differentiates group members from others, 
thus estabiishing the parameters for regulating relationships with people outside the 
group. Likewise, researchers argue that a dedicated group workspace supports not 
only the development of group identity but aiso a shared knowiedge base by 
displaying the materials and equipment shared by the members for group work 
(Wineman & Serrato, 1999). Brooks and Kaplan (1972) observed positive changes 
in ‘group sociability’ even after nine months after the move from an enclosed to an 
open office environment.
Studies have generally observed that clarification of physical boundaries 
through spatial configuration, arrangement, location, and wails and partitions 
substantially afford the amount of time that workers spend for interactions with other 
group members (Oldham & Brass, 1979; Hatch, 1987), quality communications 
(BOSTi, 1981; Oidham, 1988) as weii as the deveiopment of group norms (e.g. 
Sundstrom, 1986) and formation of group (Cartwright, 1968; Melcher, 1976; Wells, 
1965b; Wineman, 1982).
Szilagyi and Hoiland (1980) undertook a study in which office workers moved 
from conventional enclosed offices on six non-adjacent floors to a simiiar type of 
office environment on three adjacent floors with the objective of providing better 
departmentalisation of work units. The researchers observed that the relocation 
brought an increase in social density within the work units (measured ‘within a 50- 
foot walking distance) with the closely allocated enclosed individual offices without 
doors making interpersonal access more convenient between the unit members. 
Comparing the three social density groups (increased, decreased, and no change in 
social density), they found a significant inclination in friendship opportunities, task 
facilitation, and information exchange for the group in which social density increased. 
Teasley et al., (2000) discovered that co-located teams in large rooms with individual 
workstations rather than in traditional private offices significantly reduced product 
cycle time which was attributed to the facilitated spontaneous and interactive
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discussions among team members despite some outstanding privacy and distraction 
issues.
The linkage of physicai boundaries or enclosure to group relations and 
cohesion behaviour has been observed in many studies. For example, 295 clerical 
employees were surveyed in a single department of a large insurance company for 
the patterns of mutual friendships whilst comparing the workers allocated in a large 
open space with those in smaller enclosed areas surrounded by window walls and 
partitions (Weiis, 1965). The results showed greater internal cohesion and mutual 
friendships among workers in the enclosed areas than in the open space 
environment. Bobeie and Buchanan (1979) found that spatiai arrangement and the 
location of partitions, walls, furnishings, and other physical barriers affected 
cohesion and interaction among group internal members whilst regulating their 
interfaces with external ones.
McCoy (2000) found that spatial organisation and allocation of space 
supported easy access fostering communication and collaboration among team 
members. Richards and Dobyns (1957) observed that developed group norms and 
cohesion through physical enclosure seems to plummet when the group is moved 
into an environment with no physical boundary. On the other hand, Brennan, Churgh, 
and Kline (2002) observed lowered satisfaction with group member relations once 
physical boundaries and enclosures had been removed as a result of moving into 
open office environments. They reported the lowered group relations satisfactions 
did not abate even after 6 months after the relocation.
Some studies contend that people are willing to sacrifice individual privacy 
for group interactions or group privacy. Steelcase (2000) found that as soon as 
workers moved from private spaces into more team-based workspace layout, their 
initial concerns for individual, informational privacy diminished; they also expressed 
higher levels of satisfaction with the new office environments compared with the 
previous individualistic environment, in a study of several organisations, Goodrich 
(1982) found that an open spatial arrangement with little acoustic and visual privacy 
tended to support close working relationships between secretaries and professionals.
For example, the secretaries could overhear professionals’ conversations 
which helped secretaries to answer outside inquiries themselves without disturbing 
professionals each time. Interestingly, both the professionals and secretaries 
reported a strong sense of group with high morale and feeling of involvement in the 
work process. In other words, despite the expense of individuai privacy and freedom.
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close proximity within the enclosure seemed to help secretaries for effective group 
work and relationships. Goodrich aiso found that the spatiai configuration designed 
for individuai privacy made workers feel physically and psychologically separate 
from other group members, which adversely affected group involvement, cohesion 
and communication. Similarly, Sundstrom, Herbert, and Brown (1982) speculated 
that improved accessibility and planned layout In an open-plan office helped to 
sustain workers’ overall satisfaction with communication with co-workers despite the 
significantly lowered satisfaction with their confidential privacy issues.
Researchers generaiiy believe that informal interactions taking place in close 
proximity between workstations, and interconnected social gathering places are the 
important ingredients for group work and cohesion (Sundstrom, De Muse, & Futrell, 
1990). However, researchers also point out that the role of workspace layout for 
such informal functioning depends upon the structural and work characteristics of 
groups. Zalesny, Saias, and Prince (1995) argued that since the degrees as well as 
patterns of need for ongoing interaction and coordination differ between groups and 
teams, teams generally have a higher degree of interdependence between 
members than groups, and thus may benefit more from the interaction-facilitating 
workspace layout for prompt and intensive social interactions. Groups or 
workgroups on the other hand may not benefit from the same physical features 
because they tend to rely more on individual work whilst only occasionally gathering 
together for specific activities. This means the E-B relations between workspace 
layout and group interaction and privacy behaviour are to be influenced by the work 
structure and characteristics of each group.
For example, Brager et al. (2000) found that deliberately chosen and 
designed informal spaces (e.g. comfortable, movable chairs, small tables, white 
boards, and an open view in a corridor with an easy access and adjacency to private 
offices) failed to induce spontaneous informal group interactions among professional 
workers because they primarily preferred emails and phone calls to face-to-face 
conversations for which, if needed, they arranged to use conference rooms. Rashid 
et al. (2006) also observed that spaces deliberately designed for informal 
interactions were seldom used by groups or individuals whilst workers preferred 
interactions In or around individual workspaces. These researchers also remarked 
that behavioural patterns of groups in relation to spatial configuration are largely 
dependent on group dynamics such as leadership, structure, size, functions and etc.
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Similarly, Heerwagen (2004) argued that the E-B relations patterns between 
workspace layout and people’s behaviour for group collaboration are likely to be 
different according to the on-going communication needs and the cognitive 
complexity of group work. She contended that the same workspace layout may exert 
quite different functions or influences, for example, for traditional work groups and 
for knowledge working teams or multidisciplinary scientific R&D teams.
2.4. Rationale for Research Objective and Problem
The literature review was to identify a reliable, research-based and 
pragmatic theoretical explanation of E-B relations in the workplace focussing in 
particular on the influence of workspace layout for interaction behaviour in respect of 
privacy and group; whilst searching for the Implications for the contextual design 
approach to office interaction and privacy conflicts. However, the literature review 
revealed that study findings are inconsistent or contradicting about E-B relationships 
between workspace, interaction, privacy, and group relations and yet there is a lack 
of reliable explanations about the phenomenon. The literature review revealed that 
there are gaps between the findings and also problems in assumptions in previous 
studies. Likewise, it uncovered that there are a few frequently-referred models and 
concepts in the workplace E-B research with a lack of research evidence.
Overall, the literature review has brought to light a need for a reliable and 
pragmatic theoreticai model which can explain the nature of workplace E-B 
relationships in an organisational context and also provide a practical guide for 
workplace interaction and privacy conflicts. Thus, a générai objective was set for a 
research study.
Research Objective:
To develop a reliable and pragmatic theoretical model which helps to explain 
E-B reiations for in particular an understanding of the relations between workspace, 
interaction, privacy and group relations in the context of organisational functioning 
and which can be practicaliy appiied to manage workplace interaction and privacy 
conflicts.
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In preparation of the research, the study summarises the previous study 
findings which are reliable and which can be used as the basis for the present 
research. Likewise, the research Identified several limitations In previous studies 
which might have caused the general problems found In the literature. This 
Information Is to guide the direction, likewise, to clarify areas to develop research 
problem by which the objective of the research Is set.
This section summarises the research findings which researchers generally 
agree on and then proceeds to identify shortcomings in the previous research. At the 
end of the section, the research problem Is.stated.
2.4.1. Findings Summary from the Literature Review
Although direct E-B linking approaches to workspace layout and Interaction 
behaviour have yielded Inconsistent and contradicting findings, there are some 
compatible findings across studies. Workspace layout has direct relations with 
visibility (e.g. eye-contacts, awareness and co-presence) and natural flow of 
movement (e.g. chance encounter, Interaction search behaviour) while Indirect (or 
combined association with social structure) associations with unplanned/ 
opportunistic conversations (e.g. Informal Interaction) occurring corridors and around 
workstations. This means as the sequence moves on through visibility, encounter 
and informal conversation, the E-B relations gets weaker. In other words, contextual 
influences become more powerful. This phenomenon Is evident In the relations 
between workspace layout and task-relevant (formal) face-to-face interactions 
Including planned Individual and group conversation. At this point, the E-B 
relationship becomes an Independent one. Researchers observed systematic 
Influences on the behaviour from such contextual factors as task structure, symbolic 
Interpretations, and work characteristics.
For privacy, researchers have come to the conclusion that what Is a 
distract!ve or supportive environment In terms of privacy functioning for work 
activities largely depends on the individuals’ situational and environmental needs for 
Isolation or coordination In relation to their task characteristics, social relations, 
symbolic communications and etc. rather than the mere impacts of architectural 
concepts of privacy; what is appropriate even for architectural privacy depends on
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the individual's preferences and jobs. Thus, a key to understanding E-B relations 
for privacy in work settings should begin with understanding the nature of privacy 
mechanisms of Individuals and groups In organisational contexts since what really 
matters Is the 'sense of control’ over interaction, stimuli, and Information through 
social norms, environmental perceptions and group dynamics. Among the 
organisational variables, social structure based on functional Interdependence 
seems to deserve further attention for Its role as a key contextual variable on E-B 
relations for privacy.
The concept of privacy needs In hierarchy (Sundstrom et al., 1982) which 
denotes ‘Interaction control’ as a baseline need for concentration and conversational 
privacy support to connect the Interaction regulation concept of privacy (Altman, 
1975) to concentration and conversational privacy. The Interaction regulation 
concept of privacy can be Integratlvely approached with concentration and 
conversational privacy Into one theoretical framework and also interpersonal 
relationship concerns for group processes. Studies show privacy is not directly 
related to job satisfaction or performance. Job characteristics created different 
needs for privacy -  speech/ conversational privacy for managers. Intrusions for 
professionals, and control of access for clerical workers.
For workspace layout. Interaction and group relations, research has focused 
on group privacy and Interaction behaviour In terms of group boundaries for group 
cohesion, or Intergroup Interfaces and communications. Empirical findings seem to 
provide some consistency with the assumption that physical boundaries and 
enclosure such as walls and partitions help a group regulate external distractions 
and Intrusions while promoting Internal opportunities for personal Interaction 
promoting a sense of group autonomy and cohesion through group privacy. This 
means an absence of physical group boundaries may lead to difficulties In regulating 
the Intergroup Interface which results in a lack of group privacy leading In turn to 
weakened group relations and cohesion. However, this E-B phenomenon Is also 
largely affected by such contextual factors social structure and work characteristics 
of a group. Specifically, different degrees of functional Interdependence and required 
coordination tend to lead to different relational patterns of group with the structural 
properties of office environments for group Interaction and privacy behaviour.
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2.4.2. Identified Shortcomings of the Previous Research
This literature review has Identified several weaknesses or limitations In 
previous studies
First, it should be pointed out that methodological limitations seem to have 
played a large part In the Identified shortcomings In the previous research, mostly in 
connection with the unit of observation and analysis. Despite the fact that the E-B 
relations of workspace. Interaction and privacy are of ‘Interpersonal’ concern In 
nature, few studies have applied an Interpersonal level of data and analysis. 
Structural analysis based on an Interpersonal level of data (dyadic data) and the 
equivalent level of analysis can only permit undlstorted observation of the spatial, 
social, and psychological connections and patterns between workers In a setting 
and also between workspace and the Interpersonal behaviour. In other words, only 
an Individual level of observation may largely misrepresent the nature of the 
phenomenon.
In the literature, most studies have applied ‘attribute data’ (e.g. perceptions, 
attitudes, satisfactions and etc.) which only permits an Individual level of analysis. 
There are several architectural investigations conducted at an interpersonal level of 
observation (e.g. Inter-workstatlon distance) applying space syntax and social 
network techniques, but these studies also analysed the data at individual or group 
level In the form of collective counts or aggregates for each Individual or a group of 
people. A lack of Interpersonal level of analysis makes It difficult to undertake an 
adequate structural comparison between workspace and Interaction patterns and 
also between workspace and the organisational structure, which Is pragmatically 
Important. Thus, the Interpersonal measures and analyses (N=number of dyadic 
link or pair) on Inter-workspace proximity and visibility, the frequencies and patterns 
of Interpersonal relations and Interactions should be used besides the conventional 
form of Individual level of observation (N=number of people).
In relation to this methodological Issue, another point which most studies did 
not recognise is the Importance of Investigating group relations and behaviour from 
a person’s view (from an interpersonal perspective) rather than in group terms. 
Since Interaction in a group Is primarily an Interpersonal process between each 
member, the term ‘group’ as a conceptual unit or perspective often interferes with 
the researcher’s view of the interpersonal process for the E-B relations. For example, 
the term ‘group boundary’ Is a group perspective. From an individual perspective, It
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is about interpersonal boundaries. There is clearly a need for an Independent 
approach based on Interpersonal level of data observation.
Second, It Is about the workplace E-B contextual research. Few studies have 
Identified and properly Investigated functional structure of an organisation for E-B 
relations under scrutiny despite its Immense influence on Interpersonal relations and 
behaviour and thus for understanding E-B relationships in the workplace. This may 
be related to the identified methodological Issue. Studies often do not acknowledge, 
if not Ignore, that the functional structure of people is Indlstingulshably embedded In 
workspace layout and thus affect Interpersonal behaviour. In most workplace 
settings, workers are already systematically allocated according to their 
communication needs and work flows. This condition can affect not only task­
relevant Interactions but also the occurrence of Informal Interactions and their 
relationships. However, studies mostly did not properly take account of this critical 
organisational factor In studying E-B relationships In the workplace.
Third, an integrative research approach Is needed. There Is a lack of a 
theoretical framework Integrating workspace. Interaction, privacy and group relations 
Into one coherent frame. Majority of the studies In the literature separately or only 
partly approach workplace E-B phenomenon as Indispensably Interrelated and 
Interlinked not only In nature but also In pragmatic sense. This appears to be one of 
the main reasons that there have been few reliable and practical conceptual models 
for the Issue of workplace Interaction and privacy conflicts. However, It Is also 
Important to recognise that these empirical findings, though they are separately 
collected, contain ecologically valid ‘true’ values which can be Integrated. This 
means that the Issue Is not to discard or re-examine the previous findings but to 
develop an Integrative theoretical frame which enables the researcher to bind the 
extant assumptions and findings. It can be expected that when an Integrative 
framework Is properly pursued, the apparently scattered or Inconsistent findings can 
be explained thus the true values reorganised about the E-B relationships.
Fourth, a problem of broadly defined spatial and behavioural attributes needs 
to be pointed out. As many office environment studies undertake comparative 
investigations between open vs. enclosed offices, studies define or use general 
descriptions of open-plan or enclosed offices while omitting detailed Information 
about the workspace as well as the behaviour rather than the changes as a result of 
the relocation. This approach has been recognised of a lack of rigorous Investigation 
of the E-B relations under scrutiny. Furthermore, there Is no empirical study which
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explored the relationship between workspace and such naturally occurring 
behaviour as eye-contact and face-to-face encounters around workspaces, besides 
spontaneous talks. Instead, studies often used perceptions, attitudes, or satisfaction 
measures In relation to certain spatial attributes or their changes through office 
relocation. This Issue has made It difficult to explain E-B relations In specific terms 
with specific behaviour and generalisation of findings from a setting to another has 
often produced unexpected outcomes.
Fifth, the definitions and concepts of privacy applied to workplace settings 
are not universally accepted and also pragmatically operationalised for the 
workplace design and research. Likewise, a few frequently-referred concepts and 
models lack empirical support. For example, although some studies specifically 
distinguish "architectural privacy’ (e.g. visual and auditory privacy) with 
‘psychological privacy’ (e.g. Interaction and stimuli control), most of the studies use 
the concepts without clarification or often distinction. As a result, the E-B 
relationships between spatial attributes, privacy variables and satisfaction or 
performance measures In a setting make It difficult for others to validate.
Likewise, rather than a dichotomous answer of whether or not there Is 
privacy, understanding of privacy 1) by degree, 2) according to its specific types as 
for Its functions in the workplace context, and 3) In relation to actual job performance 
seems to be critical for pragmatic Implications. This Is because certain spatial 
attributes noticeably perceived as deteriorating ‘privacy’ are not often critically 
marked when It comes to the whole evaluation of the environment for actual work 
processes. For Instance, an expression of a lack of architectural privacy (e.g. visual 
privacy) does not always mean a person has the problem of psychological privacy 
(e.g. difficulties In controlling Incoming Interactions or environmental stimuli) to 
perform concentratlve tasks In the workspace.
Although the literature frequently refers to the Interaction regulation concept 
(see Altman, 1975) as a central privacy behaviour for both Individuals and group 
relations, the concept has not been properly defined as well as systematically 
examined in the context of organisational functioning. For example, the definitions 
of ‘selective control’, ‘unwanted Interaction’ and ‘optimal level of Interaction’ for 
individual and also group privacy remain ambiguous In the workplace setting. As a 
result. Its role in workplace E-B research and practice has been largely constrained. 
The interaction regulation concept of privacy needs to be operationalised with 
specific contextual definitions which can be supported with research evidence. A
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properly operationalised interaction regulation concept In the context of 
organisational functioning can be a key to bridge the gaps In assumptions and also 
between research and practice.
2.4.3. Research Problem
To overcome the Identified shortcomings In previous studies Is a key to the 
research objective. Thus, the research now formulates a research problem to deal 
with the Issues and then proceeds to conceptualise a theoretical framework 
(Chapter 3) based on which research questions are to develop In order to address 
the research problem.
Research Problem:
There Is a need for a study to Integratlvely and rigorously explore the 
functional structure of an organisation for E-B relations of workspace, unplanned 
interaction, privacy and group relations.
2.5. Summary
The research conducted an extensive review of the literature to Identify 
research-based Information and guides which can help the practitioners to have 
adequate understanding of the role of organisational context In managing E-B 
relations and thus addressing workplace interaction and privacy conflicts. Instead of 
getting any reliable answer to the purpose, the literature review revealed several 
Issues in previous studies. Findings In the previous research are Inconsistent or 
even contradictory while there are few reliable explanations about workplace E-B 
phenomenon.
Likewise, there are certain unexplained gaps between the assumptions and 
also some major models and concepts lack research evidence. These Issues have 
provided a rationale for the research objective, which Is to develop a reliable 
theoretical model to explain E-B relations of workspace. Interaction, privacy and 
group behaviour and also offer a practical guide for reconciling workplace Interaction 
needs with privacy needs.
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Now, the task begins with conceptualisation of a preliminary theoretical 
framework which can guide the research to Integratlvely and rigorously explore the 
functional structure of an organisational setting in relation E-B relationships. Then 
later based on the research findings, the research will refine the model In relation to 
the research objective. In the following chapter (Chapter 3), the research sets out a 
conceptual framework and three explorative research questions to guide an 
empirical research.
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CHAPTER III. THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
3.1. Introduction
Based on the previous findings and theoretical models, the present research 
sets out a preliminary structure of a conceptual framework entitled, ‘E-B CIS 
(contextual, integrative and structural) framework for workspace, interaction, privacy 
and group relations. The research is going to use the initial framework to 
conceptualise the E-B workplace relationships into research questions and thus 
guide the investigation. Then later, based on the findings, the research will complete 
the structure of the framework by which the research explains the workspace E-B 
relationships and also provide a pragmatic suggestion for workplace interaction and 
privacy conflicts.
Figure 3.1.1. E-B CIS Framework -  Preliminary Structure
Workspace Layout
' Openness, Sitting-Visibility, Proximityo
Unplanned Interaction
Chance Encounter 
• Eye Contacts Face-to-face Encounter
Spontaneous Conversation 
• Formal & Informal Conversation
o
Interaction Regulation Process
Concentration Privacy
• Control over Distraction 
& Interruption
Group Relations
> Task Coordination 
& informal Relationship
Work Characteristics
Functional Interdependence
• Group Membership
• Required Communication
Structural Analysis: 
Interpersonal & Individual level^
E-B CIS framework is primarily to overcome the identified shortcomings of 
previous studies. As the title denotes, the framework conceptualises a contextual 
and integrative research whilst applying structural analysis on the target E-B
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relationship phenomenon. Through the framework, the research presents the 
functional structure of organisation as a contextual factor in the structural E-B 
relationships between the dimensional variables. As an integrative approach, the 
research conceptualises workspace, interaction, privacy and group relations into 
one framework. It is a main task of the research to explore and identify the 
relationships within and between the dimensions and thus complete the model.
For competent structural analysis, the research applies both the 
interpersonal and individual levels of investigation. Several task related 
characteristics are also included in the framework to assess their interactive roles 
with the main variables for privacy and group relations. Its conceptual foundations 
and rationale for the investigation of the research questions will then be discussed.
E-B CIS framework consists of five main dimensions under which specific 
variables are identified for their dimensional and variable-level investigation. The 
dimensions are arranged in the form of sequential relations from workspace layout, 
interaction occurrences and their effects on concentration privacy and group 
relations, whilst functional interdependence is highlighted for its contextual role for 
the relationships between the E-B dimensions. For the interaction occurrence, 
chance encounter and spontaneous conversation are also specified in sequential 
positions from workspace layout towards privacy and group relations dimensions.
Five main dimensions and their variables are as follows: 1) Workspace 
layout -  openness, sitting-visibility, proximity; 2) Unplanned interaction -  chance 
encounter (CE) and spontaneous conversation (SC); 3) Functional interdependence 
-  group membership (GM) and required communication (RC); 4) Concentration 
privacy -  interruption and distraction problems; and 5) Group relations -  task 
coordination and informal relationship. For additional variables, task complexity is 
included for work characteristics.
In the present diagram (Figure 3.1.1), the dimensional links are without 
arrows and descriptions which are to be identified and thus explained through the 
research.
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3.2. Foundations for the Framework
3.2.1. A Contextual Approach to the E-B Relationships
A Conceptual Guide for Contextual Research
Researchers have emphasised that E-B relationships in real world settings 
are largely affected by contextual factors (e.g. Altman & Rogoff, 1987; Wapner & 
Demick, 2002; Winkel, Saegert & Evans, 2009). For some researchers, the role of 
context or objective ecological environment is more than just an influence but certain 
"laws" exist that govern the interrelationships and interactions between people and 
environment (e.g. Barker, 1968). They contend that patterns of interrelations and 
interactions between environment and behaviour should be explored in situ with 
systematic accounting of the naturally occurring behaviours (Barker, 1968). In other 
words, the objective and systematic investigation of setting contexts and their 
connections to the target E-B phenomenon is critical for a reliable research.
Stokols (1987) provided a guide for competent contextual research. First, he 
distinguished non-contextual from contextual research. According to him, the former 
deals with the relationship between target variables and outcome variables whilst 
contextual research takes account of immediate situational factors affecting the 
relationship between target and outcome variables. Likewise, contextual research 
investigates the relationship between situational and target variables. He explained 
that since the focus of contextual research is more on situational than intrapersonal 
moderators in E-B relationships, the research framework needs to specify a set of 
situational conditions or boundaries that qualify the relationships between target 
predictors and outcome variables.
He suggested steps in developing a contextual research framework. An 
initial task is to identify the target E-B phenomenon and the variables to be 
examined. Once the target variables have been specified, the next step is to define 
a set of situational or contextuai variables that are thought to exert an important 
influence on the form and occurrence of the target phenomenon. In this phase, it is 
vital to find out situational variables that are most essential and reliable for 
understanding the form and occurrence of the target phenomenon, from among the 
great number of potentially relevant situational moderators, effective context. To be 
qualified contextual variables, he suggested that the variables should consist of 
'contextual validity’ - predictability against situational variations, and also ‘external 
validity’ - generalisability across various settings and times (of. Campbell & Stanley,
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1963; Cook & Campbell, 1979) (p.47). Likewise, he pointed out that a contextual 
framework should be efficient to the extent that it includes those and only those 
situational factors that exert a significant influence on the target variables.
Stokols (1987) explained the dimensions of contextual framework to cover: 1) 
spatial, temporal and sociocultural factors that are thought to influence the target E- 
B relationships, 2) subjective and objective views of the target contextual variables, 
3) both the Individual and aggregate levels, and 4) the partitive characteristics and 
composite concepts. Especially in a complex setting, he recommended that 
composite terms can provide a powerful and efficient representation of E-B 
relationships since the approach consolidates multiple situational and individual 
attributes into a smaller number of unified views on the constructs. Overall, the 
essence of developing a competent contextual framework is to identify contextual 
factors which are systematically interrelated to target variables in E-B relationships 
in objective terms whilst overcoming the subjective individuals’ characteristics.
Functional Interdependence as the Contextual Factor
Based on a review of organisation theories. Hatch (2006, p. 102) stated that 
among the dimensions constituting what an organisation is, researchers 
unquestioningly accept this as a fact that social structure is a key determinate of 
interpersonal behaviour in organisation. She summarised three main components of 
organisational structure: 1) the division of labour -  the distribution of responsibilities 
and assignment of work tasks which create expectations about who is dependent 
upon whom, 2) the hierarchy of authority -  the distribution of authority which defines 
formal reporting relationships and the map of vertical communication channels, and 
3) formalised rules and procedures - coordination mechanism which encompasses 
explicit rules, regulations, policies and procedures govern organisational activities 
through written policies, handbooks, job descriptions, operations manuals, 
organisation charts, management systems and etc. Thus, organisational structure 
exerts immense influences on its members to behave in a systematic and unified 
way to achieve common goals whilst overcoming the individual differences: 
backgrounds, abilities, motives, expectations, perceptions, and interests (Scott, 
2002).
In this respect, some theorists (e.g. Salaman, 1979) describe organisational 
structure as a structure of control whose dominant function is to regulate the
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coordinating processes among its members and their work activities. They generally 
stressed the controlling and maintaining function of organisational structure as its 
key role to keep the order and compliance whilst promoting ‘the established and 
regularised ways of ordering and co-ordinating the organisation’s activities and 
people’. According to him, organisational structure affords people the needs and 
rationale to work together and pursue programmes of activities for their shared goals. 
Although it is invisible, organisational structure exerts a powerful influence on its 
members' individual and group relations and work activities as it determines the 
amounts and types of tasks people perform as well as with whom and in which 
orders and directions, and whose responsibilities, decisions, and assistance. In this 
manner, organisational structure directly and immediately affects what the members 
can and cannot do as well as should and should not do in an organisation.
Among the main constructs underpinning organisational structure, Katz and 
Kahn (1978) noted that ‘functional interdependence’, the psychological bonds built 
upon task requirements or connectedness along the role systems, is the primary 
and constant energy that holds and compels relationships between the members. 
They argued that functional interdependence exerts systematic and predictable 
impacts on the patterns of interpersonal connections and relations in an organization 
as it operates regardless of personal or interpersonal wishes or interests irrelevant 
to the functional relationship. This means that this psychosocial force from the 
integrated functional relationship structure offers the basic rationality for people to 
pursue and regulate interpersonal relations and behaviour. This notion of functional 
interdependence based on task requirements and performance for individual and 
group level relations and coordination is discussed by many researchers (e.g. Mohr, 
1971; Thompson, 1967; Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967), and its dimensions are further 
explored by many researchers (e.g. Kiggundu,1981; Saavedra, Earley & Dyne, 1993; 
Thompson, 1967; Van de Ven, Delbecq & Koenig, 1976) and well supported by a 
number of empirical studies (e.g. Cheng, 1983; Rico & Cohen, 2005; Cleavenger, 
Gardner & Mhatre, 2007).
The concept of functional interdependence has been explicitly or implicitly 
applied to E-B relationships research for workspace layout and team processes (e.g. 
Becker & Sims, 2001; Goodrich, 1982; Heerwagn, 2004; Wineman & Serrato, 1999; 
Zalesny et al., 1995). However, as Oldham, Cummings and Zhou (1995) pointed out, 
its contextual role on E-B relationships for privacy behaviour has not been 
systematically investigated whilst for interaction behaviour is yet to be clarified; only
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a couple of workplace E-B studies adequately applied it for the investigation of 
interaction behaviour on individual level of analysis (Hatch, 1985). For group level, 
the concept of functional interdependence has been often studied in relation to 
group boundary concept in terms of ‘interdependence versus independence’ or 
‘integration vs. differentiation’ (Altman & Sundstrom, 1989). The boundary concept 
has been supported by empirical findings in accordance with the theory (e.g. 
Lawrence & Lorsch, 1969; Victor & Blackburn, 1987) whilst being well recognised 
through E-B relations research for work settings (Bobeie & Buchanan, 1979; Donald, 
1994; Rashid et al., 2006).
3.2.2. An Integrative Approach to the E-B Relationships 
Integrating the Variables
Since the distraction or interruption from uncontrolled social contacts is the 
most frequent and notable source of individual privacy problems affecting work 
concentration and group relations for task coordination and informal relationship (e.g. 
Sundstrom et al., 1982; Kupritz, 2000), it is theoretically important to develop an 
integrative conceptual framework which enables the researcher to investigate 
workspace layout, interaction, privacy, and group relations all together in the context 
of organisational functioning.
In such an integrative framework, a central point resides on the combined 
observation and analysis of the functional structure of an organisation for the E-B 
relationships: a) workspace and the interaction pursuing and also controlling 
behaviour, and b) workspace and the interaction patterns for individual privacy and 
group relations. This means the main focus of the integrative framework is to 
explore the role of functional structure of organisation for the relationships, first, 
between workspace layout and interaction patterns and then their associative 
impacts on concentration privacy and group relations as the outcome conditions.
From a procedural view, three research themes can be extracted from E-B 
CIS framework. The investigation of the functional structure of organisation for:
1) E-B relationships between workspace and interaction;
2) Workspace and interaction for concentration privacy;
3) Workspace and interaction for group relations.
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The first theme focuses on the observation of the moderating role of the 
functional structure of the organisation in the relationships between workspace and 
interaction occurrence. The second theme does for the intervening role of the 
functional structure of organisation in the E-B relationships for individual privacy for 
task concentration. The third theme does for the intervening role of the functional 
structure of organisation in the E-B relationships for group coordination and member 
relationship.
The research literature supports the integrative framework especially as the 
privacy concept concerns not only individual but also group as units (e.g. Margulls, 
2003; Pedersen, 1997; Newell, 1995). Likewise, since interactions in work settings 
are for both the individual tasks and also group collaboration (e.g. Brill et al., 2001; 
Sundstrom, 1986; Wineman & Serrato, 2001), the investigation of E-B relationships 
from individual and group perspectives are also adequate for integrative analyses. 
Furthermore, the findings from this integrative framework enable the research to 
reorganise the assumptions which may otherwise exist separately and thus offer 
explanations to the inconsistent findings in the previous studies. Thus, its findings 
can yield a holistic view of the phenomena under scrutiny and also pragmatic 
implications for more valid and reliable design suggestions for the office planning 
and evaluation practices in dealing with the interaction and privacy conflicts. Kupritz 
(2000) and Oldham, Cummings and Zhou (1995a) offered a compressive 
frameworks on E-B relationships between workspace layout and interaction 
behaviour for individual privacy.
A Behaviour-Focused Investigation
One of the recurrent shortcomings of E-B research in investigating 
workspace layout, interaction and privacy behaviour is that researchers commonly 
attempt to directly connect certain structural properties of office environment to 
conversation patterns, privacy conditions, or organisational outcome measures 
without taking account of elaborate E-B process in sequence (cf. Rashid et al., 
2006). For example, it Is important to take account of the antecedent conditions of 
an actual conversation occurrence, such as visible co-presence, eye-contact, and 
face-to-face encounter at workstations or along corridors. Previous findings have
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shown that, as this behavioural sequence goes on, the linkage of workspace layout 
and conversation occurrence gets weaker due to the impacts of contextual factors.
Thus, rather than having an investigation straight on the conversational 
patterns of people around the workspace, observing eye-contacts and unplanned 
encounters will enable researchers to take a closer look on the E-B relationships 
phenomena. Likewise, this will help explain the extent to which a pure influence or 
linkage of a structural property of office environment impacts or the contextual 
factors operate for conversation behaviour as an outcome of E-B relationships 
process. Statistical procedure helps to systematically segregate their inter-relations. 
Therefore, along with the specification of structural attributes of workspace layout, a 
quantitative observation on the elaborate behavioural sequence enables 
researchers to conduct more detailed E-B analyses for privacy regulation and 
conditions.
3.2.3. For Reliable Structural Analysis 
Interpersonal and Individual Level of Observation and Analysis
The term, structural analysis is not directly connected to ‘structuralism’ or 
structuralistic view in sociology or psychology but used in the study as a 
methodological orientation of the investigation towards people interactions and 
relationships by applying interpersonal together with individual levels of observation 
and analysis. This means, as an interpersonal link or a pair of two workers (dyad) is 
the unit of observation, the concept of structural analysis is inherent in the analytic 
procedure. Structural analysis on the data at interpersonal level enables the 
researcher to more elaborately explore E-B relationships through direct statistical 
applications for structural comparisons and explorations between workspace layout, 
interaction patterns and organisational structure. Then, the aggregated forms of 
individual level data permit further statistical investigations with individual privacy 
and group relations measures.
In other words, the nature of interaction and privacy behaviour is 
interpersonal and the involvement of workspace layout in E-B relationships occurs at 
interpersonal level, detailed structural investigations of workspace and interpersonal 
relationships and interactions in relation to the structure of people as an organisation 
are feasible. In the workplace E-B studies, this level of data analysis is defined
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‘interpersonal relationships' as it is operationalised as ‘any transient or bond 
between two individuals’ (Sundstrom, 1986). Interpersonal relationship data enables 
a researcher to analyse a pair of interpersonal contacts or interactions between 
people in social, behavioural or physical dimensions as a unit of analysis; this 
means each person carries as many analytic units as his or her social contacts or 
interaction counts in a setting. Likewise, it permits analysis of the dimensions from 
an individual perspective which is typically done with the aggregate forms of each 
individual's interpersonal relationships with others, e.g., a summed number of 
interpersonal contacts or links that the person has with others in a setting. 
Furthermore, when all the interpersonal relationships in each dimension are treated 
as a whole, setting structural comparisons are also feasible.
For workspace layout, an interpersonal level of analysis means that visibility 
or proximity between individual workspaces can be measured and investigated in 
pairs: e.g., inter-workstation visibility or proximity. Individual level of analysis is the 
aggregated form of these measures for each workspace, thus the number of all the 
visible workstations from a workspace for visibility, or the averaged distance of a 
workstation with all the others In a setting for proximity. For interaction behaviour, 
interpersonal level of analysis implies that social contacts or interaction patterns are 
to be counted between person A and B, A and C, A and D, etc in pairs for the 
direction and degree of the mutual behavioural processes. Then, an individual level 
approach for a person takes account of the sum or average counts or degrees of the 
person’s social contacts or interactions with others in a setting. For privacy 
behaviour, in the same manner, research can investigate individual conditions or 
states of privacy along with his/her patterns of interpersonal relations or interactions 
at both interpersonal and individual levels. When all the variables are measured at 
interpersonal level thus create a perceptual map of each variable, structural 
analyses and comparisons are feasible over these perceptual maps.
When the connections and degrees of mutual or paired relations and 
interactions are simply mixed up for, or analysed in parts. Individual level of analysis 
and interpersonal level data may present very different pictures. For individual level 
data, there is no detailed information of mutual relations and interaction behaviour 
since it is just an outcome measure of all accumulated incoming or outgoing relation 
patterns regardless of who they are and to what extent the relations are formed. As 
a result, no significant findings at an individuai level of data can be turned out with 
significant results at an interpersonal level of analysis. Likewise, it is only the
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interpersonal level of analysis which enables us to systematically identify the 
incoming and the outgoing interactions. In this respect, the individual level data 
provides little practical information for the design process since iaying out an office 
primariiy requires all structural information: to arrange distances, heights and types 
of barriers, accessibie pathways, etc. all between workstations.
Based on his literature review, Sundstrom (1987) found several studies 
applied interpersonal level of analysis for workspace iayout and interaction or 
privacy behaviour. However, none of the studies fulfilled a complete structural 
analysis at interpersonal level of E-B relationships between workspace layout and 
interaction or privacy behaviour. Likewise, several recent studies applying syntax 
techniques have conducted structural investigation of the phenomenon (e.g. Penn, 
Desyllas & Vaughan, 1999; Rashid et al., 2006; Peponis et al., 2007; Steen, 
Blombergsson & Wiklander, 2005), and yet these studies still do not properly 
account for interpersonal relationships between individuals along the physical, 
behavioural, and social dimensions.
3.3. Dimensions and Variables
E-B CIS framework consists of five dimensions, with several additional 
specific linkage variables, and a several secondary variables for additional analyses. 
The five dimensions are: workspace layout, interaction behaviour, individual privacy, 
group relations, and functional interdependence.
3.3.1. Workspace Layout and Behaviour 
Workspace Layout
Under the dimension of workspace layout, three basic physical variables are 
specified with two measurement types. Three main variables are workspace 
openness (enclosure), sitting visibility and proximity; the two measurement types are 
count and degree. Since the variables are to be analysed at individual and 
interpersonal levels as well as for structural analysis as a whole, each variable can 
be explored in various forms with optional application of the two measurement types, 
count and degree: Measurement details are discussed in the next chapter, 
methodology.
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For interpersonal level of analysis, workspace openness is defined as the 
condition that two workspaces are located in the same open-plan office room. 
Sitting-visibility refers to the extent to which two workspaces are visually disclosed 
or open to each other subject to the types and heights of screens or barriers in 
between the workspaces. Proximity refers to the physical proximity between two 
workspaces which can be either a direct proximity or along the pathway. Then, for 
the individual level of analysis, these three variables are approached with the 
aggregate forms of count or degree of the relations of a workspace with all the other 
workspaces in a setting.
At individual level, the number of other workstations in an open-plan office 
can be regarded as a degree of spatial openness of a workspace (cf. Oldham & 
Fried, 1987) and overall averaged or summed degrees of visibilities and distances 
with other workspaces can be computed as the visibility and proximity of a 
workspace in a setting (cf. Sundstrom, Burt & Camp, 1980; Peponis et al., 2007). 
When the number of visible or proxemic workspaces is counted from each 
workspace, it is another form of individual level measure of workspace visibility and 
proximity called, visible and proxemic co-presence (cf. Rashid et al., 2006). Based 
on the three variables, various types of social or physical density can be also 
investigated from individual and setting structural perspectives (cf. Szilagyi & 
Holland, 1980; Maher & von Hippel, 2005).
Interaction Behaviour
Unplanned interaction behaviour in the framework consists of two research 
variables: chance encounter (CE) and spontaneous conversation (SC). Chance 
encounter refers to both the incidences of eye-contact at or around individual 
workspaces and face-to-face encounter or come-across in pathways. Spontaneous 
conversation is defined unscheduled conversation naturally occurring during the 
work hour (cf. Rashid et al., 2006). Since the occurrence of these interaction 
behaviours are to be assessed in terms of time intervals (e.g. at least in an hour, 
four hours, etc.) their occurring locations could be implicitly traced in relation to 
workspaces. From an interpersonal perspective, chance encounter and 
spontaneous conversation can be analysed on pairs of two workers and groups of 
workers for interaction directions (from whom to whom), relationships (between 
whom and whom) as well as degrees (frequencies or durations) by employing the
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techniques of social network analysis. For individual level, cumulative patterns of all 
interactions of a person with others in a setting can be studied.
Further types of a conversation occurrence, whether it is a formal or informal 
(e.g. task relevant or irrelevant) in relation to its content, and intentional or 
unintentional in relation to its intention (Heerwagen, 2004) can be identified through 
structural analysis in relation to the workers' psychosocial and task interdependence 
and also the temporal sequence between chance encounter and conversation. For 
example, when a conversation occurs between workers with no task connection at 
all, it can be regarded as an informal one because it is an Informal link. When a 
conversation is occurred prior to or independently from a chance encounter this 
conversation can be counted for an intentional one. When a conversation is 
occurred as a result of a chance encounter, this one can be regarded as 
unintentional. Although naturally occurring conversations around workspaces closely 
arranged in an open-plan environment comprise al mixture of brief task related and 
irrelevant talks, the main Interest in the research in terms of the conversation 
content or intention is its position or occurrence in relation to the psychosocial 
relationships between the two workers In the organisational structure for privacy and 
group relations behaviour.
These variables also enable the observation interaction regulation process in 
behaviour. The term ‘interaction regulation’ in the framework contains two meanings: 
‘Interaction pursuing’ and also ‘interaction controlling’ as the former refers to the 
seeking-out action of a person to satisfy his//her interaction need for task 
accomplishment whilst the latter, interaction controlling, primarily refers to the 
regulation of incoming interaction (of. Altman, 1975).
3.3.2. Functional Interdependence
The dimension of functional interdependence as the organisational context 
consists of two variables to be investigated: ‘group membership’ and ‘required 
communication’. In the present framework, group membership (GM) is 
operationalised at interpersonal level as the social condition in which two workers 
are interdependent as workgroup internal members (or independent as group 
external members) according to the formal structure of the organisation (of. Altman 
& Sundstrom, 1989; Hackman & Oldham, 1976; Kiggundu, 1981). Required 
communication (RC) as the second variable measure of functional interdependence
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at interpersonal level is regarded as the degree of communication need for work 
process. Regardless of group membership, each interpersonal relationship within a 
setting can be further categorised as for their degrees of required communication. 
The concept of required communication is compatible with the term 'task 
interdependence’ (e.g. Rico & Cohen, 2005; Van Der Vegt & Van De Vliert, 2002).
In the present framework, group membership (GM) as the main variable of 
functional interdependence is chosen because the interpersonal status of being 
members in the same workgroup or team is believed to delineate powerful 
psychosocial boundaries between ingroup and outgroup members. Researchers 
contend that it is due to the three interdependence forces operating within a formal 
workgroup in an organisation - task, goal, and feedback and rewards 
interdependence -  that their strengths or intensities are generally recognised to lead 
to team structure (e.g. Champion, 1993; Van der Vegt and Van de Vliert, 2002). Task 
interdependence as the main facet of group interdependence indicates that 
intragroup member status is the function of the task (e.g. Campion et al., 1993; 
Campion et al., 1996; Wageman, 1995) which is “required rather than optional" 
(Kiggundu, 1981; p. 501). These three group interdependence forces are believed to 
naturally lead to intergroup distinctions or independence whilst integrating the 
intragroup dynamics, resulting in group boundaries. This group boundary 
phenomenon based on the inherent tension between interdependence versus 
independence is often described in terms of integration vs. differentiation (Altman & 
Sundstrom, 1989), and a strong inverse relationship between differentiation and 
integration has been explained in theory (e.g. Lawrence & Lorsch, 1969; Victor & 
Blackburn, 1987).
Thus, in the E-B CIS framework, whether or not two workers belong to the 
same workgroup (group membership) and/or to what extent they possess interaction 
needs for job functioning (required communication) are operationalised as the 
measure of functional interdependence between people. These two 
interdependence variables can be investigated separately or integratlvely. At the 
individual level of analysis, the group boundary concept and required 
communication can be approached in terms of the aggregated number of group 
internal or external members and also the aggregate degrees of the required 
communications shared with them within a setting. For interpersonal level of 
analysis, the internal and external group membership status and the degrees or
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frequencies of required communications between two workers can be approached in 
combination.
3.3.3. Individual Privacy and Group Relations 
Concentration Privacy
The term ‘concentration privacy’ in this research refers to a privacy condition 
for mental concentration. Specifically defined for workplace context, this definition 
refers to ‘a sense of control' over incoming interactions and/or the environmental 
stimuli such as speech, views, noise, etc. to avoid interruption and/or distraction for 
individual task concentration (cf. Sundstrom, 1986; Sundstrom, Burt & Kamp, 1980; 
Kupritz, 2000). By this definition, concentration privacy is distinguished from 
architectural concepts of privacy such as visual and auditory privacy and it is more 
specific than the general concept of psychological privacy (see Sundstrom, 1986) as 
its concept explicitly denotes ‘privacy for concentration’ (cf. Sundstrom et al., 1982).
The present study defines psychological privacy in the workplace as ‘sense 
of control’ over interaction, environmental stimuli and/or information between the self 
and others for job functioning (cf. Sundstrom, 1986; Kupritz, 2000). By this definition, 
sense of control for concentration is regarded as a psychological status of a person 
against certain incoming interaction or stimuli; whether it to be an interruption or 
distraction for his/her concentrative task performance is a discrete issue from 
whether the person expresses having or not ‘privacy’ in relation to spatial conditions 
of a setting. This means the study directly focuses on a person’s having difficulty or 
problem for concentration rather than inferentially relate architectural privacy to 
psychological status of privacy for concentration (e.g. Crouch & Nimran, 1989; 
O’Neill, 1994; Kupritz, 1998). In other words, the study recognises that having ‘a 
problem or difficulty’ is more direct measure than workers’ perception or expression 
of having ‘privacy’ in relation to certain architectural attributes and then trace their 
statistical relationships for concentration.
According to the functional salience, the research recognises three specific 
types of workplace privacy hierarchy needs: need for interaction control, task 
concentration, and confidential conversation. In this privacy hierarchy, a stable 
condition of interaction control is the prerequisite of task concentration and 
confidential conversation. This means that the state of interaction control
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subsequently affects the concentration and conversational privacy (Sundstrom et al., 
1982). Thus, interaction regulation (Altman, 1975) is the most essential privacy 
concept in the workplace (Kupritz, 2000; Oldham, Cummings & Zhou, 1995; 
Sundstrom, 1986).
Privacy definitions typically emphasize three central themes: retreat from 
people (e.g. Bates, 1964; see review by Altman, 1976), control over information, 
(e.g., Westin. 1970; Margulis, 1977), and the regulation of interaction (e.g., Altman, 
1975) (see Sundstrom, 1986; Kupritz, 2000). Furthermore, since researchers 
recognise privacy as condition and also process (cf. Margulis, 2003; Pedersen, 1997; 
Kupritz, 2000), it can be also assumed that the three privacy needs (interaction 
privacy, concentration privacy, and conversational privacy) possess both the control 
process and states as the latter is the outcome condition of the former. Researchers 
generally regard the interaction regulation privacy as a process-focused concept 
(see Margulis, 2003; Newell, 1995; Pedersen, 1997).
In addition, it needs to be noted that although most researchers mention 
group privacy with the concept of individual privacy, they do not specifically or 
separately discuss group privacy from individual privacy, but rather treat the 
concepts in terms of different units of analysis (e.g. Altman, 1975; Westin, 1970; 
Sundstrom, 1986; Kupritz, 2000). Thus, since what is group privacy from an 
interpersonal perspective still lies within the interpersonal interaction and 
relationship regulation concept (e.g. ingroup and outgroup relations). E-B CIS 
framework also bridges interaction regulation process to group relations behaviour 
in relation to the workspace layout and intragroup privacy and interaction.
Group Relations
The dimension of ‘group relations' consists of two specific variables: task 
coordination and informal relationship. These are treated as generic terms rather 
than specific theoretical constructs from an interpersonal perspective or group level 
analysis. These variables are set to represent general aspects of the task and 
affective dimensions of interpersonal relations in relation to group process and 
group cohesion (e.g. Ancona & Caldwell, 1992; Beal et al., 2003; Chang & Bordia, 
2001; Mathieu et al., 2006; Janz et al., 1997; McGrath, 1984; Treadwell et al., 2001). 
Thus, ‘task coordination’ is operationalised by three areas of group process: 
cooperation in solving work problems, sharing of work information, and the speed of
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group decision making. ‘Informal relationship’ is defined in the study primarily along i
the affective and informal aspects of interpersonal relations for group structure: bond, ;
friendship, and trust between the members. ;
The present research regards the interaction regulation mechanism (Altman,
1975) as a key process In group relations (of. Sundstrom, 1986; Sundstrom &
IAltman, 1989). This means that the research acknowledges, like individual privacy, 
the interaction regulation (both the pursuing and controlling) mechanism as the 
central process whose outcome affects group relations. The concept of interaction 
regulation mechanism for group privacy and interaction is in essence equivalent to 
the concept of individual privacy but the main difference relies on the unit of 
analysis (see Altman, 1975, p.23). To certain extent, it is compatible with the 
concept of interpersonal or small group intimacy (Westin, 1970). This means that 
selective control over the access and inputs/outputs for group internal members 
(compared the outsiders) is the main measure of interaction regulations for group 
relations in the present study (cf. Oldham & Brass, 1979; Sundstrom & Altman,
1989).
The interaction regulation mechanism for group relations stands upon the 
assumption that people selectively control incoming interactions depending on their 
group membership status with others who carry the interactions. When a person 
who carries an interaction is an external member of the group, individuals are likely 
to perceive it as a distraction or interruption against their intimate ingroup processes.
Then within a group, the interaction regulation mechanism continues to operate 
between the group members upon the degrees of thèir interaction needs. Between 
the members with strong interaction needs, frequent interactions can be much more 
tolerated than between the members with weak interaction needs (Altman, 1975, 
p.25-31). Thus, the group membership statuses as well as the degrees of 
interactions needs between people all affect the interaction regulation mechanism of 
the individuals for their group internal processes. This brings important implications 
for workspace layout for group relations (e.g. Kupritz, 2000; Oldham, Cummings &
Zhou, 1995; Sundstrom & Altman, 1989).
However, since there has been no clear operational definition of how to 
Identify an interaction as a distraction/interruption or a needed interaction for group 
relations in organisational context, it is a task of the present study. Likewise, since 
the concept of interaction regulation mechanism has not been explored from an 
interpersonal perspective for group relations, it is also a part of what the present
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study investigates. These issues have been often discussed from a group or 
organisational point of view in terms of group cohesion (see Braaten, 1991; Cota et 
al., 1995), group boundaries (e.g. Cummings, 1978; Katz & Kahn, 1978; Sundstrom 
& Altman, 1989), or autonomy (e.g. McGrath & Kelly, 1986), differentiation and 
integration (e.g. Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967). Particularly, ‘socio-technical’ theorists 
view this issue from the systems perspective for organisational functioning (Rice, 
1958; Cummings, 1978).
3.3.4. Additional Variables
Studies have consistently shown the explicit or implicit influences of task 
complexity on workers’ privacy process and conditions for job performance or 
environmental attitudes (e.g. Block & Stokes, 1989; Crouch & Nimran, 1989; 
Goodrich, 1982; Maher & von Hippel, 2005; Nagar & Pandey, 1987; Oldham et al., 
1991; Sundstrom et al., 1994), E-B CIS framework includes task complexity as an 
additional variable to be investigated specifically for its moderating effects on 
individual privacy process and condition for job functioning. Likewise, a few minor 
variables (e.g. phone usage, meeting room use, and etc.) are included in the 
framework for additional investigation. Environmental satisfaction measures about 
individual desk location and workspace layout are also included for interaction 
effects with the main variables.
3.4. Rationale for Research Questions
The investigation of the role of functional interdependence as an 
organisational context for the relationships between the dimensions and variables in 
the framework can be organised into three research themes:
1) E-B relationships between workspace layout and interaction behaviour;
2) Workspace layout and interaction behaviour for concentration privacy;
3) Workspace layout and interaction behaviour on group relations.
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Each research theme is to be investigated with a research question under 
which a number of subsidiary questions are. Thus, this section provides a research 
rationale for investigating the moderating role of functioning interdependence for the 
relationships between workspace layout, interaction, privacy and group relations.
3.4,1. Workspace and Interaction Behaviour
The research literature seems to suggest that workspace layout cannot 
generate any type of interaction per se but only intervene in the behavioural 
processes of people initiated by their various psychosocial and situational reasons 
for job functioning. However, the literature suggests that workspace layout may 
directly or indirectly connected to interaction behaviour with either a facilitating or 
interfering function through such spatial features as openness/visibility and proximity, 
and barriers/enclosure and distance. This means that for certain types of interaction 
or in certain situational conditions, workspace layout exists in an independent 
relationship with interaction behaviour, whereas in other situations it may establish 
meaningful relationships with the behaviour.
To understand these E-B relationships between workspace layout and 
people interaction, it is essential to identify the situational factors and systematic 
relational structure for the E-B relationships. In the present study, functional 
interdependence is investigated as its role as a contextual factor for the 
relationships between workspace layout and interaction behaviour.
This section first provides the rationale for the investigation of functional 
interdependence (group membership -  GM, and required communication - RC) as 
the contextual factor for the relationships between workspace layout (openness, 
sitting-visibility and proximity) and interaction occurrences (chance encounter -  CE, 
and spontaneous conversation - SC).
First of all, it is important to acknowledge the role of functional 
interdependence as an interactional driving force for E-B relationships between 
workspace layout, chance encounter and spontaneous conversation as unplanned 
behaviour. It is plausible to assume that physical and behavioural E-B relationships 
largely vary according to the formal and temporal needs of interactions for work 
process. In other words, the relationships between workspace openness, visibility, or 
proximity, chance encounter or spontaneous conversation can be differentially
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affected by the patterns of interpersonal connections and degrees of interaction 
needs for job functioning. As previous findings have shown there exist close or direct 
relationships between workspace attributes and unplanned-informal interaction 
behaviour (Hatch, 1985; Steele, 1973; Sundstrom, 1986; Wineman, 1982), it is the 
interest of the research to more elaborately explore how these close E-B 
relationships can be established for various Interaction types and aspects (e.g. eye- 
contacts, encounters, task-relevant, task-irrelevant, intentional or unintentional 
spontaneous conversations) along the people’s interpersonal needs for work 
processes, functional interdependence.
For this, the framework postulates both the separate and integrative 
sequential foci on the relationships between workspace layout, chance encounter 
and spontaneous conversation occurrences whilst taking account of functional 
interdependence. This means E-B CIS framework separately views the relationships 
between the spatial attributes and chance encounter, between chance encounter 
and spontaneous conversation, and between workspace layout and spontaneous 
conversation occurrence of various nature (e.g. formal or informal). Then, the 
relationships are to be re-approached in relation to functioning interdependence 
variables, group membership and required communication, in order to observe the 
role of the contextual variables on the E-B relationships. To certain extent, the 
purpose of this is to assess whether functional interdependence is a psychosocial 
condition under which the E-B variables may be continuously interconnected for two 
workers’ interpersonal relationships from workspace layout to chance encounter and 
then to spontaneous conversation as if in a sequential E-B relationships.
A situation can be imagined where two workers are formally grouped 
together in highly interdependent tasks requiring frequent communications for work 
and at the same time they are allocated to open, proximal and fully visible 
workspaces. In this case, the two workers may be likely not only to have frequent 
eye-contact and encounters but also this contact will lead to spontaneous 
conversations in which they naturally speak of task-related topics. On the other hand, 
when two people’s jobs are little connected because they belong to different work­
groups, despite their close workspace proximity within the same cubicle system they 
might try to control or avoid social contact and only exchange purely task-irrelevant 
chats upon encountering each other. Thus, in each of the cases, an investigation 
can be carried out on the connections between workspace layout, chance encounter
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and spontaneous conversation, with and without accounting for the interpersonal 
conditions from functional interdependence.
Specific factors can be investigated taking into account interpersonal status 
as group membership and communication frequencies required for functional 
interdependence: a) To what extent is workspace openness, sitting visibility and 
proximity linked to chance encounters; b) To what extent are chance encounters 
associated with formal and informal (task relevant and irrelevant topics) 
spontaneous conversations; c) To what extent are spatial attributes associated with 
formal and informal spontaneous conversations; and d) To what extent are 
workspace layout, chance encounter and spontaneous conversation interlinked. 
These questions also permit the exploration of two further research interests in E-B 
CIS framework: the impact of functional interdependence on interaction occurrences 
and the impact of interdependence and workspace relation on the E-B relationships.
Second, it is also important to acknowledge the role of functional 
interdependence for E-B relationships in relation to interaction controlling behaviour 
for intragroup relations for effective work processes (Altman, 1975; Sundstrom & 
Altman, 1989); detailed rationales are presented in 3.4.2 and 3.4.3. Through a 
quantitative analysis of workers’ interaction patterns in relation to the workspace as 
well as functional interdependence, E-B CIS framework also allows the observation 
of interaction controlling behaviour at both the individual and also interpersonal 
levels. It will enable the testing of whether functional interdependence takes a guide 
in ‘selective interaction control’ for the E-B relationships between workspace and the 
unplanned interactions.
Thus, it can be determined whether people exhibit interaction controlling 
behaviour according to the structure of internal or external group membership as 
well as required communication patterns. Quantitative observation of interaction 
controlling behaviour may suggest Important implications for workplace privacy 
studies as interaction regulation privacy have been a core concept of workplace 
privacy studies but have not been supported by systematic empirical evidence (cf. 
Oldham, Cummings & Zhou, 1995; Kupritz, 2000).
Combining the interaction and controlling mechanism for individual privacy 
and group relations, E-B CIS framework guides the investigation of the concept of 
structural congruence between workspace layout and the functional 
interdependence structure (Sundstrom, 1986; Sundstrom & Altman, 1989). It is to
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observe the influence of the structural fit between the workspace and the functional 
structure of people on the E-B relationships between spatial attributes, chance 
encounter and spontaneous conversation. This wiil enable the investigation of the 
relational status between workspace layout and the functional structure of an 
organisation and its impacts on the E-B relationships.
When two workers’ workspaces are adjacent for functional interdependence, 
are they likely to have less ‘interaction control’ between them because their 
interaction rationale is aligned with the spatial layout? Thus would there be more 
eye-contacts and encounters and also more spontaneous conversations between 
them than between those workers without this structural condition? In other words, if 
two workers’ workspace is adjacent for functional interdependence, will the 
relationships between workspace layout, chance encounter and spontaneous 
conversation (informal as well as formal) for these two people appear to be of direct?
On the other hand, if workspace and functional interdependence are not 
adjacent for two workers in a setting, the workspace-interaction relationship for the 
two workers may appear to be of independent relationship as a result of the 
structural incompatibility between the space and the interaction stream (cf. Hatch, 
1985; Steele, 1973)? Answers to these questions may explain the inconsistent or 
contradicting findings in the literature concerning the relationship between 
workspace and interaction occurrences.
For these specific queries, the framework has set four research issues to 
guide exploration of the target E-B relationships and also data analyses, which are:
1) E-B Relationships between workspace, CE and SC;
2) Functional interdependence for the relationships;
3) Functional interdependence and spatial alignment for the relationships;
4) Functional interdependence and CE alignment for SC.
Since group membership and required communication represent functional 
interdependence, these research issues are to primarily investigate the functions of 
group membership status and communication and their effect on E-B relationships.
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3.4.2. Workspace and Interaction for Concentration Privacy
In the preceding section, the research framework has established the 
rationale for the first research question which can be answered through the 
quantitative observation of functional interdependence as a contextual factor for E-B 
relationships in terms of workspace layout, chance encounter and spontaneous 
conversation. For the investigation, the research provided different observational 
questions to investigate the role of functional interdependence for people’s 
systematic interaction pursuing and also controlling behaviour. A meaningful finding 
provides a behavioural evidence of functional interdependence for interaction 
regulation process which can be explained in the concept of privacy regulation and 
group relations.
In the present section, the research provides the investigation rationale of 
the interaction regulation behaviour for privacy. This means the research 
rationalises the intervening role of functional interdependence in the connection of 
the interaction regulation process to individuals’ privacy states for task concentration. 
It is to investigate the role of functional interdependence for interaction regulation 
mechanism (Altman, 1975), and the outcome effects of the interaction regulation 
states on concentration privacy (Sundstrom et al., 1982; Sundstrom, 1986). 
Specifically, this means that the research develops an investigation rationale in 
which group membership status and the required communication structure are 
applied as the interaction regulation basis, to be observed in behaviour (see 3.2.1.), 
for concentration privacy.
Although the concept of interaction regulation mechanism (Altman, 1975) is 
the most frequently applied and basic privacy theory in work settings (Oldham, 
Cummings & Zhou, 1995; Kupritz, 2000; Sundstrom, 1986), the present research 
identified through the literature review that its key concepts and definitions of - 
‘selective control’, ‘unwanted interaction’ and ‘optimal level of interaction’ - have not 
been yet operationalised in organisational context. Thus the research cast a few 
questions at the end of the literature review: “What is the basis to ‘select or deselect’ 
incoming interactions for privacy regulation?’’, “How do we define ‘unwanted or 
wanted’ interaction?” and “How do we define an optimal level of Interaction?” As to 
these questions, E-B CIS framework guides functional interdependence of people as 
a contextual and operational basis for the interaction regulation mechanism for 
privacy behaviour.
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Interaction regulation theory (Altman, 1975) states that when people 
experience much more (excessive) or less (deficient) social interaction than a 
desired level, they attempt to balance the condition through the ‘privacy regulation 
mechanism’ which comprises verbal and nonverbal behaviours to match interaction 
desires and outcomes, which should be at an optimal level. In this interpersonal 
‘boundary-control process’, a key is the ‘selective control of access to the self or to 
one’s group’ through the dialectic process of ‘openness-closedness or accessibility- 
inaccessibility’ toward an incoming interaction or stimuli. This interaction regulation 
process is recognised as an essential privacy process to achieve the needed states 
or conditions of privacy for its psychosocial functions (see Margulis, 2003; Newell, 
1995). Applied to an individual level in work settings, this privacy process is basically 
about an individual worker’s behavioural mechanisms to balance social interactions 
to achieve an optimum state of interaction for adequate privacy conditions for job 
performance (Sundstrom, 1986).
Bridging the concept of functional Interdependence in systems theory (e.g. 
Katz and Khan, 1978) to interaction regulation mechanism In the workplace context, 
the present E-B CIS framework has revised the initial questions as to the concept 
and definitions of ‘selective control’, ‘unwanted interaction', and ‘optimal level of 
interaction’ for empirical investigation. They are as follows: “Can functional 
interdependence between people be a psychosocial basis to ‘selectively’ identify 
‘unwanted or wanted’ interaction for privacy?’’ and “Can the social structure of 
functional interdependence be the baseline to identify what is an optimal level of 
interaction for privacy?” Specifically, these questions permit the examination of 
functional interdependence as an objective basis of observing (see. 3.4.1.) and 
understanding the interaction regulation behaviour as an Individual privacy process 
and its impacts on concentration privacy conditions in relation to chance encounter 
and spontaneous conversation occurrences in the workspace.
When a spontaneous conversation is generated by a person who is 
independent or irrelevant for job functioning, people may perceive it as an intrusion 
(unwanted interaction) thus invoke some kind of interaction control mechanism to 
control or avoid the conversation. Likewise, when the frequency of conversation of a 
person with another group member is greater than is necessary for job functioning, 
the person might attempt to control the excessive conversation. For both the cases, 
interaction regulation mechanism operates to avoid excessive conversations by 
using functional interdependence as the baseline gauge. In contrast, when a
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spontaneous conversation comes from a person who is functionally interdependent 
in the same work group and with whom the interaction amount is still lower than the 
need for job functioning, it may be perceived as a wanted interaction, thus not an 
issue for privacy but rather an issue of interaction deficiency for intragroup 
coordination and relationship (see 3.4.3.).
Furthermore, since the goal of the interaction regulation mechanism is to 
achieve an optimal level of interaction which means neither excessive nor deficient 
interaction occurrence, E-B CIS framework questions whether the optimal level of 
interaction may be defined in this context as a state of interaction-interdependence 
balance between two workers. This means that the connections and degrees of 
functional interdependence of a person with others may be applied as his/her 
‘interpersonal gauges’ upon which the person pursues and controls the Interaction 
patterns to minimize the unwanted whilst seeking the wanted for certain optimum 
levels.
When the person has achieved interaction patterns in accordance with the 
directions and degrees of his/her functional interdependence with others, he/she 
may experience neither excessive nor deficient interactions for job functioning, thus 
an optimal state in terms of the interaction regulation process is reached. At this 
point, an interesting question arises: does this optimum state of interaction bring 
either an interaction-related privacy problem or a failure of interaction for 
interpersonal relationships and coordination (3.4.3)? Since the interaction regulation 
state which affects the overall conditions of concentration or conversational privacy 
is not a state of interaction deficiency but of interaction excessiveness, the queries 
in this section focus on the ‘unwanted’ interactions.
From an individual perspective, the selective responses over interactions 
mean that a person is likely to tolerate certain interactions whilst sensitively react to 
or avoid others. This tolerance or sensitivity towards interactions may vary according 
to a person’s functional status with the interaction actors. This implies that who sits 
beside, for example, in an open cubicle may significantly differentiate the person’s 
privacy environments. Moreover, in a large open-plan office, allocating who sits 
beside whom and workspace distances between them may significantly affect all the 
workers’ interaction related privacy states. Then, it is a plausible question to study 
whether a structurally aligned workspace layout with functional interdependence of 
workers in a setting supports the workers’ interaction-interdependence balance 
process thereby reducing ‘unwanted interactions’ between the workers. Furthermore,
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does this moderate interdependence and interaction as basic privacy in the privacy 
hierarchy may well enhance the upper-level concentration privacy conditions for job 
functioning (cf. Sundstrom et al., 1982; Sundstrom, 1986)? These are the queries to 
be investigated in this research.
From theoretical accounts, what E-B CIS framework envisages is that a key 
to studying the interaction regulation behaviour in an organisational context can be 
the concept of imbalance between the actual interaction patterns and the functional 
interdependence structure of the interacting people. In the interaction controlling 
process, what matters is the direction (with whom) and/or degrees (how often) 
between the interaction needs and the actual interaction patterns. Thus, it is a focus 
of the research to examine the rationale that when this interdependence-interaction 
balance is broken due to any incompatible or excessive interactions, the regulation 
mechanism may be triggered to modulate any incongruent psychosocial states 
between people which can then affect their behaviour (see 3.4.1.) and also the 
psychological state of the people for job concentration.
In brief, the present research investigates the role of functional 
interdependence for interaction controlling behaviour and concentration privacy 
along with the concept of interaction regulation and hierarchical privacy needs. For 
the investigation, separate and integrative quantitative analyses are feasible in 
relation to the specific research issues on the variables and their relations to 
concentration privacy. Through the investigation, a main focus is to examine 
functional interdependence as an interpersonal basis for interaction regulation 
mechanism for concentration privacy in the notion of interdependence-interaction 
balance. Additionally, any interaction effects of task complexity with individual 
privacy needs to be examined since the previous findings suggest the level of 
tolerance or sensitivity towards excessive interactions for privacy may be also 
affected by various internal or external factors including individual differences, job 
characteristics, and etc. (e.g. Smith-Jackson & Klein, 2008; Haans, Kaiser & A.W. de 
Kort, 2007; Maher & von Hippel, 2005).
Based on these queries, the research has set three research issues to guide 
the empirical investigation and the analyses:
1) The role of functional interdependence in the effects of workspace layout 
on concentration privacy;
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2) The role of functional Interdependence In the effects of Interaction patterns 
(chance encounter and spontaneous conversation) on concentration 
privacy:
3) The effects of 'excessive interaction’ on concentration privacy.
Thus, the research investigates functional interdependence as a contextual 
plug-in which guides interaction controlling behaviour along the E-B relationships 
(see 3.2.1) and also its moderating effects on E-B relationships for concentration 
privacy. Since group membership and required communication frequency represent 
functional interdependence, these research directions investigate the moderating 
role of group membership and required communication for the impacts of the E-B 
associations on concentration privacy. The three research issues are set to guide 
various analyses between the dimensions and variables in E-B CIS framework.
3.4.3 Workspace and Interaction for Group Relations
In the preceding sections, questions about interaction pursuing and 
regulating behaviour are rationalised for the quantitative observation of E-B 
relationships in the workplace (see 3.4.1.). Then, the investigation factors in 
considerations of privacy using the concept of interaction regulation mechanism 
(Altman, 1975) by operationalising functional interdependence as an interpersonal 
relationship basis of the interaction control for individual privacy (see 3.4.2.). In this 
research rationale, interaction-interdependence balance has been conceptualised of 
its role for privacy regulation in relation to the E-B relationships of workspace and 
interaction behaviour (3.4.2).
For the third research theme, the third research question, this section 
develops the research rationale for understanding the role of functional 
interdependence in the concept of interdependence-interaction balance; a) for group 
relations, and also b) for the effects of the workspace E-B relationships on group 
relations. This is to investigate the role of functional Interdependence as an 
interpersonal basis of interaction regulation process for group relations and also its 
intervening role for the effect of E-B relationships between workspace and 
interaction behaviour for group coordination and member relationship. Especially for 
the latter enquiry, the functional structure of an organisation can be approached
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using the concept of workspace-interdependence structurai congruence for group 
processes (cf. Sundstrom, 1987; Sundstrom & Altman, 1989).
First, for the investigation rationale of functional interdependence and 
interaction behaviour for group relations, the present section extends the 
conceptualisation of functional interdependence for the dialectic process of input- 
output boundary regulation to selectively control workspace interactions for group 
internal and external processes (cf. Altman, 1975, p.25-31). The rationale of 
interaction-interdependence balance for group relations is to investigate whether 
functional interdependence is a reliable contextual factor to explain individuals’ 
Interaction behaviour for group relations in relation to the workspace environment. 
From a group process perspective, the interdependence-interaction balance for 
group relations is the interaction regulation behaviour of individuals along the 
functional relationship structure in an organisation, which is compatible with the 
concept of group boundary management (Sundstrom & Altman, 1989).
The research rationale can begin with enquiries about functional 
interdependence along the suggested operational definitions of ‘selective control’, 
‘excessive or deficient interaction’ and ‘optimal level of interaction’ for group 
relations; in the preceding section for individual privacy regulation (3.2.2). In the 
preceding section, ‘selective control’ over interactions was operationalised as an 
interaction regulation process to avoid ‘unwanted or excessive’ interactions for 
individual privacy which applies the functional interdependence structure for the 
selection basis. For group relations, ‘selective control’ as an interaction regulation 
process can be assumed to involve in not only incoming interactions for privacy 
regulation but also pursuing interactions for group processes.
in the concept of the interaction-interdependence balance, this means that 
the selective interaction regulation may take on the functional relationship status 
such as group membership and required communication patterns for work process. 
In this concept, an optimal level of interaction for group relations can be assumed 
that there is a structural equivalence between interaction occurrences and 
individuals’ interdependence patterns: people exchange chance encounters and 
spontaneous conversations just according to their group boundaries and the 
frequencies of their required interactions by work process.
At this point, several questions arise: a) Is there any good effect of balanced 
interaction-interdependence on group coordination and member relationship?; b) Is 
there any negative effect of unbalanced interaction-interdependence such as
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‘excessive interaction’ on group coordination and member relationship?; c) Is there 
any systematic difference in the effects of group internal and external interactions on 
group relations?; d) Is there any interaction effect of interaction and 
interdependence on group relations?; e) is it plausible to apply functional 
interdependence structure to find out an optimal level of interactions for group 
relations?; f) Is there any intervening effect of aggregated forms of functional 
interdependence at individual level in the way how people perceive the workspace 
interactions for group coordination and member relationship?; g) Is the concept of 
interaction-interdependence valid for group relations?
In terms of the concept of interaction-interdependence balance for group 
relations, a couple of specific situations can be assumed. Two group members 
possessing a need to communicate once in a day are likely to have hourly eye- 
contacts due to their close workspace locations. It is interesting to know how the two 
workers might perceive these excessive interactions over the required interaction 
frequencies by the job and how these interactions would affect their formal and 
informal relations as group members. In another case, there is a group external 
member sitting at a middle of space where all the others around belong to the same 
group except the person. Despite this different group status, the person has frequent 
spontaneous conversations with them as for their interaction needs on the person, it 
is interesting to investigate how this person’s interaction patterns are perceived by 
the group members and affect their group relations.
Second, the research investigates the effects of functional interdependence 
on E-B relationships in the workplace for group relations (cf. 3.2.1). The research 
rationale may begin with an enquiry of how workspace layout is related to individuals’ 
group relations prior to taking account of the contextual factor. Then, the main 
queries about the extent to which and in what way functional interdependence 
intervenes in the effects the E-B relationships on group relations can be pursued. 
Likewise, it is also interesting to observe whether there is any systematic influence 
of workspace-interdependence structural congruence on individuals’ group 
coordination and informal relationship behaviour.
When workspace is suitably laid out with the functional structure of people as 
groups in a setting, individuals’ interaction patterns can be naturally supported by 
the spatial layout as they conveniently access necessary interactions with group 
internal members while keeping away from unnecessary contacts with group
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external members. On the other hand, when workspace Is laid out incompatibly with 
the group structures in a setting, individuals may experience frequent encounters 
with group external members which may be perceived by intrusions thus adversely 
affect group internal relationship and processes. In this respect, a workspace- 
interdependence structural condition may systematically influence individuals’ 
interaction behaviour along with the functional interdependence between people. It 
is an important question to be explored that whether workspace-interdependence 
structural ‘congruence or incongruence’ can systematically affect interaction- 
interdependence balance within and between group for group coordination and 
member relationship behaviour.
Based on the specific queries, the research has established three research 
issues to guide the empirical investigation and the analyses under the present 
theme, which are:
1) The role of functional interdependence in understanding the effects of 
workspace layout on group relations;
2) The role of functional interdependence in understanding the effects of 
interaction patterns (chance encounter and spontaneous conversation) on 
group relations;
3) The effects of ‘excessive interaction’ on group relations (cf. 3.2.2).
These elaborate research questions for group relations are set to investigate 
its intervening role in the influence of E-B relationships between workspace and 
unplanned Interactions on group relations. Specifically, since group membership and 
required communication represent functional interdependence, these research 
issues are to study the moderating role of group membership status and required 
communication patterns for the effects of E-B variables on group relations. The 
three research issues are set to guide various separate or combined analyses 
between the dimensions and variables in E-B CIS framework.
3.4.4. Research Questions
Based on the research problem (see 2.4.3), the objective of the present 
research has been finessed in relation to the evolved E-B CIS framework. This has
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sought to theoretically integrate and explain how the functional interdependence of 
people in an organisation is a key contextual factor for understanding E-B 
relationships between workspace layout and interaction behaviour and their 
associated effects on concentration privacy and group relations. Within the 
theoretical framework, the research has three specific research questions:
RQ1: How and to what extent does functional interdependence moderate 
E-B relationships between workspace layout, chance encounter and 
spontaneous conversation?
RQ2: How does functional interdependence intervene in the effects of 
workspace layout, chance encounter and spontaneous conversation on 
concentration privacy?
RQ3: How does functional interdependence intervene in the effects of 
workspace layout, chance encounter and spontaneous conversation on 
group relations?
Each research question stands for each research theme. The first research 
question focuses on the moderating role of functional interdependence for workers’ 
interaction pursuing and controlling behaviour in relation to spatial attributes. The 
first question is specifically for structural and behavioural analysis at an 
interpersonal level.
The second question investigates the moderating role of functional 
interdependence in accounting for the impacts of E-B variables on individual privacy 
conditions for job functioning. The third question investigates the Intervening role of 
functional interdependence on the impact of E-B variables on group coordination 
and relations. The second and third research questions are to be pursued at 
individual level of analysis. Repetitive data analyses and presentation are avoided 
as certain queries within and between the themes are interwoven.
3.5. Summary
Based on the literature, an E-B (contextual, integrative and structural) CIS 
framework was conceptualised primarily to overcome the identified shortcomings in 
the previous research (see 2.4.2).
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For contextual research on the functional structure of an organisation for 
understanding workplace E-B relations, the framework conceptualised two variables, 
which are group membership and required communication (3.3.3). For an 
behaviour-focused integrative research (3.2.2), the framework incorporated the five 
dimensions of E-B relations (workspace, interaction, privacy and group relations) 
into a frame and conceptualised the investigation of the dimensional connections in 
the second (RQ2) and the third (RQ3) research questions for individual privacy and 
group relations respectively. For rigorous structurai analysis of workspace- 
interaction relations (3.2.3), the framework conceptualised workspace layout, 
unplanned interactions, and functional interdependence at all interpersonal levels for 
the first research question (RQ1).
The structure of the presented E-B CIS framework in this chapter is at a 
preliminary state, which means that the research constructed an initial form of the 
framework to rationalise the explorative research questions about the E-B relations. 
In the present form, the dimensional relations are not indicated on the diagram. 
Then, based on the research findings later, the research will complete the structure 
of the model and thus apply it to accomplish the research objective, which is to 
explain workspace E-B relationships and also provide a pragmatic conceptual guide 
for understanding workplace interaction and privacy conflicts.
Next chapter (Chapter 4) presents methodological information of the 
research and Chapter 5 presents the analyses and the findings.
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CHAPTER IV. METHODOLOGY
4.1. Introduction
In the preceding chapter (Chapter 3), the research conceptualised a 
preliminary structure of E-B CIS (Contextual, Integrative and Structural) framework 
for workspace, interaction, privacy and group relations. Based on the framework, the 
research developed three research questions under which several specific queries 
are embedded and thus guide the empirical investigation of the workplace E-B 
relationships.
This chapter reports methodology of the research through three parts: 1) 
methodological considerations, 2) operational measures, and 3) data collection. 
The first section consists of the rationale of selecting the research setting, data units 
and types for structural analysis, sociometric techniques, and several issues related 
to the methods. The second section presents operational definitions of each variable 
and the measurements in relation to the conceptual framework developed in the 
study, the E-B CIS framework. The last section reports information on the setting, 
participants, instruments, and the procedure.
4.2. Methodological Considerations
4.2.1. Setting Selection
Setting Comparisons vs. One Setting Study
in the literature, E-B relations of workspace layout and people’s behaviour 
are typically investigated in relation to office relocations from open to enclosed 
offices or vice versa. In this manner, the changes in behaviour or attitudes are 
attributed to the spatial changes in cause-effect relations or correlational 
interpretations. A main problem in this type of spatial comparison study is that 
spatial measures or descriptions largely overlook the varieties and the details of 
spatial properties within spaces that can influence people. For example, the heights 
of panels, proximity of chairs, direction of computer monitor, plants or furniture as 
visual variables, number of workers in a cubicle system, locations of shared facilities
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etc. Thus, this type of setting comparison studies is limited in the extent to which E- 
B relations can be understood.
Without objective and comparable measures of the spatial properties within 
settings in relation to behaviour, it is difficult to know whether the outcome measures 
are truly attributable to the supposed characteristics of new environments. The issue 
of non-comparabiiity of spatial measures between studies result in a generaiisabiiity 
problem in transferring the findings from one setting to another. This is an issue not 
only for research itself but also for the usability of the findings. Likewise, setting 
comparison studies do not account for the social and organisational changes 
concomitantly occurring along with the setting relocation.
Especially, since social structures are in nature embedded in the spatial 
layout, studies should be equipped with adequate analytic processes to 
systematically account for such ‘covariates’. Otherwise, the changes occurring in 
formal and informal behaviour or attitudes could be attributed to social structural 
changes or Interaction effects associated with spatial moves per se rather than any 
particular observation of detailed main effects. Thus, comparative studies across 
settings must be equipped with a methodological safeguard (e.g. control groups) to 
enable the relatively non-dlstorted observation of E-B relations.
The present research took a one-setting approach for the investigation of E- 
B relations between specific workspace layout attributes which are measured in 
relation to tightly observed interaction behaviours including chance encounters and 
spontaneous conversation). The analysis also looks at associative impacts of E-B 
relations on individual privacy and group relations. Rather than attributing changes 
in behaviour to spatial changes, the research operationalised ’workspace proximity’ 
and ‘sitting visibility’ at an interpersonal level (inter-workspace) creating perceptual 
maps of workspace layout which enable the researcher to make rigorous structural 
comparisons and analyse the linkages between workspace layout and interaction 
occurrences.
Furthermore, these spatial measures taken at an interpersonal level can be 
used at either a group level or individual level of analysis when aggregated at such 
levels. This affords the possibility of many further statistical investigations of spatial 
measures in relation to measures of privacy and group relations.
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Research Setting: Open-Plan Office
In relation to the interaction and privacy conflicts, the most likely setting for 
observing these dynamics are densely organised open-plan offices with iow- 
panelied workspaces or no partitions. The present study focused specifically on 
open-plan offices with low panelled partitions (no panelled workspaces are excluded 
in order to observe how people utilise the low workspace partitions for privacy 
regulation).
Open-plan offices with workspace partitions of between 1.2-1.5 m were 
selected as these partition heights just permit eye contacts and convenient 
conversations over the partitions when standing whilst blocking this interpersonal 
access when sitting. It was also an important layout condition that all the 
organisational members use workstation cubicles of the same height for valid 
visibility measures for analysis. Any panel heights lower than this may give open 
visibility between workstations even at the sitting position whilst any higher than this 
might interfere with the patterns of eye-contacts and conversations over the panel.
These low-panelled cubicle systems together with high density are believed 
to increase naturally occurring eye-contacts and face-to-face encounters around 
individual workspaces generating lots of opportunities for frequent spontaneous 
conversations. Likewise, these spatial characteristics are expected to cause 
individual privacy problems due to a lack of architectural privacy (visual and auditory 
privacy) as well as frequent interaction related interruptions. Thus, it is assumed that 
the chosen office settings possess a high likelihood of posing conflict between 
interaction and privacy needs: in particular these environments affect concentration 
privacy and also group relations is a focal point of the present study.
4.2.2. Structural Analysis 
Rationale for the E-B Research
A rationale for applying structural analysis, as a methodological term, to the 
E-B variable primarily stands on the flowing assumption. Since the spatial 
configuration of individual workspaces is laying out the physical structure of 
Individual members in an organisation, the workspace structure and the occupants’ 
interpersonal relationships as well as interaction patterns need to be directly 
referable and comparable from a structural perspective. This is not only a pragmatic
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notion for Immediate implications of the research findings but also a theoretical 
notion for rigorous and reliable investigation of E-B relations. This structural 
approach is to resolve methodological limitations identified in previous studies, 
which typically focused on workspace layout at an individual level.
An interpersonal level of data analysis enables the researcher to rigorously 
analyse E-B relations for selected interpersonal links and interactions. Direct 
comparisons between the variables across different dimensions refers to, for 
exampie, structural comparisons between workspace proximity and chance 
encounter patterns, or workspace visibility and spontaneous conversation 
occurrences, on the patterns of interpersonal relationship at either interpersonal or 
individual levels. Direct structural comparisons between variables within the same 
dimension means, for example, between the patterns of inter-workspace visibility 
and inter-workspace proximity, or between chance encounter and spontaneous 
conversation patterns. These structurally comparative analyses are expected to 
yield more reliable and valid information of E-B relations than the conventional 
methods of individual level of analysis.
The combination of feasible structural comparisons between measured 
dimensions in the present study is as follows: workspace layout (openness, visibility, 
proximity) x interaction behaviour (chance encounter, spontaneous conversation) x 
functional interdependence (group membership, required communication). Then, 
under each of these combinations, further comparisons can be Investigated across 
variables both within and between dimensions. When the scores of an individual on 
each variable are extracted into aggregate forms (e.g. sum or average values), 
structural comparisons are also possible especially for individual measures of 
concentration privacy and group relations.
Units of Observation and Anaiysis
To conduct an adequate structural analysis, an interpersonal focus is 
essential as one of the main pitfalls of previous studies is a preoccupation with the 
individual level of observation. Scott (2000) used the terms, ‘attribute data' and 
‘relational data’ to describe the two most common types of data or measurement in 
social science; relational data is often called ‘dyad’ or ‘dyadic data’ (e.g. Card, Selig 
& Little, 2008; Kenny et al., 2006; Borgatti, 2002). These two types of data influence 
what subsequent units of analysis are possible. Attribute data, which is typical in
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psychology, pertains to the attitudes, opinions and behaviour of a person, and is 
generally connected to ‘variable analysis’ in which attributes are measured as 
quantitative values of particular indices.
Another common type of data is ‘relational data’ which refers to ties and 
connections between one person and another (depending on the type of agent). In 
this type of dgta, the relationship or relations is not the property of the person but of 
a larger relational structure in which the person belongs. Relational data are 
generally collected by observing, interviewing, or questioning individuals about their 
ties and relations. This type of data often requires different data treatment from that 
required for attribute data.
Although the initial unit of observation for relational data is an interpersonal 
tie or dyad, relational data can be transformed to individual, group, or other levels 
when the ties or dyads are aggregated accordingly. For example, patterns of 
interaction frequency between workers can be Initially measured at an interpersonal 
level using relational data, then aggregate forms of interaction frequency for each 
individual (e.g. the total frequencies of interaction of person K with all the others in a 
setting) can subsequently generate individual level indicators allowing a researcher 
to deal with the data in the same manner as for attribute data. In this case, the unit 
of observation turns from an interpersonal to an individual level. Then, both the data 
of interpersonal and individual levels can be analysed at various units for individuals, 
groups or a setting as a whole. Sundstrom (1986, 1987) explained these issues 
whilst reviewing studies about E-B relations in the workplace.
The present research collected relational data on workspace layout. 
Interaction behaviour and the functional interdependence of workers, and attribute 
data for individual privacy and group relations. Relational data enabled the 
researcher to observe interaction and interdependence patterns (directions and 
degrees) between workers, but were also used as measures of spatial attributes 
such as workspace proximity and sitting visibility.
Sociometric Techniques
The methods primarily used for studying relational data are various types of 
‘network analysis’ or specifically ‘social network analysis’ when people are the 
agents of the relations (see Wasserman & Galaskiewicz, 1994; Borgatti, 2002; Scott, 
2000). Although social network analysis consists of various technical notations.
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these technical terms and concepts are not directly employed in the present 
research as the study only uses the methodological guides and mathematical tools 
for data processing, presentation and also analyses adapted for the E-B relations 
investigation. For this, the study used a network analysis software package, 
UCINET (Borgatti, Everett & Freeman, 2002) for dyad matrix correlations, whilst the 
other analyses are conducted in SPSS 15.0 (SPSS Inc., 2008) for individual units of 
statistical procedure.
In social network analysis, relational data analysis - for small-scale 
interpersonal configurations is generally referred to as ‘sociometry’, which is the 
result of the concrete patterns of interpersonal choice, attraction, friendship, and 
other relations. As socio-metric data are typically presented in the form of 'adjacency 
matrix’ because the entries in the matrix indicate whether two points/ nodes are 
adjacent or not. Since the points in the matrix data are people, this type of matrix is 
also called, ‘sociomatrix’. Sociomatrix is a useful format dealing with sociometric 
data (e.g. interpersonal relational data In a setting) which can be applied for various 
direct statistical applications (e.g. correlation, regression, ANOVA, etc.) for structural 
analysis at dyadic as well as individual levels (see Borgatti & Cross, 2000). Various 
sociomatrices can be built depending on the number of research variables and 
these can be presented in sociometric diagrams based on graph theory which.is 
called, ‘sociogram’ (Moreno, 1934) (cited in Scott, 2000). In the diagram, individuals 
are represented by ‘points’ and their social relationships to one another by 'lines’ 
and this graphic information is analysed together with the quantitative matrix data for 
structural analysis.
Relational data applied to sociometric analysis are generally dichotomous 
data (0 or 1) to indicate whether or not there is a relationship (tie or line) between 
two people (nodes or points). In the present study, valued or weighted measures are 
applied to express the intensity or strength of interpersonal relationships. Thus, the 
relational data in the study are of values, according to the frequencies or degrees of 
interaction or interdependence among pairs of office workers. Likewise, since the 
distance or visibility measures between workspaces are of values, all the relational 
data measured in the present study are valued relational data. For statistical 
purposes, this data (ordinal or interval) can be dichotomised for several different 
levels. This means one sociomatrix table is split into several dichotomous 
sociomatrices of different levels. This technique allowed the researcher to conduct 
more exploratory options in exploring the structural data for structural analysis.
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Besides the ‘dichotomous or valued data’, another basic concept in socio­
metric analysis is the concept of ‘directional or non-directional’ tie or relational data. 
This means, a researcher measures whether or not certain relational data possess 
the relationship origin and destination; whether or not a relationship is directed from 
one person to another in the pair. When interpersonal data contains directional 
information about the relationship, it is regarded as ‘directional or directed data. 
Otherwise, it is called, non-directional or non-directed data. In the present research, 
all sociometric data were initially collected as directional data then converted into 
non-directional data for data accuracy and reliability. The main point of using 
sociometric methods in this study is that the methods enabled the researcher to 
conduct structural analysis at an interpersonal level on the E-B relations variables 
for the various units of analysis.
For metric data for statistical application (as well as any type of adjacency 
matrices), there are a few limitations which should be dealt with (see Borgatti, 2000). 
A most critical issue associated with sociometric data is the violation of the basic 
assumption of ‘independence of observation’ in inferential statistics. This non­
independence issue needs to be treated during the statistical applications (5.2.1).
Common problems or characteristics of sociometric data for statistical 
methods are summarised as follows: 1) statistical applications often require extra 
additional procedures for statistical significance tests; 2) dyadic analysis at 
interpersonal level of analysis deals with data of whole matrices; 3) data are rarely 
random samples, if samples at all; 4) data not normally distributed, or often 
distribution is unknown; 5) units of observations are not independent of each other 
and also the variables in most cases. Several techniques are available to deal with 
these problems for adequate statistical analyses (see Borgatti, Everett, Freeman, 
2002; Kenny, Kashy & Cook, 2006).
Data Accuracy and Reliability
Among the ways in which socio-metric data can be collected, the present 
research used a ‘questionnaire survey’. The questionnaire contains questions about 
the respondents’ relations to the other workers in the same office in relation to the 
research variables. Questionnaires are known to be the most useful and efficient 
data collection method for sociometric data especially when the acting agents are 
people and when the information is what the respondents can directly report on.
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Detailed procedures for relational data collection are introduced in the network 
analysis literature (cf. Wasserman & Galaskiewicz, 1994).
However, a common issue associated with the questionnaire survey in 
general is about data accuracy, reliability, or error, and this is also a recurring issue 
with the relational data collection for sociometric analysis. Especially, when the data 
are about informants’ retrospective report memory of behavioural events such as 
interaction occurrences, researchers are sceptical about the data accuracy, for 
example, answers to such question as 'with whom did you talk last week?’
Wasserman and Galaskiewicz (1994) note that sociometric studies identify 
what people report about their own interactions and is often incorrect. However, they 
explained that since what people report about their interactions is in fact related to 
more stable properties of social structure rather than to specific instances, data 
accuracy is not much an issue since what the researchers are primarily interested in 
is the patterns or structure of the network, i.e., whether or not a tie or relation is 
present, rather than accurate memory of the interaction events. This is particularly 
evident when the scale or the boundary of the network investigation becomes iarge 
as the questions are designed for more simplistic binary answers of whether or not a 
tie or relation exists. Despite this explanation, it seems that the present research 
should bear a caution about the relational data accuracy issue because its socio­
metric scale is small (a few groups of people in an open-plan office) as well as the 
socio-metric analysis uses valued relational data. This means that certain safeguard 
procedures are required to secure data accuracy and reliability for elaborate 
structural analysis. .
For this purpose, the study underwent two data processes: 1 ) inter-personal 
data consistency check, and 2) conversion of directional data to non-directional form 
with conservative options. First, the present research conducted inter-rater accuracy 
checks applying correlational tests between two sides of ‘directional answers’ in 
each matrix table. This means the reciprocal answers on the pair interaction 
frequencies rated from person A to B and from person B to A are compared to see 
their rating discrepancies based on the assumption that correlation rate of r = 1.0 
indicate a perfect inter-rater consistency for data accuracy whereas r = 0.0 indicate 
zero accuracy. Across the variables, the reciprocal rating consistency is observed at 
around r = .90. This shows that workers’ ratings on their interaction frequencies with 
others in the study are highly accurate over the frequency scale of in an hour, 4 
hours, a day, a week, and a month.
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Second, to further enhance the accuracy of the relational data, the present 
research converted the directional data into non-directional formats by selecting 
more conservative frequency ratings of each interpersonal tie (cf. Borgatti & Corss, 
2003). This means, when person A rated his/ her interaction frequency with person 
B as ‘in every 4 hours’ whilst person B rated the occurrence as ‘in a day’, the study 
used the latter rating to make sure that the interaction indeed occurred at least ‘In a 
day’. By this manner, all the directional sociometric data were converted into 
nondirectional data for analysis.
The reliability of relational data for sociometric analysis Is another important 
issue often pointed out by researchers. Simply put, a measure of a variable is 
reliable if repeated measurements give the same estimates of the variable. A most 
common and yet critical point most network researchers mention is that the reliability 
of sociometric anaiysis can be significantly increased when the questions allow a full 
range of ratings and respondents toward whom each individual gives relationship 
ratings as compared with the questions with ‘fixed choice designs’ in which limited 
number (e.g. name three workers in the office you converse every day) of 
respondents are asked.
This is related to test-retest reliability. Network researchers found that the 
reliability of aggregate measures is higher than the reliability of ‘choices’ made by 
individual respondents (Burt, Marsden & Rossi, 1985). For these reliability issues, 
the study provided a full list of the workers in the respondent’s office to rate his/ her 
interaction frequencies with each of them according to the full frequency scale. Then, 
the relational data were transformed into various aggregate forms for structural 
analysis.
4.2.3. Methodological Limitations
There are several methodological limitations which need to be acknowledged. 
First, as one of the general objectives of the research was to provide pragmatic 
suggestions for the interaction and privacy conflicts in the open-plan office 
environment, the research specifically chose office settings where interaction and 
privacy conflicts are mostly likely to occur and also where the office workers are 
assumed to do complex tasks based on the job characteristics, especially as for the 
level of group interdependence and amounts of cognitive tasks. However, there are 
some workers with very low levels of task interdependence with co-workers and also
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some others doing much less cognitive tasks than the majority. Although their 
numbers are smali, these variations may affect the issue of data consistency as a 
result of the inconsistent characteristics of the jobs and working patterns (e.g. the 
time amount of desk use, night-hour working, etc.).
Another issue in the data is about the communication means that most of the 
participants in the present setting exchanged a large amount of information and aiso 
brief conversations via an internet ‘messenger’ program. Some workers used the 
messenger more than 100 times a day and even with others sitting just besides or 
even a few meters away in the same office. As they do this virtual communication so 
actively, this virtual communication pattern might have affected their face-to-face 
interaction behaviour in the setting.
It also needs to be pointed out that the locations of group conference room 
seem to have influenced workers interaction behaviour in the setting. Since there 
was no conference room on the first floor and the sixth floor, workers on these floors 
were likely to convene small meetings around individual workspaces rather than 
going all the way to a conference room on the other floors. Likewise, the locations of 
doors, shared facilities and office equipment were not accounted for in the present 
study. These spatial conditions might have affected the occupants’ interaction 
patterns as well as privacy issues around the locations.
It is important to acknowledge the probable gap between the formal structure 
and the individuals’ perceived group boundary. As for the variable of functional 
interdependence, group membership was operationalised according to the given 
organisational chart. Seventeen workgroups were used based on the chart to 
determine group membership status between workers at an interpersonal level. As 
this contextual variable was extensively applied for the anaiysis, a question arises 
as to whether there existed a gap between the formally assigned group boundaries 
and the individuals’ perceived group boundaries. Especially for those individuals 
with relatively weak group interdependence, this gap between the assigned and the 
perceived group boundaries for membership may have affected the analysis.
For example, person A and B are categorised as group internal members 
according to the organisational chart, however, person A does not share any sense 
of group membership with person B due to a low level of task interdependence. In 
this case, person A’s privacy related measures and also group relations measures in 
relation to his/ her spatial relations and interpersonal contacts may be distorted or 
incorrectly reflected on the statistical outcomes. In a word, there can be a gap
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between perceived group boundary and formally assigned group boundary which 
can affect the analysis.
It is also important to mention the issue of data collection of the 
sociomatrices. As answering one matrix table already consumes several minutes or 
more depending on the node size (people count) in a setting, answering three 
matrices and also about 24 individual question items, the overall questionnaire 
required about 20 minutes for each individual, there were some respondents did not 
complete the questionnaire. There is possibility that this lengthy questionnaire might 
have also affected the accuracy or the data because there might be some 
participants who did not give true answers but running over the pages.
4.3. Operational Measures
Table 4.3.1 presents five dimensions and their variable measures 
conceptualised in E-B CIS framework.
Table 4.3.1. Five Dimensions and Their Variable Measures in E-B CIS Framework
1. Workspace Layout
•  Openness:
IP level - Being in the sam e open-plan office (measured on 1 and 0)
ID level - Num ber of other workspaces in an open-plan office (counts)
•  Sitting-Visibility:
IP level - Degree of inter-workspace visibility measured on 0-3 scale (0 - not visible, 
1 -  little visible, 2 -  a half visible, 3 - fully visible at sitting position)
ID level -A verag e and sum sitting visibilities with other workspaces
•  Proximity:
IP level -  Inter-workspace straight distance (measured in meter)
ID level -  Average and sum distances with other workspaces in a setting
2. Functional Interdependence
•  Group Membership (GM):
IP level - Status of being in the sam e team or not (measured on 1 and 0)
ID level - Number of team internal(TI)/external(TE) members in a setting (team size)
•  Required Communication (RC):
IP level - Frequency of required communication at 1hour/ 4hour/ daily/ weekly/ 
monthly/ none in a month intervals
ID level -A verag e and sum frequencies of required communication with others
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3. Unplanned Interactions
•  Chance Encounter (CE);
IP level - Frequency of eye-contacts or face-to-face encounters around workspaces 
at 1hour/ 4hour/ daily/ w eekly/ monthly/ none in a month intervals 
ID level - Average and sum frequencies of chance encounters with others
•  Spontaneous Conversation (SC):
IP level - Frequency of spontaneous conversations around workspaces at 1hour/ 
4hour/ daily/ weekly/ monthly/ none in a month intervals 
ID level - Average and sum frequencies of spontaneous conversations with others
4. Concentration Privacy
Interruption and distraction measures: 3 items -  interruptions 'by proximity’, ‘by 
conversation requests’, 'difficulty in continuing concentration’; 3 items -  distractions 
'by open view’, ‘by overheard speech’, ‘by office noise’.
5. Group Relations
Task coordination and informal relationship measures: 3 items for coordination - 
‘cooperation at work problem’, 'task understanding', 'decision speed’; 3 items for 
informal relationship - sense of ‘bond’, ‘trust’, and 'friendship' with members
Additional Measures
•  Task Complexity: Amounts of a) creative, b) analytic, and c) writing-report tasks
•  W orkspace Satisfactions: Satisfaction with a) individual workspace location and with
b) overall office layout
"IP level -  Interpersonal level measure; ID level -  Individual level measure
4.3.1. Workspace Layout
Workspace openness, sitting visibility and proximity as basic spatial 
attributes were initially measured at an interpersonal level (dyad) and then the data 
were further expanded into aggregate forms (count or/ and degree) for an individual 
level of analysis; the measure of inter-workspace ‘openness’ is not overtly used in 
the analysis since the main investigation focused on within settings other than 
between settings. Thus, workspace layout attributes were initially measured for 
inter-workspace links or pairs and then transformed into aggregate values for each 
workspace, which is the individual level of data.
For contextual analysis, two contextual variables (group membership and 
required communication) from the dimension of functional interdependence were 
applied to further categorise the sitting visibility and proximity measures between 
workspaces. This means that depending on the occupants’ group membership
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status and the degree of required communication, two workspaces (their link) are 
further distinguished at interpersonal level and their aggregate values can be also 
extracted for individual level of statistical applications.
Workspace Openness
Generally, a workspace with a height between 1.5 -  1.8 m is still considered 
as an ‘open workspace’ due to the absence of fully enclosing walls. In this case, the 
term ‘high-panelled open office’ may be appropriate whilst workspace panel with 
less than 1.5 m is regarded as a low-panelled open-plan office.
In the study, since open-plan offices with low-panelled workspaces were 
selected, any two workspaces within the same setting are already in the condition of 
‘openness’ for relational data measure; two workspaces located in different office 
rooms are in the condition of ‘none-openness’. In a case of a measure of ‘openness’ 
or ‘none-openness’ between two workspaces at inter-workspace level, score 1 is 
given to a pair of workspaces in the same room and score 0 is given to a pair of 
them located in different offices.
All the workspaces of the participant workers were recorded for their inter- 
workspace openness or none-openness on a large matrix table, or alternatively only 
the workspaces of the participants located in the same offices can be recorded on 
separate matrix tables for each office setting. For the measure of openness of 
individual workspaces, the number of workstations occupied by other workers in the 
same office was counted for the spatial openness of each workspace (cf. Oldham & 
Fried, 1987; Sundstrom, Burt & Camp, 1980).
For contextual analysis, workspace openness was further categorised at an 
individual level during the statistical process according to group internal or external 
member statuses as well as the required communication frequencies. Thus, for each 
individual workspace, the number of group internal and external members’ 
workspaces in the same office and also the requisite communication frequencies 
with the workspace occupants were computed as for ‘1 hour, 4 hours, a day, a week, 
a month, and beyond’. However, this openness measures were only limitedly used 
in relation to the contextual variables since the most analyses were for ‘within 
settings’ rather than ‘between settings’.
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Workspace Sitting-Visibiiity
Since open-plan offices with partition heights between 1.2m and 1.5m were 
chosen as the research settings, the workspace layout allows easy eye-contacts 
and conversations over the front partitions when standing whilst eye-level visual 
blocks are provided at sitting position.
Thus, for inter-workspace measures, visibility was defined as an eye-level 
view at sitting position towards a target workspace. By this definition, a pair of 
workspaces having a low height front panel in between them is regarded as 0 (zero) 
sitting visibility -  ‘not visible’. Where two workstations are located within the same 
cubicle square or boundary, the visibility score of 3 was given to the pair of the 
workspaces because the occupants can have a full view of the other workspaces at 
sitting position by simply turning the chair around -  ‘fully visible’. Then, a visibility 
score of 2 was given to the pair of workspaces having more than a half view of 
workspace but less than a full view -  ‘a half visible’. This Is generally the case that 
two workspaces are located next to each other between side panels attached to the 
workstations; mostly they belong to different cubicle squares. A visibility score of 1 
was rated between workspaces having little view at sitting position but of not fully 
blocked visibility -  ‘little visible’.
These visibility scores were also computed into aggregate values (total or 
average scores) for each individual workspace and also the categorical numbers 
(people counts) were computed according to each visibility level; these measures 
are comparable with ‘visual co-presence’ (Rashid et al., 2006) and ‘visibility’ in 
space syntax (Peponis et al., 2007), visible co-workers (Sundstrom, Burt & Camp,
1980). Associated with the contextual variables, visibility statuses of workspaces 
were further distinguished according to the occupants’ group internal or external 
membership status and also requisite communication frequencies.
These contextual categories further generated elaborate visibility information, 
for example, whether or not an inter-workspace sitting visibility belongs to within- 
group members and also whether or not an inter-workspace sitting visibility belongs 
to two workers of high or low required communication levels for work processes. 
Combined with proximity and openness measures, this variable was approached 
from various perspectives for its associated linkages with interaction occurrences 
(chance encounter and spontaneous conversation) and also for its associated 
impacts on individual privacy and group reiations.
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Workspace Proximity
For an inter-workspace level measure, proximity was defined as the physical 
distance between two workspaces (chair to chair) on a straight line. The measures 
were extracted from the setting maps in AutoCAD (2008); 'eattexf commend 
produced the coordinates (x, y) of selected workstation chairs which were then 
mathematically processed for the distance values between workstation chairs into 
matrix formats.
For individual level of proximity measures, the distance measures were 
computed for each workspace in the forms of count and average distance. For a 
count, the number of workstations within 6 categorical distance radiuses was 
computed by ‘within 2m, 4m, 6m, 8m, 10m, and beyond 10m’. For an average 
distance, the overall average distance with the other occupied workspaces in an 
office were calculated. Thus, ‘social density’ of each workspace was defined by the 
number of occupied workstations within certain radius boundary for social density by 
count and aiso the distance average of the occupied workspaces from the subject 
workspace for social density by degree.
In other words, for an Individual level, the spatial density of a workspace was 
computed according to the information of how many operating workstations are 
within certain distance boundary and also how close they are located to the target 
workspace (cf. Sundstrom, Burt & Camp, 1980; Peponis et al., 2007). This can be 
also compared with the concept of social density within 50-foot walking distance 
(Szilagyi & Holland, 1980), social density within 25-foot radius (Hatch, 1985; Oidham 
& Rotchford, 1983), and social density within 5m radius (Maher & von Hippel, 2005). 
Studies also differentiated the concept of social density from architectural concept of 
spatial density (e.g. Oldham, Cummings & Zhou, 1995).
For contextual analysis, the proximity measures at individual and 
interpersonal levels were further distinguished in relation to the status of group 
internal and external membership and also the frequencies of required 
communication as for ‘1 hour, 4 hours, a day, a week, a month, and beyond’. This 
means that these two contextual variables further generated elaborate inter­
workspace proximity information, for example, the number of group internal or 
external members were counted within 4M, 4-6, 6-8M, 8-1OM, or beyond 10M 
categories, and also the number of other workers according to the degrees, of 
required communication were counted along the proximity categories. Combined
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with visibility and openness measures, this variable was approached from various 
perspectives for its associated links with interaction occurrences (chance encounter 
and spontaneous conversation) and also for its associated impacts on individual 
privacy and group relations.
4.3.2. Functional Interdependence 
Group Membership (GM)
For interpersonal level, group membership was measured whether two 
workers in a setting belonged to the same formal workgroup or not. When a pair of 
workers were group internal members, a score of 1 was given, and otherwise score 
0 was rated. In this way, a full matrix was completed for each office setting. In an 
aggregate form for individual measure, each individual’s group internal and external 
members in the setting were counted. As a contextual variable, group membership 
was primarily set to distinguish the group internal and external group statuses of 
sociometric and spatial data.
Required Communication (RC)
In the study, required communication was operationalised by the frequencies 
of face-to-face communications required between works for effective job functioning 
(Hackman & Oidham, 1980). It was measured by the question, “For effective 
collaboration, how often does your job require a face-to-face communication with 
each of your coiieagues?” For the rating scale, five options were provided: at least 
‘in 1 hour, in 4 hours, in a day, in a week, or in a month’. For those communications 
occurring beyond a month, the respondents were guided to leave the space blank 
with no rating and then this was considered as an additional frequency category, 
‘none in a month". So, the rating was of six time categories for valued relational data.
When aggregated for each Individual, the values represent the intensity or 
degree of the individual’s requisite communication with others within the setting. 
Likewise, as dichotomised data according to the time categories, the aggregate 
number of others on each categorical level represents the density of required 
communication for the individual. Such terms as required communication (RC) 
intensity by count and required communication (RC) intensity by degree were used
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for the cases. As a contextual variable, this variable was also set to distinguish 
interpersonal sociometric and spatial data according to the required communication 
categories (cf. Hatch, 1985; Seashore et al., 1983)
4.3.3. Interaction Behaviour 
Chance Encounter (CE)
Chance encounter was operationalised in the study as the frequency of eye- 
contact or face-to-face encounter during the work hour. To measure a chance 
encounter at interpersonal level, the following question was asked in the socio-metry 
questionnaire: "During the work hour, how often are you likely to have an eye- 
contact or face-to-face encounter with each of your coiieagues?” By this question, 
outside own workspace area were included for chance encounter occurrence since 
it was assumed that the chance encounter frequency intervals together with the 
workspace proximity information can presume whether it is occurred, around 
workspace or away from the workspace.
Then, five options were provided for frequency ratings: ‘at least in 1 hour, in 
4 hours, in a day, in a week, or in a month’. For those chance encounters occurring 
beyond a month, the respondents were guided to leave the space blank with no 
rating and thus assumed as ‘none in a month’. So, overall the frequency rating scale 
was of seven categories for valued relational data.
When aggregated for each individual, the frequency values represent the 
intensity or degree of the individual’s chance encounter with others. Likewise, as 
dichotomised data along the time categories, the aggregated number of others on 
each categorical level represents the intensity of chance encounters for the subject 
individual. In this respect, the former can be described as ‘chance encounter (CE) 
intensity by degree’ whilst the latter ‘chance encounter (CE) intensity by count’. As 
combined with group membership as a contextual variable through statistical 
process, chance encounter becomes further distinguished for group internal or 
external chance encounters at both the interpersonal and individual levels.
For an interpersonal level, this means that a chance encounter between 
group internal members is rated a score of 1 and otherwise a score of 0, implying 
that it occurs between group external members. For an individual level, as in 
aggregate forms by count and degree, this indicates that CE intensities by degree
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and count can be separately computed for group Internal and external members.
In addition, required communication as a contextual variable is applied to 
investigate the interaction regulation process (Altman, 1975) on chance encounters. 
Thus, under the concept of the interaction regulation mechanism, the research 
operationalised excessive chance encounter at an individual level by subtracting 
required communication frequencies from chance encounter frequencies for each 
person. As it is the nature of open-plan office setting, chance encounter occurrence 
is expected to be much higher than the amount of task-related face-to-face 
communication required for job functioning. Thus, comparing these two variables in 
the concept of ‘desired’ and ‘achieved’, the research regarded the resulting values 
as the excessive portion of chance encounter, which is described ‘excessive CE’.
Spontaneous Conversation (80)
in the study, spontaneous conversation was operationalised as the 
frequency of face-to-face spontaneous conversation during work hours. To measure 
a spontaneous conversation occurrence at an interpersonal level, a similar question 
as for chance encounter question was asked in the sociometry questionnaire as 
follows: "During the work hour, how often are you likely to have a face-to-face 
spontaneous conversation with each of your colleagues?’’ By this question, outside 
own workspace area were also assumed to be covered for unplanned conversations 
since the conversation frequency intervals together with the workspace proximity 
information were believed to indicate whether it was occurred around workspace or 
away from the workspace. Then, the same rating scale as for chance encounter was 
provided producing seven frequency categories for valued relational data.
When aggregated for each individual, the frequency values represent the 
intensity or degree of the individual’s spontaneous conversation with others. 
Likewise, as dichotomised data along the time categories, the aggregate number of 
others on each categorical level represents the intensity of spontaneous 
conversation for the subject individual. Thus, as compatible with chance encounter, 
the former was termed as spontaneous conversation (SC) intensity by degree and 
the latter spontaneous conversation (SC) intensity by count. For an interpersonal 
level, this means that a spontaneous conversation between group internal members 
is rated a score of 1 and otherwise a score of 0, implying that it occurs between 
group external members. For an individual level, as in aggregate forms by count and
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degree, this indicates that SC intensities by degree and count can be separately 
computed for group internal and external members.
In addition, required communication as a contextual variable Is applied to 
investigate the interaction regulation process (Altman, 1975) on spontaneous 
conversation. Thus, under the concept of the interaction regulation mechanism, the 
research operationalised excessive spontaneous conversation at an individual level 
by subtracting required communication frequencies from spontaneous conversation 
frequencies for each person. As it is the nature of open-plan office setting, 
spontaneous conversation occurrence is expected to be much higher than the 
amount of task-related face-to-face communication required for job functioning.
Comparing these two variables in the concept of ‘desired’ and ‘achieved’, the 
research considered the resulting values as the excessive portion of spontaneous 
conversation, which is described ‘excessive SC’. These behavioural measures 
(excessive CE & SC) of interaction regulation process can be compared with the 
interaction privacy measures in other studies (cf. Kaya & Weber, 2003).
4.3.4. Concentration Privacy
By defining concentration privacy as the privacy state for task concentration 
(see 3.3.3.), the present research focuses on measuring the ‘sense of control’ 
(Sundstrom, Burt & Kamp, 1982; Kupritz, 2000) for individual task performance 
involving concentration. Since there was no measurement specifically for 
concentration privacy: the research developed privacy questions based on the 
previous studies (e.g. Crouch & Nimran, 1989; O ’ Neill, 1994; Kupritz, 1998) by 
focusing on interruption and distraction aspects of privacy for task concentration 
(Sundstrom et al., 1982).
As for the operational measures, the study used the word, ‘difficulty’ in 
relation to various interruption and distraction factors for work involving individual 
concentration in order to present the status of perceived difficulty in controlling the 
incoming environmental stimuli as well as Interactions. This means that the privacy 
problem was measured rather than privacy itself in pursuing tasks involving 
concentration. Thus, a scale was applied to measure the extent to which a person 
perceives ‘difficulty’ in doing individual tasks involving concentration in the 
workspace against interrupting or distracting environments.
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Six question items were used for the measure of concentration privacy: 1) I 
have difficulties in concentrating on my work because of the interruptions caused by 
close desk proximities; 2) I have difficulties in concentrating on my work because of 
the interruptions caused by conversation requests; 3) I have difficulties in 
continuously doing concentrating work at my desk; 4) i have difficulties in 
concentrating on my work because of the open views; 5) 1 have difficulties in 
concentrating on my work because of the over-heard speech; 6) I have difficulties in 
concentrating on my work because of the general noise in the office. The first three 
questions were designed to measure difficulties of concentration due to interruptions 
and the latter three were about difficulties of concentration due to environmental 
distractions. The questions are answered by 5 point scale:
1 Agree 1 Neutral 1 i Disagree
i +2 +1 J _____Q_____L -1 1 -2
Cronbach alpha value yielded at a = .841 and inter-item correlation average 
remained around r=.465 (item 4,5,6 r=.622). These values indicate uni- 
dimentionaiity of the items with moderate correlations which avoided excessive item 
overlapping. Since the investigation is not to develop or validate the measurement 
construct of concentration privacy but to investigate the dimensional linkages with 
the other research variables in an exploratory manner, searching for systematic 
differences or associations in the answers about the concentration privacy questions 
is key to the analysis.
Likewise, the present research did not apply a single factor approach 
(summing up the items for a single variable). Instead, it permitted observations on 
the variety and extent of linkages with individual items too. It is to see how many 
items are to be associated or affected by the spatial attributes and interaction 
patterns. Normal distribution was well observed for all the items.
4.3.5. Group Relations
The dimension of ‘group relations’ was operationalised in the present 
research by two variables: task coordination and member relationship. Rather than 
applying any developed theoretical constructs and their measurements, the present 
research designed a coupie of questions to cover general aspects of task-related
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and informal relationship dimensions of group relations. This is because most 
question statements focus on team or group perspective or level measures rather 
than interpersonal perspective or relationship, which may be just a specific 
dimension of group process (cf. Mathieu et al., 2006).
Likewise, this is also to allow the analytic observation of the variable 
associations or influences on the individual items rather than a single factor 
(summing up the items) approach. For the operational measures, group process and 
group cohesion studies were referred (e.g. Ancona & Caldwell, 1992; Beal & Cohen, 
2003; Chang & Bordia, 2001; Mathieu et al., 2006; Janz et al., 1997; McGrath. 1984; 
Treadwell et al., 2001).
Task coordination’ was measured by three items covering the areas of group 
member cooperation for problem solving, sharing of work information, and the speed 
of group decision making. The three questions are: 1) Degree of team members’ 
cooperation for my work problem; 2) Degree of team members’ understanding of my 
work; 3) Degree of decision making speed among team members. For these items, 
Cronbach alpha -  a=0.731 and the average inter-item correlation was at r = .523. 
‘Informal relationship’ is measured to cover the affective aspects of interpersonal 
relations for group cohesion such as team bon, friendship, and trust. Three 
questions are as follows: 1) Degree that I sense ‘bond’ with my team members; 2) 
Degree that I sense ‘friendship’ with my team members; 3) Degree that I have ‘trust’ 
in my team members.
For the items of informal relationship measure, Cronbach alpha -  a=0.863, 
and the average inter-item correlation yielded at r = .679. For overall the items 
together for ‘group relations’, 6 inter-item correlation was r = 0.469 whilst item 
consistency tests showed a = .836 levels.
The six items were answered on the same scale:
Very High i Neutral 1 1 Very Low 1
+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 i -3 i
4.3.6. Additional Variables 
Task complexity
The present research included three question items to measure the 
complexity of individual tasks. The areas assumed to use high cognitive demands
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are: creative task, analytic task, and writing reports (cf. Gensler, 2008). Three 
questions were asked for separate percentage answers (based on 100% for each 
question without considering their sum): Out of 100%, how much percentage of your 
individual task requires 1) creative thinking, 2) data analysis or similar types of 
analytic task, and 3) writing reports or similar types of task? The answered 
percentages were summed for a total value to represent a degree of task complexity 
(maximum score is 300). The summed scores yielded a normal distribution.
Environmental Satisfaction
Two simple satisfaction questions about the workspace iayout were included 
In the questionnaire: 1) Degree of satisfaction with my desk location 2) Degree of 
satisfaction with the overall layout of the office workspaces. They were measured on 
the following scale:
Very High 1 Neutral 1 1 Very Low |
+3 +2 +1 i 0 1 -1 -2 I -3 1
4.4. Data Collection
4.4.1. Setting and Participants
A furniture design company of 151 office workers participated in the research. 
The company consists of four departments: marketing, design and research, support 
and management, and project design. The departments are housed on 6 floors in 
the company building. Each floor consists of an open-plan office. Thus, six open- 
plan offices are the subject settings in the research. Under the department level, 
there are eight sub sections holding 17 workgroups.
There are some groups which are not allocated on the same floor with other 
groups in the same departments. Workgroups according to job types under the 
departments are as foliows: 1) marketing department (MD) -  national and 
International sales and marketing, support, marketing strategy, and planning and 
development; 2) design and research (DRD) -  design consuiting, brand design, 
architectural design, and design development; 3) support and management (SMD) -  
finances, support, HRM, and IT; and 4) ‘project design’ department (FDD) -  
consulting, e-design, and sales & marketing.
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Table 4.3.2 Team Types and Floor Locations Cross Tabulation
Team Type Location Floor Total1 2 3 4 5 6
FDD: Sales & Marketing A 8 8
FDD: Consulting B 8 8
FDD: e-design C 4 4
MD: Sales & Marketing D 20 20
MD: Marketing Strategy E 9 9
MD: Support F 5 5
DRD: Architectural Design G 3 1 4
MD: Flanning & Development H 14 14
MD: Sales & Marketing 1 11 11
SDM: Information & Technology J 16 16
SDM: Finances K 8 8
DRD: Design Consulting L 3 3
SDM: Support M 4 4
SDM: Human Resource N 2 2
DRD: Brand Design 0 2 2
DRD: Design & Development 1 F 14 14
DRD: Design & Development 2 Q 4 4
Total 16 34 28 32 8 18 136
Out of 151, those people occupying private rooms were excluded from the 
research. Out of 145 office workers located in the open office settings, 140 workers 
participated in the research.
Among the participants, two workers returned incomplete questionnaires and 
two executives seated in open office settings were excluded as they occupied large 
work spaces with high level partitions. Thus, the total number of workers come to 
data entry is 136 who used the standard types of workstation cubicles -  85 male 
and 51 female. Age ranges from 25 to 56. Education level -  all minimum of 4 year 
college graduates. A large proportion of the workers possess design or design 
related educational background. According to position levels, there are 5 types of 
job categories: simply from level 1 to level 5 as the latter indicates higher level. The 
number of workers for each job level is as follows: level 1 -  66, level II -  32, level III 
-2 2 , level IV -  5, and level V -  11.
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Figure 4.3.1. Sample Worksations in the Settings
Type B
The six open office settings are filled with low-panelled workspaces with 
partition heights between 1.2m and 1.5m which allows sufficient eye contacts and 
interactions over the partitions when standing whilst providing visual blocks when 
seated. Two types of workstations are present in the open-plan offices. Type A is of 
1.27m partition height. Ninety-four percent (94% - 128 out of 136 participants) of the 
workstations in the present settings belongs to Type A. Type B is 1.37m of partition 
height. This is used by 8 people on the 4F.
Figure 4.3.2. Pictures of 1st Floor
Figure 4.3.3. Pictures of 2nd Floor
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Figure 4.3.4. Pictures of 3rd Floor
Figure 4.3.5. Pictures of 4th Floor
iBPII I* -
Figure 4.3.6. Pictures of 5th Floor
I
Figure 4.3.7. Pictures of 6th Floor
Since the company moved in to the present office building, it has grown. As 
a result, the offices have become dense by accommodating ever increasing 
organisational members. Except the first and sixth floors, each floor has meeting 
rooms and small coffee/ snack room (kitchen). Photo copier, printer, fax and several 
shared equipment are located along the pathways in the office if not put into a 
corner around the door. Though work hour is officially from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm.
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most workers come to the office by 8:30 am. Workers are often observed having 
discussions by two or three workers around computer screens. The table shows 
some work-related information of the settings by team averages.
Table 4.3.3. Work Characteristics of the Occupants
F N Team
Phonef 
frequency 
in a day
Messenger/ 
frequency 
in a day
Meeting 
room use/ 
in a month
Night-Work/ 
frequency 
in a month
Away from 
desW hour 
in a day
Solo
Work/
%
Focused
Task/
%
1F 8 A 6.6 16.6 4.6 5.3 3.1 76.1 34.08 B 17.0 24.6 1.6 6.6 1.5 72.5 48.7
20 D 8.9 7.2 4.3 6.8 3.1 58.8 41.3
2F 9 E 10.0 18.7 8.3 4.2 1.1 56.7 27.4
5 F 16.8 26.6 3.6 5.4 2.3 72.0 40.0
3 G 5.0 2.0 7.3 12.3 6.0 36.7 37.3
3F 14 H 9.3 19.6 12.8 4.5 1.6 72.5 32.2
11 I 9.0 11.5 4.5 4.7 1.0 75.0 31.1
4 C 12.5 4.8 10.3 5.5 1.9 67.5 40.5
1 G 10.0 5.0 10.0 5.0 3.0 80.0 38.8
4F 16 J 8.5 12.8 3.3 8.7 1.6 71.6 38.8
8 K 23.8 22.8 12.3 11.5 1.5 62.5 35.4
3 L 10.0 23.3 4.7 1.0 1.4 75.0 33.3
4 M 17.5 7.5 6.8 3.5 2.8 42.5 38.1
5F 2 N 30.0 1.0 10.5 5.0 0.8 • 60.0 33.4
2 0 7.5 6.5 12.5 3.0 1.5 65.0 61.1
6F 14 P 3.9 9.5 4.7 12.3 1.5 56.1 38.64 Q 6.0 8.8 5.5 12.3 2.8 72.5 33.8
The frequency of phone use largely varied across teams from 5.0 to 30.0 
times in a day. Messenger was one of the most frequent use of information/ data 
exchange means as well as short conversations. Workers in the design 
development groups are those who often do night-hour work after 8:00 p.m. The 
amount of away-from-desk time is mostly used for conversations with co-workers at 
their locations. As the data present, the workers do both the interactive and also 
solo task activities. Solo work represents the amount of individual tasks given. The 
percentage of focused work is the average percent of creative, analytic, and writing 
tasks out of individual work.
The maps of workspace layout and other additional information about the 
setting and participants are appended (Appendix B, Appendix D).
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4.4.2. Instruments
For data treatment and analysis, the following computer software are used: 
1) Excel (Microsoft, 2007) -  initial data storage, transfer and basic process; 2) 
AutoCAD (Autodesk Inc., 2008) -  workspace layout maps and extraction of spatial 
information; 3) UCINET (Borgatti, Everett & Freeman, 2002) -  statistical application 
for matrix correlations; 4) NetMiner 3.0 (Cyram Co. Ltd., 2008) -  matrix data 
processing; 5) SPSS 15.0 (SPSS Inc., 2008) -  statistical applications.
For questionnaire development and also data analysis, the following 
materials were used: organisational chart, CAD maps of the office layouts, 
sociometric questionnaire for relational data measures, and a questionnaire for 
privacy and group relations including a few items about job characteristics. Photos 
were also taken for each office setting. CAD maps contain coded information of the 
individual desk locations and of their workgroup and department. This information 
was compared with the organisational chart.
Participant’s name, position level, work groups, ages, gender and such basic 
demographic information were given from the assisting staff, thus not included in the 
questionnaire. The sociometric questionnaire contains different entries (i.e, people) 
in the matrix tabie according to the individuals’ office location. In the final 
questionnaire, sociometry and individual questions were put together in order 
according to the participants’ office locations: Each questionnaire is composed of 3 
sociometric questions and the matrix tables, 6 question items for group relations 
questions, 6 items for concentration privacy, 2 questions for environmental 
satisfaction, and 9 questions about job characteristics and work habits.
The information of workspace layout was extracted from the CAD maps and 
confirmed by setting survey. At the end of the data process, three inter-workspace 
matrices (workspace openness, sitting visibility, and proximity), two interpersonal 
matrices for unplanned interaction patterns (chance encounter and spontaneous 
conversation), and two interpersonal matrices for functional interdependence (group 
membership and required communication frequency) were prepared for statistical 
applications. These non-directional matrices from six office settings were 
transformed to NetMiner for sociograms, to UCiNET for dyad-level matrix statistics, 
and also to SPSS data sheets for individual-level statistical applications.
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4.4.3. Procedure
Among the organisations that expressed willingness to participate in the 
research, the researcher considered such factors as the size of organisation, office 
spatial characteristics, job types, management support and etc. for setting selection. 
Upon selection, the researcher met a manager and the research assisting staff in 
the company to introduce the research and set the research schedule. Through 
several subsequent meetings with the staff, the researcher acquired further detailed 
information about the setting and the organisation for questionnaire design: six office 
layouts in CAD format, organisational chart, and some information about the 
company and the workers. During this time, he had time to observe the office 
settings. Based on this information, the researcher prepared a sociometric 
questionnaire for each of the six office settings
For the survey, those executives and high ranking officers using private 
rooms were excluded. Also two department managers occupying large individual 
workspaces with high level partitions were excluded. Different sociometric 
questionnaires were created for each of the six office settings. For each setting, 
combined with the individual questions, one questionnaire contains sociometric 
questions, privacy and group relations questions, and job characteristic questions.
For questionnaire development, small scale pilot testing was conducted 
twice for checks on question wording and rating scales as well as the overall 
structure for electronic use. Likewise, since one sociometric question requires quite 
a few minutes to answer depending on the number of people in a setting, it was 
Important to reduce and adjust the total question items to lessen burden. The pilot 
testings helped to improve the questionnaire before the actual survey.
For the survey implementation, the research was announced through 
company email distribution and a few posters in the preceding week, asking for 
cooperation. Survey took place for two weeks. The questionnaires were distributed 
via company emails separately to each office setting due to the questionnaire 
difference. For those who requested printout questionnaires, the assisting staff 
personally delivered it to them. At the beginning of the second week, the executive 
manager supporting the research requested the department heads to inform the 
workers to participate in the survey. This was really helpful to increase the 
participating rate, which is critical for reliable sociometric analysis. At the end of the 
survey period, individuals who did not participate were personally approached by the 
staff asking for participation.
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The returned questionnaires via email or printout form were processed for 
initial data storage into Excel sheets by the supporting staff and then handed in to 
the researcher, who then transformed the data into matrix tables via network 
analysis software and then to SPSS for statistical applications.
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CHAPTER V. ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS: 
RESEARCH QUESTION 1
5.1. Introduction
The present research is guided by three explorative research questions. This 
chapter presents the analyses and findings that address the first research question, 
which is about ‘workspace and interaction behaviour":
RQ1, How and to what extent does functional interdependence 
moderate the reiations between workspace iayout, chance encounter and 
spontaneous conversation?
Under this exploratory question, the research organised the analyses and 
findings according to four investigative issues within the E-B CSI framework: 1) The 
relations between workspace. Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation, 2) 
Functional interdependence and the relations of workspace. Chance Encounter and 
Spontaneous Conversation; 3) Functional Interdependence and workspace 
alignment for Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation; 4) Functional 
interdependence for Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation.
The statistical exploration begins with the analysis of the relations between 
workspace layout, Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation before taking 
account of the involvement of Functional Interdependence, and proceeds to 
analysing the role of functioning interdependence for the E-B relations. Then, 
Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation are approached from the 
perspective of Functional Interdependence and workspace congruence and also of 
Functional Interdependence and Chance Encounter balance.
To explore the research question, this chapter presents various types of 
structural analysis of E-B relations at an interpersonal level between workspace 
layout and interaction behaviour In relation to functional structure of people. For the 
analysis, first, six adjacency matrices of symmetric, non-directional (averaged dyad), 
weighted (continuous value -  except Group Membership which is of dichotomous 
data), and the a half matrix dyadic links [(N(N-1)/2] were created for each of the six
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open-office settings: 36 matrices (6 matrices x 6 offices) - two workspace layout 
attributes (proximity and sitting visibility), two interaction measures (Chance 
Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation), and two Functional Interdependence 
measures (Required Communication and Group Membership) for each of six open- 
plan offices (Appendix E).
Then, the matrices from different settings under the same variable were 
combined into a single ‘block model’ matrix of 136 nodes (people) thus generated 
six matrices representing the six variables. Thus, in each matrix are 1736 dyadic 
links (pairs of people): IF  -  120 links (16 nodes), 2F -  561 links (34 nodes), 3F -  
378 links (28 nodes), 4F -  496 links (32 nodes), 5F -  28 links (8 nodes), 6F -  links 
(18 nodes). In the matrix analysis in this section, N denotes not a node (person) but 
a link (dyad).
For adequate statistical analysis on the matrix data, there is an important 
caveat to the following findings. Essentially there is about the violation of main 
assumptions for inferential statistics as matrix data do not comply with 
‘independence of observation’ and distribution normality. The issue of ‘non­
independence’ between observations (between the dyads within an adjacency 
matrix) occurs as each person scores each of the others in the matrix whilst data 
distribution in a matrix is often not normal if not unknown. Likewise, combining 
matrices from different settings to create a large pool of data set rather than doing 
separate analysis further affects the issue of autocorrelation (observation 
interdependence). As the violation of these inferential assumptions often results in 
an unreliable outcome of the significance test, conventional correlations or 
regressions can not be used. For a solution, network analysts suggest Quadratic 
Assignment Procedure (GAP) procedure for correlations or regressions (Borgatti, 
Everett, Freeman, 2002; Krackhard, 1987).
GAP is a type of permutation (randomisation) test to determine the level of 
statistical significance of matrix correlations and regressions. The GAP algorithm in 
principle proceeds in two steps. A matrix correlation or regression is first calculated 
in a conventional way, and then the observed correlation value is compared through 
testing the null hypothesis of the correlation against the distribution of simulated 
population. The simulation is to randomly permute the rows and columns of the 
adjacency matrices and correlate and repeat this procedure thousands of times 
(3000 times used In the study) and count proportion of times the correlation is as
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large as the real correlation. A low proportion (p<0.05) is suggested as a strong 
relationship between the two matrices that is unlikely to have occurred by chance.
Although this technique for the issue of observation interdependence may be 
subject to critiques for hypothesis testing, it has been well recognised for structural 
exploration or explanatory methods (Krackhard, 1987). UCINET (Borgatti, Everett & 
Freeman, 2002), a network analysis software, is equipped with QAP functions in 
which Pearson’s r is set for QAP correlation as this procedure does not require the 
assumptions of normal distribution. The symbol '*’ Is marked beside the correlation 
values to indicate the significance of QAP correlations at p<.05 level.
As in the previous chapters, the word ‘team’ is interchangeably used with 
‘group’. Likewise, this chapter uses a number of capitalised terms and their initials in 
order to present consistent and comprehensible variable names whilst avoiding any 
lengthy phrases or grammatically issues due to their conjoining: Team-Internal (Tl), 
Team-External (TE) Chance Encounter (CE), Spontaneous Conversation (SC), 
Group Membership (GM), and Required Communication (RC).
5.2. The Relations between Workspace, CE and SC
5.2.1. Matrix Correlations: Overall
Table 5.1 presents QAP correlations between the variables of workspace 
proximity, sitting visibility. Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation based 
on 1736 dyadic links of 136 workers from six open-plan settings. This is to 
investigate the relationship patterns in general between the spatial attributes, 
Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation through matrix 
correlations.
As the proximity was measured in meter distance, its direct correlation with 
other variables indicates an inverse relationship. As visibility was measured based 
on 0 to 3 (‘not visible’ to ‘fully visible’) scale, a positive correlation indicates a 
directional linkage. Chance Encounter (CE) and Spontaneous Conversation 
(Spontaneous ConversationSC) were coded according to 0 to 5 (‘none in a month’ 
to ‘in 1 hour’) frequency scale, thus increasing values indicate more frequent 
occurrence of Chance Encounter or Spontaneous Conversation.
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Table 5.1. Correlations between Spatial 
Attributes and CE/ SC Matrices
QAP Correlation ! 
N = 1736/2-tailed ! CE 1I
SC 1
Proximity j -.501* ; -.473* :
Sitting Visibility | .415* 1 .411* ■
1 C E | .800* !
Chapter 5. Analysis and Findings; Research Question I
In Table 5.1, the QAP correlation table 
shows that inter-workspace distance is 
moderately associated with Chance 
Encounter (r=-.501) and Spontaneous 
Conversation (r=-.473) occurrences, and 
inter-workspace visibility at sitting position is 
associated with Chance Encounter (r=.415) and Spontaneous Conversation (r=.411) 
occurrences at slightly lower levels. The association between Chance Encounter 
and Spontaneous Conversation is high at r=.800.
This result points out that workers’ Spontaneous Conversation pattern is 
highly correlated with Chance Encounter occurrence whilst inter-workspace visibility 
at sitting position is correlated at relatively low levels with Spontaneous 
Conversation occurrences around workspaces. However, this finding needs to be 
interpreted in relation to particular spatial conditions. These are that most workers in 
the same cubicle square sit towards computer monitors before front panels (i.e., 
back-to-back) postures despite the fully visible condition between each other within
the same cubicle system.
Table 5.2. Correlations between Spatial Attributes and CEI SC Frequency Matrices according to CE 
and Proximity Categories
QAP Correlation/ 2-tailed CE SC : I
, i
QAP Correlation/ 2-tailed j CE j SC j
i
CE 543 Proximity ; -.514* -.451* 1 1 Within 6M 
N = 666
Proximity i -.472* i -.444* !
i 1hr/4hr/a day 
N = 1352
Sitting Visibiiity ! .474* .410* ! ; Sitting Visibility ! .438* 1 .443* i
CE .735* ' 1 CE ; .794* ;
CE 210 Proximity 1 i ! i 1 Beyond 6M 
N = 1070
Proximity i -.236* ; -.224* 1
a wk/ mnth/ 
none
, N = 384
Sitting Visibility : 
CE
.140* : ; 
.330* .!
Sitting Visibility i 
CE ; ...............: .721* I
Table 5.2 presents the relations of inter-workspace proximity and visibility 
with Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation occurrences according to 
the categorised Chance Encounter and also proximity measures. In the first table, 
CE543 means Chance Encounter occurring at the frequency of 1 hour, 4 hour and a 
day respectively and CE210 indicates Chance Encounter occurring at the frequency 
of a week, a month, and none in a month. This is to compare the variable 
linkages in the high vs. low Chance Encounter frequency conditions.
Notable differences show that variable associations in the high Chance 
Encounter frequency condition are stronger (higher values) and more reliable
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(significance) than those in the low Chance Encounter frequency condition. This 
impiies that inter-workspace proximity and visibility are moderateiy associated with 
Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation occurrences for the pairs of 
workers having Chance Encounter occurrences at 1 hour, 4 hour, and a day 
intervais.
On the other hand, workspace proximity and visibility are not directly related 
to Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation patterns for the pairs of 
workers having Chance Encounter occurrences at a week, a month, or none in a 
month intervais. Likewise, the table shows that Chance Encounter occurrence at low 
frequencies is also less likely to be related to Spontaneous Conversation occurrence. 
This implies that two workers having Chance Encounter at a week or month 
intervals are also less likely to exchange Spontaneous Conversations between them 
(r=.330) as compared with those workers with more frequent Chance Encounter 
(r=.735).
The second tabie in Table 5.2 also presents the extent to which spatial and 
behavioural variables are linked in two different proximity conditions: within 6M and 
beyond 6M radius. This is to compare the variable linkages in ‘within 6M‘ vs. 
‘beyond 6M’ conditions. Interestingly, the associations between Chance 
Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation occurring within 6M (r=.794) and beyond 
6M (r=.721) appear not to be much different as compared with the correlations of 
workspace proximity and visibility with Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation occurrences. The analysis shows that workspace visibiiity at sitting 
position yielded a non-significant correlation with Chance Encounter and 
Spontaneous Conversation patterns beyond 6M radius from individual workspaces. 
This implies that when two workers are located beyond 6M distance, their Chance 
Encounter (CE) and Spontaneous Conversation (SC) patterns are no longer related 
with the visibility conditions at sitting position.
5.2.2. Matrix Correlations: Detailed
Table 5.3 presents QAP correlations between workspace visibility measures 
at sitting position and Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation 
frequencies. This is to investigate the associations between the spatial 
attributes and the interaction patterns in detail. Negative correlations are made 
gray as they indicate the associations of visibility condition and not-occurrence of
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Chance Encounter or Spontaneous Conversation. For example, the not visible 
condition is negatively associated with hourly occurring Chance Encounter at r=- 
.495. That is, the less visibility between workers, the less likely it is they will 
experience hourly Chance Encounter.
Table 5.3. Correlations between Workspace Sittlng- 
Visibllities and CE/ SC Frequencies
QAP Correlation
Workspace - Sitting Visibiiity
N=1736/2-tailed Fully
Visible
A Half 
Visible
Little
Visible
Not
Visible
Per 1 hour .469* .131* .079* -.495”
Per 4 hour .053* -.063”
CE Per a day -.218** -.050* .226*
Per a week -.128** -.048* .147*
Per a month -.059* .067*
Per 1 hour .375* .063* -.364*
Per 4 hour .268* .069* .057* -.285*
SC Per a day 
Per a week 
Per a month
-.147**
-.131*
- .159*
.136*
As the table shows, 
hourly occurring Chance 
Encounter is associated with 
fully visible workspace 
conditions at r=.469. This 
implies that Chance Encounter 
occurring at least per 1 hour 
interval is likely to be between 
two workers located within the 
same cubicle square with a fully 
visible condition. Chance 
Encounter occurrence per a day 
and week frequencies are 
associated for the workers sitting in the not-visibie condition between the desk front 
partitions. It is observable that Chance Encounter occurrences per a day, week and 
month are no longer positively associated with fully or a half visible conditions. This 
means Chance Encounter (CE) at such frequencies are no longer associated with 
fully or a half visible conditions of workspaces along the cubicle systems.
For Spontaneous Conversation, the fully visible condition at sitting position is 
positively associated with Spontaneous Conversation occurring per 4 hour (r=.375) 
and per a day (r=.268). This indicates that people having Spontaneous 
Conversations per 4 hours and per day are likely to be located within the fully visible 
or a half visible conditions at sitting position. The fully visible condition (being 
located within the same cubicle square) is not associated with Spontaneous 
Conversation occurrence at an hourly rate.
This result seems to indicate that people in the fully visible condition at sitting 
position are likely to have eye-contacts per 1 hour and yet exchange conversations 
per 4 hour or a-day intervals. Since these correlation values are the associations 
between separate visibiiity conditions and separate Chance Encounter or 
Spontaneous Conversation frequency intervals (e.g. per 4 hour, per a week, etc.).
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when they are computed in cumulative forms (e.g. in 4 hour, in a week, etc.), the 
correlation scores are expected to increase as the values are added on one another.
Table 5.4. Correlations between Workspace Proximities and CE/SC Frequencies
QAPC
N=173
Workspace Proximity
3 /  2-tsilGd Within
2M 2 -4 M 4 -6 M 6 — 8M 8 -1 0 M
Beyond
10M
Per 1 hour .329* .380* -.075* -.125* -.120* -.195*
Per 4 hour .133* .147* -.056* -.214*
CE Per a day -.148* -.214* .084* .080* .096*
Per a week -.089* -.149* -.118* .252*
Per a month -.065* .053*
Per 1 hour .289* .221* -.077* -.084* -.072* -.122*
Per 4 hour .111* , .285* -.061* -.065* -.196*
SC Per a day .133* -.062* -.130*
Per a week -.070* : -.135* .069* .055* .066*
Per a month -097* -.149* .069* .159*
Table 5.4 presents QAP correlations between workspace proximity separate 
categories and Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation frequencies at 
separate intervals. Negative correlations in grey indicate likelihood of 'not 
occurrence’ of Chance Encounter or Spontaneous Conversation. This is to explore 
the associations between workspace proximities and both the interaction 
frequencies in detail.
The tabie shows that people having Chance Encounter per 1 hour or 4 hour 
are likely to be located within 2M and 2-4M.boundaries at the correlation values of 
r=.329 and r=.380 whilst these highly frequent Chance Encounter Is not likely to 
occur when workers are located outside 4M radius. The table shows that the 
associations between Chance Encounter (CE) frequencies and workspace proximity 
become weak as the distance increases.
Tabie 5.4 aiso shows that Spontaneous Conversations occurring at least 
once in a day are associated with workspace distance within 4M boundary whilst 
less frequent Spontaneous Conversation occurrences are associated with further 
workspace distances (beyond 6M) at lowered correlation values. This analysis 
presents systematic associations between workspace proximities and Chance 
Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation frequencies. Since the correlations are 
the values between separate proximities (e.g. 2-4M, 4-6M, etc.) and Chance 
Encounter or Spontaneous Conversation separate intervals (e.g. per 1 hour, 4 hour,
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etc.), when they are considered in cumulative forms (e.g. within 4M, 8M, 10M, or in 
1 hour, 4 hour, etc.), the scores are expected to increase as the values are added 
on one another.
Table 5.5. Correlations between CE and SC Frequencies
QAP correlation 
N=1736/2-taiIed
CE (Chance Encounter)
Per 
1 hour
Per 
4 hour
Per 
a day
Per 
a week
Per 
a month
None in 
a month
SC
(Spontaneous
Conversation)
Per 1 hour .574* .273* .112*
Per 4 hour .350* .515* .218* .084'
Per a day -.092* .302* .262* .105'
Per a week -.210* -.307* .140* .128'
Per a month -.166* -.344* -.292*
Table 5.5 presents QAP correlations between Chance Encounter and 
Spontaneous Conversation occurrences across the frequency intervals. This is to 
explore the associations between Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation frequencies in detail.
Negative correlations in grey indicate the likelihood of ‘not occurrence’. 
Spontaneous conversations occurring at the frequencies of 1 and 4 hour are 
associated with hourly occurring Chance Encounter at r=.574 and r=.350, and 
Spontaneous Conversation per 4 hour and a day occurrences are related to Chance 
Encounter occurrence for every 4 hour at r=.391 and r=.394 respectively. Daily 
Chance Encounter is correlated with weekly Spontaneous Conversation at r=.421. It 
appears that Spontaneous Conversation frequencies are associated with Chance 
Encounter at the same frequency ievei or at one-ievel iess intervals. This means 
workers having hourly eye contacts are likely to exchange conversations also at an 
hour or at least in 4 hour intervals.
The associations in cumulative Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation frequencies can be expected higher than the correlations in separate 
frequencies. For example, in the cumulative forms, the highest correlation is yielded 
between Chance Encounter occurrence by 4 hour and Spontaneous Conversation 
occurrence by a day at r=.737, which means about 55% of Chance Encounter 
occurring in 1 or 4 hour is related to Spontaneous Conversations occurring in 1 hour, 
4 hour, and a day over ail.
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5.3. Functional interdependence for Workspace, CE and SC
5.3.1. Matrix Correlations: Categorical Comparisons
Table 5.6 presents QAP correlations between the spatial and Interaction 
variables separated by Group Membership (GM) status. This is to see whether 
there is any difference ibehveen the variabie associations in reiation to Group 
Membership as a variabie of Functionai interdependence. The table shows 
noticeable differences in the correlation levels of interpersonal links in comparison 
between team internal vs. team external statuses.
Table 5.6. Correlations between Spatial 
Attributes and CE/SC as for Group Membership
The variable linkages are 
stronger in the condition of ‘team 
internal’ than of ‘team external’. This 
means that two workers in the same 
team are more likely to have Chance 
Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation when their workspaces 
are located in close proximity and/or in 
good visibility conditions than two workers from different teams. Likewise, the 
linkage of Chance Encounter to Spontaneous Conversation is also slightly higher for 
team internal pairs as compared with between team external pairs.
GAP correlation ; 2-tailed CE sc 1
! Team External ! N =1033
I Proximity -.262* : -.169* !
' Sitting Visibility .221* i .154* i
, ...  ' ^  o F .661* ,
 ^ Team Internal 
N = 703
j Proximity -.424* : -.358* :
1 Sitting Visibility
i CË"
.379* .368* i 
.751* I
Table 5.7. Correlations between Spatial Attributes 
and CE/S Frequencies as for RC Categories
QAP correlation 
2-tailed CE I SC
RC54| ......
In 1 hr/ 4 h r} Sitting Visibility
-.436*1
.309*1
- .3 8 ^
.276*1
N = 130 ............! I .486* 1
R C321L  
In Day. Wk, Mnth ' Sitting Visibility •M K 1A/7 t ’—--------- ------- —i CE
-.482* 1 
.317*1
-.437*_j 
.303*j 
.725* j
R c o ! .........
None in a Mnth ! Sitting Visibility 
N = 559 ------------------CE
-.277* i 
.217*;
-.245* I 
.113*. 
.576*,
Table 5.7 presents similar 
comparisons in Table 5.6 but this time 
the comparison is made for different 
Required Communication (RC) 
frequencies. This is to see whether 
there is any difference between the 
variabie associations in reiation to 
the degree of Required 
Communication (RC) as a variable of
RC54 indicates Required 
Communication at 1 hour or 4 hour intervals for work process. RC321 is for 
Required Communication at a day, a week, or a month frequencies for job
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functioning whereas RCO indicates there is no Required Communication between 
two workers within a month for work process. Thus the correlations between the 
spatial and interaction variables are analysed separately along the Required 
Communication divisions. Most of all, the table shows that workers having RCO 
show the lowest correlation values for the associations of workspace proximity and 
visibility with Chance Encounter or Spontaneous Conversation as compared with 
RC54 and RC321 conditions.
The linkages between spatial attributes and Chance Encounter or 
Spontaneous Conversation appear to be not much different between RC54 and 
RC321 conditions though the latter condition bears slightly higher correlations than 
the former. This implies that there may be no difference in terms of the associations 
of workspace proximity or visibility and their frequencies of Chance Encounter or 
Spontaneous Conversation between workers with Required Communication at 1 or 
4 hour intervals and workers with Required Communication at a day, week, or 
month intervals.
The only observable difference is that workers having lesser Required 
Communication frequencies are more likely to connect Chance Encounter 
occurrence to Spontaneous Conversation (r=.725) than workers with hourly or 4 
hour Required Communication intervals (r=.486). This result indicates that a strong 
Required Communication interdependence entails a higher connectivity only 
between Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation but between 
workspace layout and Chance Encounter/ Spontaneous Conversation.
This result should be interpreted in relation to the information that Chance 
Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation frequencies in RC54 are already much 
higher than In the weaker Required Communication conditions despite the lower 
Chance Encounter-Spontaneous Conversation connectivity in RC321. In other 
words, despite the high Required Communication rate in RC54, the highly frequent 
Chance Encounter occurrences may not be all connected to Spontaneous 
Conversation between people with strong interdependence.
Table 5.8. Correlations between CE and SC Frequencies as for RC and GM Statuses
RC 0 for Between Tl SC RC 0 for Between TE SC
Spearman’s rho 
Sig. (2-tailed) CE
.712* , 
N = 44 i
Spearman’s rho 
Sig. (2-tailed) CE
.520* 
N = 515
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Table 5.8 presents QAP correlations of Team-Internal/ Team-External 
Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation for the pairs of workers under 
RCO (Required Communication -  none in a month) condition. This is to observe 
whether there is any difference in the iinkages of Chance Encounter and 
Spontaneous Conversation in reiation to the Group Membership status of the 
dyad under the same condition of RCO. The resulting correlations indicate that 
Chance Encounter-Spontaneous Conversation linkage is stronger between team 
internal members (r=.712) than between external members (r=.520) in the condition 
of RCO. This means that team internal pairs are more likely to do Spontaneous 
Conversations upon Chance Encounter as compared with team external pairs under 
the same condition of no Functional Interdependence. /
5.3.2. Matrix Regression: Structural Relations
Rather than QAP regression, conventional linear regression was applied 
since no serious variable collinearity is observed (see Tolerance & VIP): UCINET 
does not produce part r and partial r values. This analysis is to explore the 
variabie associations while affecting the pattern of Chance Encounter (CE).
Table 5.9. Hierarchical Regression Model Summary: D V -C hance Encounter (CE)
i Model 1r 1 R R: AdjustedR: SB of 1 Estimate i R= j Change | FChange Df1 Df2 , Sig. F ! Change >.553 .305 .305 .834 j .305 ! 380.955 2 1733 .000 I
j 2 ; .742 .550 .549 .672 1 .245 1 470.838 2 1731 .000 j
Predictors In Model: 1. Sitting visibility. Proximity: 2. Sitting visibility. Proximity, Group Membership. RC
Table 5.9 presents a hierarchical regression model summary in which 
workspace visibility and proximity is first entered to explain the overall patterns of 
Chance Encounter and then Group Membership and Required Communication are 
additionally loaded to be examined of their effects on the model. The table sows 
that about 30.5 percent of variance in the pattern of Chance Encounter (CE) is 
explained by the two spatial attributes and then the predictability increases up to 
55.0 percent when the two variables of Functional Interdependence are entered.
Table 5.10 presents the detailed information of the variable relations for the 
dependent variable. Chance Encounter. In the first equation, workspace proximity 
and visibility shared their influences on Chance Encounter at Beta=-.398 and
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Beta=.255, p<.01 level with Part r of -.365 and .233 respectively. The Part r 
indicates their unique effects on Chance Encounter pattern. Then, when Group 
Membership and Required Communication entered the model, the Beta values of 
proximity and visibility lowered to -.225 and .079, p<.01 level with Part r of -.186 
and .069. Thus, In the second equation Required Communication takes the largest 
role for the occurrence of Chance Encounter with Beta = .510, p<.01, Part r = .387, 
which is the unique effect of Required Communication on the occurrence of Chance 
Encounter. Group Membership takes also a significant role in the model.
Table 5.10. Hierarchical Regression Coefficients: DV -  Chance Encounter (CE)
iModel , Predictors
1
B
Std.
Error Beta
Zero
Order
r
.i
Partial r ; Part r
Toler- : 
ance ! VIF
Proximity -.100 ; .005 j -.398** -.501 -.401 j -.365 .838 i 1.193
' r Sitting Visibiiity ' .297 1 .025 1 .255** .415 .270 i .233 .838 ; 1.193
Proximity -.057 .005 ■ -.225** -.501 -.267 i -.186 .686 1 
^ .757 !
1.458
» Sitting Visibility .092 i .022 .079** .415 .102 ! .069 1.321
r
GM ! .198 ; .045 I .097** .553 .105 : .071 .535 1.871
RC .395 ; .016 ; .510** .689 .500 . .387 .575 1.738
Note: ** t statistics, p<.01
The table of regression coefficients indicate that Required Communication 
remains with the largest Part r = .387 even after being removed of the associated 
variances with the spatial variables. This means Functional Interdependence 
exerted not only the largest but also independent effects on Chance Encounter even 
after taking account of the condition that workspaces are already located according 
to work flows and group boundaries. Considering the highly susceptible nature of 
Chance Encounter to the spatial configuration, this appears to be interesting finding. 
However, this result should be interpreted with caution along with the frequency 
measures of Chance Encounter, which encompass not only 1 hour and 4 hour 
frequency Intervals but also daily, weekly, and monthly occurrences as latter 
occurrences may be hardly attributable to the spatial layout of the workplace.
Table 5.11. Hierarchical Regression Modei Summary: DV -  Spontaneous Conversation (SC)
i Model
i
R R: AdjustedR:
SE of ; 
Estimate \
R:
Change
i} F Change Dfl Df2 Sig. F ' Change ;
; 1 .531 ; .282 .281 ; 1.150J .282 339.745 2 1733 .000 ;
2 ; .808 i .652 .652 .801 : .370 i 1844.572 1 1732 .000 :
• 3 .868 : .754 .753 i .674 ! .102 I 357.837 2 1730 .000 :
Predictors: 1. Sitting visibility, Proximity: 2. Sitting visibility, Proximity, CE; 3, Sitting visibility, Proximity, CE, GM, RC
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Table 5.11 present hierarchical regression models for Spontaneous 
Conversation. It is to explore the variabie associations while affecting the 
pattern of Spontaneous Conversations (SC). First, workspace proximity and 
visibility explain 28.2 percent (R^=.282) of the Spontaneous Conversation 
occurrence. When Chance Encounter enters the model, the predicted proportion of 
Spontaneous Conversation largely Increases to 65.2 percent (R^=.652). Then, 
Group Membership (GM) and Required Communication (RC) further explain 
Spontaneous Conversation(SC) occurrence by 10.2 percent (R  ^ Change = .102). 
Overall, the combined variables take account of 75.2 percent (R=.868) of 
Spontaneous Conversation occurrence.
Table 5.12. Hierarchical Regression Coefficients: DV -  Spontaneous Conversation (SC)
1
1 Model ' Predictors B
Std.
Error Beta
Zero ! 
Order j 
r 1
i
Partial r !
I
Part r i
Toler- ; 
ance
i
VIF !
Proximity ^ -.125 .008 -.367** : 
.263** 1
-.473 1 -.368 !• -.336 ! 
.241 ;
.838 ; 1.193 ;
i Sitting Visibiiity ; .416 .035 ; .411 I .274 ! .838 I 1.193 {
! Proximity i -.026 .006 i -.076** -.473 j -.107 ; -.064 j .703 1 1.422 !
2 : Sitting Visibility .122 .025 i .077** .411 ' .114 : .068 j .777 1 1.287 i
CE .990 .023 .730** .800 1 .718 ■ .609 ! .695 1.440 i
1 1 Proximity ! -.010 .005 ; -.029 -.473 ; -.046 ; -.023 I .637 ■ 1.571 1
1 Sitting Visibility .015 .022 ! .01 o T .411 1 ,017 ^ .008 j .749 ' 1.334 i
i 3 : CE ; .613 : .024 : .452** j  
.153** '
.800 > .522 ! .303 ; .450 ; 2.223 1
1 GM : .423 ; .045 : .640 ; .219 ! .111 1 .529^ 1.891 ;
! . RC .374 : .019 .356** ! .777 i .426 .234 1 .432 2.317 1
Note: ** t statistics, p<.01
Table 5.12 presents regression coefficients of the variables for Spontaneous 
Conversation across the models. The table shows the separate as well as combined 
effects of the variables in predicting Spontaneous Conversation occurrence. The 
most noticeable thing is that proximity (Beta=-.367, Part r = .336, p<.01) and 
visibility (Beta=-.263, Part r = .241, p<.01) accounted for significant variance in the 
pattern of Spontaneous Conversation in the first equation. However, when Chance 
Encounter enters the equation (Beta=-.730, Part r = .609, p<.01), these spatial 
variables have reduced effects on Spontaneous Conversation and then when Group 
Membership and Required Communication are entered into the model their 
influences on patterns of Spontaneous Conversation disappear. Despite their 
moderate correlations with Spontaneous Conversation (zero r = -.473 and .411), 
their roles for Spontaneous Conversation occurrence are found to be associative
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with Chance Encounter and also with Group Membership and Required 
Communication. In other words, their effects on Spontaneous Conversation (SC) are 
secondary rather than primary. This means that workspace proximity and visibility 
seem to exert associated but no unique effect on workers’ Spontaneous 
Conversation behaviour.
As the analysis indicates, the largest single effect on Spontaneous 
Conversation comes from Chance Encounter as it is highly associated with 
Spontaneous Conversation (zero order r = .800) and establishes the most unique 
proportion of relationship (Partial r = .522, Part r = .303) with Spontaneous 
Conversation even after removing its relations with the other variables. However, it 
is worth noticing that Chance Encounter’s Part r become also largely decreased 
when Group Membership and Required Communication come into the equation. 
This means that Group Membership and Required Communication play a significant 
role in connecting Chance Encounter to Spontaneous Conversation. This implies 
that, for Chance Encounter to lead to Spontaneous Conversations, it is necessary 
that workers belong to the same group (GM) and/ or possess a high level of 
Required Communication (RC).
In other words, it is important to consider the combined effect of Group 
Membership and Required Communication as Functional Interdependence variables 
on the relations between workspace layout and Spontaneous Conversation, and 
also between Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation. In fact, when 
Group Membership (GM) and Required Communication (RC) are combined, they 
account for the largest amount of variance in for the Spontaneous Conversation (SC) 
pattern.
5.4. Interdependence-Workspace Congruence for CE and SC
5.4.1. Correlational Analysis: Interdependence-1 nteraction
Table 5.13 presents QAP correlations between Required Communication 
and Chance Encounter/ Spontaneous Conversation across workspace proximity 
categories. This is to see whether there is any difference in the Required 
Communication-Chance Encounter and Required Communication- 
Spontaneous Conversation relations as inter-workspace distance increases.
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Six proximity categories are set for each association of Required 
Communication-Chance Encounter and Required Communication-Spontaneous 
Conversation. The table shows that there is no systematic change in Required 
Communication-Chance Encounter correlations along the workspace distances. 
This means that Required Communication-Chance Encounter linkages are not 
systematically affected by workspace distances. In other words, as the degrees of 
Required Communication and the associated Chance Encounter occurrences are 
sustained across workspace distances, this result indicates that the relations 
between Required Communication (RC) and Chance Encounter (CE) are not 
systematically affected by workspace proximities.
Table 5.13. Correlations between RC and 
CE/SC Frequencies as for Proximities
QAP correlation 
2-tailed CE sc
1 N=77 Within 2M RC .530* i .771* ■
I N=227 2-4 M RC .561* i .679* !
I N=239 4-6 M RC .559* I .650*
i N=226 6-8 M RC .523* i .582* j
N=173 8-10 M RC .552* ; .647* ’
; N=237 Beyond 10M RC .523* ! .576* !
+ RC = 0 (no RC required in a month) not included.
The table shows that people tend 
to have Chance Encounter occurrence 
equivalent to their Required 
Communication Interdependence
regardless of the workspace distances 
within the open-plan office. As a result, 
when two workers within 4M workspace 
distance possessing daily communication 
needs for work are likely to have Chance 
Encounter occurrences in every 4 hour, another two workers in 4 -6M possessing 
the same level of Required Communication is likely to exhibit the same Chance 
Encounter frequency.
For Required Communication-Spontaneous Conversation associations in 
the table, it is noticeable that although their correlation values are much higher than 
Required Communication-Chance Encounter within close workspace distances 
such as within 2M and 2-4M, the correlation values decreases almost the same 
level with Required Communication-Chance Encounter relations. This implies that 
although workers actively do Spontaneous Conversation as the result of frequent 
Chance Encounter in close distances, they are only likely to do Spontaneous 
Conversation as much as they have Chance Encounter occurrences as their 
workspace distance increases; their Required Communication level may be also 
lower.
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5.4.2. Group Difference Tests
Table 5.14 presents Mann-Whitney test over team internal and external 
Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation frequencies in the spatial 
condition of ‘Not Visible’ at sitting position and ‘within 2.5M’ - the condition of two 
workers sitting opposite between the desk front partition (1.2-1.5M height). This test 
is to examine whether there is any difference in terms of Chance Encounter or 
Spontaneous Conversation frequency between the two workers depending on 
their Group Membership status: Team-internai (Ti) and Team-Externai (TE).
Table 5.14. Group Difference Tests on CE/SC Frequencies between Tl vs. TE Statuses In the
Condition of ‘Not Visible Within 2.5M'
!' ' DV....“ T IV " T N ; Mean Rank | 1 2-tailed! ; CE 8 0i i TE: 18 ! 22.58
Tl ! 49 38.19 j Mann-Whitney U ■ 235.500 . 123.500
TE ! 18 j 16.36 ! i z -3.104 -4.637
Tl ! 49 40.48 ’ Asymp. Sig. : .002 .000
The statistical result shows significant differences in both the frequencies of 
Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation depending on Team-Internal 
and Team-External statuses, which indicate that group member status significantly 
affected Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation occurrences between 
the two workers sitting opposite between the front panel. The table shows that team 
internal pairs had significantly more Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation than team external pairs. In other words, when two workers are not 
the same group members, they exchange significantly less Chance Encounter as 
well as Spontaneous Conversation over the desk front panel. Likewise, the 
difference appears to be larger for Spontaneous Conversation (Z=-4.637, p=.000) 
than Chance Encounter (Z—3.104, p=.002).
However, it is interesting that since the type of Chance Encounter in this 
condition is mostly eye-contacts over the desk front panel rather than encounters 
along pathways, the finding implies that people regulate eye-contacts with others 
sitting opposite over the panel depending on their team membership. This means 
people tend to intentionally avoid or permit eye-contacts with others over the panel 
according to their Group Membership (GM) status.
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Table 5.15. Group Difference Tests on CE/SC frequencies between Two RC Categories in the ‘Fully 
Visible' Condition
DV IV N : Mean Rank 1 I 2-tailed CE SC
CE!
RC 3210 86 ; 59.66 ’
RC54 : 62 ' 95.08 ! 1 Mann-Whitney U 1390.000 900.000
sc RC 3210 RC 54
86 : 53.97 ! j z -5.678 -7.342
62 ; 102.98 I Asymp. Sig. .000 _ .000
+ RC3210: RC per a day, week, month, and none in a month condition; RC54: RC per 1 and 4 hour condition 
++ Same results are found from RC210 and R543 comparison
Table 5.15 presents Mann-Whitney test over different Required 
Communication interdependence for Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation frequencies In the spatial condition of ‘fully visible’ at sitting position, 
which Is mostly ‘within the same cubicle square’. This anaiysis is to examine 
whether there is any difference between Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation occurrences according to the ievei of Required Communication 
between workers in the fuiiy visibie spatiai condition within the cubicle square. 
RC54 represents Required Communication frequencies per 1 and 4 hour intervals 
and Required Communication 3210 does lesser frequencies of Required 
Communication.
The results show that these two Required Communication levels significantly 
differentiated workers’ Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation 
occurrences even in the same cubicle square with a good visibility. Workers with 
strong Required Communication interdependence exhibit more Chance Encounter 
and Spontaneous Conversation occurrences than workers with weak Required 
Communication interdependence even in the same spatial condition of ‘fully visible’ 
at sitting position. On the other hand, this also means that workers having weak 
Required Communication interdependence exchanged fewer Chance Encounter 
and Spontaneous Conversation than workers with strong Required Communication 
interdependence despite the fact that they are seated within the same cubicle 
square.
For workers sharing high Required Communication frequencies, this spatial 
condition made it easier to exchange eye-contacts and spontaneous talks as they 
can conveniently turn around their swivel chair when conversations are needed. 
Between those workers with low Required Communication frequencies, this spatial 
condition may not facilitate such interpersonal contacts. The difference is more
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noticeable for Spontaneous Conversation (Z=-7.342, p=.000) than Chance 
Encounter (Z—5.678, p=.000), which indicates that Required Communication 
(Required Communication frequency) status affects Spontaneous Conversation(SC) 
more than Chance Encounter (Chance Encounter).
Table 5.16. Group Difference Tests on CE/SC Frequencies between Tl vs. TE Statuses in Various 
Proximity Conditions
Inter-
Workspace DV IV
Mean
Rank
Within
CE TE : Tl : Ü . L277 1
107.09 i 1 
194.41
4M sc TE.; 74 ; 80.20 ; ^Tl ; 277 i 201.59 ■ :
CE
SC
TE : 351 i 259.85 i
4-8M , T l: TË :
309 ; 
351 1
410.76 : j 
236.00 ! ;
Tl ; 309 437.85 ;
CE : TE : 608 ‘ 328.44 '
' Beyond Tl : 117 ^ 542.60
8M sc TE 608 ; 321.09 j; Tl 117 ; 580.79 1
inter- 
: Workspace 2-tailed ji CE ! SC
Within 
, 4M
Mann-Whitney U | 5150.00 1 3160.00 '
z i -7.075 i -9.497 :
Asymp. Sig. | .000 ■ .000 i 
21059.00Mann-Whitney U i 29430.50 I
4-8M
1
z j -10.903 ; -13.988 I
Asymp. Sig. .000 , .000
Beyond
8M
Mann-Whitney U | 14554.50 1 10086.50 :
z ; -10.955 1 -12.732^ 
.000 ‘Asymp. Sig. i .000 j
Table 5.16 presents Mann-Whiney tests over Group Membership status 
(Team-Internal and Team-External) for Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation frequencies along the three workspace proximity categories. This is 
to examine whether there is any difference in Chance Encounter and 
Spontaneous Conversation frequencies between pairs of workers depending 
on team membership aiong the workspace distances: within 4M, 4-8M, or 
beyond 8M radius. A significant difference in Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation occurrences can be attributed to Group Membership status of the pair 
of workers.
The table shows that, across the three workspace proximities, Chance 
Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation occurrences are significantly higher 
between workers of the same team (Team-Internal) than different teams (Team- 
External). This means people do more Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation between team internal members than external ones not only within 4M 
but also 4-8M and beyond 8M spatial conditions. This can be interpreted that as 
people pursue needed interactions with other group members regardless of their 
spatial distances, they also produce more Chance Encounter as well as
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Spontaneous Conversations with group internal members than group external ones. 
On the other hand, since such interaction needs may be much less or not exist 
between group external pairs, their Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation occurrences are likewise affected, especially as the workstation 
distance Increases.
Table 5.17. Group Difference Tests on CE/SC Frequencies between RC Categories in Various 
Proximity Conditions
Inter- 
Workspace I
Within
4M
4-8M
Beyond
8M
:e i  DV IV N : MeanRank
CE RC210 150 ; 116.05RC543 201 ; 220.74
i
j SC
I
RC210 150 : 103.04
RC543 ! 201 : 230.45
!
' CE RC210 545 : 291.71RC543 115 ; 514.33
i
RC210 : 545 ! 284.83
RC543 115 1 546.93
i c e RC210 ■ 665 ; 340.44RC543 60 : 613.08
i
: sc RC210 665 ; 338.12RC543 6 0 , 638.76
r  Inter- "  T 
Workspace
Within
4M
4-8M
Beyond
8M
2-tailed |  CE 8 0  
Mann-Whitney U ; 6082.00 : 4130.50 
Z I -10.289 : -12.090
Asymp. Sig. .000 .000
Mann-Whitney U I e447.50
?J
Asymp. Sig.
-12.226
.000
-13.807 I
.000 i
- !Mann-Whitney U  ^ 4945.00 I 3404.50 
Z ' -10.445; -11.039 I
Asymp. Sig. ; .000 .000
+ RC210: required communication per week and month 
including none in a month category. RC543: required 
communication per 1 hour, 4 hour and day.
Table 5.17 presents Mann-Whiney tests over two different Required 
Communication levels (instead of Group Membership status as in the preceding 
table) as IV for Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation occurrences 
along the three workspace proximities. This is to examine whether there is any 
difference in Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation frequencies 
between two workers depending on their ieveis of Required Communication 
interdependence in reiation to the workspace proximity conditions: within 4M, 
4-8M, or beyond 8M. RC543 represents people pairs with strong Required 
Communication interdependence whilst RC210 indicate people pairs with weak 
Required Communication interdependence. The same pattern of interpretation from 
Table 5.16 can be made.
The statistical tests produced significant differences of Chance Encounter 
and Spontaneous Conversation occurrences according to the low and high Required 
Communication degrees in all three workspace proximity categories. As the table 
indicates, workers with Required Communication frequencies of ‘per 1 hour, 4 hour 
or a day’ exchanged significantly more Chance Encounter and Spontaneous
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Conversation than workers with Required Communication frequencies of ‘per a 
week, a month or none in a month’ across the spatial conditions: within 4M (Z=- 
10.289 and Z=-12.090, p<.000). 4-8M (Z=-12.226 and Z=-13.807, p<.000), or 
beyond 8M (Z=-10.445 and Z=-11.039, p<.000) for Chance Encounter and 
Spontaneous Conversation respectively. This also means that workers with weak 
Required Communication interdependence exchanged significantly less frequent 
Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation regardless of their workspace 
distances as compared with those workers with strong Required Communication 
interdependence. Required Communication (RC) interdependence levels 
significantly differentiated workers’ Chance Encounter (Chance Encounter) and 
Spontaneous Conversation (SC) behaviour within the open-plan offices.
5.4.3. Structural Congruence: Interdependence-Space
Table 5.18 presents QAP correlations between workspace proximity, sitting 
visibility, Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation along with the Required 
Communication-Proximity comparative categories, for which six proximity 
categories (5:withln 2M, 4:2-4M, 3:4-6M, 2:6-8M, 1:8-1 OM, and O:beyond 10M) were 
subtracted from six Required Communication frequency categories (5: per 1 hour, 4: 
per 4 hour, 3: per a day, 2: per a week, 1: per a month, and 0: none in a month) in 
order to produce the Required Communication-Proximity difference. This is to 
examine the assumption of ‘congruence’ between Required Communication 
and workspace proximity for its effects on the reiations between spatiai 
attributes and interaction behaviour {see 3.4.1).
Thus, the score of 5 in proximity (workspace within 2M) is assumed to 
correspond to the score of 5 in Required Communication (Required Communication 
per 1 hour interval) whilst the score of 0 in proximity (workspace beyond 10M) is 
assumed to correspond to the score of 0 in Required Communication (no Required 
Communication over a month) for a congruent status of Required Communication- 
Proximity. Negative (-) signs of Required Communication-Proximity indicates the 
proximity score is higher than the Required Communication score, which means two 
workers are located in ‘closer’ proximity than they are ‘required’ for job functioning.
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Table 5.18. Correlations between the Variables in the 
Concept of RC-Proximity Congruence
N RC-ProximityCongruence
QAP correlation 
/ 2-tailed CE SC RC
Proximity -.354* -.539*
35 -3 Sitting Visibility CE
N.A N.A
.685*
SC .655**
Proximity -.612* -.618*
119 -2 Sitting Visibility CE .715*
SC .657**
Proximity -.678* -.697*
254 -1 Sitting Visibility CE 
SC
.338* .351*
.799*
.770**
Proximity -.76^" -.809’
463 .0 Sitting Visibility CE 
SC
.538* .575*
.839*
.872**
Proximity -.765* -.794*
412 +1 Sitting Visibility CE 
SC
.421* .409*
.828*
.800**
Proximity -.667* -.724*
272 +2 Sitting Visibility .431* .446*CE
SC
.771*
.730**
Proximity -.447* -.507*
181 +3 Sitting Visibility CE 
SC
.314* .295*
.677*
.477**
+ RC-Proximity; -5M/-3 => -3 5/4/3 => 3
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In contrast, the plus (+) 
signs indicate the condition that 
two workers are located at a 
‘farther’ distance than they are 
‘required’ for job functioning. In 
this manner, the Required 
Communication-Proximity 
comparison value of ‘O' is 
assumed to be just the right 
‘congruence’ between the 
Required Communication and 
workspace proximity structures. 
This is to examine whether the 
assumed condition of Required 
Communication-Proximity 
congruence (Required
Communication-Proximity=0) 
better support the E-B relations 
between the spatial attributes 
and Chance Encounter /
Spontaneous Conversation and 
also the linkages between
Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation. Table 5.18 shows the results. 
The correlations between proximity and Chance Encounter (r=-.761), between 
proximity and Spontaneous Conversation (r=-.809), between visibility and Chance 
Encounter (r=.538) and between visibility and Spontaneous Conversation (r=.575) at 
the state of Required Communication-Proximity = 0 are higher than all the 
correlations in the other Required Communication-Proximity conditions (except 
proximity and Chance Encounter at +1) whilst the correlation values gradually 
decrease from the centre towards the either side of the ends (Required 
Communication-Proximity=+/-3).
As the minus (-) side of the continuum represents the spatial condition in 
which two workers’ workspaces are ‘closer’ than required’ by their Required 
Communication interdependence, the lowest correlations between workspace 
proximity and Chance Encounter / Spontaneous Conversation occurrences on this
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side indicate that workers infrequently exchange eye-contacts and Spontaneous 
Conversations despite their very close spatiai proximity. On the other hand, as the 
plus (+) side of the continuum represents the condition in which two workers are 
located 'farther’ than ‘required’ by their Required Communication interdependence, 
the lowest correlations between workspace proximity and Chance Encounter/ 
Spontaneous Conversation occurrences on this side indicate that workers 
infrequently have face-to-face encounters and also Spontaneous Conversations due 
to the spatial distance despite their high interaction needs for job functioning by the 
level of Required Communication.
In the condition of Required Communication-Proximity = 0, the iinkages of 
visibility with Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation also resulted in the 
highest correlations at r=.538 and r=.575 respectively. This means when two 
workers’ Required Communication-Proximity is congruent, their Chance Encounter 
and Spontaneous Conversation occurrences are also likely to increase when they 
are located in good sitting visibility conditions. As for Required Communication- 
Proximity = -2, there is no significant correlation between visibility and Chance 
Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation, which can be interpreted that as two 
workers are located in a close proximity with weak Required Communication 
interdependence, open visibiiity does not increase Chance Encounter or 
Spontaneous Conversation occurrence. On the other side of the continuum, the 
lowered correlations of visibility with Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation at r=.314 and r=.295 in the condition of Required Communication- 
Proximity = +3 implies that two workers’ Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation are restrained by no-visibility condition as well as far workspace 
distance despite their communication needs for work process.
As for the Chance Encounter-Spontaneous Conversation connection, the 
Required Communication-Proximity = 0 condition seem to provide a supportive 
structure for the occurred Chance Encounter to be connected to Spontaneous 
Conversation. This means that when Required Communication-Proximity is at the 
condition of ‘congruence’, workers are highly likely to exchange a Spontaneous 
Conversation upon having an eye-contact or face-to-encounter around the 
workspaces. This finding can be interpreted in two ways for the pair of workers with 
a high Required Communication level and also for the pair of workers with a low 
Required Communication level. First, when two workers with a high level Required
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Communication are located in ciose proximity, it is highly likely that their eye- 
contacts or face-to-face encounter are led to Spontaneous Conversations at a 
corresponding rate. Second, when two workers with a very low or no Required 
Communication level are located in at a far distance within an office, it is of much 
less probability at which they have Chance Encounter occurrence and yet their 
having Spontaneous Conversation is not much less than the frequency of their 
Chance Encounter occurrence. The Chance Encounter-Spontaneous Conversation 
linkages are also analysed along the concept of Required Communication-Chance 
Encounter balance in the following table (Table 5.19).
Additionally, the Spontaneous Conversation-Required Communication (SC- 
RC) correlations can be interpreted in the concept of interaction-interdependence 
balance that a good state of the Required Communication-Proximity congruence 
seems to enhance not only Chance Encounter-Spontaneous Conversation 
connections but also Spontaneous Conversation-Required Communication 
connections. This implies that when a good state of Required Communication- 
Proximity is achieved, people’s conversation patterns eventually become highly 
compatible with their functional relationship structure.
5.5. Functional Interdependence for CE and SC
5.5.1. Structural Balance: Interdependence-lnteraction
Table 5.19. Correlations between CE and SC 
in the Concept of RC-CE Balance
Table 5.19 presents the Required 
Communication-Chance Encounter (RC- 
CE) balance for the connection between 
Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation. This is to examine the 
comparative status of Chance 
Encounter with Required
Communication and its effects on the 
connection between Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation.
Furthermore, it is to test whether the Chance Encounter-Spontaneous 
Conversation connection is better in the assumed Required Communication- 
Chance Encounter balanced condition than in the Required Communication-
N RC-CEAlignment
QAP
correlation
2-tailed
SC
53 - 4 CE .410*
325 -3 CE .671* i
688 -2 CE .849*
551 -1 CE .907*
110 .0 CE .935*
RC-CE: +1& -5 excluded due to small N size
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Chance Encounter imbalance, which is Chance Encounter frequency not aligned 
with Required Communication level. In other words, this analysis is to investigate 
whether two workers are more likely to engage in Spontaneous Conversation when 
their Chance Encounter frequency matches the level of their Required 
Communication interdependence.
in the table, Required Communication-Chance Encounter = 0 indicate the 
condition that Required Communication-Chance Encounter frequency subtraction 
results in the score of 0 whilst any minus (-) sign denotes excessive frequencies of 
Chance Encounter over Required Communication. Thus, Required Communication- 
Chance Encounter = 0 implies both the Required Communication and Chance 
Encounter frequencies are equivalent whereas Required Communication-Chance 
Encounter = -4 points out that the largest imbalance between Chance Encounter 
and Required Communication relations in which two workers experience much more 
Chance Encounter than their Required Communication level. As the settings are 
open-plan offices with high densities, it is natural that most Chance Encounter 
frequencies are already higher than workers’ Required Communication levels, 
resulting all excessive (-) Chance Encounter conditions as the table reports.
The results show that when Required Communication-Chance Encounter = 
0, correlation between Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation comes 
out as the highest (r=.935) and when Required Communication-Chance Encounter 
= -4, correlation between Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation 
produced the lowest (r=.410) as the correlation values gradually decreased from 
Required Communication-Chance Encounter = 0 to Required Communication- 
Chance Encounter = -4. This implies that when two workers’ eye-contacts or face- 
to-face encounter frequencies are aligned (at the equivalent level) with their 
communication needs, their Chance Encounter are highly likely to be linked to 
Spontaneous Conversations.
This also means that as two workers having excessive Chance Encounter 
occurrence over their Required Communication level, the excessive Chance 
Encounter hardly brings any actual increase of Spontaneous Conversation, 
Spontaneous Conversation, without the increase of their Required Communication 
level. Workers may experience an increase of Chance Encounter occurrence due to 
spatial layout and yet their frequency of having Spontaneous Conversation upon 
Chance Encounter is largely dependent on their level of Required Communication 
interdependence. This finding shows that Required Communication-Chance
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N GM-CEBalance
QAP
correlation
2-tailed
i SC
■ 1033 TE pairs CE .661*! T03^ Tl pairs CE i  TS1*
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Encounter (RC-CE) balance is a key to the high association of Chance Encounter- 
Spontaneous Conversation (CE-SC) linkage.
Table 5.20. Correlations between CE and Table 5.20 presents QAP correlations
Concept of between Chance Encounter and
Spontaneous Conversation in relation to
Chance Encounter’s Group Membership
(GM) status, whether Chance Encounter
occurs between team internal pairs or with
team external members. This is to investigate whether Group Membership-
Chance Encounter aiignment affects Chance Encounter-Spontaneous
Conversation iinkage.
As the table shows Chance Encounter-Spontaneous Conversation is less 
associated at r=.661 between team external members than within-team members 
which resulted at r=.751. This means when two workers having eye-contacts or 
face-to-face encounters belong to the same team they are more likely to lead the 
Chance Encounter occurrence to Spontaneous Conversation than when they belong 
to different teams. This result indicates that people control their Spontaneous 
Conversation upon having Chance Encounter in relation to their Group 
Membership-Chance Encounter status, in the following table, a similar analysis is 
conducted at individual level with the aggregate Chance Encounter and 
Spontaneous Conversation frequencies for each person according to Group 
Membership (GM) statuses of his/ her Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation with others in the office setting.
5.5.2. Structural Balance for CE-SC Relations
Table 5.21 presents Group Membership status and Chance Encounter- 
Spontaneous Conversation relationship at individual level (N=136) by applying 
aggregate scores of all Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation 
frequencies for each individual occurring within the office boundaries. This is to 
observe 1) whether there is difference between Chance Encounter- 
Spontaneous Conversation reiations and 2) to what the extent Chance 
Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation sum frequencies are correiated in 
reiation to the Chance Encounter or Spontaneous Conversation’s Group
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Membership status. For the analysis spearman’s rho rank correlation is applied.
Table 5.21. Correlations between CE/SC Frequencies as for GM Statuses: Individual Aggregates
rho /2-taiied T
N=136
Tl CE 1.00
Tl SC .967**
TE CE
, TE s c
Tl SC TECE I TESC ! T IC E | TE C E ^ Tl SC iT E S c j Tl RC TE RC
-,h Mean i 40.18 | 41.96 : 32.65 | 21.40 | 25.24 ; 11.88 
1.00 i I ' \  S D ^  19.98 I 20.95 I 15.97 ! 13.72 | 12.37 : 11.41
1.00
.813** I 1.00
The first table shows that Chance Encounter aggregate frequencies are 
associated with Spontaneous Conversation aggregate frequencies for individual 
workers at rho=.967, p<.01 between team Internal members and at rho=.813, p<.01 
between team external members. This means that the sum amount of Chance 
Encounter individual workers experience with team internal members is almost 
perfectly associated with their sum amount of Spontaneous Conversation 
frequencies with others in the open-plan office.
In contrast, the sum amount of Chance Encounter individual workers 
experience with team external members within the office setting is associated with 
their sum amount of Spontaneous Conversation frequencies with others at less 
correlation value. This result indicate a couple of things that 1) Chance Encounter- 
Spontaneous Conversation iinkages are affected by workers’ Group Membership 
(GM) status -  higher correlations for Team-Internal (Tl) members, 2) individuals 
systematically regulate total sum of their Chance Encounter and/ or Spontaneous 
Conversation frequencies with others -  almost a perfect correlation for Team- 
internal (Tl) Chance Encounter-Spontaneous Conversation relationship.
However, these very high correlations do not mean that the amounts of 
Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation frequencies are at equivalent 
levels (see the second table - mean values and standard deviations of Chance 
Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation aggregate scores). Very few 
Spontaneous Conversation occurrences exist In quicker intervals than Chance 
Encounter occurrences in the present study.
As the case summary table shows, aggregate Chance Encounter 
frequencies are even slightly higher for Team-Externai (M= 41.96) than Team- 
Internal (M=40.18) whilst Spontaneous Conversation sum frequencies are much 
less on Team-External (M=21.40) as compared with Team-Internal (M=32.65). This
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information indicates that as workers more restrictively control Team-External (TE) 
Chance Encounter-Spontaneous Conversation linkage whilst pursing Team-Internal 
(Tl) Chance Encounter-Spontaneous Conversation linkage for interpersonal 
relations. The aggregate data likewise reflect the same pattern on the total sum of 
Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation frequencies for individual 
workers. Likewise the table shows none of significant correlations of Team-internal 
Chance Encounter with Team-External Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation, or Team-External Chance Encounter with Team-Internal 
Spontaneous Conversation, which seems to also indicate systematic regulation of 
Chance Encounter-Spontaneous Conversation linkages over Group Membership 
statuses.
5.6. Summary
According to the three explorative research questions, the present chapter 
presented the analyses for the first research question, which is about ‘workspace 
and interaction behaviour’. The research question focuses on the interpersonal-level 
structural analysis of spatial, social and temporal aspects of E-B relations between 
workspace layout and such unplanned interaction behaviour as Chance Encounter 
and Spontaneous Conversation in the context of organisational functioning.
The chapter organised the findings according to four investigative issues 
within the E-B CSI framework: 1) The reiations between workspace. Chance 
Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation, 2) Functional interdependence and the 
relations of workspace. Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation; 3) 
Functional Interdependence and workspace alignment for Chance Encounter and 
Spontaneous Conversation; 4) Functional interdependence for Chance Encounter 
and Spontaneous Conversation.
Among the large number of findings, the research primarily observed that 
E-B relations between workspace layout and unplanned interactions largely vary 
according to the temporal states of the interactions as well as the spatial attributes 
of workspace. It also explored that the workspace exerts most effect on highly 
frequent interactions occurring in close proximity with open visibility whilst intentional 
spontaneous conversations are most likely between workspaces in ciose proximity 
and unintentional spontaneous conversations are more likely as a result of chance
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encounters. It Is also observed that, people in the same spatial conditions discretely 
and systematically exchange eye-contacts, encounters, and spontaneous talks 
according to their functional relationship with others. Likewise, upon eye-contacts or 
face-to-face encounters around workspaces, people systematically regulate whether 
or not to talk according to their functional relationship with others.
In general, the analyses have shown that workspace exerts associative 
Influences with the functional structure of people rather than independent effects on 
the occurrence of chance encounters. As for spontaneous conversations, the 
research found that workspace has a secondary Involvement via chance encounters 
rather than direct impacts. However, when the workspace is aligned with the 
functional structure of people, it appears that the workspace increases or decreases 
interactions. On the other hand, when workspace is not aligned with the functional 
relationship between people, it appears that workspace-interactlon relations occur 
Independently.
Further detailed findings are integratively summarised in Chapter 8 with 
respect to the research problem, and then elaborately explained in Chapter 9 under 
the developed theoretical model. In the following chapter (Chapter 6), the research 
presents the analyses and findings of the second research question. In this chapter, 
the structural approach shifts the level of analyses from interpersonal to individual 
level thus explores the Intervening role of Group Membership and Required 
Communication for the effects of the E-B variables - workspace layout. Chance 
Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation, on Individual privacy for task 
concentration.
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CHAPTER VI. ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS: 
RESEARCH QUESTION 2
6.1. Introduction
This chapter presents data analyses and findings at individual level (N = 
number of people) for the second research question. All the matrix data (workspace 
layout, Interaction, Functional Interdependence) were transformed to aggregate 
forms of scores for every individual under each variable and then applied for 
statistical processes with concentration privacy measures. The second research 
question is as follows:
RQ2: How does functional interdependence intervene in the effects of 
workspace layout, chance encounter and spontaneous conversation on 
concentration privacy?
To guide the procedure, the analyses and findings are organised by three 
investigative angles: 1) Functional interdependence for the effects of workspace on 
privacy, 2) Functional interdependence for the effects of Chance Encounter and 
Spontaneous Conversation on privacy, 3) Functional interdependence and 
excessive Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation for privacy. Because 
of the measurement of concentration privacy, a high score indicates a ‘severe 
privacy problem for concentration’ whilst a low score indicates ‘little privacy problem 
for concentration’. This means an increasing value in the measure indicates ‘more 
problem’ whilst a decreasing value in the measure expresses ‘less problem’ of 
concentration privacy according to questioned items. Though the privacy measures 
complied with the assumption of normal distribution, most statistical applications 
reported in this section are non-parametric due to the violation of this assumption by 
the individualised matrix data.
In the tables, the term ‘privacy sum’ represents the sum scores of ail six 
privacy items. Three items were designed for interruption related problems: Q18) 
difficulties in concentration due to the interruptions caused by close desk proximities, 
Q19) difficulties in concentration due to the interruptions caused by conversation 
requests, Q20) difficulties in continuous concentration at my desk. Three items were
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design for distraction related problems; Q21) difficulties in concentration due to the 
open views, Q22) difficulties In concentration due to the over-heard speech, Q23) 
difficulties in concentration due to the general noise in the office (reliability tests: see 
4.3.4). The questions were answered on 5 point scale:
Agree
+2 +1
Neutral
0 -1
! Disagree 
I -2
This section uses a number of variabie initials due to the length of the words: 
Team-Internal (Ti), Team-External (TE) Chance Encounter (CE), Spontaneous 
Conversation (SC), Group Membership (GM), and Required Communication (RC). 
Terms are also used in combination with one another, for example, Team-Internal 
Chance Encounter (Ti CE) or Team-Internal Required Communication (Ti RC).
6.2. Interdependence for the Effects of Workspace on Privacy
6.2.1. Workspace Attributes and Concentration Privacy
Table 6.1 presents Pearson’s rho correlations between concentration privacy 
items and the individual workspace counts along the separate distance radiuses 
from each workspace whilst taking account of the occupants’ Group Membership 
status: whether the occupants are Team-Internal or Team-External members. In 
other words, Team-Internal and Team-External workspaces are separately counted 
along the proximity categories and then the counts are examined of correlation with 
the six privacy items.
Table 6. 1. Correlations between Uncumulated People Counts and Privacy Measures along GM 
Statuses and Workspace Proximities
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136
Q18 Q19 Q20 021 022 023
Proximity Talk Long-work View Speech Noise « "
interrupt Interrupt DifTiculty Distract Distract Distract
-.171 -.170'Within 2M IE -.182’
2-4M IE -.197’.184’'
-.182* -.248’-.272’ -.180’ -.179’4 -6 M TE .202*
-.226’ - . 200 ’- . 220*6-8M TE
-.336’ -.216’ -.172’ -.196’ -.274’-10M TE
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‘Privacy sum’ is the sum of the six item measures, which represents the 
overall state of concentration privacy. In the table, a positive (+) correlation indicates 
a direct association between the Team-Internal or Team-External workspace counts 
along the proximities and the increase of privacy problem for concentration upon the 
item. On the other hand, a negative (-) correlation Indicates an inverse association 
between the two measures, thus implying that people experience less privacy 
problem as the Team-Internal or Team-External workspace counts increase within 
an open-plan office.
There are two ways to interpret the table: 1) comparison between the 
correlations of Team-Internal and Team-External (Team-Internal vs. Team-External) 
along the workspace proximities, and 2) comparison between the correlations 
between the workspace proximities for Team-internal or Team-External status. The 
former is to compare Team-Internal and Team-External statuses whereas the latter 
is to compare the workspace proximities for each Team-internal or Team-External 
condition. For both the cases, the purpose of presenting this table is to observe 
and compare the patterns of correlation occurrence and relationship direction 
between workspace proximities and the privacy measures rather than 
interpreting each correlation in detail.
First, the Team-Internal vs. Team-External comparison presents that the 
increase of Team-Internal members across workspace proximities are negatively 
associated with privacy items whereas mostly no correlation is observed between 
Team-Externai counts and privacy measures; only a couple of direct correlations on 
one privacy item (Q18), which is ‘concentration difficulty due to interruptions by 
ciose workspace proximity’. The negative correlations indicate that as the number 
of Team-Internal members increase workers experience less privacy problems for 
concentration. This means that workers having more Team-internal members in 
their workspaces along the categorised proximities are likely to experience less 
concentration problems. A positive correlation for Team-External counts can be 
interpreted that workers having more Team-External workspaces at a categorised 
proximity are likely to experience more problems on associated privacy items.
Second, Team-Internal correlations between the proximities can be 
compared. The inverse relationship patterns are observed across the proximities 
whilst they are more apparent between 4M - 10M distance for distraction related 
items (Q21, 22, 23). This implies that workers having more Team-Internal members 
between 4M -10M experience better privacy states against distractions for
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concentration. As for Team-Externai corrélations, few correlations may indicate that 
the increase of Team-External workspace counts are not systematically associated 
with workers’ privacy problems for concentration though a couple of Team-Externai 
counts are adversely related to privacy problems.
Table 6. 2. Correlations between Uncumulated People Counts and Privacy Measures along GM 
Statues and Sitting Visibilities
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136
Q18
Proximity
Interrupt
Q19
Talk
interrupt
Q20
Long-work
Difficulty
Q21
View
Distract
Q22
Speech
Distract
Q23
Noise
Distract
Privacy
Sum
Fully Visible TlTE -.216*
A half 
Visible
Tl :
TE
Little Visible Tl
t e " - .286** .266** .175*
.187*
.335**
.257**
.349** .350**
Not Visible TlTÊ .220*
-.320** -.368** -.251** -.362** -.354** -.417**
+ Sitting visibiiity: Fully visible -  Located within the cubicle square.
Table 6.2 presents a similar analysis with Table 6.22 but this time it is to 
observe the patterns of association between the privacy items and the sitting 
visibility measures. For the analysis, the number of Team-Internal and Team- 
External workspaces are counted along the four sitting visibiiity conditions and then 
separately correlated with privacy scores. First, Team-Internal vs. Team-External 
comparison can be made. The table shows that negative correlations are 
extensively present with most of the privacy items for the increase of Team-Internal 
members in ‘not-visible’ condition, resulting a moderate rho=-.417, p<.01 for privacy 
sum score.
Along the same visibility condition, only one direct correlation Is observed for 
Team-External on Q18 with non-significant results on all the other items. This 
finding indicate that in the not-visible condition at sitting position, increasing Team- 
internal members are related to workers’ experience of lowered privacy problems for 
concentration whereas increasing Team-Externai members are systematically 
related to workers’ privacy states.
On the other hand, there are extensive direct correlations between Team- 
External count and privacy items under the ‘little visible’ condition whereas only two 
distraction related privacy items (Q22, Q23) are observed to have significant direct 
correlations with the Team-Internal count. This indicates that as the number of 
workers external to the team increase in the iittle-visibie zone, workers’ privacy
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states for concentration extensively deteriorate. Since the least visibility at sitting 
position in the present setting comes from the condition that two workstations are 
located next to each other with short or no side partitions, the finding implies that the 
increase of Team-External members in such a condition is adversely related to 
workers' ability to concentrate.
Likewise, the increase of Team-Internal count in the same visibility condition 
is related to workers’ experience of more speech distraction (rho=-.216, p<.01) and 
noise distraction (rho=.350, p<.01) for contraction though not significantly associated 
with the overall privacy sum. Few meaningful correlations are observed for ‘fully 
visible’ and ‘a half visible’ conditions for both the Team-internal (Tl) and Team- 
External (TE) counts.
6.2.2. Sitting Opposite and Concentration Privacy
Table 6.3 presents rho correlations between the privacy items and Team- 
internal or Team-External count within the 2.5M distance in the ‘not visible’ condition 
at sitting position. This spatial condition in the present setting tells us that two 
workers are sitting opposite each other between low level desk front panels. It is of 
interest to see whether there is any meaningful association between the 
Team-Internal or Team-External count (in such a spatial condition) and 
concentration problems Incurred through lack of privacy.
Table 6. 3. Correlations between People Counts and Privacy Measures in the Condition of 'within 
2.5M/ Not Visible’ (Sitting Opposite)
Spearman’s rho 
2-taiied/ N=136
Q18
Proximity
Interrupt
Q19
Talk
Interrupt
Q20
Long-work
Difficulty
Q21
View
Distract
Q22
Speech
Distract
Q23
Noise
Distract
Privacy
Sum
Within 2.5M 
Not Visibie
Tl Count 
TE Count .179*
-.160 -.190* -.286** -.232** -.234** -.245**
All -.198* -.220* -.301** -.294** -.336** -.285**
The table shows that extensive negative correlations are present across 
most privacy items as well as the privacy sum value for the increase of Team- 
internal. Furthermore, these correlation scores further arise when Team-internal and 
Team-External counts are combined. This Indicates that having more people at the 
opposite side of the desk is significantly associated with lessened privacy problems 
for concentration; the Team-External count alone produced few systematic relations
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with privacy states. The subsequent difference tests produced a compatible result 
with this finding.
Table 6. 4. Group Difference Tests on Privacy Measures according to People Counts In the Condition 
of 'within 2.5M/ Not Visible’ (Sitting Opposite)
Kruskal Wallis Test 
2-talled
Q18
Proximity
Interrupt
Q19
Talk
Interrupt
Q20 
; Long-work 
Difficulty
Q21
View
Distract
Q22
Speech
Distract
Q23
Noise
Distract
Privacy
Sum
Not Visible 
Within 2.5M 
0P=42 
1P=48, 
2-4P=46
Chi 
Sig. 
OP 
1 P 
2-4 P
7.079
.029
81.26
65.08
60.41
11.657 
.003 ’ 
84.29 
65.75 
56.96
10.527 
.005 
83.99 
64.59 ' 
58.43
16.937 
.000 
88.58 
60.65 * 
58.36 *
11.762 ; 
.003 ' 
85.56 
63.13 
58.53
+ Mann-Whitney test showed the same results for T1 count of 'not visible’ at sitting position within 2.5M
Table 6.4 presents the Kruskal Wallis Test about the effect of an increase 
in peopie sitting at opposite over the front panei on workers’ privacy states for 
concentration. For the test, three independent groups were assigned by 0 person, 
1 person and 2-4 person conditions. The table shows significant differences exist 
between the number of people within the 2.5M spatial condition sitting opposite over 
the panel on the three distraction related items (Q21, Q22, Q23) and one 
interruption item (Q20) at p<.01 and p<.05 levels respectively. Thus, the privacy 
sum yields a significant different at p=.003. The mean ranks indicate that as the 
number of others Increase in this spatial condition, workers experience significantly 
less privacy problems for concentration.
Figure 6. 1. Not Visible witin 2.5M for Privacy Figure 6. 2. Privacy Sum: Tl Count
3.00-
2 .00 -
1.00-
.S 0.00-
- 1 .00 -
1 pOP 2-4 P
No Visible Within 2.5
2 .00 -
1.00-
co 0 00-
- 2 .00 -
-3.00-
Low (0-7) Mid (8-13) High (14-19)
Tl members in the office
Furthermore, the mean ranks point to the fact that the difference is larger 
between 0 and 1 person conditions than 1 and 2-4 person conditions. This finding is
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also reflected In Figure 6.1. As the Figure shows, the slope declines more between 
0 person and 1 person points than between 1 person to 2-4 person points. As the 
neutral score (zero) Is the dividing point between ‘problem’ and ‘no problem’ 
response for concentration privacy, the high score (much problem) of 2.0 falls down 
to around -.1.5 (much no-problem) when the number of others at the opposite desk 
(within 2.5IVI/ Not-vlslble at sitting position) increased from 0 person to 2-4 persons.
6.2.3. Team Members in an Office for Concentration Privacy
Table 6.5 presents one of the most clear statistical observations in the study 
for concentration privacy; this is related to the spatial measure of ‘openness’. The 
table present t tests for the effect of the number of Team-internal counts in the 
open-plan office on individuals’ privacy states for task concentration. For the 
analysis, all the workers were divided into two groups according to the number of 
their Team-Internal members within the same office. Those designated to the ‘low’ 
Team-Internal count category consist of 10 or less number of team internal 
members located in the same open office whereas the other group with ‘high’ Team- 
Internal count consists of people with 11 or more of team internal members in the 
same open office.
Table 6. 5. Group Difference Tests on Privacy Measures between Low vs. High Tl Counts In the 
office
t Test / 2-tailed
Q18
Proximity
Interrupt
Q19
Talk
Interrupt
Q20
Long-work
Difficulty
Q21
View
Distract
Q22
Speech
Distract
Q23
Noise
Distract
Privacy
Sum
t 2.044 3.396 3.462 2.456 3.919 3.937 4.426
Tl Count Sig. 0.043 0.001 0.001 0.015 0.000 0.000 0.000L=72 (0-10) 
H=64 (11-19) Low -0.014 0.333 0.319 0.125 0.458 0.264 Î.486
High -0.391 -0.344 -0.375 -0.359 -0.313 -0.484 -2.266
As the table shows, t statistics produced significant results on all the privacy 
items with a consistent pattern that the ‘high’ Team-Internal count group 
experienced significantly less problems for concentration against both the 
interruptions and distractions. As a result, the privacy sum value yielded t=4.426 at 
p=.000 level as the mean scores mark at 1.486 for the ‘low’ group and -2.266 for the 
‘high’ group clearly separated from the neutral value of 0 (zero).
Figure 6.2 shows the graph in which Team-Internal counts are further divided 
into three groups in order to observe the changing pattern in a closer look: low (0-7),
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mid (8-13), and high (14-19). As the Figure presents, the slope of the privacy sum 
score continually drops across the three groups of Team-Internal counts whilst the 
declination is stiffer between mid and high points than between low to mid points. 
The privacy sum values drops from around +1.0 to -3.0, implying that workers with 
14-19 team internal members within the office experience significantly less privacy 
problem for task concentration.
6.3. Interdependence for the Effects of CE and SC on Privacy
6.3.1. Correlations for CE/SC Separate Frequencies
Table 6.6 presents rho correlations between Team-Internal or Team-External 
counts and privacy items along the Chance Encounter frequency separate intervals 
from ‘per 1 hour' to ‘per a month’. This is to examine the associations between 
the privacy measures and the uncumulated Team-lnternai and Team-External 
peopie counts for Chance Encounter occurrences along the various 
interaction intervals. A positive correlation indicates the increase of people count 
is directly associated with privacy problems for concentration whereas a negative 
correlation indicates an inverse relationship between people count and privacy 
problem.
Table 6. 6. Correlations between Uncumulated TI/TE People Counts and Privacy Measures along the 
Frequency intervals : CE
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136 
CE People Count
Q18
Proximity
Interrupt
Q19
Talk
Interrupt
Q20
Long-work
Difficulty
Q21
View
Distract
Q22
Speech
Distract
Q23
Noise
Distract
Privacy
Sum
Per 1 hr TlTE ■ —---- ------------
-----------
.182* —.......... - ... ..... ...—
Per 4 hr Tl -.224** -.195*TE .284** .214* .201* .213*
Per a day Tl -.199* -.295** -.176* -.222** -.263**TE .252** .171*
Per a week Tl~ t e ’
-.236** -.272** -.184*
-.170*
------------ -.192* -.199* -.260**
Per a month TlTE
Two steps to interpret the table. First, for Team-Internal vs. Team-External 
comparison, a noticeable finding is that the increase of Team-Internal members at
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Chance Encounter frequency of ‘per 4 hour’, ‘per a day’, and ‘per a week’ is 
inversely related to privacy items whilst Team-External member increase is directly 
associated with interruption related privacy items. This means that workers having 
more Chance Encounter with Team-internal members per 4 hour, a day, and a week 
are likely to experience less privacy problems for work concentration whereas as 
workers having more number Chance Encounter with Team-Externai members at 
the same frequencies are likely to experience more privacy problems specifically 
about interruption related problems for concentration. However, the association of 
Team-External count with privacy Items are less extensive that privacy sum values 
are only significantly connected to the Team-External count of ‘4 hour’ Chance 
Encounter occurrence.
As for the comparison across Chance Encounter intervals for Team-Internal 
or Team-External count, the increase of daily and weekly Chance Encounter 
frequencies with Team-Internal members are significantly associated with iessened 
privacy problems whilst Team-Internal Chance Encounter at 1 hour interval did not 
yield this inverse relationship with concentration privacy. As for Team-Internal 
Chance Encounter at 4 hour interval, a single item correlation (Q20) is enough to 
lead to a significant result for privacy sum value at rho=-.195, p<.05 level. Direct 
correlations of Team-External Chance Encounter occurrence with interruption 
related privacy problems are most apparent with Team-External Chance Encounter 
at 4 hour interval, which means that workers having Chance Encounter occurrences 
with team external members at least once in 4 hour are likely to experience more 
interruption related problems for concentration though the association is minimal.
Table 6.7 presents the same analysis with Table 6.6 but this time for 
Spontaneous Conversation occurrences instead of Chance Encounter. Thus, it is to 
examine the relationships of Team-internal or Team-External Spontaneous 
Conversation counts with privacy items across the frequency intervals. More 
significant correlations are observable in this table than the preceding one for 
Chance Encounter counts.
Most of all, the highest correlation with the privacy sum score (rho=-.271, 
p<.01) is yielded by the increase of Team-External Spontaneous Conversation for 
the ‘none in a month’ category. This means that the increase of Team-External 
members sharing no Spontaneous Conversation in a month is significantly 
associated with individuals’ experiencing less privacy problems for concentration.
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Table 6. 7. Correlations between Uncumulated TI/TE People Counts and Privacy Measures along 
the Frequency Intervals: SC
Spearman’s rho Q18 Q19 Q20 Q21 Q22 Q23 p .
SO People Count Proximity Talk ‘ Long-work View Speech Noise q,,m 
N=136 _________ Interrupt Interrupt Difficulty Distract Distract Distract
Per 1 hr TE .170* .216* i .177* .204*
Per 4 hr j r iTE
-.170*
.250* .186* .17r
Per a day TlTÊ' .318* .212 *
-.214*
.183* .196* .176*
^37*
.273*
Per a week Tl"t e
-.226*
.227*
-.182*
Per a month Tl -.186* .263* -.240*TE
-.187* .243*
None in a 
month
Tl_
TE - . 212* -.206* -.224* -.185* -.271'
Out of six, four privacy items are meaningfully related to the Team-External 
count increase at this none-in-a-month Spontaneous Conversation interval whilst 
none of Team-Internal count is related to the items. This means that as the number 
of Team-External members having no Spontaneous Conversation over a month 
period increase, workers are likely to experience better privacy on the related items 
(Q19, Q20, Q22, Q23). This is the only Spontaneous Conversation category in 
which Team-External count is inversely linked to privacy items. In the condition of 
hourly and 4 hour Spontaneous Conversation intervals, the increase of Team- 
External count is directly correlated with the interruption related items (Q18, Q19, 
Q20) and their significant associations further included two distraction related items 
(Q22, Q23) for daily Spontaneous Conversation occurrence with Team-External 
members.
As for the comparison across the Spontaneous Conversation intervals for 
Team-Internal members, four privacy items are inversely related to the Team- 
Internal Spontaneous Conversation count increase at the monthly interval yielding 
rho=-.243, p<.01 level for privacy sum score. Though the increase of weekly Team- 
Internal Spontaneous Conversation occurrence is only related to Q19, which is 
about ‘concentration difficulty from interruption by talk’, this single correlation 
appears to be strong enough to result in a significant association with the privacy 
sum score at rho=-.182, p<.05.
As observed in the preceding table for Chance Encounter, this Spontaneous 
Conversation table also generally shows Spontaneous Conversation occurrence 
with Team-Internal members at daily, weekly, or monthly rather than hourly or 4
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hour intervals are meaningfully associated to individuals’ better privacy states for 
task concentration. In contrast, Spontaneous Conversation occurrence with Team- 
External members at more frequent intervals is significantly related to the increase 
of privacy problems.
6.3.2. Correlations for CE/SC Cumulative Frequencies
Table 6.8 and 6.9 present cumulative, rather than separate. Chance 
Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation frequencies with Team-Internal and 
Team-External members along the frequency categories (cf. Table 6.6 & 6.7). In the 
table, Team-Internal or Team-External ‘by a day' means added Chance Encounter 
or Spontaneous Conversation frequencies from 1 hour, 4 hour, and a day intervals 
whilst ‘by a week’ covers weekly as well as ‘by a day’ Chance Encounter or 
Spontaneous Conversation frequencies. This is to look at how the correlation 
values and patterns are changing as the interaction frequencies become 
cumulated along the intervals.
Table 6. 8. Correlations between Cumulative TI/TE People Counts and Privacy Measures along the 
Frequency Intervals: CE
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136
Q18
Proximity
Interrupt
Q19
Talk
Interrupt
Q20
Long-work
Difficulty
Q21
View
Distract
Q22
Speech
Distract
Q23
Noise
Distract
Privacy
Sum
By 1 hour TlTE .182*
By 4 hour Tl -.235** -.170*TE .287** .213* .221** .217*
By a day Tl -.308** -.175* -.237** -.236** -.263**TE .391** .254** .221**
By a week Tl -.324** -.188* -.263** -.259** -.305**TE .339** .185*
By a month Tl -.186* -.328** -.197* -.270** -.270** -.318**TE .315**
Table 6.8 presents a clear difference between Team-Internal and Team- 
External correlation patterns with privacy items. The increase of cumulated Team- 
Internal Chance Encounter frequency ‘by a day’ is inversely associated from 020 to 
023 whereas the increase of cumulated Team-External Chance Encounter 
frequency in the same time category is adversely associated with 018 and 019, 
resulting in a significant association with the privacy sum value. This indicates that 
when Chance Encounter occurrences at hourly, 4 hour, and daily intervals are
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considered together, the increase of Chance Encounter at these intervals with 
Team-Internal members are inversely associated with privacy problems (more of 
distraction related items) whereas the increase of Chance Encounter at these 
intervals with Team-External members are directly related to privacy problems 
(more of interruption related items). The correlation values slightly further increase 
for Team-Internal (Tl) occurrence where as they reduce for Team-External (TE) 
occurrences as the frequency Interval covers weekly and monthly frequencies.
Compared with Table 6.8, Table 6.9 shows clearer correlation patterns. In 
particular, the increase of Spontaneous Conversation occurrence with Team- 
External members is more evidently associated with privacy problems. The table 
shows that individuals having more Spontaneous Conversation (SC) with Team- 
External members are likely to experience more privacy problems for task 
concentration whereas individuals having more Spontaneous Conversation (SC) 
with Team-Internal members are likely to experience less privacy problems for task 
concentration. This contrasting pattern is at peak when Spontaneous Conversation 
frequencies are cumulated ‘by a week’ at which Team-External Spontaneous 
Conversation frequencies are significantly and directly correlated with all the privacy 
items. Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation frequencies are inversely 
associated with many of the privacy problems at daily, weekly, and monthly intervals 
but not at hourly and 4 hour intervals.
Table 6. 9. Correlations between Cumulative TI/TE People Counts and Privacy Measures along the 
Frequency Inteivals: SC
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136
Q18
Proximity
Interrupt
Q19
Talk
Interrupt
Q20
Long-work
Difficulty
Q21
View
Distract
Q22
Speech
Distract
Q23
Noise
Distract
Privacy
Sum
By 1 hour TlTE .170* .216* .177* .204*
By 4 hour TlTE .255** .206* .184* .183*
By a day Tl -.218* -.170* -.195* -.202* -.214*TE .358** .252** .220** .191* .297**
By a week Tl -.282** -.196* -.254** -.250** -.288**TE .369** .299** .204* .203* .183* .186* .323**
By a month Tl -.313** -.203* -.276** -.269** -.320**TE .344** .302** .169* .283**
These correlation values gradually increase up to the monthly interval for 
Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation but the values slightly drop at the monthly 
interval for Team-External Spontaneous Conversation. This means that the adverse 
associations of Team-External Spontaneous Conversation frequencies with the
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privacy items continue to arise up to weekly Spontaneous Conversation intervals 
and then Team-External Spontaneous Conversation occurrences at a monthly 
interval add reversed effects on the correlation pattern -  Team-External 
Spontaneous Conversation occurrence at monthly interval is rather inversely 
connected to privacy problem. The cumulative correlation patterns of Team-Internal 
Spontaneous Conversation are compatible with those of Team-Internal Chance 
Encounter that their inverse relationships continue to arise as Spontaneous 
Conversation intervals reach a monthly frequency.
Overall, these result imply that the increase of Spontaneous Conversation 
with team internal members at daily, weekly, and monthly intervals are inversely 
related to the concentration privacy problems whereas those with team external 
members are directly connected to the increase of privacy problems for 
concentration. This pattern is quite compatible with the result of Chance Encounter 
analysis in the preceding table.
6.3.3. Correlations in Various RC Conditions
Table 6.10 presents rho correlations of team internal and external Chance 
Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation occurrences with the privacy items under 
two separate groups: sum Required Communication low vs. high groups as the 
grouping is assigned according to individual sum scores of Required 
Communication. This is to observe whether there is any difference in the 
correlation patterns between individuals with low vs. high Required 
Communication levels.
Table 6, 10. Correlations between TI/TE CE/SC Frequencies and Privacy Measures Compared in 
Sum RC Low vs. High Conditions
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed
Q18
Proximity
Interrupt
Q19
Talk
Interrupt
Q20
Long-work
Difficulty
Q21
view
Distract
Q22
Speech
Distract
Q23
Noise
Distract
Privacy
Sum
Tl CE -.334** -.311* -.316**
Sum RC Low TE CE .245* -.247*
N=66 Tl SC 
TE SC
-.331** -.273* -.338** -.334**
Tl CE -.243* -.323** -.316** -.344** -.377**
Sum RC High TE CE .402** .389** .263* .312** .388**
N=70 Tl SC -.243* -.304* -.327** -.336** -.388**
TE SC .408** .305* .270* .342**
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As the table show, a noticeable difference is apparent around the pattern of 
correlations of Team-External Chance Encounter or Spontaneous Conversation with 
the privacy items. All the positive signs of correlations, which are adverse 
relationships with privacy problems, are present for Required Communication high 
but not for Required Communication low. This means that the increase of Team- 
External Chance Encounter or Spontaneous Conversation occurrence is adversely 
related to privacy states for concentration only for those individuals possessing large 
amounts of Required Communication but not for those individuals with low amounts 
of Required Communication with others in the office.
Another observable difference is that more correlations of Team-Internal 
Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation occurrences are present for the 
interruption related privacy items in the high Required Communication condition 
than in the low Required Communication condition. This means that workers with 
large amounts of Required Communication are likely to experience less interruption 
related problems for concentration- as team internal Chance Encounter or 
Spontaneous Conversation occurrence increase whereas workers with low amounts 
of Required Communication seem to experience no difference in privacy conditions 
as to the increase of Team-Internal Chance Encounter or Spontaneous 
Conversation frequency. This result suggests that individuals with large amounts of 
Required Communication with others in a setting are more sensitive to Chance 
Encounter (CE) or Spontaneous Conversation (SC) occurrences in the workplace.
Table 6. 11. Correlations bet. Cumulative Tl CE Frequencies and Privacy Measures in Average Tl 
RC Low vs. High Conditions
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136
Q18
Proximity
Interrupt
Q19
Talk
Interrupt
Q20
Long-work
Difficulty
Q21
View
Distract
Q22
Speech
Distract
Q23
Noise
Distract
Privacy
Sum
Average 
Tl RC
By 1 hour ; -.252* i 1 -.282* ■ ! i
By 4 hour -.380** * -.275* ' -.381** ! -.280* ; -.349** !
Low=69
M=2.0
By a day -.272* -.448** I -.290* , -.492** : -.405** -.477** 1
By a week j -.336** -.463** ; -.291* : -.524** -.444** ; -.516** 1
By a month -.365** -.476** ; -.299* ' -.529** -.467** : -.535** 1
Average 
Tl RC
By 1 hour ............ L  ! 1
By 4 hour 1 .269* 1
High=67
M=3.3
By a day 
By a week
- ------ - . ---------- -
---------- j
By a month ’
+ M: mean value
Table 6.11 presents rho correlations between Team-Internal Chance 
Encounter (Tl CE) frequencies and the privacy items under two different Team-
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Internal Required Communication conditions: low vs. high average Team-Internal 
Required Communication (Tl RC). This is to observe whether there is any 
difference in the correlation patterns of Team-Internal Chance Encounter (Tl 
CE) with the privacy items for the individuals with strong Team-internal 
Required Communication interdependence and for the individuals with weak 
Team-internal Required Communication interdependence.
In other words, the question here is whether there is any effect of Team- 
Internal Required Communication levels on the way individuals experience privacy 
problems for concentration in relation to Chance Encounter occurrence between 
Team-Internal members. It is to examine the influence of individuals’ team 
interdependence on their experience of concentration problems in relation to 
Chance Encounter occurrences with team internal members. ‘Average Team- 
Internal Required Communication low’ (N=69, Mean=2.0) and ‘average Team- 
Internal Required Communication high’ (N=67, Mean=3.34) in the table present 
workers divided by two Team-Internal Required Communication conditions of weak 
vs. strong Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence. Table 6.32 
presents the results of the analysis.
In the table, a clear difference can be observed between individuals in Team- 
Internal Required Communication low and high conditions. For the workers with 
weak Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence, privacy problems 
are significantly and inversely correlated with Team-Internal Chance Encounter 
occurrence, except Q18 - the highest correlation is observed for privacy sum value 
(rho=.-534, p<.01). In contrast, all these correlations are not present for workers with 
strong Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence. This result 
indicates that workers in weak Team-Internal Required Communication condition 
are likely to experience better privacy for concentration despite the increase of 
Team-Internal Chance Encounter frequencies around the workspaces whereas 
workers in strong Team-Internal Required Communication condition do not 
experience any systematic difference in relation to the increase or decrease of 
Team-Internal Chance Encounter occurrence in the office.
As Team-Internal Chance Encounter frequencies are cumulative scores, the 
table shows that the correlations between Team-Internal Chance Encounter and the 
privacy items continue to increase as the frequency includes daily, weekly, and 
monthly intervals, which means that individuals in weak Team-Internal Required 
Communication teams experience less and less privacy problems as they have
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increasing Team-internal Chance Encounter at daily, weekly, and monthly intervals.
Table 6.12 presents the same analysis as in Table 6.32 but this time with 
Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation instead of Team-Internal Chance 
Encounter frequency. Thus, this is to observe whether there is any difference in 
the correlation patterns of Team-internal Spontaneous Conversation (Ti SC) 
with the privacy items for the individuals with strong Team-Internal Required 
Communication interdependence and for the individuals with weak Team- 
Internal Required Communication interdependence.
Table 6. 12. Correlations between Cumulative Tl SC Frequencies and Privacy Measures in Average 
Tl RC Low vs. High Conditions
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136
Q18 Q19 Q20 Q21 Q22 Q23
Proximity Talk Long-work View Speech Noise
Interrupt Interrupt , Difficulty Distract Distract Distract
Privacy
Sum
Average By 1 hour j -.396** I -.248* i -.272* 1 -.154 ■ -.296* 1
Tl RC By 4 hour ; i -.301* i -.335** -.358** ’ -.354** !
Low=69 By a day' -.348** i -.339** -.461** i -.366** -.452** 1
M=2.0 By a week -■ ; -.289* 1 -.417** 1 -.349** : -.531** ; -.446** : -.534** !
By a month : -.335** -.435** 1 -.322** ; -.546** -.470** ; -.549** i
Average 
Tl RC
By 1 hour ! i i .245*
By 4 hour ; 1 I : 1
Hlgh=67
M=3.3
By a day i ! : ’
By a week 1 ! i
By a month ; : ] i
As the table shows, the correlation patterns in this table are compatible with 
the preceding table for Team-Internal Chance Encounter analysis that the workers in 
a weak Required Communication interdependence team experience better privacy 
states for concentration as they experience more Spontaneous Conversation 
occurrence with Team-Internal members whereas this pattern is not apparent for the 
workers in a strong Required Communication interdependence team.
Likewise, the table shows that the inversed correlation values gradually 
increase workers experience more of daily, weekly, and monthly Team-Internal 
Spontaneous Conversation occurrences. A point of this finding is that the levels of 
team internal Required Communication interdependence differentiate the members’ 
perception of privacy problems for concentration in the same condition of 
Spontaneous Conversation occurrence between the members in an office. It is 
important to observe the correlation pattern along the time intervals for adequate 
interpretation as the following table shows how this information can be mis- 
presented when the frequency intervals are not properly accounted for.
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Table 6.13 presents rho correlations of Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation frequencies with privacy items without taking into account the time 
intervals of Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation in order to have a 
comparison with Table 6.11 and Table 6.12 where the correlations are further 
approached according to frequency intervals. This is to pre-empt the possibility 
of misinterpretation when the relationships between Team-Internal Chance 
Encounter/Spontaneous Conversation and privacy items are presented only in 
aggregated values without exploring the underlying patterns.
Table 6. 13. Correlations between Tl CE/SC Sum Frequencies and Privacy Measures In Average Tl 
RC Low vs. High Conditions
Spearman’s rho 
2-taiied/ N=136
Q18
Proximity
Interrupt
Q19
Talk
interrupt
Q20
Long-work
Difficulty
Q21
view
Distract
Q22
Speech
Distract
Q23
Noise
Distract
Privacy
Sum
Average 
Ti RC 
Low=69
Ti CEI -.363** -.474** ; -.296* I -.527** 1 -.465** 1 -.534**
Ti SC : -.341** -.444** i -.327** ; -.546** , -.483** -.557**
Average 
Ti RC 
High=67
Ti CE: ! ! g
Ti SCI i
Table 6.13 can be interpreted that Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation occurring between Team-Internal members are all inversely related to 
the privacy items at the presented correlation values, thus, may be conclude that all 
Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation occurrences between the 
individuals with weak Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence are 
beneficial for privacy. However, only when the frequency intervals are further looked 
into as in the two preceding tables, correct pictures of the relationships can be 
revealed.
6.4. Interdependence and Excessive CE and SC for Privacy
Based on the research rationale (see 3.2.2.), ‘excessive’ Chance Encounter 
and Spontaneous Conversation are computed by subtracting Required 
Communication frequency from Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation 
frequencies: excessive Chance Encounter = Chance Encounter -  Required 
Communication, excessive Spontaneous Conversation = Spontaneous 
Conversation -  Required Communication. Thus, excessive Chance Encounter or 
Spontaneous Conversation indicate that amounts of residuals over the amount of
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Required Communication, which are the excessive occurrences of Chance 
Encounter (CE) or Spontaneous Conversation (SC) over the amount needed by 
Required Communication (RC) for work process. These excessive proportions of 
Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation are analysed in relation to Group 
Membership status (Team-Internal -  Tl, and Team-External ~ TE) and also 
Required Communication levels (per 1 hour, 4 hour, day, week, and month) for 
concentration privacy.
Thus, excessive Chance Encounter for a person in a setting means that 
excessive Chance Encounter occurrence is experienced with others in a setting over 
the amount of Required Communication for job functioning. For example, this may 
be excessive Chance Encounter of over 4 hours more than Required 
Communication. Excessive Team-Internal Chance Encounter in particular means 
excessive Chance Encounter with team Internal members and excessive Team- 
External Chance Encounter means excessive Chance Encounter with external 
members.
6.4.1. Correlations for Excessive CE/SC Frequencies
Table 6.14 presents rho correlations between excessive Team-Internal or 
Team-External Chance Encounter occurrences and privacy items. This is to 
explore the associations between excessively occurring Team-internal and 
External Chance Encounters (TI/TE CE) and the privacy measures along the 
frequency intervals.
Table 6. 14. Correlations between Excessive TI/TE CE Frequencies and Privacy Measures along the 
Frequency Intervals
Spearman’s rho 
2-taiied/ N=136
Q18
Proximity
interrupt
Q19
Talk
Interrupt
Q20
Long-work
Difficulty
Q21
View
Distract
Q22
Speech
Distract
Q23
Noise
Distract
Privacy
Sum
Excess 
By 1 hour
Ti
TE^ ........... - • ■- ......... .182*' —----- ------ ----------------------- -------- ---------
Excess 
By 4 hour —
Tl
TÊ ' .208*
-.195*
.224**
-.188* -.163 -.194* -.178*
.215*
Excess 
By a day —
Tl^
TE .372** .255**
-.231** — — ..... -.169* -.191* -.230**.214*
Excess Ti -.183* -.256** -.182* -.176* -.209* -.261**
By a week TE .265**
Excess 
By a month -
Tl
TE
-.171*
.181*
-.183* -.264** -.178* -.172* -.208* -.261**
+ Excessive CE by a month: All excesses over RC by 1 hour, 4 hour, a day, a week, a month
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In the table, the correlation signs are distinctive between Team-Internal and 
Team-External statuses as direct correlations are observable for excessive Team- 
External Chance Encounter with interruption related items (Q18, Q19, Q20). Inverse 
correlations are evident for excessive Team-Internal Chance Encounter with 
distraction related items (Q21, Q22, Q23) over Required Communication by 4 hour 
and a day intervals then correlations are extended to interruption related items as 
the Required Communication base moves down to less frequent intervals.
The results Indicate that individuals having more excessive Chance 
Encounter occurrence from Team-External members are likely to experience more 
interruption related problems for task concentration. In contrast, individuals having 
more excessive Chance Encounter occurrence at 4-hour and daily intervals from 
Team-Internal members are likely to experience less problems of distraction related 
privacy for concentration. Then, when excessive Team-Internal Chance Encounter 
frequency includes weekly and monthly excessiveness, significant associations of 
excessive Team-Internal Chance Encounter frequencies occur across all the privacy 
items. This means that individuals having excessive Chance Encounter frequencies 
from Team-Internal members except over 1 hour interval are likely to experience 
better privacy states against distractions for task concentration.
Furthermore, individuals’ experience of better privacy states for 
concentration is further extended to interruption related privacy items when they 
have an increasing amount of excessive Chance Encounter over weekly and 
monthly intervals from Team-Internal members. The table also shows that as 
individuals have more excessive Team-External Chance Encounter at weekly and 
monthly intervals moving from at 4-hour and daily intervals they are likely to 
experience reduced privacy problems for concentration.
Table 6.15 presents the same analysis as in Table 6.14 but this time with 
excessive Spontaneous Conversation instead of Chance Encounter. Thus, it is to 
explore the associations between excessively occurring Team-Internal and  
External Spontaneous Conversation (TI/TE SC) and the privacy measures 
along the frequency intervals.
Compared with table 6.14, a noticeable difference in Table 6.15 is that the 
number of inverse correlations between excessive Team-Internal Spontaneous 
Conversation and privacy items is reduced between excessive Team-Internal 
Spontaneous Conversation (Team-Internal Chance Encounter in the preceding table)
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and privacy items. This indicates that excessive Spontaneous Conversation is much 
less positively related to privacy states than excessive Chance Encounter. In other 
words, the increase of excessive Spontaneous Conversation with Team-Internal 
members may be detrimental for privacy states as compared with the increase of 
excessive Team-Internal Chance Encounter.
Table 6. 15. Correlations between Excessive TI/TE SC Frequencies and Privacy Measures along the 
Frequency Intervals
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136
Q18
Proximity
Interrupt
Q19
Talk
Interrupt
Q20
Long-work
Difficulty
Q21 Q22 Q23 
View Speech Noise 
Distract Distract Distract
Privacy
Sum
Excess Ti
By 1 hour TE .170* .216* .177* .204*
Excess Tl -.191* -.194* -.189*
By 4 hour TE .257** .175* .176* .173*
Excess 
By a day
Tl
TÊ ’ ” '.29r* ........ 7i~95*’
-.173* -.212* -.222** 
"  .237**”
Excess Tl -.190* -.192* -.225**
By a week TE .228** .213* .194*
Excess Tl -.196* -.184* -.221**
By a month TE: .183*
+ Excessive SC by a month: Ali excesses over RC by 1 hour, 4 hour, a day, a week, a month
Another observable result is that the correlations between excessive Team- 
External Spontaneous Conversation and interruption related problems appear to be 
more apparent in the present table as compared with the excessive Team-External 
Chance Encounter’s. Specifically, hourly-occurring excessive Spontaneous 
Conversation with Team-External members are significantly correlated for Team- 
External Spontaneous Conversation, not for Team-External Chance Encounter. This 
means that excessive Spontaneous Conversation from Team-External members is 
more adversely related to privacy states for concentration than excessive Chance 
Encounter from Team-External members.
These results imply that individuals are likely to be more vulnerable to 
excessive Team-External Spontaneous Conversation than Team-External Chance 
Encounter for privacy problems for concentration whilst positive associations of 
excessive Team-Internal contacts with concentration privacy states diminished for 
excessive Spontaneous Conversation as compared with excessive Chance 
Encounter with Team-Internal members.
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6.4.2. Group Difference Tests In Various RC Conditions
Table 6.16 presents the results of t tests on excessive Chance Encounter 
occurrences for concentration privacy under two different conditions: individuals’ low 
vs. high sum Required Communication with others in the setting. For the analysis, 
low and high excessive Chance Encounter conditions were set as IV and the six 
privacy items as DV, and then the analysis was separated for low and high sum 
Required Communication workers. This analysis is to observe whether low and 
high excessive Chance Encounter (CE) conditions differentiate workers’ 
privacy states for concentration and also whether there is any observable 
difference in the results between individuals with low vs. high Required 
Communication sum amounts.
Table 6. 16. Group Difference Tests on Privacy Measures for the People with Low vs. High 
Excessive CE Frequencies in the Low and High RC Sum Conditions
t test/ 2-tailed 
IV. Excessive CE
Sum t
RC Low Sig.
Low=32 Low
High=34 High
Sum t
RC High Sig.
Low=37 Low
High=33 High
Q18 Q19 Q20 Q21 Q22 Q23
Proximity Talk ' Long-work View Speech Noise
Interrupt Interrupt ■ Difficulty Distract Distract Distract
None of Significant Results
Privacy
Sum
2.103 3.781 2.698 2.970 2.966 3.325
0.039 0.000 0.009 0.004 0.004 0.001
0.219 ‘ 0.625 0.375 0.531 0.375 ' ~ Ï781
-0.441 -0.441 -0.412 -0.324 -0.441 -2.412
The result shows that workers having a large amount of excessive Chance 
Encounter experience significantly better privacy states for task concentration in the 
condition of a low Required Communication sum. In other words, individuals with a 
low amount of sum Required Communication with others in the office experience 
less privacy problems for concentration when they have a large amount of excessive 
Chance Encounter. However, the significant results are no longer observable for the 
individuals with a large amount of sum Required Communication. This means that 
excessive Chance Encounter supported (or lessened the problems) individuals’ 
privacy states for concentration for those with a low amount of sum Required 
Communication whereas it did not do the effect for those individuals with a large 
amount of sum Required Communication with others in the setting.
Likewise, for the individuals with a low amount of sum Required 
Communication, it is observable that the mean values of the privacy items are
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clearly split from the neutrai point of zero toward different sides (+/-) indicating 
contrasting privacy experiences between the workers with a low vs. high amount of 
excessive Chance Encounter occurrences in the open office.
Table 6.17. Group Difference Tests on Privacy Measures for the People with Low vs. High 
Excessive SC Frequencies in the Low and High RC Sum Conditions
T test/ 2-tailed 
IV. Excessive SC
Sum t
RC Low Sig.
Low=34 Low
High=32 High
Sum t
RC High Sig.
Low=35 Low
High=35 High
Q18
Proximity
Interrupt
Q19
Talk
Internjpt
Q20
Long-work
Difficulty
Q21
Nriew
Distract
Q22
Speech
Distract
Q23
Noise
Distract
None of Significant Results
Privacy
Sum
2.363 3.484 2.712 3.418 4.069 3.717
0.021 0.001 0.009 0.001 0.000 "Ô.0Ô6
0.235 0.559 0.353 0.559 0.471 1.853
-0.500 -0.438 -0.438 -0.406 -0.594 -2.750
Table 6.17 presents the same analysis as in Table 6.16 for excessive 
Spontaneous Conversation instead of excessive Chance Encounter. Thus, it is to 
observe whether low and high excessive Spontaneous Conversation (SC) 
conditions differentiate workers’ privacy states for concentration and also 
whether there is any observable difference in the results between individuals 
with low vs. high Required Communication sum amounts.
The results are compatible with the preceding table for excessive Chance 
Encounter. This means excessive Spontaneous Conversation seems to affect 
workers in the same pattern at least in their sum Required Communication 
conditions. A difference observable in the results between excessive Chance 
Encounter and excessive Spontaneous Conversation seems to be the effect size of 
the difference for the overall privacy sum: t=3.325, p=.001 and t=3.717, p=.000 for 
excessive Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation respectively.
As the mean value of privacy sum falls further down to -2.750 for excessive 
Spontaneous Conversation as compared with -2.412 for excessive Chance 
Encounter, it can be interpreted that excessive Spontaneous Conversation is more 
helpful than excessive Chance Encounter for concentration privacy -  this may be 
due to the variance of ‘intentional Spontaneous Conversation’ (not a result of 
Chance Encounter but Spontaneous Conversation with intention) in the data.
Then, further tests were conducted to specifically find out the effects of 
excessive Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation with Team-Internal
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members on privacy states for concentration. It was found that excessive Chance 
Encounter with Team-Internal members does not produce any systematic effect on 
privacy states in either condition of sum Required Communication (low and high) 
(table not presented for none significant result).
Table 6. 18, Group Difference Tests on Privacy Measures on the People with Low vs. High 
Excessive Tl SC Frequencies in the Low and High RC Sum Conditions
I  test / 2-talled 
IV. Excessive Ti SC
Q18
Proximity
Interrupt
Q19 Q20 Q21 Q22 Q23
Talk Long-work View Speech Noise
Interrupt Difficulty Distract Distract Distract
Privacy
Sum
Sum t
RC Low Sig.
Low=38 Low
High=28 High
Sum t
RC High Sig.
Low=30 Low
High=40 High
2.282 2.962 2.091 2.876 3.335 3.047
0.026 0.004 0.040 0.005 0.001 0.003
0.184 0.447 0.237 0.447 0.342 1.289
-0.536 -0.429 -0.393 -0.393 -0.571 -2.643
None of Significant Results
+ No difference for excessive Tl CE (team internal chance encounter)
On the other hand, excessive Spontaneous Conversation with Team-Internal 
members exerts the same effects in the same pattern on the privacy items as 
observed in Table 6.18 for excessive Spontaneous Conversation, removed of Group 
Membership status. Thus, it is to explore the effects of excessive Team-internal 
Spontaneous Conversation (Ti SC) on concentration privacy while taking into 
account the total sum amount of Required Communication (RC) frequencies 
an individual has with others in a setting.
In the case of excessive Chance Encounter, the beneficial effects of 
excessive Chance Encounter for privacy is more associated with excessive Chance 
Encounter with Team-External rather than Team-Internal members (see Table 6.19). 
On the other hand, the beneficial effects of excessive Spontaneous Conversation for 
privacy is more associated with Team-Internal rather than Team-External members. 
This interpretation is supported by Table 6.19 for excessive Team-External Chance 
Encounter whereas none of significant result is observed for Team-External 
Spontaneous Conversation.
Table 6.19 presents the same analysis as in Table 6.18 but this time for 
excessive Team-External Chance Encounter instead of excessive Team-Internal 
Spontaneous Conversation. Thus, it is to explore the effects of excessive Team- 
External Chance Encounter (TE CE) on concentration privacy while taking into
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account the total sum amount of Required Communication (RC) frequencies 
an individual has with others in a setting. An interesting result is observed. 
Workers with a low amount of sum Required Communication exhibit compatible 
outcomes with excessive Chance Encounter, Spontaneous Conversation, and 
Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation. This means privacy problems are 
mitigated by the increase of excessive Chance Encounter with Team-External 
members.
However, in contrast, workers with a large amount of sum Required 
Communication experienced significantly heightened privacy problems for 
concentration as they encounter excessive Spontaneous Conversation with Team- 
External members. This is evident in the reversed signs of t values as well as the 
mean values of privacy items in the table. This result indicates that excessive 
Chance Encounter from team external members lead the workers with a low amount 
of Required Communication (RC) to experience better privacy states for 
concentration whereas the same situation leads the workers with a large amount of 
Required Communication to perceive more privacy problems for concentration in the 
same setting.
Table 6. 19. Group Difference Tests on Privacy Measures for the People with Low vs. High 
Excessive TE CE Frequencies in the Low and High RC Sum Conditions
Spearman’s rho 
Iv. Excessive TE CE
Q18
Proximity
Interrupt
Q19
Talk
Interrupt
Q20
Long-work
Difficulty
Q21
View
Distract
Q22
Speech
Distract
Q23
Noise
Distract
Privacy
Sum
Sum t 2.475 2.711 2.254 2.137
RC Low Sig. 0.016 0.009 0.028 0.036
Low=33 Low 0.333 0.485 0.273 1.030
High=33 High -0.394 -0.303 -0.364 -1.788
Sum t -2.046 -4.674 -2.810 -3.070 -3.513
RC High Sig. 0.045 0.000 0.006 0.003 0.001
Low=33 Low -0.333 -0.424 -0.545 -0.333 -2.273
High=37 High 0.216 0.649 0.162 0.486 1.676
However, it is important to notice, as discussed above, that workers having a 
large amount of Required Communication are not aversely affected by the increase 
of excessive Team-External Spontaneous Conversation or excessive Team-Internal 
Chance Encounter. This means the total amount of individuals’ Required 
Communication with others in the office makes people perceive excessive Team- 
External Spontaneous Conversation differently for their privacy states for 
concentration, on the contrary to excessive Team-Internal Chance Encounter, 
Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation, or Team-External Chance Encounter.
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This finding implies that excessive Team-External Spontaneous Conversation can 
be critical for those workers having a large amount of Required Communication 
shared with others in a setting. This result was further analysed by 2 x 2 factorial 
ANOVA in order to explore interaction effects between excessive Team- 
External Chance Encounter and the degrees of Required Communication on 
concentration privacy (Table 6.20).
Table 6. 20. ANOVA: Low vs. High RC Sum x Low vs. High Excessive TE CE for Privacy Sum
RC Sum Exc. TE CE N Mean
Low Low 33 1.030High 33 -1.788
High Low 33 -2.273High 37 1.676
Source df F Sig.
RC Sum 1 .009 .926
Exc. TE CE 1 .429 .514
RC Sum * Exc. TE 1 15.266 .000
Table 6.20 presents ANOVA on sum Required Communication low vs. high x 
excessive Team-External Chance Encounter low vs. high for privacy sum. A 
significant interaction effect is found at F=15.266, p=.000. Figure 6.3 depicts the 
result. According to the measurement scale, privacy sum of 0.0 (zero) represents 
the neutral point between ‘problem’ and ‘no problem’ states. The figure shows that 
workers possessing a low amount of sum Required Communication shift their 
privacy experiences for concentration from a state of some problem (Mean = 1.030) 
to a state of no problem at all (Mean = -.1.788). This is stiff decline.
Figure 6. 3. Interaction Effect: Excessive TE CE 
and RC Sum for Privacy Sum
2 .00 -
RC Sum
•2 - 1.00-
- 2.00
Low High
Excessive TE CE Sum
In contrast, workers with a 
large amount of sum Required 
Communication shift their privacy 
experiences for concentration from a 
very stable state of privacy (Mean = - 
.2.273) to a much more problematic 
state. (Mean = 1.676) when they 
confront increased excessive Team- 
External Chance Encounter 
occurrence. As the preceding 
analyses have shown, no interaction 
effect is found for excessive Team-
Internal Chance Encounter, Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation or Team-
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External Chance Encounter in relation to individuals’ sum Required Communication 
low and high comparisons.
Table 6.21 presents rho correlations between excessive Team-Internal 
Chance Encounter/ Spontaneous Conversation and privacy items under two 
different conditions of average Team-Internal Required Communication: low vs. 
high average Team-Internal Required Communication. This is to examine whether 
team Required Communication interdependence condition affect individuals’ 
experience of privacy problems for concentration against excessive Team- 
Internal Chance Encounter (Tl CE) or Spontaneous Conversation (Tl SC) 
occurrences.
Table 6. 21. Correlations between Excessive Tl CE/SC and Privacy Measures in the Average Tl RC 
Low vs. High Conditions
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136
Q18
Proximity
Interrupt
Q19
Talk
Interrupt
Q2G
Long-work
Difficulty
•Q21
View
Distract
Q22
Speech
Distract
Q23
Noise
Distract
Privacy
Sum
Aver Tl RC Exc. TICE -.352** -.524** -.239* -.388** -.428“ -.478**
Low=69 Exc. Tl SC -.206 -.422** -.245* -.307* -.369“
Aver Tl RC 
High=67
Exc. Tl CE 
Exc. Tl SC None of Significant Results
+ Cumulated frequency of excessive CE/ SC excluding RCO (none in a month)
The statistical results are evident that workers having a weak Required 
Communication (RC) interdependence with team members are likely to experience 
less privacy problems for concentration (except Q18) as excessive Team-Internal 
Chance Encounter or Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation increases whereas 
workers having a strong Required Communication interdependence with team 
members do not experience any inverse associations.
To certain extent, the findings in Table 6.21 can be interpreted that 
individuals in a weak Required Communication interdependence team tend to 
experience less privacy problems for concentration whereas individuals in a strong 
Required Communication interdependence team do not experience any beneficial 
effects in relation to the increase of excessive Chance Encounter or Spontaneous 
Conversation between team members.
As generally expected, these significant correlations can be observed 
through group difference tests, in which case the relationships are permitted to be 
interpreted, to certain extent, as a cause-effect relationship. Then, this finding 
implies that excessive Team-Internal Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation occurrences are significantly helpful rather than detrimental for
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individuals to have a ‘sense of control’ for concentration privacy and yet this pattern 
is only observable for those individuals in a weak rather than strong Required 
Communication interdependence team. No interaction effect is observed.
6.5. Summary
From the three explorative research questions, the present chapter 
presented the analyses and findings for the second research question, which is 
about ‘workspace and interaction for concentration privacy’. Based on the 
interpersonal-level data, this chapter presented analyses of the structural data at 
individual level (N = number of people) in relation to the individuals’ privacy states 
for task concentration. For this, all the matrix data (workspace layout, interaction, 
and functional interdependence) were transformed to aggregate forms of scores for 
every individual and then applied for statistical processes with concentration privacy 
measures. The chapter organised the analyses and findings by three investigative 
angles: 1) Functional interdependence for the effects of workspace on privacy, 2) 
Functional interdependence for the effects of Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation on privacy, 3) Functional interdependence and excessive Chance 
Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation for privacy.
Among the large number of findings, the research primarily observed that 
predicting individuals’ privacy states for task concentration based on workspace 
layout alone is largely unreliable because of the powerful moderating role of 
functional interdependence for E-B relations between the workspace and people. 
Thus, based on the findings, it is plausible to state that the relationship between 
workspace and concentration privacy behaviour is rather indirect than direct. 
Furthermore, the findings generally suggest that workspace layout can support but 
not directly impair concentration privacy since the nature of ‘psychological privacy’ 
involves in the ‘interpersonal’ psychosocial process between people in a setting. 
This means that spatial configuration can largely support the interaction regulation 
process for individuals’ task concentration but itself does not directly undermine task 
concentration.
In general, the findings support to state that workspace layout which helps 
people to selectively control interactions and interpersonal contacts can largely 
support concentration privacy whereas workspace layout which does not help this
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may extensively deteriorate concentration privacy; the study also found that 
individuals’ task characteristics and functional relationship with others also take 
important moderating roles in E-B relations for concentration privacy. One of the 
most evident findings in the study is that the functional structure of people in a 
setting systematically moderates the effects of workspace layout and unplanned 
interactions on concentration privacy - for example, having more team internal 
members in an open office setting extensively supports individuals to have better 
privacy states for task concentration whilst increased interactions with team external 
members lead to deterioration in concentration privacy.
The findings also suggest that the effects of unplanned interactions on 
concentration privacy are systematically moderated by the amounts and levels of 
functional interdependence that each individual shares with others In a setting and in 
a team. Likewise, the analyses explored that the effects of excessively occurring 
interactions on concentration privacy are systematically moderated by the amounts 
and levels of functional interdependence of each individual with others in a setting 
and in a team.
Further detailed findings are integratively summarised in Chapter 8 with 
respect to the research problem, and then elaborate explanations are offered in 
Chapter 9 under the developed theoretical model. In the next chapter (Chapter 7), 
the research presents the analyses and findings for the third research question. In 
this chapter, the research reports the intervening role of group membership and 
required communication as the variables of functional interdependence for the 
effects of workspace layout and the unplanned interactions on group relations. 
Likewise, an additional section presents supplementary findings from the data 
exploring the relationships of such minor variables in the study as task 
characteristics and office satisfaction measures with the main variables in the study.
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CHAPTER Vii. ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS: 
RESEARCH QUESTION 3
7.1. Introduction
This chapter presents the analyses and findings for the third research 
question, which is an investigation of the effects of workspace layout and interaction 
occurrences on group relations. The question is presented here again:
RQ3: How does functional Interdependence intervene in the effects of 
workspace layout, chance encounter and spontaneous conversation on group 
relations?
To guide the procedure, the analyses and findings are organised according 
to three research issues: 1) Functional interdependence for the effects of workspace 
on group relations, 2) Functional interdependence for the effects of Chance 
Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation on group relations, 3) Functional 
interdependence and incongruent Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation for group relations. Because of the measurement of group relations, a 
high score in the measures indicates that an individual perceives a high level of 
group relations whereas a low score indicates a low level of group relations.
Since group relations are operationalised in relation to task coordination and 
informal relationship, an increasing value in the measure indicates a more 
favourable relationship whilst a decreasing value in the measure expresses a more 
unfavourable relationship with the other members in the team. Most statistical 
applications reported in this section are non-parametric due to the violation of the 
distribution normality assumption by the individualised matrix data and also some of 
the group relations measures.
In the tables, ‘task coordination’ and ‘informal’ represent the sum scores of 
task coordination related items and informal relationship items respectively. ‘Task 
coordination’ was measured by three items: Q10) cooperation for my problem 
solving, 011) understanding of my task, 012) the speed of group decision making. 
‘Informal relationship’ was measured by three items: 013) sense of ‘bond’ with my 
team members, 014) sense of ‘friendship’ with my team members; 15) ‘trust’ in my
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team members (reliability tests: see 4.3.5). These six items were answered on the 7 
point scale:
Very High j 1 Neutrai ! Very Low
+3 1 +2 + 1 i 0 1 -1 -2 -3
This section uses a number of variable initials in the table due to the length 
of the words: Team-Internal (Tl), Team-External (TE) Chance Encounter (CE), 
Spontaneous Conversation (SC), Group Membership (GM), and Required 
Communication (RC). Terms are also used in combination with one another, for 
example, Team-Internal Chance Encounter (Tl CE) or Team-Internal Required 
Communication (Tl RC).
7.2. Interdependence for Workspace and Group Relations
7.2.1. Team Members in a Setting for Group Relations
Table 7.1 presents Mann-Whitney U test for the effect of Team-Internal 
member count in each office setting on individuals’ sense of group relations: task 
coordination and informal relationship. This Is to examine whether workers’ 
group relations are affected by the number of Team-Internal members within 
the setting. In other words, this is to observe whether group size in an open-plan 
office affect the members’ formal and informal relations.
Table 7. 1. Group Difference Tests on Group Relations Measures for the People with Low vs. High Tl 
Counts in the office
Mann-Whitney U 
2-talled/ N=136
Q10
Problem
Cooper’
Q11
Task
Underst'
Q12
Decision
Speed
Task
Coordin’
Q13
Bond
Q14 , 
Friendship
Q15
Trust Informal
Tl Count M.WU 1792.00 1683.50 1494.50 ; 1682.50 1542.00
Z -2.25 -2.72 -3.58 ; -2.75 -3.28Low=61
(0-9) Sig. 0.024 0.006 0.000 ’ 0.006 0.001
High=75 Low 76.62 78.40 81.50 78.42 69.16(10-19) High 61.89 60.45 57.93 60.43 67.96~
As the table presents, individuals in the condition of a low Team-Internal 
count (0-9 members) expressed significantly better informal relationships and also 
decision speed than workers in the condition of high Team-Internal count (10-19 
members). This means that workers in a small team size establish better informal 
relationships (Q13, Q14, Q15) with each other than workers in a large team size.
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The result also shows that Q14 (sense of friendship) yieided the largest difference 
(Z=-.3.58, p=.006) between the workers in a low and high Team-internal count in the 
office.
7.2.2. Sitting Visibility and Group Relations
Table 7. 2. Correlations between Ti/TE People Counts and Group Relations In ‘the Fully Visible’ 
Sitting Condition
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=133
Q10
Problem
Cooper’
Q11
Task
Underst’
012
Decision
Speed
Task
Coordin’
013 014  
Bond Friendship -Sust
Fully
Visible
(0-3)
Tl Count
TE Count iNUdt: ui oiyiiiHUciiu
+ Sitting visibiiity: Fully visible -  Located within the cubicle square. ++ Removed 3 outliers
Table 7.2 presents rho correlations between Team-Internal and Team- 
External counts as for ‘fully visible’ condition and group relations items. This is to 
examine whether there exists any observabie association between the 
increase of Team-internai and Team-External members in the condition of 
‘fully visible’ at sitting position and the group relations measures.
As the table shows, a non-significant correlation is observed. This implies 
that the increase of neither Team-Internal nor Team-External members in the "fully 
visible’ condition is not meaningfully related to workers’ sense of task related and 
also informal intra-group relations. This result needed to be contemplated in relation 
to the finding in the preceding analysis about the effects of team size on the group 
relations measures. Since Team-Internal and Team-External counts were largely 
unbalanced in the ‘fully visible’ condition, this is not included in the subsequent 
analysis.
Table 7.3 presents rho correlations of Team-Internal and Team-External 
counts along the sitting visibility conditions within each office with group relations 
measures which were analysed under three team size categories; 0-7, 8-13, and 14- 
19 team Internal members present in the same office. This is to examine how the 
visibiiity conditions interact with the team size for group relations.
First of all, for the workers with a large number of team members (14-19) in a 
setting, a noticeable result is that the increase of Team-Internal member count at ‘a 
half visible’ condition is significantly associated with ail the group relations measures
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at moderate levels of rho values with p<.01 level. This indicates that individuals in a 
large team Is likely to experience enhanced task coordination and informal 
relationship with the other members as more number of Team-Internal members are 
present in ‘a half visible’ condition, which is sitting beside in close proximity with 
short or no workstation side-partitions.
Table 7. 3. Correlations between TI/TE People Counts and Group Relations Measures along the 
Different Visibilities across Various Team Sizes
Tl Count 
(Team 
Size)
Visib
ility
Q10 Q11 
Problem Task 
Cooper’ Underst’ 'sTetS" Q14Friendship Q15Trust informal
A Tl -.283* -.293* -.276*
half TE
Low=52 Little
Not
Tl
(0-7) TE
Ti
TE
-.316* -.348* -.339*
A Tl .302* .442** .339* .412**
half TE
Mid=48
(8-13) Little
Ti
TE
.352*
Not Ti -.378** -.380** -.340*TE .411** .456** .390**
A Ti .347* .561** .593** .663** .597** .662** .657** .689**
half TE -.501**
High=36
(14-19) Little
Ti
TE
Not Tl .451** .383* .341* .428**TE -.580** -.433** -.462** -.535**
+ Silting visibility: Fully visible condition is not included due to few cases for statistics.
Likewise, workers in this large team size also experience better informal 
relationships (Q13, Q14, Q15) between Team-Internal members as more of their 
members are located at ‘not visible' condition at sitting position, which includes 
sitting at the opposite with a low level desk front panel. However, their group 
informal relationships are inversely related to the increase of Team-External 
members in the ‘not visible’ condition; these findings are analysed in subsequent 
analyses in relation to Team-Internal and Team-External proximity conditions.
Workers with a medium number of Team-Internal members (8-13) in a 
setting seem to also experience enhanced informal group relationship as the 
number of Team-Internal members increase at ‘a half visible’ locations though their 
task related processes are not significantly associated with Team-Internal count at 
this visibility condition. On the contrary to the workers with a large number of Team- 
Internal members in a setting, workers in a medium team size express deteriorated
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group informal relationships as the number of Team-Internal members increases at 
‘not visible’ locations whilst they get better informal relationships with team members 
as the Team-External count arises in this ‘not visible’ condition.
As for the workers with a small number of Team-Internal members (0-7) 
within the office, they tend to experience deteriorated informal relationships (Q13, 
Q14) with team members as having increased Team-External members even at 
‘little visible’ locations. For these individuals, the increase of Team-Internal members 
in ‘a half visible’ condition is adversely related to a couple of group relations items 
(Q10, Q14), which means that these individuals are likely to experience deteriorating 
group relations on such items as they have more Team-Internal members at ‘a half 
visible’ locations.
Table 7. 4. Correlations between Average TI/TE Visibilities and Group Relations Measures for the 
People with Low vs. High Tl RC Averages
Q11
Task
Underst’
Q12
Decision
Speed
Task
Coordin’
Q13 Q14 
Bond Friendship
Q15
Trust informal
Aver Ti RC 
Low=69
AverVisiTi^ -.305* 
Aver Visi TE:
-.245*
-.268*"
-------- -.300* -.264* ....- ...... - ------ ---
AverTi RC Aver Visi Tl .353** .277* .286*
High=67 Aver Visi TE .256* .246* .264*
Table 7.4 presents rho correlations of sitting visibility average scores of 
Team-Internal and Team-External members’ workspaces with group relations 
measures under the two conditions of average Team-Internal Required 
Communication: weak vs. strong Team-internal Required Communication 
interdependence. It Is to investigate the associations between average Team- 
internai and Team-External members’ workspace visibilities and their group 
relations measures in relation to their average amounts of internaiiy Required 
Communication frequencies.
As the table shows, for the individuals with weak Team-internal Required 
Communication interdependence, inverse correlations are noticeable between the 
average Team-Internal workspace visibility and task coordination measures; an 
inverse correlation also observed between Team-External count and Q11. For the 
Individuals with strong Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence, 
direct correlations are resulted between the average Team-Internal / Team-External 
workspace visibility and informal relationship measures.
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This finding indicates that workers with a weak Team-1 nternai Required 
Communication (Tl RC) interdependence are likely to experience deteriorated task 
coordination and also group bond with the members when the average visibility of 
Team-1 nternai workspace increases. In contrast, the average Team-Internal 
workspace visibility increase is positively connected to the increase of informal 
relationship between the team members for those with strong Team-Internal 
Required Communication interdependence. The average Team-External workspace 
visibility increase is also positively connected to the increase of informal relationship 
with team members. However, these results should be interpreted with more 
elaborate additional analyses - to follow.
Table 7. 5. Correlations between Ti/TE Counts and Group Relations Measures in ‘Not Visible within 
2.5M' Condition
Speannan’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136
Q10
Problem
Cooper’
Q11
Task
Underst’
Q12
Decision
Speed
Task
Coordin’
Q13 Q14 , 
Bond friendship
Q15
Trust Informal
Not Visible Tl : -.172* '
within 2.5M TE .178* .171* .204* .210* 1 .188* .226**
Table 7.5 presents rho correlations of Team-Internal and Team-External 
counts within 2.5M in the ‘not visible’ condition and group relations measures. As 
this spatial condition represents workers sitting opposite between the desk front 
panel, this is to examine how this specific spatial condition is related to the 
association of Team-Internal or Team-External member increases and workers’ 
intra-group relations.
As the table shows, significant positive correlations are observable between 
the Team-External count and all the informal relationships and a couple of task 
coordination measures whereas the increase of Team-Internal count is negatively 
related to Q14 (sense of friendship). Overall, the results indicate that workers are 
likely to experience better intra-group task coordination as well as informal 
relationships as the number of Team-External members increases at the opposite 
workspace over the low front panel.
In contrast, workers experience deteriorated friendships with other team 
members as more of their members are seated at the opposite side between the 
panels. This finding implies that despite the close 2.5M proximity the increase of 
Team-External members in this ‘not visible’ condition at sitting position is positively 
related to the team internal task process and also member relationship. To a certain 
extent, this result indicates that people prefer having Team-External members over
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the visual block to having them in locations with more visibility -  few Team-External 
members are at ‘fully visible" locations at sitting position in the setting.
7.2.3. Workspace Proximities for Group Relations
In relation to Table 7.5, Table 7.6 presents more elaborate results in 
which the increase of Team-External member count within 2M, 2-4M, and 4-6M 
are directly correlated with the increase of informal relationships between 
team members for the workers with strong Team-internal Required 
Communication (Ti RC) interdependence. This means that workers with strong 
Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence are likely to experience 
better informal relationships with team members as the number of Team-External 
members increase at such distances; in the present setting Team-External members 
at such close proximities are mostly at a ‘not visible' spatial condition at sitting 
position.
Table 7. 6. Correlations between TI/TE People Counts across Proximities and Group Relations 
Measures for Low vs. High Average Tl RC Conditions
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136
Q10 Q11 Q12
Problem Task Decision
Cooper’ Underst’ Speed
Task
Coordin’
Q13 ’ Q14 ;
Bond 'Friendship:
Q15
Trust Informal
Within Ti .269*
2M TE
Aver 2-4M Ti .251*Ti RC TE -.263*
Low=69 4-6M Tl .245*TE -.392** -
6-8M Tl .260*TE
Within Tl
2M TE .313** .267*
Aver 
Ti RC 2-4M
Tl
TE
-----
1398**' ' ".426**"' .340**..... ".446”
High=67 4-6M Ti ‘TE .340** .516** .345** .451**
6-8M Ti -.280* -.424** -.339** -.292* -.315** -.344** -.356**TE .243*
Likewise, as the Team-Internal count increases in a 6-8M proximity, workers 
with strong Team-Internal Required Communication are likely to experience 
deteriorated informal relationships and also task coordination with team members 
whereas, in the same spatial condition, no significant inverse correlation is found for 
workers with weak Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence.
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For workers with weak Team-Internal Required Communication 
interdependence, the increase of Team-Externai member count at 2-4M and 4-6M is 
inversely related to the team bond (Q13). This means that workers with weak Team- 
Internal Required Communication (i.e. Required Communication with internal 
members) are likely to experience a better team bond as they have less Team- 
External members (i.e. workers external to the team) at such workspace distances. 
These results are re-examined in the following table with cumulative Team-Internal/ 
Team-External member counts across each category of workspace distances.
Table 7. 7. Correlations between TI/TE People ‘Within Proximity’ Counts and Group Relations 
Measures for Low vs. High Tl RC Average Conditions
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136
■ Q10 Q11 Q12
Problem Task Decision
Cooper’ Underst’ Speed
Task
Coordin’
Q13 Q14 Q15
Bond Friendship Trust Informal
Aver
TI RC ~ 6M 
Low=69
-.334
Aver 
Ti RC 
High=67 — 6M
~8M
TE .420** .418** .352** .453’
Tl
TE .389** .496** .359** .468’
Tl -.265* -.267*
TE .279* .464** .315** .392’
Table 7.7 presents the same correlation analyses as in Table 7.6 but this 
time cumulative Team-Internal/ External counts are applied along the ‘within’ (-IVI) 
proximity categories instead of separate counts. Since the descriptive information 
reports that few Team-Internal members are located outside 10M in each open-plan 
setting whilst few Team-External members are within 2M, these proximity categories 
are not separately analysed in the table. This analysis is to examine the pattern 
of associations between Team-internal/ Team-External member counts within 
the categorised workspace distance (radius) and group relations measures 
under the different conditions of low vs. high Team-internai Required 
Communication (Ti RC) interdependence. This analysis is also to observe the 
‘peak’ points of the correlations in order to identify certain distance limits for optimal 
group relations.
Firstly, a noticeable finding is observed for workers with weak Team-Internal 
Required Communication that the changes of Team-Internal and Team-External 
counts along the proximities from ‘within 4M’ to ‘within 6M’ are significantly
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correlated with the team bond (Q13) in a flipping pattern between direct and inverse 
correlations. This means that experiences of the team bond for workers with weak 
Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence tend to be contradictory 
depending on the Group Membership status of the counts across different 
workspace distances. The finding implies that workers with weak Team-Internal 
Required Communication interdependence are likely to experience a better team 
bond as the Team-internal count increases but a deteriorated team bond when 
Team-External count increases.
Secondly, the table shows that as the Team-Internal count comes ‘within an 
8M’ distance for workers with weak Team-Internal Required Communication, direct 
correlations appear for task coordination measures. This indicates that the increase 
of Team-Internal members within 8M are positively associated with the increase of 
task coordination process (Q10, Q11) and also the group bond (Q13) whereas no 
meaningful associations exist with other informal relationship items (Q14, 015). This 
implies that workers with weak Required Communication with internal team 
members (Tl RC interdependence) are likely to experience enhanced group task 
coordination and a better bond.
For workers with strong Team-Internal Required Communication 
interdependence, direct correlations are consistently observable on informal 
relationship measures as the number of Team-External member’s increases 
throughout workspace distances. However, these direct correlations diminish as the 
workspace distance further increases to ‘within 8M’ after showing the peaks at 
‘within 6M’. The results can be interpreted that workers with strong Team-internal 
Required Communication interdependence are likely to experience an enhanced 
team informal relationship as the number of Team-External workspaces increases 
within a 6M radius. However, these workers do not any longer have the same 
beneficial experiences when Team-External members between 6 and 8M are 
included, in other words, the increase of Team-External members beyond 6M is less 
beneficial for the informal relationship between team internal members with strong 
Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence.
This result indicates that there is an important implication at 6M workspace 
radius. This finding may be due to the visibility condition that Team-External 
members within 6M are all in the ‘not visible’ or ‘little visible’ condition as the 
compatible result explains in Table 7.5. The results in Table 7.7 show that the levels 
of team internal Required Communication interdependence differentiate individuals’
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experiences of task coordination and informal relationships in relation to Team- 
Internal and Team-External workspace locations in an open-plan office.
In contrast to Table 7.7, Table 7.8 presents rho correlations between Team- 
Internal/ Team-External workspace counts along the ‘beyond’ (M-) proximities and 
the group relations measures under two separate conditions; low vs. high Team- 
Internal Required Communication interdependence. This is to observe aiong the 
distance categories whether there is any difference in correlation patterns of 
Team-internai/ Team-External member counts with the group relations 
measures between workers with weak vs. strong Team-internai Required 
Communication conditions.
Table 7. 8. Correlations between TI/TE People ‘Beyond Proximity’ Counts and Group Relations 
Measures for Low vs. High Tl RC Average Conditions
2 S ™ / 'n =136 O o S n ' E°nd iprteTdthlp Tmft
Aver 
Ti RC 
Low=69
4M -  
6M —
Tl
TE
Ti
TE
.290*
.245*
.294*
.284* —
.286*
.265*
Î •—---------
Aver 
Tl RC 4M ~
Tl
TE
-.279* -.293* -.252* -409“ .  . -.326** -.353**
High=67 6M ~ TlTE
-.290* -.342** -.310* -.303* -.392** -.317** -.369**
In the table, a noticeable result is observed that, for the workers with strong 
Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence, the increase of Team- 
Internal members ‘beyond 4M and 6M’ are inversely associated with team informal 
relationship and also task coordination measures. On the contrary, for the workers 
with weak Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence, the increase of 
Team-Internal members ‘beyond 4M and 6M’ are directly related to task 
coordination though the correlation appearance is fewer.
This result indicates that workers with strong Team-internai Required 
Communication are likely to experience deteriorated task coordination as well as 
informal relationship with team members as more Team-Internal members are 
located ‘beyond 4M or 6M’ whereas workers with weak Team-internal Required 
Communication are likely to experience better task coordination with group 
members in the same spatial situation. However, for the workers with weak Team- 
Internal Required Communication, as the correlations diminish at ‘beyond 6,M’ as 
compared with ‘beyond 4M’, the increase of Team-Internal members beyond 6M
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may no longer contribute to this direct correlation pattern.
This means that though Team-Internal member increases between 4M and 
6M (or, 4M and certain point beyond 6M) are likely to be directly associated with an 
increase of task coordination between the members, the Team-Internal member 
increase beyond 6M radius (or, certain point beyond 6M) within the office may be no 
longer supportive condition for task coordination between group members even for 
the workers with weak Team-internal Required Communication interdependence.
As the correlation values continue to arise from 'beyond 4M’ to ‘beyond 6M’ 
for the workers with high Team-Internal Required Communication, workers in a 
strong Team-Internal Required Communication team are likely to experience 
deteriorated task coordination as well as informal relations between the members as 
more number of team internal members are located beyond 4 M as well as 6M 
radius in a setting. These findings are clearly observable when group difference 
tests are conducted over Team-Internal and Team-Externai member counts ‘within’ 
and also ‘beyond’ proximities for the workers with weak vs. strong Team-internal 
Required Communication interdependence. The results are presented in two 
subsequent tables.
Table 7. 9. Group Difference Tests on Group Relations Measures for Low vs. High TE Counts within 
4M Proximity in the Low and High Tl RC Average Conditions
Mann-Whitney U 
2-tailed/ N=136 
IV. TE Counts
Q10
Problem
Cooper"
Q11
Task
Underst’
Q12 Task
c S n .
Q13
Bond
Q14 1 
friendship
Q15
Trust Informal
M.WU 407.50
Average Z -2.02
Tl RC Sig. 0.043
Low=69 -  4M -Low 38.80
-  4M -High 29.09 Ï
M.WU 393.50 297.50 263.00 300.00 241.00
Average Z -2.15 -3.41 -3.89 -3.42 -4.04
Ti RC Sig. 0.032 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000
High=67 -  4M -Low 28.69 25.60 24.48 . 25.68 31.18
~ 4M -High 38.57 41.24 42.19 41.17 36.43
Table 7.9 presents Mann-Whitney U tests comparing low vs. high Team- 
External member counts ‘within 4M’ radius for the individuals’ group relations. This 
analysis is to investigate the effects of Team-Externai member counts ‘within 
4M’ workspace proximity on group relations in relation to the individuals’ 
average Team-internai Required Communication (Tl RC) conditions.
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The tests were separately conducted for low and high Team-Internal 
Required Communication interdependence groups. The results show that workers 
with weak Team-Internal Required Communication experience significantly 
deteriorated team bond (Q13) when they have a number of Team-External members 
within 4M radius; the other group relations measures are not affected. In contrast, 
workers with strong Team-Internal Required Communication experience enhanced 
team bond (Q13), friendship (Q14), and trust (Q15) with team members in the 
condition of many Team-External members within the 4M radius. Likewise, for these 
workers, task understanding (Q11) between team internal members is also 
improved by the increased Team-External count within a 4M workspace radius.
This result shows that different levels of Team-Internal Required 
Communication interdependence significantly affected people who perceived the 
same spatial situation quite differently. For the workers with strong Team-Internal 
Required Communication, the increase of Team-Externai members within 4M is a 
supportive condition for team task coordination and informal relationship whereas 
this spatial condition does not produce any compatible effects for the workers with 
weak Team-Internal Required Communication. However, since most workspaces 
within 4M are in the ‘not visible’ or ‘little visible’ conditions at sitting position in the 
present setting, these findings should be Interpreted with the visibility related 
findings.
Table 7. 10. Group Difference Tests on Group Relations Measures for Low vs. High Tl Counts 
Beyond 4M in the Low and High Tl RC Average Conditions
Mann-Whitney U 
2-tailed/ N=136
Q10
Problem
Cooper’
Q11
Task
Underst’
Q12
Decision
Speed
Task
Coordin’
Q13
Bond
Q14
Friendship
Q15
Trust Informal
M.WU 236.50 267.50 254.50
Average Z -3.332 -2.856 -2.979
TIRO Sig. .001 .004 .003
Low=69 4M -  -Low 22.45 24.08 23.39
4M -  -High 39.77 39.15 39.41
M.WU 248.00 225.50 263.50 208.50 242.00 244.50 259.50 241.50
Average Z -2.222 -2.568 -1.972 -2.754 -2.318 -2.292 -2.068 -2.262
Tl RC Sig. .026 .010 .049 .006 .020 .022 .039 .024
High=67 4M ~ -Low 36.73 37.16 36.43 37.49 36.85 36.80 36.51 36.73
4M ~ -High 24.53 23.03 25.57 21.90 24.13 24.30 25.20 24.53
Table 7.10 presents the same tests as in Table 7.50 but this time with Team- 
Internal member counts ‘beyond 4M’ radius instead of Team-External counts ‘within 
4M’. Thus, it is to investigate the effects o f Team-internai member counts
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‘beyond 4M’ workspace proximity on group reiations in reiation to the 
individuals’ average Team-internai Required Communication (Ti RC) 
conditions.
The table shows clearly contrasting results that workers with strong Team- 
Internal Required Communication interdependence experience significantly 
deteriorated task coordination as well as informal relationship with team members 
as Team-Internal members increase at workspaces ‘beyond 4M’ radius. In contrast, 
workers with weak Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence 
experience enhanced task coordination as Team-Internal members increase 
‘beyond 4M’ radius. However, for the workers with weak Team-Internal Required 
Communication, no systematic impact of this spatial condition is observed on their 
informal relationship with group members. This means that, for workers with weak 
team internal Required Communication interdependence, having more number of 
Team-Internal members beyond 4M radius seems to be a favourable condition for 
task coordination but no such effect appears to be for informal relationship with 
group members.
7.3. Interdependence for CE and SC on Group Relations
7.3.1. CE/SC for Group Relations: Overall Measures
Table 7.11 presents comparisons between the correlations of sum 
frequencies and average frequencies of Team-Internal Chance Encounter and 
Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation with the group relations measures. 
Likewise, the analysis was divided according to team sizes (Team-Internal counts) 
in an office. This analysis is to observe whether there is any difference in the 
correlation patterns between sum and average Team-internai Chance 
Encounter (Ti CE) and Team-internai Spontaneous Conversation (Ti SC) 
frequencies with the group reiations measures, and moreover whether group 
size intervenes the correlation patterns.
Team-Internal Chance Encounter or Team-Internal Spontaneous 
Conversation sum frequency means the sum amount of Team-Internal Chance 
Encounter or Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation frequency that a person 
experience with his/ her team internal members in a setting whilst the average
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frequency means his/ her average Team-Internal Chance Encounter or Team- 
Internal Spontaneous Conversation frequency with team internal members in a 
setting. Thus, the former measure concerns the total amount of Chance Encounter 
or Spontaneous Conversation which a person shares with any of the team internal 
members whereas the latter measure concerns the extent to which a person shares 
Chance Encounter or Spontaneous Conversation with each of the team internal 
members.
Table 7. 11. Correlations between Sum/Average Ti CE/SC Frequencies and Group Relations 
Measures across Different Team Sizes
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136
Q10
Problem
Cooper’
Q11
Task
Underst’
Q12
Decision
Speed
Task
Coordin’
Q13
Bond
, Q14 
Friendship
Q15
Trust Informal
Sum Tl CE -.380**
Low(0-7) Sum Tl SC -.338*
N=52 Aver Tl CE .378** .340* .417** .397** .416**
Aver Tl SC .493** .404** .421** .478** .385** .490**
SumTI CE
Mid(8-13) Sum Tl SC
N=48 Aver Tl CE .315* .297* .310* .351* .332*
AverTI SC .301* .343* .304* .446** .399**
Sum Tl CE .601** .593** .441** .603**
Large(14-
19)
N=36
Sum Tl SC .337* .553** .585** .404* .571**
Aver Tl CE 
AverTi SC
---------- ------- -------------- — -------- ---- ----------- ---- . . . . — --------
+ Ti count does not include the self. Ti count = 0 only one participant in the data.
In the table. It is noticeable that the average Team-Internal Chance 
Encounter and Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation scores are significantly 
associated with informal relationships for the workers in small (0-7) and mid (8-13) 
team sizes whilst the average Team-Internal Chance Encounter and Team-Internal 
Spontaneous Conversation scores are not significantly associated with any of the 
group relations measures in a large group (14-19). On the other hand, sum Team- 
internal Chance Encounter and Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation 
frequencies are meaningfully related to informal relationships for those workers in a 
large team whilst no systematic relations are present in mid team size condition and 
just one item is related for the workers in small teams with sum Team-Internal 
Chance Encounter and Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation frequencies.
The results indicate that a degree of workers' group relations appears to be 
systematically related to not the total sum but the average frequency of Team- 
Internal Chance Encounter and Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation in the
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case of a small and medium sized team. In contrast, a degree of workers’ group 
relations seems to be meaningfully associated with the total sum not the average 
frequency of Team-Internal Chance Encounter and Team-Internal Spontaneous 
Conversation in the case of a large team. This means that workers sharing balanced 
or all-round Team-Internal Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation 
exchanges with the other members in a small to mid sized team are likely to 
experience better informal group relationship with the members.
However, for the workers in large teams, the total sum of Team-Internal 
Chance Encounter or Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation frequency shared 
with limited team members can be meaningful for their sense of informal relationship 
in the team. This finding also implies that workers in a large team size feel more 
‘team’ informally with only those members sharing frequent Chance Encounter/ 
Spontaneous Conversation and thus perceive them as a team boundary despite the 
formal structure is not aligned with It.
7.3.2. CE/SC for Group Relations: Detailed Comparisons
Table 7. 12. Correlations between Uncumulated TI/TE CE Frequencies and Group Relations 
Measures across Time Intervals
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136
Q10
Problem
Cooper’
Q11
Task
Underst’
Q12
Decision
Speed
Task
Coordin’
Q13
Bond
Q14 ■ 
Friendship
Q15
Trust Informal
Per 1 hour Tl .170* .222** .285** .235** .294**TE .227** .175* .185* .230**
Per 4 hour Tl -.206* -.264** -.235** -.250**TE .202* .173* .184* .189*
Per a Day Tl -.241** -.248** -.205*TE .189* .295** .247**
Per a Week Tl -.200* -.254** ; -.203*TE
Per a Month TlTE -.213* -.194* -.196*
Table 7.12 presents rho correlations between Team-Internal/ Team-External 
Chance Encounter frequencies and the group relations measures along the 
separate frequency intervals. This analysis is to observe the associations 
between uncumuiated Team-internai and Team-Externai Chance Encounter 
(Ti/TE CE) and group reiations measures along the interaction frequency 
intervals.
A most noticeable finding is that Team-Internal Chance Encounter
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occurrence at 1 hour interval is directly related to informal relationships between 
team members whilst Team-internai Chance Encounter in the less than 1 hour 
frequencies (per 4 hour, a day, a week) are inversely related to the group Informal 
relationship measures. In contrast, the occurrences of Team-External Chance 
Encounter along 1 hour, 4 hour and daily intervals, except Team-External Chance 
Encounter at monthly frequency, are all directly correlated with the group informal 
relationship measures.
This result indicates that workers having Increased Team-Internal Chance 
Encounter at 1 hour interval are likely to experience enhanced informal relationships 
whereas the workers having increased Team-internal Chance Encounter at the 
Intervals of 4 hour, a day, and a week are likely to experienced lessened informal 
relationships with other members in a team. Likewise, the workers having increased 
Team-External Chance Encounter at the intervals of ‘per 1 hour, 4 hour, and a day’ 
are more likely to experience increased informal relationships with the other team 
members. The table also shows that workers are likely to experience better informal 
relationships with team members when they have a greater number of Chance 
Encounter occurrences with team external members at the monthly frequency.
These results need to be interpreted in relation to team size as well as the 
nature of Chance Encounter which is eye-contact and/ or face-to-face encounter 
regardless of having a conversation. Next table shows the same analysis for 
Spontaneous Conversation, Spontaneous Conversation.
Table 7. 13. Correlations between Uncumuiated Ti/TE SC Frequencies and Group Reiations 
Measures across Time intervals
IS S T im uJSL'
Per 1 hour Tl .155 .170* .201* .220**
.305** i .278** .305**
TE
Per 4 hour TiTE .170* .180*
Per a Day Tl -.257** -.202* -.269** -.176* -.236**TE .211* .203* .304** .294** .330** .294** .238** .335**
Per a Week TlTE ....................
-.178* -------
.334**
-.297**
.326** .253**
-.218*
.359**
Per a Month Tl ’ TE - " ........... ■ - - — • ------ . . .  — .........—
Table 7.13 presents rho correlations between Team-Internal/ Team-External 
Spontaneous Conversation frequencies and the group relations measures along the
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separate frequency intervals. This analysis is to observe the associations 
between uncumuiated Team-internai and Team-Externai Spontaneous 
Conversation (Ti/TE SC) and group reiations measures aiong the interaction 
frequency intervals.
Compared with Chance Encounter occurrence in the preceding table, 
Spontaneous Conversation occurrence shows a bit different correlation patterns. 
Team-External Spontaneous Conversation frequency at daily interval is extensively 
and directly correlated with workers’ group relations experiences for both the task 
related and informal relationship measures then these correlations diminish at 
weekly Interval only for informal relationship measures and become few correlations 
at 4 hour and none at all at 1 hour interval. This indicates that workers having more 
Team-External Spontaneous Conversation occurrences at daily and weekly intervals 
are likely to experience better task coordination and informal relationship with team 
members as compared with the occurrences of Team-External Spontaneous 
Conversation (team external spontaneous communication) at other frequency 
intervals.
As for Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation, hourly occurring Team- 
Internal Spontaneous Conversation is generally positively associated with the group 
relations measures and then turns out as inverse associations at daily and weekly 
Spontaneous Conversation intervals. This indicates that workers having increased 
daily and weekly Spontaneous Conversation with team internal members are likely 
to experience deteriorated informal relationships with team members whilst having 
more of hourly Spontaneous Conversation with team internal members is beneficial 
for better informal relationship and also task coordination between team members.
Table 7.14 presents the analysis exploring the associations between the 
‘beyond’ frequencies of Team-internai and Team-Externai Chance Encounter/ 
Spontaneous Conversation (Ti and TE CE/SC) and the group reiations 
measures under the different levels of Team-internai Required Communication 
(TiRC).
As ‘beyond’ frequency indicate Chance Encounter/ Spontaneous 
Conversation frequencies occurring at ‘equal to’ and ‘less than’ a pointed frequency 
interval, the analysis shows that Team-External Spontaneous Conversation 
frequencies at daily interval and beyond it (daily, weekly & monthly) are directly 
correlated with individuals’ informal relationships with team members for both the
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workers with weak and strong Team-Internal Required Communication 
interdependence. This indicates that regardless of individuals’ Team-Internal 
Required Communication levels workers having more Spontaneous Conversation 
(SC) occurrences with team external members at daily and less than daily intervals 
are likely to experience enhanced informal relationship with team members.
Table 7. 14. Correlations between TI/TE CE/ SC ‘Beyond’ Frequencies and Group Relations 
Measures in the Low vs. High Average Tl RC Conditions
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136
Q10 Q11 Q12
Problem Task Decision
Cooper’ Underst' Speed
Task
Coordin’
Q13 Q14 Q15
Bond Friendship Trust Informai
Aver 
Tl RC 
Low=69
CE
Per Day ~
CE
PerW K~
sc
Per Day ~
SC
Per WK ~
Ti
TE
.250* .334* .268* .332*
.269* .271*
CE
Per Day ~ J iTE
-.336*
Aver 
Tl RC 
High=67
CE
P erW K -
Tl
"t e "
SC
Per Day ~ ILTE
■.34 r -.296* -.291’ ^51*
.294*
-.394* -.296*
.310*
.345**
.299*
SC
Per WK -
Ti
TE"
-.270* -.251*
+Per Day~ means CE/SC frequencies occurring at ‘daily and beyond’ such as weekly and monthly intervals
Another noticeable observation is that the increase of Team-Internal 
Spontaneous Conversation occurrence at daily and less than daily frequencies is 
inversely related to not only the informal relationship measures but also task 
coordination items for the individuals with strong Team-Internal Required 
Communication interdependence. In the table, the daily Spontaneous Conversation 
interval seems to be a splitting point for Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation 
and Team-External Spontaneous Conversation associations with the group relations 
in relation to weak and strong Team-Internal Required Communication conditions.
The result shows that there Is no significant correlation for Team-Internal 
Chance Encounter or Team-External Chance Encounter occurrence; except an 
inverse correlation on decision speed (Q12) at daily Team-Internal Chance 
Encounter interval for strong Team-Internal Required Communication group. This 
suggests that the interpretation should take into account the different nature of 
Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation for group relations.
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7.3.3. Accounting for Various Interdependence Conditions
Table 7. 15. Correlations between Sum/ Average Ti CE/SC Frequencies and Group Relations 
Measures in the Low vs. High Average Tl RC Conditions
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136
Q10
Problem
Cooper’
Q11
Task
Underst’
Q12
Decision
Speed
Task
Coordin’
Q13
Bond
Q14
friendship’
Q15
Trust Informal
Sum Tl CE .373** .340** .364** .353** .258* .311**
Aver Tl RC Sum Tl SC .406** .406** .421** .398** .291* .307* .376**
Low=69 AverTi CE 
Aver Tl SC
.306*
.309**
.260* ’ 
.238*
Sum Tl CE -.282* -.264* -.256*
Aver Tl RC Sum Tl SC -.261* -.268* -.246*
High=67 Aver Ti CE .272* .305* .327** .264*
Aver Tl SC .447** .309* .356** .441** .393** .383**
Table 7.15 presents rho correlations of sum and average Team-Internal 
Chance Encounter and Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation frequencies and 
the group relations measures comparing low and high Team-Internal Required 
Communication conditions. This is to observe how sum and average Team- 
internai Chance Encounter (Ti CE) and Team-internai Spontaneous 
Conversation (Ti SC) frequencies are associated with group reiations for the 
workers with weak vs. strong Team-internai Required Communication (Ti RC) 
interdepen den ce.
As the table shows, sum Team-Internal Chance Encounter and Team- 
Internal Spontaneous Conversation scores are directly correlated with the task 
coordination and informal relationship measures for the workers with weak Team- 
Internal Required Communication interdependence. In contrast, sum Team-Internal 
Chance Encounter and Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation scores are 
inversely associated with the informal relationship items for the workers with strong 
Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence. This means that workers 
with weak Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence are likely to 
experience enhanced task coordination and information relationships with team 
members as the total amounts of Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation frequencies with the internal members increase. On the other hand, 
workers with strong Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence are 
likely to experience deteriorated informal relationship with team members as their 
total amounts of Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation frequencies 
increase with team members.
Then, the table shows that the average Team-Internal Chance Encounter
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and Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation frequencies are associated in a 
reversed pattern (as compared with the sum frequency) with group relations for the 
workers with weak and strong Team-internal Required Communication 
interdependence. Workers with strong Team-Internal Required Communication 
experience enhanced task coordination and informal relationship with team 
members as the average Team-Internal Chance Encounter or Team-Internal 
Spontaneous Conversation frequencies increase whereas workers with weak Team- 
internai Required Communication interdependence present fewer systematic 
patterns with the average Team-internal Chance Encounter and Team-Internal 
Spontaneous Conversation frequencies.
For workers in a strong Team-Internal Required Communication condition, 
these results imply that balanced Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation sharing with team members is positively associated with their task 
coordination and informal relationships within the team whereas unbalanced Chance 
Encounter or Spontaneous Conversation with limited number of team members is 
adversely related to informal relationship with team members despite the large sum 
amounts of Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation they have within the 
team. In other words, frequent Chance Encounter or Spontaneous Conversation 
with limited members in a team is negatively connected to the individuals' overall 
informal relationship within the team. However, this pattern is extended to task 
related measures, which means unbalanced Chance Encounter or Spontaneous 
Conversation frequency between members in a team may affect informal 
relationship but not task coordination between the workers in a strong Team-Internal 
Required Communication condition.
For the workers with weak Team-internal Required Communication 
interdependence, rather than the average Chance Encounter or Spontaneous 
Conversation frequency encompassing each member in the team, the total amount 
of Chance Encounter or Spontaneous Conversation individuals have within limited 
members in the team is more systematically related to their sense of group relations 
for both the task coordination and informal relationship. This result seems to imply 
that weak Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence provides an 
ambiguous group boundary for the members to recognise as a team though it is 
formally assigned. Instead, individuals’ team sense is more shared with those 
members sharing a large amount of Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation.
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Table 7. 16. Correlations between Informal CE/ SC Frequencies and Group Relations Measures 
across Time Intervals
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136
Q10
Problem
Cooper"
Q11
Task
Underst’
Q12
Decision
Speed
Task
Coordin’
Q13
Bond
Q14
Friendship
Q15
Trust ! Informal
Per 1 hour -.230** -.180* -.192*
: Informal 
CE
Per 4 hour 
Per a Day 
Per a Week 
Per a Month
-.170*
-.267** -.205* -.227**
-.183*
Per 1 hour -.169*
Informal
SC
Per 4 hour 
Per a Day 
Per a Week 
Per a Month
-.222** -.170* -.172*
.233**
Table 7.16 presents the result of an analysis which explored associations 
between informai Chance Encounter/ Spontaneous Conversation and group 
reiations along the separate interaction frequency intervals.
Informal Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation were initiaiiy 
identified through dyadic selection on Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation occurrences between a pair of workers with Required Communication 
frequency of 0 (zero) -  Required Communication is ‘none in a month'. Since two 
workers share no formai need for communication over a month, Chance Encounter 
and Spontaneous Conversation occurring between this pair was regarded as 
informai Chance Encounter or Spontaneous Conversation. This correlation analysis 
was then conducted based on the sum frequencies of such informal Chance 
Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation for each individual. The table shows that, 
in general, informal Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation occurring 
within a day (per Ihour, 4 hour, a day) are inversely related to some of the group 
relations measures.
In Table 7.17, associations between Team-internal Chance Encounter/ 
Spontaneous Conversation (Tl CE/SC) frequencies and the group reiations 
measures were explored along the Interaction frequency intervals under low 
vs. high Team-internai Required Communication (Ti RC) interdependence 
conditions. Furthermore, this analysis was conducted by comparing Team-Internal 
Chance Encounter and Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation. Thus, this 
analysis is to observe how and to what extent Team-Internal Chance Encounter and 
Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation occurrences are associated with the
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group relations measures for the workers with weak vs. strong Team-internai 
Required Communication conditions.
Table 7. 17. Correlations between Tl CE/ SC Counts and Group Relations across Time Intervals in 
Low vs. High Average Tl RC Conditions
Spearman's rho 
2-tailed/ N=136
Q10
Problem
Cooper'
Q11
Task
Underst’
Q12
Decision
Speed
Task
Coordin'
Q13
Bond
Q14
Friendship
Q15
Trust Informal
Aver
Tl
1 hour 
4 hour
.258*
.269*
.253* .275* .303* .268* ’ .319**
RC
L:69
a Day 
a Week
1 Tl CE a Month .290* .257*1 hour
Aver 4 hour -.290* -.250* -.428** -.426** -.388**Tl
RC
H:67
a Day 
a Week 
a Month
-.334** -■ -........ .
Aver
Tl
1 hour 
4 hour .297* .315** .347** .382**
.270* 
.350^ '
.284*
.294*
.270*
.386**
RC
L:69
a Day 
a Week
.278* .339** .282*
Tl SC a Month1 hour .248* .265* ' .256*
Aver 4 hour -.249* -.250* -.306* -.271*Tl
RC a Day -.330** -.297* -.293* -.291* -.409** ; -.323** -.372**
H:67 a Week 
a Month
-.267* -.249*
First, the table can be read for Team-Internal Chance Encounter. In the table 
for Team-Internal Chance Encounter, hourly occurring Team-Internal Chance 
Encounter Is directly correlated with group relations for the workers with weak 
Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence whereas this pattern is 
not observable for the workers with strong Team-Internal Required Communication 
Interdependence. Instead, inverse correlations are noticeable between Team- 
Internal Chance Encounter at 4 hour interval and informal relationships between 
team members. This result indicates that the workers with weak Team-Internal 
Required Communication interdependence are likely to experience better informal 
relationships and also task coordination as they have more Team-Internal Chance 
Encounter at a 1 hour interval. It also shows that the workers with strong Team- 
Internal Required Communication interdependence are likely to experience 
deteriorated informal relationships between members as they have more Team- 
Internal Chance Encounter at a 4 hour interval.
This finding implies: 1) workers with weak team internal Required 
Communication interdependence get the benefit of hourly Chance Encounter
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occurrence for their informal relationships and also task coordination; 2) workers 
with strong team internal Required Communication interdependence no longer get 
any significant benefit from hourly Chance Encounter’s and even more they may 
experience deteriorated informal relationships as they have more Chance Encounter 
occurrence with members at a 4 hour interval.
Second, the analysis of Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation 
frequencies presents clearer patterns. Spontaneous Conversation occurrences at 
such high frequencies as 1 hour and 4 hour intervals are directly correlated with the 
most group relations measures for the workers with weak Team-Internal Required 
Communication interdependence whereas this correlation pattern is not observable 
for the workers with strong Team-Internal Required Communication 
interdependence. Instead, for workers with strong Team-internal Required 
Communication, inverse correlations are found with the informal relationship 
measures at 4 hour Spontaneous Conversation and then further extended to the 
task coordination measures with increased values at a daily Spontaneous 
Conversation occurrence. This indicates that workers with strong Team-Internal 
Required Communication are likely to experience deteriorated informal relationships 
with members already at 4 hour Spontaneous Conversation frequency and this 
adverse relationship is further extended to their task coordination at daily 
Spontaneous Conversation frequency.
These results in general imply that workers with weak Team-internal 
Required Communication (team internal Required Communication) Interdependence 
tend to experience enhanced group relations as Team-internal Chance Encounter 
and Spontaneous Conversation increase at 1 hour and 4 hour frequencies whereas 
workers with strong Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence tend 
to perceive deteriorated group relations already at 4 hour, daily, and weekly Team- 
Internal Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation frequencies.
7.4. Interdependence, Excessive CE/SC for Group Relations
Since there are few Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation 
cases occurring at lesser frequencies than Required Communication in the open- 
plan office environment, imbalanced Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation with Required Communication level were investigated using the
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concept of ‘excessive Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation" for 
privacy issues (see 6.4). For group relations, these imbalanced Chance Encounter 
and Spontaneous Conversation are approached not only from the perspective of 
excessive Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation over Required 
Communication but also from the perspective of deficient Required Communication 
for Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation.
This means that Chance Encounter or Spontaneous Conversation occurring 
more frequently than Required Communication level can be viewed not only as 
‘excessive Chance Encounter or Spontaneous Conversation’ (see 3.2.2) but also as 
‘deficient Required Communication’ for Chance Encounter/ Spontaneous 
Conversation and Required Communication balance for group relations (see 3.2.3). 
The same measures of excessive Chance Encounter and Spontaneous 
Conversation applied for privacy analysis are used in this section to analyse the 
influence of imbalances between Chance Encounter/ Spontaneous Conversation 
and Required Communication on group relations, whilst taking account of the 
functional structure of people in a setting.
7.4.1. Excessive CE/SC for Group Relations: Correlations
Table 7. 18. Correlations between Excessive Tl CE Frequencies along Time Intervals and Group 
Relations Measures in Low vs. High Average TI RC Conditions
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136 
Excessive Tl CE over
Q10
Problem
Cooper’
Q11
Task
Underst’
Q12
Decision
Speed
Task
Coordin’
Q13
Bond
Q14 i 
Friendship
Q15
Trust ; Informal
Average 
Tl RC 
Low=69
1 hr 
4 hr 
a Day 
a Week 
a Month
.290*
■379**
.365**
.345**
.359**
.253*
£121
.240*
.291*
.329**
.280*
.312**
.329**
.259*
.286*
Mil.,
.264*
M r
.323**
.311**
Average 
Tl RC 
High=67
1 hr 
4 hr 
a Day 
a Week
-.308*
-.309*
-.313**
^251*'
-.256*
-.329**
-.334**
-.326**
-.394** 
-.461** : 
-.465** ‘
-.340**
-.395**
-.402**
-.376**
-.426**
-.429**
a Month -.310* -.253* -.323** -.462** -.400** -.426**
+RC frequency is used as the basis of excessive CE/ SC computation.
Table 7.18 presents rho correlations of excessive Team-internai
Chance Encounter (Tl CE) with group reiations according to Required 
Communication (RC) frequency and also a comparison is set for the low vs. 
high average Team-internai Required Communication (Ti RC) conditions.
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As the table shows, the most observable result is the difference in the 
correlation directions between the two Team-Internal Required Communication 
groups. For the workers in a weak Team-Internal Required Communication team, 
excessive Team-Internal Chance Encounter frequencies are directly correlated with 
group relations. This means that as excessive Team-Internal Chance Encounter 
increase, group relations also improve. Since the highest correlation values on the 
items are mostly from excessive Team-Internal Chance Encounter over 4 hour 
Required Communication, this result indicates that workers in a weak Team-Internal 
Required Communication team are likely to experience enhanced task coordination 
and informal relationships with team members as they have excessive Team- 
internal Chance Encounter over 4 hour Required Communication. However, these 
positive correlations disappear as the Required Communication basis lowers down 
to weekly and monthly Required Communication intervals -  Required 
Communication at weekly and monthly frequencies.
In contrast, the workers in a strong Team-Internal Required Communication 
team seem to experience the opposite as excessive Team-Internal Chance 
Encounter frequencies increase. The tabie shows inverse correlations of excessive 
Team-Internal Chance Encounter with the group relations measures. This indicates 
that the more workers have excessive Team-Internal Chance Encounter, they are 
likely to experience deteriorated group reiations especially against excessive Team- 
Internal Chance Encounter over weekly Required Communication.
However, since there are no significant correlations for excessive Team- 
Internal Chance Encounter over hourly Required Communication and the 
correlations gradually increase as the Required Communication basis lowers down 
to weekly and monthly intervals, the finding needs to be interpreted in the concept of 
‘deficient Required Communication for Chance Encounter’. In other words, it is more 
appropriate to interpret this result in the manner that workers with strong interaction 
needs (Required Communication) may perceive the gap between Chance 
Encounter and Required Communication as not excessive but rather deficient 
Required Communication issue for group relations.
Table 7.19 presents the same analysis as in Table 7.18 but this time with 
excessive Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation (Tl SC) instead of Team- 
Internal Chance Encounter (Tl CE). Thus, it is to investigate associations 
between excessive Team-internai Spontaneous Conversation (Ti SC) and the 
group reiations measures according to Required Communication (RC)
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frequency bases and also a comparison is set for the low vs. high average 
Team-internai Required Communication (Ti RC) conditions.
Table 7. 19. Correlations between Excessive Tl SC Frequencies and Group Relations Measures in 
Low vs. High Average Tl RC Conditions
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136 
Excessive Tl SC
Q10
Problem
Cooper’
Q11
Task
Underst’
Q12
Decision
Speed
Task
Coordin’
Q13
Bond
Q14
Friendship
Q15-
Trust Informal
1 hr .245* .240* .265*
LowTI RC 4 hr .376** .251* .324** .378** .285* .311** .363**
Average
N=69
a Day 
a Week 
a Month
.362**
.357**
.365**
.269* .305* .271* .256*
1 hr
High Tl RC 
Average 
N=67
4 hr 
a Day 
a Week
-.259*
-.340**
-.329**
-.268* : 
-.314** *
-.317**
-.347**
-.328** 
-.364** '
a Month -.329** -.313* -.346** -.363**
A comparable difference between the two analyses (Table 7.18 and 7.19) is 
that 1) the inverse correlations for the task coordination measures in the preceding 
table (for the workers in a strong Team-Internal Required Communication team) are 
not observable in this table, whilst 2) the correlation patterns for workers in a weak 
Team-Internal Required Communication team are compatible across the tables. 
This finding indicates that 1) the increase of excessive Team-Internal Spontaneous 
Conversation is not adversely associated with group reiations though excessive 
Team-Internal Chance Encounter is so for the workers in a strong Team-Internal 
Required Communication team, whilst 2) there is no considerable difference in the 
way the workers in a weak Team-Internal Required Communication team perceive 
excessive Team-Internal Chance Encounter and Team-Internal Spontaneous 
Conversation occurrences for group relations.
Likewise, from the perspective of Spontaneous Conversation-Required 
Communication imbalance, this result can be interpreted that workers with weak 
Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence are likely to take 
positively the imbalance between actual Chance Encounter/ Spontaneous 
Conversation frequencies and their Required Communication levels for group 
relations. However, workers with strong Team-Internal Required Communication 
interdependence are likely to negatively perceive the gap between actual Chance 
Encounter/ Spontaneous Conversation frequencies and their Required 
Communication levels for group relations. This pattern is more apparent as the
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imbalance between Chance Encounter/ Spontaneous Conversation and Required 
Communication increases.
Table 7. 20. Correlations between Excessive TE CE/SC Averages and Group Relations Measures in 
Low vs. High Average Tl RC Conditions
Spearman's rho 
2-taiied/ N=136
Q10
Problem
Cooper'
Q11
Task
Underst’
Q12
Decision
Speed
Task
Coordin’
Q13 Q14 
Bond friendship %  Informal
Average 
Tl RC 
Low=69
TE CE -.302* -.466** -.415** -.356**
TE SC -.281* -.287* -.286* -.231
Average
TIRC
High=67
TE CE 
TE SC .306*
Table 7.20 presents rho correlations of average excessive Team-External 
Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation with the group relations 
measures comparing the low and high Team-Internal Required Communication 
interdependence conditions. This is to observe to what extent excessive Chance 
Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation with Team-Externai members 
within a setting are related to group reiations and also to compare the results 
between people with weak vs. strong Team-internai Required Communication 
in terdepen den ce.
The table shows that workers in a weak Team-Internal Required 
Communication team are likely to experience deteriorated task coordination as they 
have excessive Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation with more 
Team-External members in a setting whereas workers in a strong Team-internal 
Required Communication team are likely to present no such association in the same 
situation. A single correlation is observed for workers in a strong Team-Internal 
Required Communication team: an increase in the Spontaneous Conversation- 
Required Communication imbalance with Team-External members in a setting is 
positively associated with task coordination between team members.
7.4.2. Excessive CE/SC for Group Relations; Interaction Effects
Table 7.21 presents a factorial ANOVA on average Team-Internal Required 
Communication low vs. high groups and excessive Team-Internal Spontaneous 
Conversation low vs. high conditions for group relations sum score (task 
coordination + informal relationship). This is to observe any interaction effect 
between the two iVs for group reiations.
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Table 7. 21. ANOVA: Low vs. High Average Tl RC and Low vs. High Excessive Tl SC for Group
Relations Sum
IV1 IV2 N Mean
Aver Tl RC 
Low
Exc. Tl SC Low 24 4.08
Exc. Tl SC High 45 7.24
Aver Tl RC 
High
Exc. Tl SC Low 44 9.98
Exc. Tl SC High 23 6.26
Source df F SIg.
Tl RC Aver 1 6.649 .011
Exc. Tl SC 1 .085 .771
Tl RC Aver* Exc. TiSC 1 13.043 .000
+ DV -  Group relations sum. ++ No interaction effects for the other excessive C D  SC
As shown in the table, a significant interaction effect (F=13.043, df=1, p=.000) 
indicates that workers with strong Team-Internal Required Communication 
interdependence experience deteriorated group relations when they have increased 
excessive Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation whereas workers with weak 
Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence experience improved 
group relations when they have increased excessive Team-Internal Spontaneous 
Conversation (Figure 7.1). This means that group relations between the members of 
weak Team-Internal Required Communication are enhanced by the increase of 
excessive Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation whereas workers with strong 
Team-Internal Required Communication are adversely affected by the increase of 
excessive Team-Internal Spontaneous Conversation over the Required 
Communication levels.
Figure 7. 1. Interaction Effect: Ti RC & Exc. Tl SC for
Group Relations
10.00 -
1.00 - Tl RC 
Average 
"“ Low 
'"•High
DC 7.00
C  6 .00 -
5.00-
4.00-
Low High
Excessive Tl SC
Communication gap whereas workers with
However, from the 
perspective of ‘Spontaneous 
Conversation-Required 
Communication imbalance’, this 
finding can be interpreted that 
workers with weak Team-Internal 
Required Communication perceive 
enhanced group relations as the 
Team-Internal Spontaneous 
Conversation frequency increases 
regardless of the Spontaneous 
Conversation-Required 
strong Team-Internal Required
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Communication perceive deteriorated group relations as Spontaneous 
Conversation-Required Communication gap increases within the members. In other 
words, for the workers with a weak Required Communication team, the increase of 
Spontaneous Conversation between the members enhances their group relations 
regardless of the Spontaneous Conversation-Required Communication imbalance. 
On the contrary, for the workers in a strong Required Communication team, having 
frequent Spontaneous Conversation with team members with whom they share low 
Required Communication levels (e.g. Required Communication per week or month) 
adversely affects their group relations.
This can be also interpreted that as the Spontaneous Conversation- 
Required Communication imbalance increases between team members, individuals 
with strong Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence experience 
deteriorated task coordination and informal relationship with the members whereas 
individuals with weak Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence 
express improved task coordination and informal relationship due to the increased 
interaction frequencies, regardless of the gap between the interaction frequency and 
the level of their task interdependence.
Table 7. 22. Group Difference Tests on Group Relations Measures for Low vs. High Excessive 
(imbaiance) Tl CE Average and Sum Conditions
Mann-Whitney U 
2-lailed/ N=100
Q10
Problem
Cooper’
Q11
Task
Underst’
Q12
Decision
Speed
Task
Coordin"
Q13
Bond
Q14
Friendship
Q15
Trust Informal
M.WU 941.00 927.50 867.00 921.00 922.50 864.00
IV. Z -2.21 -2.24 -2.73 -2.34 ' -2.34 -2.68
Excessive Sig. 0.027 0.025 0.006 0.019 0.019 0.007
: Tl CEAverage Low=50 56.68 56.95 58.16 57.08 . 57.05 ' 58.22
High=50 44.32 44.05 42.84 43.92 ; 43.95 42.78
IV.
Excessive
M.WU 912.00 898.50 891.50 958.00 881.00
Z -2.43 -2.51 -2.55 -2.10 ' -2.56
Tl CE Sig. 0.015 0.012 0.011 : 0.036 0.011
Sum Low=50 57.26 57.53 57.67 56.34 57.88
High=50 43.74 43.47 43.33 44.66 43.12
+ Upper 50 and lower 50 selected from the list of excessive Tl CE average and sum
Table 7.22 presents Mann-Whitney U tests on excessive Team-Internal 
Chance Encounter average and sum frequencies for group relations. Team-internal 
Chance Encounter average or sum means the average or sum amount of Chance 
Encounter frequency a person exchange with his/ her team internal members. 
Team-Internal Required Communication average or sum means the average or sum
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amount of Required Communication frequency the person shares with team internal 
member. Thus, an excessive Team-Internal Chance Encounter average or sum for 
an individual is the residual amount of his/ her Team-Internal Chance Encounter 
average or sum over Team-Internal Required Communication average or sum after 
subtraction (excessive Team-Internal Chance Encounter average/sum = Team- 
Internal Chance Encounter average/sum -Team-Internal Required Communication 
average/sum).
In other words, excessive Team-Internal Chance Encounter frequency 
indicates the extent to which a person has an excessive amount of Chance 
Encounter over his/ her Required Communication amount with each of the team 
members. From the perspective of Chance Encounter-Required Communication 
imbalance, this can be also interpreted as a deficient amount of Required 
Communication for Chance Encounter with each of the members.
Thus, this analysis is to observe whether there is any difference in 
group relations in relation to low vs. high excessive Team-internal Chance 
Encounter occurrence. From the Chance Encounter-Required Communication 
Imbalance perspective, this is to investigate the effect of Chance Encounter- 
Required Communication imbalance between team members on their group 
relations. For the test, the upper 50 and the lower 50 people out of 136 total
participants were selected from the ascending list of excessive Team-Internal
Chance Encounter scores. The difference tests are presented in a combined table 
for excessive Team-Internal Chance Encounter average and also sum. As the table 
shows, significant rank differences are found for all the informal relationship 
measures (Q13, Q14, Q15) in both the tests on excessive Team-Internal Chance 
Encounter average and sum frequency. Likewise, the task coordination measures 
(Q11, Q12) are also significant.
These results indicate that individuals with a large amount of excessive 
Chance Encounter with team internal member’s exhibit significantly deteriorated 
informal relationships (bond, friendship, and trust) but also task coordination (task 
understanding and team decision speed) with members. This means having more 
Chance Encounter than individuals need by the level of Required Communication 
interdependence between team members adversely affect their informal
relationships and also their task coordination. From the perspective of Chance
Encounter-Required Communication Imbalance, this suggests that a large Chance 
Encounter-Required Communication imbalance (deficient Required Communication
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for the occurring Chance Encounter) within a team adversely affect the members’ 
bond, friendship and trust which can be extend to task understanding and decision 
speed between the members.
7.5. Additional Findings
This section presents supplementary analyses and their findings. The 
statistical investigation explores the relationships between additional variables and 
the main variables, and also between privacy and group relations measures.
Table 7. 23. Correlations between Task Complexity Components and Privacy Measures
P-Sm lty ?alk ! L . % r k  Z  ^  m l  
--laiiegf r^-i Interrupt Interrupt Difficulty Distract Distract Distract
Q6 Creative Task
Q7 Analytic Task
Q8 Writing Reports .214* .194* .242** .243** .180* .250**
Table 7.23 presents rho correlations between the measures of task 
characteristics and privacy items. As the table shows, Q8 (tasks of writing reports) is 
the only variable significantly correlated with concentration privacy in the study. The 
direct correlation signs indicate that workers having more responsibility for ‘writing 
reports’ are likely to experience more privacy problems for task concentration.
Table 7. 24. Group Difference Tests on Privacy Measures for Low vs. High Task Complexity 
Conditions
Q Î8 Q Ï9  Q2Ô Q2Ï Q22 023
t-test/2-tailed Proximity Talk Long-work View Speech Noise
interrupt Interrupt Difficulty Distract Distract Distract
Task
Complexity
t -2.654 -2.079 -2.051
Sig. 0.009 0.039 0.042
L=76 H=60 Low -0.224 -0.197 -1.092High 0.317 0.233 0.750
+ Task complexity = Q6 (creative task) + Q7 (analytic task) + Q8 (writing reports)
Table 7.24 presents t tests on task complexity low vs. high for privacy items. 
This is to observe whether there is any effect of task complexity on any of the 
privacy items. The table shows that two items from interruption related privacy 
problem for concentration are adversely affected by task complexity and their effects
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extended to overall privacy condition for concentration as privacy sum at t=-.051, 
p<.05 level. This indicates that task complexity significantly exacerbates individuals’ 
concentration privacy; complex tasks make it people difficult for people to control 
interruptions for task concentration.
Table 7. 25. Correlations between People Counts in ‘Not Visible within 2.5M’ Condition' and Privacy 
Measures for Low vs. High Task Complexity
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136
Q18
Proximity
Interrupt
Q19
Talk
Interrupt
Q20 
! Long-work 
Difficulty
Q21
View
Distract
Q22
Speech
Distract
Q23
Noise
Distract
Privacy
Sum
Task Complexity Low=76 -.249* -.342** -.330** -.380** -.319**
' Task Complexity High=60 .297*
Table 7.25 presents rho correlations between the number of people sitting 
opposite over the desk front panel (not visible within 2.5M) and privacy measures in 
comparison of low vs. high task complexity conditions. The table shows that there 
are inverse correlations between the number of people at the opposite and privacy 
problems for concentration only for the workers doing less complex tasks. This 
means that workers doing less complex tasks are likely to experience less 
distraction related problems for concentration privacy as the number of people at the 
opposite increases. However, workers doing highly complex tasks do not exhibit this 
inverse correlation. For these workers, a direct correlation is significant on Q18 
(interrupted by workspace proximity), which implies that as they have more number 
of people at the opposite they experience increased interruption problems for 
concentration due to the close desk proximity.
Table 7. 26. Correlations between Workspace Satisfactions and Privacy Measures across Different 
Team Sizes
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136
Q18
Proximity
Interrupt
Q19
Talk
interrupt
Q20
Long-work
Difficulty
Q21
View
Distract
Q22
Speech
Distract
023
Noise
Distract
Privacy
Sum
Small=52 Desk Location Satis. -.305* -.321* -.328* -.310* -.426**
(0-7) Office Layout Satis. -.432** -.329* -.387**
Mid=48 Desk Location Satis. -.306* -.394** -.290* -.317*
(8-13) Office Layout Satis. -.310* -.366* -.544** -.387** -.428**
Large=36 Desk Location Satis. -.371* -.348* -.362* -.385*
(14-19) Office Layout Satis. -.331* -.418*
Table 7.26 presents rho correlations between workers’ satisfactions with 
‘individual desk location’ and ‘overall office layout’ and privacy Items. Likewise, this 
analysis is set to compare the correlations across the three group sizes (Team-
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Internal counts In the office): small (0-7), mid (8-13), and large (14-19). The table 
shows that desk location satisfaction is significantly associated with interruption 
related privacy problems for workers In a small group whilst related to distraction 
related privacy problems for the workers in a large group in the setting.
Workers in a medium sized group are likely to exhibit a mixed correlation 
pattern of people in small and large groups. Workers In a small group tend to 
concern more about individual desk locations than about overall office layout for 
privacy whereas workers in a mid or a large group seem to concern more about 
office layout for concentration problems, specifically speech related distractions.
Table 7. 27. Correlations between Workspace Satisfactions and Group Relations Measures across 
Different Team Sizes
Spearman’s rho 
N=136
Q10
Problem
Cooper’
Q11
Task
Underst’
Q12
Decision
Speed
Task
Coordin’
013
Bond
Q14 1 
Friendship; Tmst :
Small=52 Desk Location .306* .322* .323* i
(0-7) Office Layout .458** .443** .345* .525**
Mid=48 Desk Location
(8-13) Office Layout
Large=36 Desk Location .361* ’
(14-19) Office Layout .383* .342* .335* .491** .380* .436**
Table 7.27 presents rho correlations between workers’ satisfactions with 
‘individual desk location’ and ‘overall office layout’ and the group relations measures 
across three different group sizes (Team-Internal counts in the office): small (0-7), 
mid (8-13), and large (14-19). The table shows that, for workers in a small group in 
the office, task coordination measures are directly correlated with individuals’ desk 
location satisfaction and also overall office layout. For workers in a large group in 
the office, informal relationship related items are directly correlated with individuals’ 
satisfaction with office layout.
This implies that individuals in small teams in a setting are likely to express 
satisfactions with individual desk location and also overall office layout as they have 
better task coordination between members whereas individuals in large groups in a 
setting tend to express satisfaction with overall office layout as they have better 
informal relationships and also decision speed between the members. Likewise, it 
can be interpreted that individuals in small groups In the setting care about both the 
individual desk location and overall office layout for team task coordination whereas 
individuals in large groups in the setting care more for overall office layout for 
informal relationship and also decision speed between the members.
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Table 7. 28. ANOVA: Low vs. High Privacy Sum and Low vs. High Informal Relationship Sum for
Office Layout Satisfaction
IV 1 IV 2 N Mean
Privacy Sum 
Low
IR Low 33 .030
IR High 31 .806
Privacy Sum 
High
IR Low 36 -.333
IR High 36 -.444
Source df F Sig.
Privacy Sum 1 13.826 .000
Informal Relationship 1 2.346 .128
Privacy * Informal 
Relationship 1 4.175 .043
+ DV: Office layout satisfaction
Table 7.28 presents 2 x 2  factorial ANOVA on low and high privacy sum 
scores and low and high informal relationship measures for overall office layout 
satisfaction. An interaction effect is observed at F=13.826, df=1, p<.05 level. This 
result indicates that workers having privacy problems for concentration exhibit no 
change (slightly deteriorated) in satisfaction with office layout despite improved 
group informal relationship whereas workers with little privacy problem for 
concentration express rapidly arising satisfaction with office layout when their 
informal relationship improves (Figure 7.2).
This finding implies that workers having concentration problems are not likely 
to perceive the office layout any better even when their informal relaitonship with 
team members improves.
Privacy
Sum
““ Low
"•■High
Figure 7. 2. Interaction Effect: Privacy and In contrast, workers having
Informal Relationship for Office Layout
Satisfaction___________________________ good privacy for concentration tend to
exponetially raise their satisfaction 
with the office layout when their 
informal relationship with team 
members get better. This finding 
suggests that the privacy state for 
concentration moderates the 
relationship between individuals’ 
intragroup relationships and their 
satisfactions with the office layout and
------------------------------------------------------------ environment. It seems to also suggest
that concentration privacy is 
prerequisite to group relations for satisfactions with the office environments, 
specifically in the open-plan office settings.
m 0.6
ro 0.4- W
9  0.2
Low High
Informal Relationship
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Table 7. 29. ANOVA: Low vs. High Excessive Tl CE and Low vs. High Privacy Sum for Group Relations
IV 1 IV 2 N Mean
Exc. Tl CE 
Low
Privacy Low 30 7.83
Privacy High 42 8.24
Exc. Tl CE 
High
Privacy Low 34 9.02
Privacy High 30 3.77
Source df F Sig.
Exc. Tl CE 1 3.172 .009
Privacy Sum 1 6.957 .077
Exc. Tl CE * Privacy 
Sum 1 9.452 .003
+ DV: Group relations sum
Table 7.29 presents a factorial ANOVA on low vs. high excessive Team- 
Internal Chance Encounter and low vs. high privacy sum for group relations sum 
(task coordination + informal relationship). This is to examine whether there is an 
interaction effect between the two IVs for the group relations sum score. A 
significant interaction effect (F=3.172, df=1, p=.003) indicates that workers with a 
large amount of excessive Team-Internal Chance Encounter are likely to experience 
a rapid deterioration of group relations when they have privacy problems for 
concentration whereas workers with a small amount of excessive Team-Internal 
Chance Encounter are not adversely affected but likely to get better about group 
relations even when their privacy problems increase (Figure 7.3).
Figure 7. 3. Interaction Effect: Excessive Tl CE and 
Privacy for Group Relations________________________
10.0-
Exc. T IC E  
Sum
““ Low
‘ ••High
From the perspective of 
Chance Encounter-Required
Communication imbalance, this 
result implies that individuals with a 
large amount of Chance Encounter- 
Required Communication
imbalance with team members (a 
large amount of excessive Chance 
Encounter over Required 
Communication or deficient 
Required Communication for 
Chance Encounter) exhibit rapidly 
deteriorating informal relationships and task coordination when they experience 
privacy problems for task concentration. In contrast, individuals with little Chance 
Encounter-Required Communication imbalance tend to exhibit continuing 
improvement of group relations even when their privacy concentration problems 
arise.
CO 8 .0 -
ë G O-
Low High
Privacy Sum
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This finding suggests that when individuals have a good Chance Encounter- 
Required Communication (Chance Encounter -  Required Communication 
frequencies) balance between Chance Encounter frequency and the level of 
Required Communication Interdependence among team members, their informal 
relationship and task coordination between the members may continue to arise even 
in the situation when their individual privacy deteriorates. However, when individuals 
have a large amount of Chance Encounter-Required Communication imbalance, 
their group relations are directly affected by individual privacy states so that group 
informal relationships and task coordination may quickly deteriorate as their privacy 
problems for task concentration increase.
Table 7. 30. Correlations between Excessive Tl CE/SC and Group Relations Measures In Low vs. 
High Privacy Sum Conditions
Spearman’s rho 
2-tailed/ N=136
Q10
Problem
Cooper’
Q11
Task
Underst’
Q12
Decision
Speed
Task
Coordin’
Q13
Bond
Q14
Friendship
Q15
Trust Informal
Privacy
Low=64
Exc. Ti CE 
Exc. Tl SC
Privacy Exc. Tl CE -.336** -.301* -.447** -.484** -.430** -.510**
H!gh=72 Exc. Tl SC
In relation to Table 7.29, Table 7.30 presents correlations of excessive 
Team-Internal Chance Encounter/ Spontaneous Conversation frequencies with 
group relations from the comparative perspective of low vs. high concentration 
privacy problem. This is to observe how concentration privacy conditions affect the 
association of excessive Team-Internal Chance Encounter/ Spontaneous 
Conversation and group task coordination and informal relationships. The results 
show that workers with privacy problems for concentration are likely to have 
deteriorating informal relationships and also task coordination as they confront 
increasing amounts of excessive Team-Internal Chance Encounter. In contrast, 
workers with adequate concentration privacy do not exhibit this relational pattern 
between excessive Team-Internal Chance Encounter and group relations.
From the perspective of Chance Encounter/Spontaneous Conversation- 
Required Communication imbalance. Table 7.30 indicates that, for individuals 
having privacy problems for concentration, the Chance Encounter-Required 
Communication imbalance with team members is inversely related to their informal 
relationships and also task coordination with members. For the individuals without 
privacy problems for concentration. Chance Encounter-Required Communication
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(Chance Encounter -  Required Communication frequencies) imbalance with team 
members is not systematically associated with their group relations. This means that 
Individuals having privacy problems for concentration are likely to exhibit 
deteriorating group relations as they experience increasing amounts of Chance 
Encounter-Required Communication imbalance with team members. Nevertheless, 
Individuals with adequate concentration privacy do not exhibit this relational pattern 
between Chance Encounter-Required Communication imbalance and group 
relations despite the increased excessive Chance Encounter or Spontaneous 
Conversation with team members.
Table 7. 31. ANOVA: Low vs. High Sum Tl RC and Low vs. High Privacy Sum for informal Relationship
IV 1 IV 2 N Mean
Sum Tl RC 
Low
Privacy Low 26 3.81
Privacy High 42 4.57
Sum Ti RC 
High
Privacy Low 38 4.82
Privacy High 30 2.97
Source df F Sig.
Sum Tl RC 1 .308 .580
Privacy Sum 1 1.018 .315
Sum Tl RC 
* Privacy Sum 1 5.899 .016
Table 7.31 present 2 x 2  ANOVA on low vs. high sum Team-Internal 
Required Communication with low vs. high privacy sum for the informal relationship 
measure. This is to observe whether there is any interaction effect between 
individuals’ sum amount of Required Communication shared with team internal 
members and their" privacy states for informal relationships with the members. The 
table presents significant interaction effect of the IVs for informal relationship at 
F=5.899, p=.016.
The result in Table 7.31 indicates that individuals with a large amount of 
Required Communication (frequency sum) with team members exhibit a rapid 
deterioration of informal relationships with members as they experience privacy 
problems for concentration. In contrast, individuals with a small amount of Required 
Communication (frequency sum) within a team manifest continuously improving 
informal relationship with the members even when they experience privacy 
problems for task concentration (Figure 7.4).
This finding implies that as the amount of Team-Internal Required 
Communication demands interactions between team members for work process, 
individuals having a large amount of Team-Internal Required Communication in a 
team exhibit sharply deteriorating informal relationships with members as they 
confront privacy problems for task concentration. On the contrary, individuals with a
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small amount of Team-Internal Required Communication in a team show enhanced 
informal relationships with members despite their increased privacy problems for 
concentration.
Figure 7. 4. Sum Tl RC x Privacy Sum for 
informal Relationship____________________
Figure 7. 5. Sum TI RC x Privacy Sum for 
Task Coordination
5.0-
4.5-
4.0-
3.5-
~  3.0-
2.5-
HighLow
Privacy Sum
4.5-
4.0- Ti RC 
Sum 
— Low 
"'High
TO 3.5-
o  3.0-
2 .0 -
Low High
Privacy Sum
The same pattern of IV interaction is observed for task coordination 
measures presented in Table 7.32. The significant F value at 10.202, p=.002 
indicates that Individuals with a large amount of Required Communication 
(frequency sum) with team members exhibit a rapid deterioration of task 
coordination with members as they experience privacy problems for concentration. 
In contrast, individuals with a small amount of Required Communication (frequency 
sum) within a team manifest enhanced task coordination with the members even 
when they experience privacy problems for task concentration.
Table 7. 32. ANOVA: Low vs. High Sum Tl RC and Low vs. High Privacy Sum for Task Coordination
IV 1 IV 2 N Mean
Sum Tl RC 
Low
Privacy Low 26 2.88
Privacy High 42 3.86
Sum Ti RC 
High
Privacy Low 38 4.16
Privacy High 30 1.63
Source df F Sig.
Sum Tl RC 1 .754 .387
Privacy Sum 1 2.009 .159
Sum Tl RC 
* Privacy Sum 1 10.202 .002
The findings in Table 7.31 and Table 7.32 indicate that the sum amount of 
Required Communication (RC) frequency individuals share with team internal 
members can significantly differentiate their behaviour for informal relationships as 
well as task coordination when they confront privacy problems for task concentration.
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Individual privacy problems for concentration are typically caused by increased 
interpersonal contacts and views in the open-plan office environment.
These findings imply that those individuals sharing a large amount of 
frequent interactions with team members are likely to have deteriorating group 
relations for both the informal relationship and task coordination when they 
experience increased distractions and interruptions for task concentration. In 
contrast, for individuals with a small amount of frequent interactions with group 
members, the increased distractions and interruptions for individual tasks do not 
adversely affect their informal relationships and also their task coordination with 
group members.
These findings show individuals’ group relations can be affected differently 
by the level of Team-Internal Required Communication interdependence in the 
same situation of privacy problems in open-plan offices.
7.6. Summary
This chapter reported the analyses and findings for the third research 
question, which is about ‘workspace and interaction for group relations’. The chapter 
proceeded according to three research issues: 1) Functional interdependence for 
the effects of workspace on group relations, 2) Functional interdependence for the 
effects of Chance Encounter and Spontaneous Conversation on group relations, 
and 3) Functional interdependence and excessive Chance Encounter and 
Spontaneous Conversation for group relations.
Among the large number of findings, the most significant observation is that 
team size (the number of team internal members) extensively and systematically 
intervenes in the way how individuals experience group formal and informal 
relationships in the open-plan office. This means, from a group perspective, that 
team size and member relationship systematically moderate the effects of 
unplanned interactions on group relations.
Likewise, the research explored that visibility control against team external 
members largely supports team internal processes for task coordination as well as 
informal relationship between the members in highly dense open-plan office settings. 
The research also revealed that the effects of workspace layout on group relations 
are systematically moderated by the degrees and amounts of individuals’ team
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interdependence. In other words, the status of individuals’ functional relationship 
with the unpianned interactions (whether an interaction occurs with team internal or 
external member) and the interdependence levels with team members significantly 
influenced the effects of unplanned interactions on group relations.
The research generally observed that the effects of excessively occurring 
interactions (excessive amount over the required interactions) within a team on the 
members’ group relations are systematically moderated by individuals’ team 
interdependence levels whilst excessively occurring chance encounters within a 
team significantly deteriorate informal relationship between the members and these 
adverse effects may extend to task coordination.
The additional analyses revealed that individuals in a small group setting is 
more concerned with interruption related privacy problems whereas individuals in a 
large group setting are more concerned with distraction related privacy problems. 
Depending on the individuals’ privacy states as well as the amounts of required 
interactions within a team, individuals’ privacy states may directly or inversely relate 
to group relations. Furthermore, depending on the amount of excessively occurring 
unplanned interactions, individuals’ privacy states may directly or inversely affect 
group relations, and these effects are also moderated by the amount of required 
interactions each individual share within a team.
In the next chapter (Chapter 8), the research presents an integrative 
summary of all the detailed findings in reflection of the research problem. Then, in 
Chapter 9, which is the final chapter, the research provides general and elaborate 
explanations about E-B relationship phenomenon under scrutiny from the 
perspective of the developed E-B CIS framework.
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CHAPTER VIII. INTEGRATION OF THE FINDINGS
8.1. Introduction
In the preceding chapters, the research set out three research questions 
along with the initial structure of CIS (Contextual, Integrative and Structural) 
framework for understanding the relationship between workspace, interaction, 
privacy and group relations (Chapter 3). The research conceptualised the framework 
to guide the investigation of E-B relations along with the research questions and 
then develop later a theoretical model based on the research findings.
In this chapter, the findings are reviewed and integrated in relation to each 
research question and also summarises the additional findings. The presentation 
sequence in the present chapter is compatible with the preceding chapter (Chapter 
5): 1) workspace and interaction behaviour, 2) workspace and interaction for 
concentration privacy, 3) workspace and interaction for group relations, and 4) 
additional findings
8.2. Reflecting back on the Research Problem
The research problem is restated: "There is a need for a study to 
integratively and rigorously explore the functional structure of an organisation for 
E-B relations of workspace, interaction, privacy and group relations."
8.2.1. Workspace and Interaction Behaviour
Based on the research question and specific queries developed from the E-B 
CIS (Contextual, Integrative and Structural) framework (see 3.2.1), the research 
operationalised the variables for structural analysis at an Interpersonal level (see
4.3), and analysed the data under several research areas in order to explore the 
functional structure of organisation to understand E-B relations between workspace 
layout and such unplanned interactions as chance encounter and spontaneous 
conversation. In this section, the research explains how and to what extent
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functional interdependence moderates E-B relations whilst also integrating the 
findings.
The relations between Workspace, Chance Encounter (CE) and Spontaneous 
Conversation (SC)
The research first explored E-B relations between workspace layout and 
unplanned interactions prior to analysing the moderating influence of functional 
interdependence as the contextual factor for understanding E-B relations. It was to 
observe how the relations between workspace and interaction behaviour appear to 
be without the involvement of the contextual factor.
A preliminary analysis with all matrix correlations (Table 5.1) produced 
medium level associations overall between workspace proximity and CE/ SC and
also between sitting visibility and CE/ SC. However, the research revealed that this
finding is not sufficient to properly interpret workspace-interaction relations because 
detailed structural investigations obtained variants to this picture of E-B relations 
(e.g. Table 5.2). The degrees and patterns of relations between workspace proximity 
and CE/ SC and also workspace sitting visibility and CE/ SC largely vary according 
to spatial and temporal states of E-B relations. This means that workspace- 
interaction relations look quite differently according to two workspaces’ proximities 
'within 2M’, '2-4M’, ‘4-6M’, ‘6-81V1’, etc, according to their sitting visibilities at ‘fully 
visible’, ‘little visible’, etc, and also according to the two occupants’ CE/ SC
frequency at 1 hour, 4 hour, daily, weekly, etc.
Despite these variations, there is a relatively consistent finding which is a 
relationship between spatial attributes and CE/ SC occurrence at 1 hour and 4 hour 
frequencies (Table 5.3, Table 5.4). CE/ SC at such high frequencies are reliably 
related to ‘within 4M’ and ‘fully visible’ sitting condition whilst CE yields higher 
associations than SC with these spatial attributes. However, CE/ SC occurrence at 
daily, weekly, or monthly intervals are hardly connected to workspace layout. In 
particular, CE occurrence beyond a 6M workspace radius is no longer systematically 
connected to the spatial layout whilst SC gradually diminishes in its relations over 
longer distances. Since CE/ SC occurring beyond a 6M radius is mostly daily, 
weekly, or monthly, this finding suggests that CE/ SC at 1 or 4 hour intervals is 
reliably predictable by seating proximity and visibility, whilst CE/ SC at daily, weekly, 
or monthly intervals is hardly predictable by individual workspace layout alone.
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When looking at CE/ SC relations against proximity and visibility measures, 
visibility-CE/SC relations appear to be stronger than proximity-CE/SC relations for 1 
hour and 4 hour CE/ SC and yet the latter remains more reliable than the former for 
less frequent CE/SC occurrence at daily and weekly intervals. As for the relations 
between CE and SC along the spatial layout, 1 and 4 hour CE occurrence is better 
connected to SC than daily, weekly, or monthly CE occurrence.
In short, the findings indicate that individuals having chance encounters at 1 
hour, 4 hour, or daily exchanged spontaneous conversation at a 54.0 percent 
probability whereas individuals having chance encounters at weekly, monthly, or 
over a month exchanged spontaneous conversation at 11.0 percent probability. The 
analysis identified that two people exchange at least three spontaneous 
conversations (SC) whilst having five chance encounters (CE), in accord with a 3 by 
5 ratio (Table 5.5).
Functional Interdependence for the Relations of Workspace, CE and SC
The research uncovered the moderating role of functional interdependence 
for E-B relations between workspace layout and interaction behaviour. It found 
systematic differences in workspace-interaction relations by individuals’ group 
membership (GM) status and also required communication (RC) interdependence 
levels.
The research observed that workspace-interaction relations along group 
membership status are more susceptible to spatial conditions than required 
communication interdependence (Table 5.6, Table 5.7). This means that, in relation 
to workspace proximity and visibility changes, the increasing or decreasing rate of 
interaction is noticeably different between within-group pairs and between-group 
pairs whereas there is no observable difference between strong and weak RC pairs.
Thus the findings seem to suggest that: 1) as workspace proximity gets 
closer and sitting visibility becomes more open, interpersonal contacts of within- 
group pairs rapidly increase whilst those of between-group pairs hardly increase any; 
or 2) as in the opposite spatial condition, interpersonal contacts of within-group pairs 
decrease little whilst those of between-group pairs decrease a lot. As for low vs. high 
RC level pairs, there is no apparent difference in the increasing or decreasing rates 
of interpersonal contacts in relation to changing spatial conditions.
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The research found that CE-SC linkage is much stronger for within-group 
members than between-group members. This is even the case for two individuals 
sharing no RC interdependence (Table 5.8). The findings show that individuals are 
more likely to exchange SC upon CE with group internal members than with external 
members. Then, when GM status is disregarded, individuals with high RC frequency 
at 1 hour or 4 hour intervals are less likely to exchange SC upon CE than individuals 
with low RC frequency at daily, weekly or monthly intervals (Table 5.7).
This finding seems to suggest that the pairs with strong RC interdependence 
do more ‘intentional SC rather than SC as a result of CE: intentional SC means 
looking for a specific person with whom to talk and unintentional SC means talking 
to someone as a result of CE (Heerwagen, 2004). Furthermore, between individuals 
with high RC frequency (1 or 4 hour intervals), the study observed that within-group 
pairs are more committed to exchange SC upon CE than between-group pairs. 
These findings indicate that GM status and RC levels have additive effects on E-B 
relations.
The hierarchical regression analyses (Table 5.9-10) revealed that RC and 
GM have significant influences on overall CE occurrence despite the highly 
susceptible nature of CE to the spatial configuration; in the analysis, proximity 
shows a higher predictability than sitting visibility for overall CE. However, 
considering CE measures covering 1 hour, 4 hour, daily, weekly and monthly 
frequencies, preceding analyses suggests that the roles of RC and GM for CE 
should be cautiously interpreted for highly frequent CE occurrence. This means that 
although workspace layout can be more responsible for CE at 1 and 4 hour intervals 
this is not properly reflected on the analysis with overall CE frequencies; GM and 
RC may exert more influences on daily, weekly or monthly occurring CE.
In the analysis for SC occurrence (Table 5.11-12), CE exerts the largest 
single effect on overall SC occurrence whilst its effect is also largely moderated by 
GM and RC interdependence. The findings suggests that in order for two workers to 
exchange SC as much as their CE frequency, it is necessary to secure a condition 
that they belong to the same group (GM) and also possess strong RC  
interdependence. The findings also show that workspace proximity and sitting 
visibility impose negligible independent effects but largely associated effects on SC 
occurrence. These findings support the claim that workspace layout largely plays a 
secondary role rather than a primary one on SC occurrence although 1 or 4 hourly
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CE and also partly SC are attributable to closely located workspaces with good 
sitting visibility (cf. Hatch, 1985; Rashid et al., 2006; Penn, 1999).
Functional Interdependence and Workspace Alignment for CE and 80
The research explored the influence of functional interdependence on 
individuals’ CE and SC occurrences in relation to workspace layout. The research 
revealed that RC-CE relations is not affected by workspace distance (Table 5.13). 
The findings show that, across workspace distances (within 2M, 2-4M, 4-6M, 6-8M, 
etc.), the relational patterns between RC and CE frequencies remain in equivalence. 
This suggests that, regardless of workspace distances, peopie seem to have CE 
occurrence in respect of their RC frequency. In contrast, RC-SC relations vary 
across workspace proximities. In close proximities, people exhibit higher RC-SC 
relations than RC-CE relations. Then, RC-SC relations gradually diminish as 
workspace distance increases. When workspace distance gets to 'beyond 10M’, 
RC-SC relation is as low as RC-CE occurrence. This finding indicates that peopie 
exchange SC highiy systematically according to their RC pattem in close proximities, 
and then they are only likely to do SC upon CE occurrence as their workspace 
distance gets far beyond 10M.
The findings seem to also be a reflection of the spatial layout in which 
individuals in the same team and also with strong RC interdependence are already 
located in close proximities and thus their SC is more of intentional SC rather than 
unintentional SC as a result of CE. On the other hand, individuals in different team 
and/or with weak RC interdependence are likely to be located in far distances and 
thus their SC is generally subject to the frequency of CE, which is described 
unintentional SC.
The research also found that people systematically avoid or permit even eye- 
contacts as well as SC according to their GM status and RC levels. In the present 
setting, within-group pairs exchanged significantly more eye-contacts and also SC 
than between-group pairs when seated at the opposite over the desk low-front panel 
(Table 5.14). Strong RC pairs exchanged significantly more eye-contacts and also 
SC than weak RC pairs when seated within the same cubicle squire at the full sitting 
visibility condition (Table 5.15). As for workspace proximity, within-group pairs 
exchanged significantly more CE and SC than between-group pairs across all three 
workspace distance categories: within 4M, 4-8M, and beyond 8M (Table 5.16).
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Likewise, strong RC pairs exhibited much more CE and SC occurrences along the 
distances than weak RC pairs (Table 5.17). These findings strongly suggest that 
functional interdependence moderates interpersonal contacts and unplanned 
interactions around workspaces.
Furthermore, the proximity-RC congruence test (Table 5.18) revealed that 
when workspaces are arranged according to the occupants’ RC interdependence, it 
supports not only workspace-CE relations but also CE-SC balance and thus leads to 
SC-RC balance. Theoretically this means that, when workspace is laid out in 
congruence with the required communication structure of people, chance encounter 
occurs according to the spatial layout and also the CE-SC connection reaches its 
strongest association. This results in spontaneous conversation occurrences that 
are highly aligned with the required communication structure of people, in other 
words, when structurai congruence is achieved between workspace and the 
functional structure of people, individuals’ eye-contacts and encounters occur just 
according to their spatial layout (e.g. less CE in far distance and much CE in close 
proximity) and their chance encounters are highly connected to spontaneous 
conversations (e.g. when CE occurs SC also occurs). Furthermore, spontaneous 
conversation pattems are highly compatible with the structure of people's 
communication needs.
On the other hand, when the workspace is incongruently laid out for the 
functional structure of people, the spatial configuration may not only suppress 
necessary eye-contacts and encounters but also bring excessively 
occurring ’unwanted’ chance encounters which result in unbalanced and 
disconnected CE-SC relations. This can eventually create incompatible 
spontaneous conversation occurrences with the functional structure of people i.e., 
the structure of people’s interaction needs. In a word, when workspace is not 
aligned with the functional relationship structure, people experience frequently 
occurring chance encounters with those they do not need to talk to whilst having few 
chance encounters with those with whom they DO need to talk. As a result, people 
frequently converse with those with whom they share little about work whilst having 
difficulties in frequent interactions with whom they are required to do so FOR work. 
This amounts to an imbalance between interaction patterns and the functional 
structure of people in a setting.
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Functional Interdependence for CE and SC
In relation to proximity-RC congruence, the research further explored the role 
of functional interdependence for CE-SC connections within the framework of GM- 
CE and RC-CE balance, which pertains to the balanced chance encounter 
occurrences with individuals’ group membership status and required communication 
interdependence levels. The research observed noticeable differences between CE- 
SC connections according to the degree of CE’s balance with the functional 
structure of people. When CE occurrence is aligned with functional interdependence 
between people, the CE-SC relation reaches the highest connections within the 
comparison (Table 5.19). This suggests that, people are highly likely to do 
spontaneous conversations with others when eye-contacts or face-to-face 
encounters occur in balance with individuals’ functional interdependence. On the 
other hand, this also means that people are not likely to exchange spontaneous 
conversations upon eye-contacts or encounters around workspaces when these 
chance encounter frequencies are not balanced with individuals’ functional 
interdependence ievels.
In the present setting, when RC-CE is balanced (CE frequency balanced 
with RC frequency), CE-SC connection reaches a nearly perfect correlation (QAP 
r=.935, p<.05) whereas CE-SC connection largely drops to a weak relationship 
(QAP r=.410, p<.05) when RC-CE balance is poor (Table 5.19). This finding 
Indicates that when individuals have CE occurrence at a just balanced level with 
their RC frequency, they engage in spontaneous conversation upon a chance 
encounter at 87.4 percent of likelihood. Then, when individuals have chance 
encounter occurrences that are imbalanced with their required communication 
frequency, they do spontaneous conversation upon an eye-contact or face-to-face 
encounter at 16.8 percent of likelihood. Thus GM-CE balance can further enhance 
interaction, whereas imbalance may suppress, individuals’ SC behaviour in relation 
to the naturally occurring CE around workspaces (Table 5.20).
The research also explored CE-SC relations at an individual level with each 
individual’s within-group and between-group CE and SC frequencies (Table 5.21). 
The research found that: 1) the total amount of SC occurrence that each individual 
exchanged within a team is almost perfectly associated (rho=.967, p<.01) with the 
total amount of his/ her CE frequency in the team, and 2) this CE-SC amount 
linkage within a team is much higher than between-team’s (rho=.813, p<.01). 
However, since a perfect association does not mean the amounts of CE and SC are
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at equivalent, this finding indicates that individuals’ SC amounts within a team 
occurred in a highly proportionate manner with their CE amounts occurred within the 
team. Considering that CE occurrence is naturally precedent to SC, this finding 
suggest that individuals do SC at a certain rate upon CE. As the research has found 
in the preceding analysis, it can be 3 by 5 ratio that people exchange three SC 
whilst having five CE.
8.2.2. Workspace and Interaction for Concentration Privacy
Based on the E-B CIS framework, the research developed a second 
research question to explore the intervening role of the functional structure of 
organisation for the effects of: 1) workspace layout on concentration privacy, 2) CE 
and SC on concentration privacy, and 3) comparative analysis of functional 
interdependence and interaction patterns for concentration privacy in the concept of 
'excessive interaction’ (Altman, 1975). The focus of these investigations was to 
examine the functional structure of the organisation as a contextual plug-in which 
guides individuals’ interaction (see 3.4.1) and moderate the effects of E-B relations 
on individual privacy conditions for concentration. Since group membership and 
required communication represent functional interdependence, it was of interest to 
look at their moderating role on E-B relations for concentration privacy (see 3.4.2).
Functional Interdependence for the Effects of Workspace on Privacy
The research explored the intervening role of functional interdependence 
(GM status and RC interdependence) on workspace-privacy relations. The findings 
suggest that the functional structure of people systematically affects the way 
individuals experience privacy in relation to workspace layout. One of the consistent 
observations in the research is that the number of team internal workspaces 
positively affects individuals’ privacy states for concentration whereas the number of 
team external workspaces does not produce this effect; rather it creates adverse 
effects. This means that having more team internal members in a setting 
significantly mitigate individuals’ privacy problems for concentration whereas having 
more team external members in a setting does not result in this positive effect, but 
rather deteriorating individuals’ privacy states. This pattern is noticeable throughout
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the findings though there are some variations in terms of the workspace proximity 
and visibility conditions.
As for team internal workspaces, having more team members within the 4- 
lOM zone with ‘not visible’ at a sitting position is found to generally support 
individuals’ concentration privacy. However, having more df them within the 4M zone 
'fully visible’ at sitting position may not yield such a positive influence for 
concentration privacy (Table 6.1-2). As for team external members, not any 
supportive influence for concentration privacy can be expected in relation to 
workspace proximities, instead, having more team external members within the 2- 
6M zone is found to bring interruptions for concentration as a result of individuals’ 
sense of being at 'too close proximity’. Having more team external members in the 
'little visible’ condition is found to be extensively and adversely related to individuals’ 
concentration privacy (Table 6.1-2). This means that having a number of team 
external members in 'little visible’ condition at sitting position may largely deteriorate 
individuals’ privacy states for concentration.
As for the individuals sitting opposite between the desk low-front panel 
(within 2.5M with 'not visible’ at sitting position) (Table 6.3-4, Figure 6.1), the 
research revealed that having more people opposite mitigates individuals’ privacy 
states for concentration regardless of their group internal or external status. 
However, what this finding together with the preceding one indicates is that the low- 
ievel front or side panels support individuals’ privacy control for concentration.These 
spatial attributes seem to function as visual and accessibility blocks between people 
in close proximity which support individuals to better control over distractions and 
interruptions. Thus, the absence or inappropriate condition of these spatial attributes 
may adversely affect individuals’ concentration privacy. However, further analyses 
discovered that the effects of workspace on privacy largely vary in respect of the 
occupants’ functional structure: group membership status as well as RC 
interdependence levels. In other words, it is largely unreliable to assume individuals’ 
states of concentration for privacy based on workspace alone.
One clear observation about the intervening role of functional 
interdependence for the effects of workspace layout on concentration privacy came 
from group difference tests in which team size In a setting (the number of team 
internai members) extensively affected concentration privacy (Table 6.5). The 
findings indicate that individuals with a large number of team members experience 
significantly lessened privacy problems for concentration than individuals with a
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small number of team members (Figure 6.2). In other words, having more team 
members in a particular setting supports people to experience much less 
interruption and distraction problems for concentration (Table 6.5). Moreover, these 
positive effects of having more team members in a setting seems to begin at ‘within 
6M’ and then continue to arise through 8M, 10M, and beyond 10M radiuses (Table 
6.5, Appendix C-1). In contrast, the increase of team external members’ workspaces 
across the distances would not adversely affect concentration privacy though it may 
be adversely related to, interruption related privacy problems due to close 
workspace proximities (Appendix C-2).
Functional Interdependence for the Effects of CE and SC on Privacy
As for workspace layout, the research has not observed any apparent 
adverse influence of the increased team external workspaces in a setting on 
concentration privacy. As for CE and SC patterns, one of the most noticeable 
findings is about the adverse impacts of these unplanned Interactions from team 
external members for concentration privacy. As a result, inverse patterns are 
apparent between the influences of CE/ SC from team internal and external 
members on individuals’ privacy states. Furthermore, the research revealed that 
individuals’ RC interdependence conditions with others significantly intervene the 
way people experience CE/ SC occurrences for their privacy states for task 
concentration.
First, the findings clearly show adverse effects of CEI SC with team external 
members on privacy (Table 6.6-7). Individuals having CEI SC at 1 hour, 4 hour, and 
daily frequencies with team external members experienced interruption problems for 
concentration privacy whilst individuals having CEI SC at weekly and monthly 
frequencies with team external members no longer experienced privacy problems in 
relation to CE and SC occurrence. As for CEI SC with team internal members (Table
6.6-7), individuals having CE/ SC increase at daily and weekly frequency within a 
team experienced better privacy states for concentration, individuals having CEI SC 
at 1 hour or 4 hour intervals on the other hand experienced no privacy change in 
relation to CEI SC occurrences within a team.
Thus, the findings support to state that frequent CEI SC with team external 
members may cause interruption problems which undermine concentration privacy. 
Whilst daily and weekly CEI SC within a team mitigate individuals’ privacy problems
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for concentration, 1 or 4 hourly CE/ SC within a team does not bring such positive 
effects on individuals’ privacy states. Comparing CE and SC, CE is more associated 
with team internal members for supportive effects on concentration privacy whereas 
frequent SC is by contrast, associated with team external members for adverse 
effects on concentration privacy.
The intervening role of group membership status for the relationships 
between CE/ SC and privacy conditions becomes obvious when CE/ SC frequencies 
are cumulatively analysed (Table 6.8-9). The findings show that people discretely 
experience CE/ SC for concentration privacy depending on whether CE/ SC are 
shared with team internal or external members, and the inverse patterns of 
experience are most apparent with daily and weekly CE/ SC for privacy. This 
suggests that CE and SC occurring within a day (1 hour, 4 hour, daily) clearly exert 
discrete effects on individuals’ concentration privacy depending on whether CE/ SC 
are shared with team internai or external members in a setting.
The research also revealed that individuals’ RC amounts (frequency sum 
with all others in a setting) and also Team RC levels (frequency average within a 
team) largely intervene on how they experience unpianned interactions for 
concentration privacy (Table 6.10). When comparing individuals with a large amount 
and a small amount of RC with others in a setting, the findings indicate that the 
former experience significantly undermined concentration privacy as they confront 
increased CE and SC frequencies from external members whereas the latter sense 
no difference in their privacy states in the same situation. Likewise, as for different 
Team RC interdependence ievels (Table 6.11-12), the findings suggest that only the 
individuals with weak Team RC interdependence, as compared with strong Team 
RC interdependence, experience mitigating privacy problems as they have 
increasing CE and SC within a team. The individuals possessing strong functional 
interdependence within a team experience not any better nor any difference in the 
privacy states in reiation to the increasing CE and SC within the team (Table 6.13).
Functional Interdependence and Excessive CE and 80 for Privacy
Based on the conceptual framework (see 3.2.2), the research investigated 
RC interdependence as a basis for interaction regulation and thus to define what is 
'excessive interaction’ and also ‘an optimal level of interaction’ for privacy. Likewise, 
through the anaiyses, the research explored the intervening roie of functionai
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interdependence for the effects of ‘excessive CE and SC’ on concentration privacy 
(see 6.4). in générai, the operationalised excessive CE and SC produced more or 
less compatible correlation results with CE and SC analyses along the frequency 
intervals. Excessive CE and SC at high frequencies with team external members are 
directly related to interruption problems for concentration whereas excessive CE and 
SC at low frequencies with team internal members are supportively connected to 
some of the privacy items for concentration (Table 6.6-7; Table 6.14-15).
However, observable differences also show that excessive CE within a team 
more widely yielded inverse associations with privacy problems for concentration 
than CE within a team; excessive SC do not show this pattern as much as SC. 
Specifically, excessive CE over 4 hour and daily RC frequency is significantly and 
inversely related to distraction problems for concentration which is not present in the 
CE analysis. This means that, as individuals have excessive amounts of CE over 
RC at 4 hour and daily intervals they are likely to experience lessened privacy 
problems for concentration whilst these supportive relations of excessive CE are 
more extensive than those of CE. This finding indicate that excessively occurring 1 
hour and 4 hour CE between team internal members with 4 hour RC frequency are 
positively connected to the members’ privacy states for concentration and these 
effects are widely apparent with excessive CE.
Furthermore, group difference tests evidently showed that excessive CE and 
SC significantly mitigated, rather than adversely affected, individuals’ experience of 
both the interruptions and distractions for concentration privacy (Table 6.16-7). 
These findings appear to be quite contrary to what can be expected by the research 
rationale (see 3.2.2): they suggest that individuals having a large amount of 
excessive CE and SC over the amounts that individuals need for job functioning (RC) 
tend to experience significantly less privacy problems for concentration than those 
with a small amount of excessive CE and SC. This implies that workers having a 
iarge amount of frequent CE and SC at 1 or 4 hour intervals still experience better 
concentration privacy for task concentration than those with iittle CE and SC at such 
high frequency with others in the setting.
However, what the research also discovered is that this inverse (beneficial) 
effect of excessive CE and SC on privacy is only apparent for the individuals with a 
small amount of sum RC with others in a setting. For the individuals with a iarge 
amount of sum RC, there is no such supportive effect of excessive CE and SC for 
concentration privacy (Table 6.16-7). Likewise, individuals with a large amount of
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sum RC do not exhibit inverse (beneficial) relations of excessive CE even within the 
team for concentration privacy as much as excessive SC within the team (Table 
6.18). Furthermore, individuals with a large amount of sum RC in a setting are 
adversely affected by excessive CE with team external members for both the 
interruption and distraction problems for concentration. Individuals with a small 
amount of sum RC on the other hand still exhibit improved privacy states for task 
concentration against the increased excessive CE from team external members 
(Table 6.19).
The discrete patterns of individuals’ experiences about excessive CE and SC 
along the amount of sum RC produced a significant interaction effect (Table 6.20, 
Figure 6.3). The individuals with a small amount of sum RC with others exhibit 
improved overall concentration privacy even when a large amount of excessive CE 
from team external members occur around them. In contrast, the individuals with a 
large amount of sum RC with others experience deteriorated overall concentration 
privacy in the same excessive CE condition. This finding suggests that workers 
possessing a large amount of frequently required communication (RC) with others in 
a setting experience privacy problems for concentration whereas workers having a 
small amount of frequently required communication (RC) with others express 
improved privacy states for concentration in the same situation in which excessive 
CE from team external members has arisen.
A compatible finding is also observed along the different levels of Team RC 
interdependence (Table 6.21). The finding indicates that, when individuals 
experience excessive CE and SC within a team, those members with weak Team 
RC interdependence experience improving concentration privacy whereas those 
members with strong Team RC interdependence experience no such effects for 
privacy. Both the findings of RC amounts and Team RC interdependence for the 
relations between excessive CE/ SC within a team and concentration privacy seem 
to suggest: 1) Excessive CE/ SC within a team can be supportive for concentration 
privacy only for those with a smaii amount of required communication with others 
whilst they can adversely affect concentration privacy for those with a large amount 
of required communication] 2) Excessive CE/ SC within a team can be supportive 
for concentration privacy only for those with a weak Team RC interdependence 
whereas they do not bring such positive effects to the individuals with strong Team 
RC interdependence.
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8.2.3. Workspace and Interaction for Group Relations
With the findings observed in behaviour under the first research question, the 
research explained the moderating role of functional interdependence for E-B 
relations between workspace layout and unplanned interactions (8.2.1). Then, for 
the second question, the research integrated the findings to explain how functional 
interdependence moderate the effects of workspace layout and unplanned 
interactions on concentration privacy. Essentially the research showed how the 
operationalised excessive CE and SC exert impacts on concentration privacy and 
how functional interdependence may intervene in the effects of excessive CE and 
SC on individuals’ experiences of concentration privacy (8.2.2).
In this part, for the third research question, the research integrates the 
findings to explain how functional interdependence intervenes in the effects of 
workspace layout and unplanned interactions on group coordination and also 
informal relationship between the members. Likewise, the research gives details of 
how the operationalised excessive CE and SC as the manifestation of CE/SC-RC 
imbalance exert impacts on group relations and how the functional structure of 
people intervene in the impacts. With regards the research question, the explanation 
is organised by three research areas: 1) functional interdependence for the effects 
of workspace on group relations, 2) functional interdependence for the effects of CE 
and SC on group relations, and 3) functional interdependence and excessive CE 
and SC on group relations.
Functional Interdependence for the Effects of Workspace on Group Relations
The research found that the effects of workspace layout on individuals’ group 
relations are significantly moderated by the structure of functional interdependence. 
An initial analysis shows that team size in a setting makes a difference in individuals’ 
sense of group relations (Table 7.1). Individuals in a small team (Tl count: 0-9) 
possessed stronger informal relationship than individuals in a large team (Tl count: 
10-19), and the former’s group decision speed was also faster than the latter’. 
Another test shows that the number of team members in the ‘fully visible’ condition 
at sitting position is not systematically related to individuals’ sense of group relations. 
This may be because only 2-3 people are at full sitting-visibility condition (whether 
team internal or external members), which may not be enough to reflect occupants’
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overall group relations (Table 7.2). If the cubicle system were large enough to 
accommodate more number of people at 'fully visible’ condition, the finding might 
have been different. ,
The research further observed that team size significantly moderates the 
relations between the other visibility conditions (‘a half, ‘little’, ‘not visible’ at sitting 
position) and individuals’ sense of group relations (Table 7.3). As team size 
increases, having more team members at ‘a half visible’ sitting condition (sitting 
beside by low-level side panels) is extensively and directly associated with 
individuals’ enhanced group relations for both task coordination and informal 
relationship. As team size increases, having more team members at ‘not visible’ 
sitting condition is adversely related to individuals’ informal relationship with the 
members. Likewise, as team size increases, having more team external members at 
‘not visible’ sitting condition is positively associated with individuals’ informal 
relationship between the members.
On the other hand, as team size decreases, having more team members at 
‘a half visible’ sitting condition is adversely related to individuals’ sense of ‘friendship’ 
and ‘problem cooperation’ whilst having more team external members at ‘little visible’ 
sitting position is already adversely related to individuals’ informal relationship with 
the members. These findings suggest that, as team size increases, getting any 
better visibility between team members can largely support the members' group 
relations whereas getting any less visibility may also largely interfere with group 
relations. For smail teams, a iess than ‘fully visible’ sitting condition may already 
adversely affect the members on some aspects of group relations. Likewise, small 
teams appear to be quite vulnerable to ‘little visible’ conditions with outsiders, team 
external members, especially for the members information relationship.
The research found that the group member status of the person sitting 
opposite over the desk low-front panel is significantly related to individuals’ sense of 
group relations. The analysis showed that individuals having more team external 
members at the opposite side over the desk low-front panel (within 2.5M with ‘not 
visible’ sitting position) are likely to experience improved informal relationships with 
team members (Table 7.5). This finding implies that having more team external 
members at ‘not visible’ sitting conditions in close proximity (other than at any open 
visibility with accessibility) may well support individuals to experience better group 
relations: the visual block and spatial boundary against team external members may
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provide a certain level of group privacy enhancing intra-group informal contacts and 
also some of the coordination processes.
The research revealed that Team RC interdependence levels largely atfect 
the way individuals experience workspace layout for group relations. Individuals with 
weak Team RC interdependence are likely to experience deteriorated task 
coordination and team bonds as their average sitting visibility with the members 
increases. On the contrary, in the same visibility condition, individuals with strong 
Team RC interdependence are likely to experience improved informal relationships 
with members (Table 7.4). As for workspace proximities (Table 7.6-9), the 
associations of workspace proximities with individuals’ sense of team bond is the 
only obvious finding for the Individuals with weak Team RC interdependence 
whereas this spatial attribute is largely associated with group relations for both task 
coordination and informal relationship for the individuals with strong Team RC 
interdependence.
For the individuals with strong Team RC interdependence, having more 
number of team external members at 2M-6M zone is connected to the individuals’ 
improved informal relationship with a team, but not for task coordination (Table
7.6-9). However, since few team external members are at a ‘fully visible’ sitting 
locations in the setting, this finding indicates that having more external members at 
2M-6M zone with ‘not visible’ sitting condition is relatively more supportive for intra­
group informal contacts and privacy against outsiders than at any locations with 
more visible condition. Workspace distances beyond 6M radius with team external 
members are ‘out of concern’ since the team size where the individuals with strong 
Team RC interdependence belong to do not exceed this spatial expansion. In other 
words, for the individuals with strong Team RC interdependence, since team internal 
members are mostly within 6M, having outsiders beyond this distance radius 
imposes no influence on group relations of the members.
This interpretation is supported by the findings for the individuals with strong 
Team RC interdependence: 1) Direct associations between team external member 
increase within 2.5M in the ‘not visible’ condition and improved team informal 
relationship (Table 7.5); 2) No appearance of significant relations between team 
external member increases at 6-8M radius and the informal relationship measures 
within a team (Table 7.6); 3) The absence of a systematic relationship between team 
external members increase beyond 4M and the informal relationship measures 
within a team (Table 7.8) whilst the presence of significant findings at 2-4M and 4-
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6M for team informal relationship (Table 7.6); 4) The increase of team internal 
members beyond a 4M radius is found to significantly deteriorate task coordination 
as weli as informal relationship with the merhbers (Table 7.6-10). What these 
findings aii suggest is that the individuais with strong Team RC interdependence are 
primarily concerned with visibility against group external members whilst a certain 
proximity with team internal members is necessary for team internal relationships 
and also task coordination.
In contrast, for the individuals with weak Team RC interdependence, the 
most apparent findings are twofold. Having more team internal members between 
2M-6M is supportive for a team bond between the members whilst having more 
team external members at this zone is adversely related to team bond (Table 7.6-7, 
Table 7.9). The interpretation of this finding can be compatible with the explanation 
applied for the individuals with strong Team RC though it is only for the 'team bond’ 
aspect. Another finding is that having more team internal members between 4M-8M 
is supportive for task coordination between team internal members but limited 
relations for informal relationship. This interpretation is supported by the findings: 1) 
a significant direct correlation between team member increase 4-6M and task 
coordination (Table 7.6), 2) higher positive associations between team member 
increase within 8M than within 6M (Table 7.7), 3) reduced levels of direct 
associations between team member increase and task coordination measures 
beyond 6M than beyond 4M (Table 7.8), significant group difference test results for 
the effects of ‘beyond 4M’ on task coordination (Table 7.10).
Functionai interdependence for the Effects of CE and SC on Group Relations
The research found that individuais in different team sizes exhibit different 
patterns of group relations experiences in relation to CE and SC. As team size 
decreases, the members’ informal relationships (with limitedly task coordination) 
become more related to the extent to which the members share CE and SC with 
each other in balance. In contrast, as team size increases, the members’ sense of 
informal relationships (with limitedly task coordination) within the team becomes 
more connected to the amounts of CE and SC they have within the team whilst 
being less concerned about whether or not their CE and SC are ail-round shared 
with every one in the team (Table 7.11). Likewise, the finding indicates that 
individuals in a large team (e.g. 14-19 in the study) are likely to perceive a sense of
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‘team’ with only those members with whom they share frequent CE and SC despite 
the assigned boundary which goes beyond the perceived boundary. As a result, the 
informal relationship between the members in a large team is not systematically 
related to the members’ shared interaction patterns with one another, as apparent in 
the averaged CE and SC.
The research revealed that GM statuses of CE and SC occurrence affect 
individuals’ group relations in different patterns. This means that whether the 
occurred CE and SC are with team internal or external members and also the 
frequency in which they occur (Table 7.12-13) make significant differences in the 
way individuals relate CE and SC to group relations. As for CE and SC occurred 
within a team, hourly CE and SC are supportively connected to the members’ group 
relations whereas 4 hour, daily, weekly, and monthly CE and SC are adversely 
associated with group relations. As for team external CE and SC, daily occurring SC 
is extensively and positively related to group relations whereas hourly, 4 hour, and 
daily CE is in general supportively connected to individuals’ informal relationships 
with the members, but not for task coordination. This means that, as individuals 
have more 1 and 4 hourly CE or daily SC with team external members, their informal 
relationship within a team get better.
Comparing CE and SC, the supportive or adverse effects of CE for group 
relations are generally limited to informal relationship aspects whereas the effects of 
SC are involved in both task coordination and informal relationship. The findings 
show that SC at a 1 hour frequency is associated with enhanced task coordination 
as well as informal relationships between the members whereas CE at this 
frequency is only related to the informal relationship increase. The analysis also 
uncovered that purely informal CE and SC (occurring between workers with no 
required communication over a month) at high frequencies (1 hour, 4 hour, and daily 
occurrence) are generally adversely associated with individuals task coordination 
and team bonds with the members (Table 7.16). These findings suggest that not 
only group membership status of occurring CE and SC but also their formai or 
informal states and temporal frequencies interactively affect the way how individuais 
experience group relations.
The research also revealed that Team RC interdependence levels 
significantly intervene in the way people experience CE and SC occurrence for 
group relations. As for the individuals with weak Team RC interdependence, the
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cumulated amounts of CE and SC within a team (regardless of whether or not they 
are shared in balance with every one in the team) are directly related to enhanced 
sense of group relations for both task coordination and informal relationship with the 
members. On the contrary, as for the individuals with strong Team RC 
interdependence, the mere sum amounts of CE and SC are adversely related to the 
individuals’ sense of informal relationship within the team. Instead, the average 
frequencies as the balanced CE and SC with each of the members within the team 
are significantly related to enhanced task coordination and Informal relationship of 
the individuals with the members (Table 7.15).
These findings are the reflection of: 1) the ambiguous team boundary 
perception of the individuals with weak Team RC interdependence that individuals’ 
‘team’ sense is primarily shared with those members they exchange frequent CE 
and SC; 2) the unambiguous team boundary perception of the individuals with 
strong Team RC interdependence that individuals’ ‘team’ sense is clearly shared 
with each of the members and thus CE and SC exchange with each of them are 
reflected in their sense of group relations. This interpretation helps to explain the 
positive associations between 1 and 4 hourly CE with team external members and 
improved team informal relationship in the preceding analysis (Table 7.12-13).
The research also observed the intervening role of Team RC 
interdependence for the relations between CE/ SC occurrence within a team and the 
members’ group relations (Table 7.17). One of the most noticeable findings is that 
SC occurrence is more extensively related to individuals’ group relations than CE 
occurrence. For CE occurrence within a team, hourly occurring CE is positively 
connected to informal relationship and also task coordination for the members with 
weak Team RC interdependence whilst this pattern is not found for the members 
with strong Team RC interdependence. CE at 4 hour, daily, and weekly intervals is 
neither positively nor negatively related to group relations for the members with 
weak Team RC interdependence whereas CE at 4 hour frequency is already 
adversely associated with group relations for the members with strong Team RC 
interdependence.
For SC occurrence within a team, both the members with weak and strong 
Team RC interdependence get benefits of 1 hourly SC for informal relationship with 
the other members. However, individuals with strong Team RC interdependence are 
already likely to experience deteriorating task coordination and informal relationship 
with the other members when their SC occurrence becomes less frequent than 1
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hour interval (4 hour, daily, and weekly). In contrast, group relations for the 
individuals with weak Team RC interdependence are continuously supported by 4 
hour, daily and weekly SC occurrences. These findings suggest that the group 
relations of the individuals with strong Team RC interdependence can be 
significantly deteriorated even in the condition where the individuals with weak Team 
RC interdependence are largely supported for their group relations.
Functional Interdependence and Excessive CE and 30  for Group Relations
Since few CE and SC occur at lesser frequencies than RC in open-plan 
offices, the present study approached the imbalanced CE and SC over RC levels in 
the concept of ‘excessive CE and SC for privacy issues (see 3.2.2 & 9.2). For group 
relations, it is important to recognise the imbalanced CE and SC as not only 
excessive CE and SC over RC but also deficient RC for CE and SC (see 3.2.3 &
9.3). This means that the research explored the effects of excessively occurring CE 
and SC on individuals’ group relations from the perspective of CE/SC-RC imbalance 
which accounts for both excessive CE/ SC over RC and deficient RC for CE/ SC 
depending on the individuals’ RC structure. The research also investigated the 
intervening role of functional interdependence in the effects of excessive CE/ SC on 
group relations.
First, the research unveiled the patterns for how excessively occurring CE 
and SC over RC are related to individuals’ group relations and how the relations are 
intervened by different levels of Team RC interdependence (Table 7.18-19). The 
most apparent finding from the analyses is the contrasting view on the correlation 
patterns for the members of weak and for the members of strong Team RC 
interdependence. The research found that excessively occurring CE and SC over 
RC within a team are all supportively related to group relations for the members with 
weak Team RC interdependence whereas the same interaction occurrences are all 
adversely connected to group relations for the members with strong Team RC 
interdependence. This means individuals with weak Team RC interdependence are 
likely to experience enhanced task coordination and informal relationships as they 
have more excessive CE/ SC within a team whereas individuals with strong Team 
RC interdependence are likely to experience deteriorated group relations in the 
same situation.
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From the perspective of CE/ SC-RC imbalance, these findings suggest that 
the individuals with weak Team RC interdependence get the benefits of frequent CE 
and SC within a team for group relations regardless of the amount of imbalance or 
gap between the occurred CE/ SC and the amount they actually needed by RC 
frequency. On the contrary, the individuals with strong Team RC interdependence 
seem to concern the amount of imbalance between CE/ SC and RC (deficient RC 
interdependence for the occurring CE and SC) for group relations. This means that 
the individuals with strong Team RC interdependence adversely perceive 
excessively occurring CE/ SC whilst the members with weak task interdependence 
positively perceive them for their sense of overall group relations.
The research also observed some differences between excessive CE and 
SC occurring within a team for group relations along the different levels of Team RC 
interdependence. Excessive CE is more widely associated with group relations as 
supportive functions for the individuals with weak Team RC than the individuals with 
strong Team RC interdependence. Likewise, the adverse relations found between 
excessive CE and task coordination for the individuals with strong Team RC 
interdependence are no longer noticeable by excessive SC. These findings suggest 
that, within a team, 1) excessively occurring chance encounters (CE) does more 
supportive functions than excessively occurring spontaneous conversations (SC) for 
group relations especially for the members with weak Team RC interdependence, 
and 2) the members with strong Team RC interdependence experiencing adverse 
effects of excessive chance encounters (CE) for team task coordination would not 
have such negative experiences when it comes to excessive spontaneous 
conversations (SC).
The research observed an interaction effect between excessive SC within a 
team and Team RC interdependence levels for overall group relations (Table 7.21 & 
Figure 7.1). The finding indicates that individuals with strong Team RC 
Interdependence experienced deteriorating task coordination and informal 
relationships with the members. Individuals with weak Team RC interdependence 
experienced improved task coordination and informal relationships with members in 
the same condition of increased excessive internal SC. From the SC-RC imbalance 
perspective, this finding implies that overall group relations of the members with 
strong Team RC interdependence can be adversely affected by the increased SC- 
RC imbalance with the members whereas overall group relations of the individuals
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with weak Team RC interdependence improves by the frequent SC regardless of the 
increased SC-RC gaps with the members.
The research also investigated the relations between excessive CE and SC 
with team external members and group relations in respect of the individuals’ Team 
RC interdependence levels. Excessive CE and SC with team external members are 
found adversely associated with task coordination and team bonds for the 
individuals with strong Team RC interdependence whereas only excessive SC is 
positively associated with task coordination for these individuals (Table 7.20). None 
of such adverse relations are found between excessive CE or SC and group 
relations for the individuals with weak Team RC interdependence. These findings 
suggest that team coordination and informai relationship of the individuals with 
strong Team RC interdependence, as compared with the individuais with weak 
Team RC, are primaniy vulnerable to the increased excessive CE or SC with team 
external members in a setting.
Likewise, without parting the individuals by functional interdependence 
conditions, the research explored the overall effects of excessively occurring CE and 
SC within a team on the members’ task coordination as well as informal relationship 
within the team. The findings evidently indicate that excessively occurring CE within 
a team significantly deteriorate members’ team bond, friendship, trust, which are all 
of the informal relationship measures, and also its adverse effect extends to task 
understanding and decision speed between the team members (Table 7.21). From 
the perspective of CE-RC imbalance, the findings point out that a large imbalance 
between the frequency of chance encounters (CE) and the frequency of required 
communication (RC) within a team can significantly deteriorate the team’s task 
coordination as well as informal relationship. However, the research found that 
excessive SC within a team does not impose neither adverse nor systematic effects 
on the members’ group relations, except for the deteriorated sense of ‘team bond’.
This comparative difference between excessive CE and SC for group 
relations may be attributable to the fact that ‘having a talk’ (SC) is more intentional 
and ‘pursuing’ behaviour for the need whereas ‘having an eye-contact or face-to- 
face encounter on the corridor’ (CE) is much less selective behaviour in which 
‘unwanted’ interpersonal contacts are still embedded. This may be the result of 
interaction regulation mechanism as Altman (1975) proposed.
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8.2.4. From the Additional Findings
The research extended the data analysis to explore such additional variables 
as task characteristics and workspace satisfactions for their feasible relations with 
the main variables and also to investigate the linkages between privacy and group 
relations. The research observed meaningful findings and thus integrates them.
The research found that among the task complexity measures - the amounts 
of a) creative task, b) analytic task, and c) writing reports, concentration difficulties 
are widely related to ‘writing reports' whilst creative and analytic tasks are not 
systematically associated with concentration privacy. The result indicates that 
individuals doing more amount of writing reports at workspace are likely to 
experience privacy problems for concentration (Table 7.23). However, group 
difference tests showed that the writing task alone produces nof systematic impacts 
on concentration privacy. Instead, the summed score of the three measures 
composing a single construct of ‘task complexity' yields meaningful impacts on 
some of the interruption related problems for concentration privacy (Table 7.24).
The research observed that task complexity intervenes in how people 
perceive the condition of having more people sitting opposite over the desk low-front 
partition (within 2.5M with 'not visible’ at sitting position) for concentration privacy 
(Table 7.25). Individuals doing less complex tasks are found to experience lessened 
privacy problems for concentration as they have more people at the opposite side 
whereas individuals doing highly complex tasks exhibit neither such positive 
relations nor adverse connections to the changing conditions at the opposite desks. 
This finding can be interpreted that, as they are assigned to sit in close proximity, 
individuals doing a less amount of complex tasks relatively prefer having others at 
the locations with visibility and accessibility blocks to any other locations with open 
visibility or accessibility, and yet individuals with a large amount of complex task do 
not exhibit this preference.
This finding seems to indicate that individuals with less complex tasks 
concern the changing conditions at the opposite whereas individuals doing lots of 
complex tasks are not much concerned of the changing conditions at the opposite 
because their attentions are more pulled on to the task performance. However, a 
subsequent finding suggests that when naturally occurring eye-contacts are difficult 
to avoid (Table 7.25), the individuals doing a large amount of complex tasks can be 
not only adversely but also more affected by the visibility conditions than the 
individuals with less amount of complex tasks.
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As for the investigation of workspace satisfactions and privacy problems, the 
research observed that the individuals in a small group in a setting is more 
concerned with interruption related privacy problems whereas the individuals in a 
large group in a setting are more concerned with distraction related privacy 
problems when it comes to individual desk locations. Likewise, the research found 
that as team size increases, the members become more concerned with office 
layout than individual desk locations (Table 7.26). As for workspace satisfactions 
and group relations, workspace satisfactions are primarily related to team task 
coordination for the individuals in a small team whereas workspace satisfactions are 
more connected to informal relationship between the members for the individuals in 
a large group (Table 7.27).
The statistical analysis also showed that concentration privacy may be a 
prior need to group relations for the satisfactions with the office environments, in the 
open-plan office settings.Individuals having concentration problems did not perceive 
workplace layout any better even when their informal relaitonship with team 
members improved. In contrast, individuals having good privacy for concentration 
expressed rapidly rising satisfactions with office layout when their informal 
relationship with team members got better (Table 7.28, Figure 7.2).
The research revealed that individuals with a large amount of excessive CE 
within a team are likely to experience a rapid deterioration of group relations when 
they confront privacy problems for concentration whereas individuals with a small 
amount of excessive CE within a team are likely to keep on improving group 
relations against their individual privacy problems. From the perspective of CE-RC 
imbalance, this finding indicates that individuals with a large amount of CE-RC 
imbalance within a team exhibit rapidly deteriorating informal relationship and task 
coordination when they experience privacy problems for task concentration. In 
contrast, individuals with little CE-RC imbalance are likely to exhibit continuing 
improvement of group relations even when their privacy problems for concentration 
arise (Table 7.29, Figure 7.3).
What this finding means is that when individuals have good balance between 
the amount of chance encounters (CE) and the amount of required communication 
(RC) within a team, their informal relationship and task coordination with the 
members continue to rise up even in the situation in which their individual privacy 
gets problems. On the contrary, when individuals have a large amount of 
excessively occurring CE over the amount required for work processes in a team or
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their task interdependence levels are much lower than the occurring chance 
encounters within a team, their privacy states for individual tasks direct affect their 
group relations. This finding suggests that increased chance encounters can 
adversely affect not only individuals’ privacy states for concentration but also their 
task coordination and informal relationships with members depending on the 
individuals’ functional interdependence levels within a team.
Another finding shows that individuals having privacy problems are likely to 
exhibit deteriorating group relations as they experience an increasing amount of 
excessive chance encounters (CE) within a team whereas individuals with adequate 
concentration privacy do not exhibit this relational behaviour (Table 7.30). In other 
words, securing an adequate state for concentration privacy seem to support 
individuals to make a good use of frequently occurring chance encounters for group 
relations. The research also discovered that individuals with a large amount of 
required communication (RC sum) within a team exhibit a rapid deterioration of task 
coordination and informal relationships with the members as they experience 
privacy problems. In contrast, individuals with a small amount of required 
communication (RC sum) within a team manifest continuously inclining informal 
relationship and task coordination with the members even when they experience 
privacy problems for concentration (Table 7.31-32, Figure 7.4-5).
Since possessing a large amount of frequently required interactions within a 
team demands individuals to continuously make spontaneous contacts with the 
members, these findings explain: 1) privacy problems for concentration caused by 
increased interpersonal contacts and views In an open-plan office affect only the 
individuals with a large amount of required interactions within a team to experience 
deteriorated task coordination and informal relationship with the members; whereas, 
2) the individuals with a small amount of required interactions within a team continue 
to take advantage of the frequently occurring interactions to enhance their task 
coordination as well as informal relationships with members despite the same 
degree of privacy problems they experience.
8.3. Summary
In the manner of responding to the research problem, this chapter organised 
the findings integratively under each research question, and also summarised the
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additional findings. In the next chapter (Chapter 9), synthesising all these findings, 
the research completes the structure of E-B CIS (Contextual, Integrative & Structural) 
framework and thus presents the developed model in order to explain the E-B 
relations of workspace, interaction, privacy, and group relations. It also provides a 
pragmatic conceptual guide for understanding workplace interaction and privacy 
conflicts. As the final chapter in the thesis, Chapter 9 concludes the research.
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CHAPTER IX. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
9.1. Introduction
In the preceding chapters, the research set out three research questions 
arising from the E-B CIS (Contextual, Integrative and Structural) framework for 
workspace, interaction, privacy and group relations (Chapter 3). The framework was 
conceptualised to guide the investigation of E-B relations but also provided a test 
bed for further elaboration in relation to the findings. Accordingly, in the present 
chapter, as the final chapter of the thesis, the research presents a completed E-B 
CIS model evolved from the initial structure (see 3.1) based on the findings, it then 
proceeds to explanations of E-B relations of workspace, interaction, privacy and 
group relations from two perspectives.
First, the research provides general accounts of E-B relations under scrutiny 
based on the E-B CIS model, in this section, the findings are integrated with 
previous research. Then, in the subsequent sections, the research offers a more 
detailed explanation of E-B relations across four sets of consideration: 1) workspace, 
interdependence and interaction, 2) workspace and interaction for concentration 
privacy, 3) workspace and interaction for group relations, and 4) workspace 
interaction, privacy and group relations.
Based on the evolved theoretical model, the research also offers a practical 
guide in which the concepts of ‘workspace-interdependence congruence’ and 
‘interaction-interdependence balance' are pivotal to understanding workplace 
interaction and privacy conflicts. After discussing some suggestions for future 
research, the key conclusions are identified in which main findings are briefly 
clarified along with the major contributions these findings make.
9.2. The Research Objective
The objective of the research is restated because the present section is 
organised in a way that responds to this objective: "To develop a reliable and 
pragmatic theoretical model which helps to explain E-B relations for in particular an 
understanding of the relations between workspace, interaction, privacy and group
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relations in the context of organisational functioning and which can be practically 
applied to manage workplace interaction and privacy conflicts”.
9.2.1. General Accounts Based on E-B CIS Model
Figure 9.1. Completed E-B CIS Model for Workspace Interaction, Privacy and Group Relations
Workspace Layout
’ Openness, Sitting-Visibility, Proximity
Workspace-lnteraction Relations
Unplanned Interaction
Chance Encounter
• Eye Contact & Face-to-face Encounter
CE-SC Link
Spontaneous Conversation 
• Formal & Informal Conversation
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Functional Interdependence
• Group Membership
• Required Communication
o
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Interaction Regulation Process 
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Concentration Privacy 
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Work Characteristics 
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Structural Analysis: 
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*CIS Model: Contextual, Integrative and Structural Model
The E-B CIS framework was originally structured based on previous findings 
and also the available theoretical models or concepts: ‘privacy mechanisms’ (Altman, 
1975), ‘privacy regulation model’ (Kupritz, 2000), ‘social interference framework’ 
(Oldham, Cummings & Zhou, 1995), ‘the workplace interaction model’ (Rashid et al., 
2006), ‘structural congruence’ (Sundstrom, 1987), ‘boundary management’ 
(Sundstrom & Altman, 1989), privacy needs in hierarchy (Sundstrom et al., 1982), 
and systems theory (e.g. Katz & Kahn, 1978).
From the initial structure of E-B CIS (Contextual, Integrative and Structural) 
framework (see 3.1), the research has developed the complete model based on the 
research findings. What are added on the diagram as compared with the initial 
construct are a few terms with directed arrows or links explaining the relations
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between the E-B dimensions. The completed model is not only compatible with 
existing models and concepts but also bridges the gaps between them and overall, 
offers an integrative explanation of E-B relations between workspace, interaction, 
privacy and group relations.
A key underlying proposition of the model is that the functional structure of 
people in a setting Is a contextual factor of an organisation which exerts a 
systematic role in helping to explain E-B relations between workspace, interaction, 
privacy and group behaviour. Its role for E-B relations becomes more evident and 
critical as the functional relationship becomes more intense because E-B 
dimensions become highly interrelated and interlinked, systematically influencing 
one another. When the functional relationship between people gets strong, E-B 
relations also become highly predictable. When, on the other hand, the functional 
relationship between people is weak, E-B relations also become largely 
unpredictable, largely affected by individual attributes and also task characteristics.
Based on the E-B CIS model, it is important to view the functional 
interdependence of people at both an interpersonal and individual level. This means 
that group membership and required communication as the proxy indicators of 
functional interdependence should be approached from Individual and also 
interpersonal perspectives.
As for group membership status, at an interpersonal level, it indicates 
whether or not two individuals belong to the same workgroup. At an individual level, 
group membership status can be represented by the number of group members (or 
external members) in a setting which also means workgroup size. Required 
communication frequency denotes the strength of any two individuals’ functional 
relationship regardless of group membership status. An individual level of required 
interaction can be approached by the amount of required communications that the 
individual shares with others in a setting and also the shared level of required 
communication that the individual possesses within a team. The former has been 
described in terms of a small or large amount of required interaction in a setting 
whilst the latter in terms of iow or high team interdependence. The current findings 
showed that these concepts are critical to explaining individuals’ privacy and group 
relations behaviour.
In the completed E-B CIS model, the E-B relationship dimensions are 
connected by lines with arrows whilst being described of the nature of the 
relationships with such terms of ‘workspace-interdependence congruence’.
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‘workspace-interaction relations’, and ‘interaction-interdependence balance’ 
eventually for individual privacy for task concentration and group relations. For a 
clarification of the dimensional connections in the E-B CIS model, this section 
provides an additional chart (Figure 9.2) depicting the dimensional linkages in the E- 
B CIS model prior to the explanation of the workplace E-B phenomenon through the 
model (Figure 9.1).
Figure 9.2. Description of Dimensional Connections in E-B CIS Model
Workspace-interdependence Congruence:
Workspace congruently laid out with group membership (boundaries) 
and the required communications (frequencies) between people
T
Workspace-lnteraction Relations:
Mutually supportive or interfering relationships between workspace 
and interaction occurrences for people’s interaction requirements
T
interaction-interdependence Balance:
Actual interactions according to group membership (boundaries) 
and the required communications (frequencies) between people
T
Privacy States for Concentration and Group Relations:
'Sense of control’ for task concentration 
and group coordination & member relationships
For Workspace-interaction Relations
For people having strong interdependence relationships in a setting, the 
functional structure seems to operate as an interpersonal gauge upon which 
individuals selectively regulate outgoing, as well as incoming interactions with others. 
Under this condition, people strive to regulate their Interaction pursuits and controls 
such that they are highly aligned with their functional relationships to minimise 
incompatible interaction occurrences (i.e., against what is necessary to get the job 
done). This systematic interaction regulation behaviour in accordance with functional
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interdependence is oriented to accomplishing assigned team roles and relations (e.g. 
Hall, 1987; Katz & Kahn, 1978) whilst minimising distractions and interruptions from 
‘unwanted interactions’ to secure adequate privacy states for achieving the 
individual task (Oldham, Cummings & Zhou, 1995; Sundstrom, Burt & Kamp, 1980).
With strong functional interdependence, people selectively avoid or regulate 
even eye-contacts and encounters around workspaces as well as spontaneously 
occurring conversations. As a result, interactions appear to be highly compatible 
with functional structure; yet there is little direct relationship with workspace layout. 
For example, people go distances to have task-related talks with others (see 
Sundstrom, 1986; Wineman, 1982) whilst two workers may at the same time hardly 
exchange words with each other despite being closely located in a fully visible 
condition (cf. Hatch, 1987; Hedge, 1982).
In the condition of strong functional interdependence between people, a 
workspace that is aligned with this including such spatial features as workspace 
openness and proximity can immensely facilitate interaction occurrences because 
people’s interaction and boundary intentions are supported by these spatial 
conditions (e.g. Becker & Sims, 2001). Likewise, via visual barriers and workspace 
distance etc, workspace layout can help to reduce ‘unwanted’ interactions between 
people with few functional (i.e., necessary) relations (e.g. Bobele & Buchanan, 
1979). Thus, when workspace-interdependence is compatibly aligned, it will appear 
as if the workspace generates and also control interactions (cf. Penn, 1999; Peponis 
et al, 2007). That is, when there Is structural congruence between workspace and 
interdependence, the former will play an important role in supporting people’s 
interaction pursuing and regulating behaviour. In other words, people can effectively 
make use of the physical environment to pursue and control their interactions (e.g. 
Oldham & Brass, 1979; Szilagyi & Holland, 1980; Sundstrom & Altman, 1989). In 
this mutually supportive condition, the impacts of physical environment may seem to 
be all powerful.
However, when the workspace is not aligned with people’s functional 
structure for interpersonal relations, it may largely interfere with Interaction 
regulation pursuits: this will result in largely mismatched E-B relations (e.g. Brennan, 
Churgh & Kline, 2002; Duffy, 1974a, 1974b). In this workspace-interdependence 
non-aiigned condition, people may experience frequently occurring ‘unwanted’ eye- 
contacts and encounters with others with whom they share little or nothing; task 
irrelevant interactions occur because they are facilitated by workspace layout whilst
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interaction potentials necessary for effective collaboration are largely suppressed by 
workplace layout (e.g. Teasley et al., 2000). The problems can be conceptualised as 
privacy problems (e.g. Sundstrom, et al., 1980) and group coordination and member 
relationship problems (e.g. Zalesny & Farace, 1987). Thus, incongruence between 
functional requirements and workplace layout will yield workspace-interaction 
relations that appear to be largely independent and unpredictable (e.g. Hatch, 1987).
As for people with weak functional interdependence, the role of the 
workspace for interaction regulation may become directive, especially for such 
unplanned interpersonal contacts as eye-contacts, encounters, and spontaneous 
conversations around workspaces (e.g. Hatch, 1985; Steen et al., 2005). Since 
people’s interaction intentions are weak, interaction occurrence and non-occurrence 
are highly susceptible to spatial conditions (e.g. Howells & Becker, 1962; Kipnis, 
1960). When workspaces are open and located in close proximity, it is more 
predictable of the occupants’ interactions than if people have a strong interpersonal 
structure. This means that the workspace may generate not only eye-contacts and 
encounters but also spontaneous conversations although the contents of 
conversations may well be task irrelevant or purely informal (cf. Sundstrom).
In this case, workspace-interdependence alignment is not an issue because 
individuals’ primary concern is about individual task performance rather than team 
collaboration and relationships and also its implications for privacy are not 
immediate (Zalesny & Farace, 1987). Furthermore, people’ privacy concerns are not 
under interaction regulation but susceptible to other environmental factors such as 
noise, views, openness which are more about ‘architectural privacy’ (e.g. Kupritz, 
1998; Sundstrom et al., 1982b).
In this case, the workspace may exert a powerful influence on interpersonal 
behaviour but also workspace-interaction relations will appear predictable at least 
for unplanned interactions (e.g. Penn, Desyllas & Vaughan, 1999). Partition heights, 
workspace distance, workspace shapes and connections - all these spatial attributes 
may directly exert corresponding behavioural outcomes in a setting with a weak 
functional structure between people (e.g. Allen, 1977; Allen & Gerstberger, 1973; 
Con rath, 1973). Interaction regulation is not a salient issue for these people and 
there will hence not be concerns about ‘unwanted’ or ‘excessive interaction’ and aiso 
a lack of interaction for group coiiaboration and relationships, for these people 
(Heerwagen, 2004; Kupritz, 2000). Their perceptions and attitudes or satisfactions
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towards the physical environment may well depend on their individual work 
characteristics, personal attributes, interpretations of the organisation or the 
environment (e.g. CAGE, 2005; Knoil, 2005). For this condition, an individual level of 
investigation may be sufficient to explain E-B relations.
As for people with strong interpersonal intentions, workspace- 
interdependence structural congruence can lead to mutually supportive workspace- 
interaction relationships in which people’s interaction patterns are compatible with 
the spatial layout. This will eventually lead to an interaction-interdependence 
balance in which people’s interpersonal contacts and interactions occur in respect of 
their functionai relationship structure (Sundstrom, 1986). in other words, there Is an 
interaction where an interaction is required and there is regulated interaction where 
it is necessary just according to the individuals’ group membership and the required 
interaction frequencies (Kupritz, 2000; Sundstrom & Altman, 1989).
As for people with weak functional interdependence, the logical interaction 
sequence from workspace to initial contacts, and then from the contacts to 
conversation occurrence is not predictable because the initial contacts are highly 
susceptible to spatial layout. Moreover, subsequent behaviour is largely affected by 
individuals’ rationales for interpersonal relationships. This means that the functional 
structure of people provides a weak context of E-B relations for people’s Interaction 
behaviour. Also the concept of workspace-interdependence congruence has less 
meaning in this particular context, since systematic interaction regulation behaviour 
is not imperative for individual task performance or for group collaborations.
Therefore, social and physical boundary congruence concepts are also not 
applicable as people possess vague social boundary perceptions. On the other 
hand, E-B relations at least for workspace and unplanned interaction occurrence 
can yield direct relations since the workspace can exert primary influences on initial 
contacts which may well lead to conversational occurrences regardless of the 
content of these conversations, unless there is any individual reason to avoid or 
control over them (e.g. Kraut & Galegher, 1999; Serrato, 2002, Rashid etal., 2006).
Privacy and Group Relations
For people with intense or many interdependent relationships in a setting, 
the ‘interdependence’ structure seems to operate as an interpersonal gauge upon 
which individuais selectively perceive and control incoming and outgoing
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interactions (cf. Altman, 1975). People in a strong interdependence structure 
perceive interactions incompatible with their functional relationship with others: that 
is, they will perceive them as distractions or interruptions against individual privacy 
needs and also group relations. These imbalanced interactions can be defined 
‘unwanted’ or ‘wanted’ interactions
Likewise, based on comparison between actual and required interaction 
amounts. Interaction frequency can also be defined as ‘excessive’ or ‘deficient’ 
interactions. Thus, the objective of interaction regulation for the people in this 
condition Is to minimise unwanted intrusions (Kupritz, 2000; Oldham, Cummings & 
Zhou, 1995; Sundstrom, 1986) whilst satisfying wanted interactions and also 
avoiding excessive or deficient interactions. This interaction-interdependence 
balance can be regarded as a key to an optimal level of interaction for both 
individual privacy needs and group relations (cf. Altman, 1975). In other words, 
achieving a balanced state of interactions with needs and intentions is a key to 
reaching an optimal state of interaction which helps to simultaneously satisfy the 
prerequisite condition of individual privacy for task concentration (e.g. Sundstrom et 
ai., 1982) and the intense interpersonal needs for task coordination and member ‘ 
relationship.
As ‘interaction-interdependence balance’ is a central mechanism for 
understanding interaction regulation processes of people with highly interdependent 
relationships, increase in the number of interdependent relationships forces the 
interaction regulation process to be more restrictive on any ‘unwanted’ or ‘excessive’ 
interactions for interaction-interdependence balance. As a result, people in this 
condition become highly sensitive to any unbalanced interactions for privacy states 
and group relations (e.g. Zalesny & Farace, 1987). Furthermore, when individuais 
are in a situation requiring more psychological privacy for certain reasons (e.g. task 
complexity) (e.g. Goodrich, 1982; Maher & von Hippei, 2005), their interaction 
regulation may become even stricter to maintain people’s ‘sense of control’ for task 
performance (Sundstrom, 1986; Kupritz, 2000). This aii means that for the people 
with many and strong functional interdependent relationships in any one setting, 
balanced workspace-interaction relations supported by structural congruence of 
workspace-interdependence is prerequisite for a balanced state of interaction and 
interdependence of people (interaction-interdependence balance) (see the 
preceding section).
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For people having weak or few interdependent relationships, as compared 
with those having strong or many interdependent relationships, this ‘interaction- 
interdependence balance’ seems to be an important issue. This means that 
individuals with few or weak interdependent relationships (who are little concerned 
with spatial conditions for interaction regulation) may not be directly affected by 
interaction-interdependence balance or imbalance states (e.g. Sundstrom et al., 
1982; Zalesny & Farace, 1987). To a certain extent, increased interactions seem to 
make these people iess vulnerable or generate more favourable attitudes towards 
the interactions and other people for their privacy states (e.g. Becker & Sims, 2001) 
regardless of balance and functional relationship issues, it is probably because 
people with few or weak interdependent relationships possess little need for 
interaction control.
Hence, whereas individuals with strongly interdependent relationships will 
experience serious privacy problems for task performance and team coordination 
because of frequently occurring eye-contacts and encounters within a team, 
individuals with weak team interdependent relationships will not experience these 
things (e.g. Zalesny & Farace, 1987). Likewise, those with weak interdependence 
may express continuously enhanced group relations despite increased privacy 
problems (e.g. Sundstrom, Herbert & Brown, 1982; Teasley et al., 2000), This 
phenomenon can be attributable to the relative insensitivity of these people to 
interaction regulations for their functional relationship structure. Thus, for the 
individuals with few or weak functional interdependence with others, privacy and 
group relations can be separate issues.
However, for people with strong or many functional relationships, privacy and 
group relations cannot be separate issues because these two concepts heavily 
reside on the regulation of the same interactions but with different effect directions: 
controlling for individual privacy and regulating for interpersonal relations. This 
means people need others for frequent interactions and at the same time they have 
to keep the same people away for individual privacy. In the case of people within a 
highiy interdependent team, having a problem of interaction regulation can be critical 
for both individual privacy and team relations. Since they often have to strive to keep 
away from each other to control interactions, any pushing-off or avoiding interaction 
behaviour may adversely affect their task coordination as weli as sense of bond, 
friendship, and aiso trust. Thus, highiy frequent interactions within a team of strong 
interdependence can adversely affect the members’ task coordination and also
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relationships, especially when the interactions are not balanced with the functionai 
structure of the team.
For workspace-interdependence congruence, non-aligned workspace layout 
with team structures may result in a large amount of unregulated interactions within 
teams which can seriously reduce individuals’ sense of control over the interactions 
for task concentration and also team relationship and task processes (Sundstrom & 
Altman, 1989). On the other hand, congruent workspace-interdependence structure 
for a team can largely support members’ in naturally controlling the frequency of 
interactions for adequate states of concentration privacy and at the same time allow 
necessary interactions for team processes and relationships. For people with strong 
functional relationships, a workspace-interdependence congruence status can 
directly affect not only how people interact within the workspace for their interaction 
regulation behaviour (workspace-interaction relations) but also how people regulate 
interactions with their functional relationship structure (interaction-interdependence 
balance) and hence their experiences of individual privacy and group relations.
Depending on the status of functional interdependence between people in a 
team and also in a setting, the relations of workspace, interaction, privacy and group 
relations can be meaningfully interrelated or may exist as separate issues. This 
means that people’s perceptions and experiences about the occurring interactions 
and aiso the spatial layout for concentration privacy and group relations may vary 
but can be systematically predicted when the structure of people’s functional 
relationships in a setting are properly identified.
9.2.2. Elaborate Explanations Based on E-B CIS Model
Under the developed conceptual model, the preceding section provided a 
general explanation of E-B relations between workspace, interaction, privacy and 
group relations. This section offers more elaborate explanations of the E-B relations 
by presenting key statements from the findings in four topics: 1) workspace, 
interdependence, and interaction, 2) workspace and interaction for concentration 
privacy, 3) workspace and interaction for group relations, and 4) workspace 
interaction, privacy and group relations. The last topic in particular deals with the 
links between privacy and group relations along interaction and interdependence 
conditions between people. To avoid repetitive references from the preceding 
section and since the E-B relations findings in the research are detailed as
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compared with previous findings, this section notes oniy those studies whose 
variables and assumptions are specifically necessary to the current explanation. 
Detailed accounts bridge the gaps between the findings in previous studies.
Workspace, Interdependence, and Interaction
1) E-B relations between workspace layout and unplanned interactions 
largely vary according to the temporal states of the interactions as well as the spatial 
attributes of workspace.
Interaction behaviour consists of a temporal dimension whether or not there 
is an interaction. The temporal dimension consists of frequency and duration 
according to which an interaction relates to the space in various/ different patterns. 
When considering these temporal aspects of behaviour together with variations in 
spatial attributes (e.g., distance in meters and different visibility conditions,) E-B 
relations become a complex issue. It is important to clarify which temporal 
characteristics of interaction are of concern and to which spatial attributes are 
related. This helps to reliably identify and understand target workspace-interaction 
relations whilst taking account of other contextual factors.
Taking into account the temporal aspect of interactions is critical since 
interaction behaviour can be largely affected by the contextual variables (e.g. Hatch 
1985, 1987). When there are certain E-B relations findings between studies which 
appear to be inconsistent or even contradictory, it helps to clarify whether they are 
really the results of different E-B relations or just aspects of the same phenomenon 
which can be understood when the temporal aspects of interaction behaviour are 
accounted for. The present research suggests E-B relations for less frequent 
interactions can be hardly connected to workspace layout (e.g. Clearwater, 1979; 
Sundstrom, Burt & Kamp, 1980; Duffy, 1974a, 1974b) whereas frequent interactions 
are related to workspace layout (e.g. Penn, 1999; Rashid et al., 2006).
2) The workspace exerts most effect on highly frequent interactions 
occurring in close proximity with open visibility.
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Unplanned Interactions at 1 hour and 4 hour intervals are reliably related to 
‘within 4M’ and ‘fully visible’ sitting conditions whilst chance encounters yield higher 
associations than spontaneous conversations with spatial attributes (cf. Backhouse 
& Drew, 1992). As for interactions occurring beyond daily frequency (e.g., weekly or 
monthly) these are not predictable by workspace layout as these are extensively 
affected by the functional structure of people. Chance encounters within a 4M 
workspace radius with fully open visibility are most predictable and yet beyond 6M 
are no longer systematically related to workspace layout. However, chance 
encounters and spontaneous conversations occurring even in close proximity are 
not independent from people’s functional relationships.
3) Intentional spontaneous conversations are most likely between 
workspaces in close proximity: as workspaces get further, unintentional 
spontaneous conversations are more likely as a result of chance encounters.
An intentional spontaneous conversation means pursuing talk with an 
intention of talking rather than as a result of a chance encounter, which is 
unintentional spontaneous conversation (Heerwagen, 2004). Within close proximity, 
individuals actively do intentional interactions as their interaction needs arise. Then, 
as two workspaces move 'beyond 10M’, people mostly do unintentional 
spontaneous conversations, which means they exchange conversations only upon 
chance encounters.
4) In the same spatial conditions, people discretely and systematically 
exchange eye-contacts, encounters, and spontaneous talks according to their 
functional relationship with others.
Within 4M, 4-8M, and beyond 8M workspace distances, individuals from the 
same team exchange more eye-contacts, encounters, and spontaneous talks than 
individuals from different teams. These interaction differences are also apparent 
within the compatible visibility conditions. Likewise, in the spatial conditions, 
individuals with strong task interdependence exchange more eye-contacts, 
encounters, and spontaneous talks than individuals with weak task interdependence. 
As a result, in the same spatial condition, people in the same team with strong 
interdependence are most likely to exchange eye-contacts and spontaneous talks
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whereas people from different workgroups with weak interdependence are least 
likely to have such Interpersonal contacts (Zalesny, Salas & Prince, 1995).
5) Upon eye-contacts or face-to-face encounters around workspaces, people 
systematically regulate whether or not to talk according to their functional 
relationship with others.
Whether and to what extent, two individuals exchange spontaneous 
conversations upon chance encounters is largely dependent on their status of 
functional interdependence for job functioning. Upon chance encounters, with In­
group members talk more than between-group members and Individuals with 
frequent interaction needs talk more than individuals with little interaction needs. 
This means, having a compatible amount of eye-contact within a close proximity 
with open visibility, workers from the same team with strong interdependence are 
most likely to talk whereas people from different workgroups with weak 
interdependence are least likely to talk. In other words, having a compatible amount 
of eye-contacts within a close proximity with open visibility, Individuals’ talking 
frequencies with surrounding others are highly systematic according to their 
functional statuses in relation to their work process (cf. Hatch, 1985, 1987).
6) For chance encounterSj workspace exerts associative influences with the 
functional structure of people rather than independent effects. For spontaneous 
conversations, workspace has a secondary involvement via chance encounters 
rather than direct impacts.
The research found that the functional structure of people exert a largely 
moderating role for the influence of workspace layout on overall chance encounters 
although it varies according to the frequency intervals of chance encounters. For 
spontaneous conversation occurrence, chance encounter has a main effect on 
interaction behaviour though its effect is largely intervened by the functional 
structure of people. For spontaneous conversation occurrence, workspace alone 
has no meaningful role whilst its effects are largely moderated by both chance 
encounter and the functional structure of people. Workspace-interaction relations 
are largely moderated by the levels of functional interdependence between people in 
a setting.
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When the levels of functional interdependence arise, people come to 
systematically avoid or permit the opportunities of even eye-contacts with others 
within a close proximity and open visibility according to their functional relationship 
status. When seated opposite with a low-front partition, individuals make use of this 
visual and accessibility block to regulate their interactions. This interaction regulating 
behaviour becomes more systematic as the workers' social boundary becomes 
obvious in respect of functional relationship (Sundstrom & Altman, 1989).
When functional relationships between people are weak in a setting, 
workspace may exert more direct influences on the occurrence of chance 
encounters  ^ and thus conversation behaviour. However, when functional 
relationships between people are strong in a setting, workspace may exert little 
effect even on the occurrence of chance encounters as well as conversation 
exchanges. Especially for the interactions occurring at less frequency such as daily 
and weekly intervals, the workspace layout for the people with strong functional 
interdependence may have a negligible influence on interaction behaviour.
7) When the workspace is aligned with the functional structure of people, it 
appears that the workspace increases or decreases interactions. However, when 
workspace is not aligned with the functional relationship between people, it appears 
that workspace-interaction relations are independent.
When workspace is arranged with the occupants’ functional interdependence 
structure, workspace is just aligned with the structure of the occupants’ interaction 
needs and no-needs and also the degrees of the needs. As a result. Individuals’ 
eye-contacts and encounters occur without ‘resistance’ against the spatial layout. 
That is, it occurs in accordance with the spatial layout, whilst chance encounters are 
highly connected to spontaneous conversations and the spontaneous conversations 
are highly compatible with the structure of people’s communication needs. In this 
condition, workspace-interaction relations appear to be not only in a directional 
relationship but also largely facilitate spontaneous conversations because chance 
encounters naturally occur just according to people’s interaction needs.
On the other hand, when the workspace is incongruently laid out with the 
functional structure of people, a) chance encounters are less likely to occur in 
accordance with the spatial layout because It is not aligned with the structure of 
people’s interaction needs, b) people confront frequently occurring chance
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encounters with whom they do not talk much whilst having few chance encounters 
with whom they need to talk frequently. As a result people frequently converse with 
whom they share little about work whilst having difficulties in frequent interactions 
with whom they are required to do so by the work. When there is a large imbalance 
between interaction patterns and the functional structure of people in a setting, the 
workspace-interaction reiation appears not only an independent relationship but also 
largely interferes with spontaneous conversations (e.g. Brookes & Kapian, 1972; 
Hatch, 1985; Crouch & Nimran, 1989; Oldham & Brass, 1979).
Workspace and Interaction for Concentration Privacy
1) Predicting individuals’ privacy states for task concentration based on 
workspace layout is unreliable.
One of the most evident findings in the present research is that explaining 
people’s concentration privacy merely based on architectural measures such as 
openness, visibility, and proximity is unreliable since workspace-privacy relations are 
extensively moderated by social structure and task characteristics (Sundstrom, 1986; 
Kupritz, 2000). What the present research has consistently observed is that the 
functional relationships that individuals have with others in a setting exert extensive 
and systematic impacts on their privacy states for task concentration.
For example, it was found that such Information as whether a person has co­
workers in a close proximity with fully visible condition is not enough to explain a 
person’s privacy state for task concentration but what functional relationships a 
person has with them can reliably explain the person’s concentration privacy. 
Another finding in the research shows that sitting at a spatially ‘private’ space still 
does not secure concentration privacy whilst having many others around in an open 
space can even enhance individuals’ sense of control for task performance (e.g. 
Becker & Sims, 2001; Goodrich, 1982; Steelcase, 2000).
2) Workspace layout supports but does not impair concentration privacy: 
spatial configuration largely supports individuals’ task concentration but itself does 
not undermine task concentration.
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The research has found that visual and accessibility barriers and workspace 
distances significantly enhance individuals' privacy states for concentration and yet 
their absence does not undermine individuals’ privacy states for task concentration; 
people experience significantly lessened privacy problems even when they have 
increasing number of others (team members) in a fully open view in close proximity. 
What primarily undermines concentration privacy largely depends on the interaction 
occurrence associated with the spatial conditions and individuals’ sense of control 
over the occurring interactions (Sundstrom, Burt & Kamp, 1980) in respect of 
individuals’ functional relationship with the interactions, and also their individual task 
characteristics such as task complexity (e.g. Block & Stokes, 1989; Oldham et al., 
1991).
3) Workspace layout which helps people to selectively control eye-contacts 
can largely support concentration privacy whereas workspace layout which does not 
help this may extensively deteriorate concentration privacy depending on individuals’ 
task characteristics and functional relationship with others.
The research found that the visual screens and accessibility blocks provided 
by low-level workspace partitions (1.2M -  1.5M heights) largely help individuals to 
concentrate in highly dense spatial conditions. However, this supportive effect of the 
desk front partition for concentration privacy only applies for the individuals with few 
complex tasks. Individuals doing more cognitive tasks exhibit no change in their 
privacy states for concentration. It seems that individuals doing many complex tasks 
are not concerned with changing conditions because their attentions are more pulled 
on to the task performance and thus diverted away from the environments (Oldham 
et al., 1991).
However, when naturally occurring eye-contacts are difficult to avoid, the 
individuals doing complex tasks can be adversely affected by visibility conditions 
and much more so than the individuals whose tasks are less complex, (cf. Block & 
Stokes, 1989; Sundstrom et al., 1994; Nagar & Pandey, 1987). Furthermore, the 
research found that when the unavoidable eye-contacts are from team external 
members, individuals seem to extensively experience interruption and distraction 
problems for concentration.
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4) The effects of workspace layout and unplanned interactions on 
concentration privacy are systematically moderated by the functional structure of 
people in a setting.
People selectively perceive and experience interactions with others as well 
as the environment according to their functional relationship with others in a setting. 
Whether an incoming interaction or eye-contact is from a team internal member or 
external member, whether it is more interaction than they needed for task process, 
whether they have a large amount of required interaction with others in a setting, or 
whether they share a strong or weak team interdependence, all these functional 
relationship factors interactively and systematically affect people’s privacy behaviour 
for task concentration. The findings support the proposition that the functional 
structure of people in a setting is a reliable contextual factor to explain people’s 
concentration privacy.
5) Having more team members in an open office setting extensively supports 
individuals to have better privacy states for task concentration.
People with a large number of team internal members in a setting 
extensively express 'no problem’ for privacy concentration whereas people with a 
small number of team members in a setting express a lot of privacy problems for 
concentration. Moreover, these positive effects of having more team members in a 
setting seems to begin ‘within 6M’ and then continue to arise through 8M, 10M, and 
beyond 10M radiuses (cf. Sundstrom, Burt & Kamp, 1980 -  having co-workers 
within 3M (10 feet) was inversely related to noise ratings). Having more team 
members in a setting seem to make people not only less sensitive (more tolerating) 
but also favourable to the occurring interactions and the environments for 
concentration. However, having more team external members in a setting does not 
directly Impair nor systematically affect individuals’ privacy states.
6) In general, increased interactions with team external members lead to 
deterioration in concentration privacy whereas increased interactions within a team 
support concentration privacy.
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Without taking account of Individuals’ levels and amounts of functional 
interdependence shared with others in a setting, people having highly frequent 
interactions (1 or 4 hour interval) with team external members extensively express 
privacy problems for concentration whereas people having such interactions with 
team internal members exhibit no change in privacy states for concentration. 
Moreover, individuals having more daily and weekly unplanned interactions within a 
team experience improved privacy states for concentration. As a result, Inverse 
patterns are obvious between the influences of unplanned interactions from team 
internal and external members on individuals' privacy states. Chance encounter is 
more associated with team internal members for supportive effects on concentration 
privacy whereas frequent spontaneous conversation is rather associated with team 
external members for adverse effects on concentration privacy.
7) The effects of unplanned interactions on concentration privacy are 
systematically moderated by the amounts and levels of functional Interdependence 
that each Individual shares with others in a setting and in a team.
a) Amount of required communication: Individuals experiencing a large 
amount of frequently required Interactions with others in a setting are adversely 
affected by unplanned interactions with team external members for concentration 
privacy whereas individuals with less required communication experience no 
difference in their privacy states in the same situation.
b) Levei of team interdependence: Only the individuals with weak team 
interdependence experience mitigated privacy problems as they have increased 
chance encounters and spontaneous conversations within a team. The Individuals 
with strong team interdependence do not experience any better or different in the 
same situation.
8) The effects of excessively occurring interactions (excessive amount over 
the required interactions) on concentration privacy are systematically moderated by 
the amounts and levels of functional Interdependence of each individual with others 
in a setting and In a team.
a) Excessive interactions in general: Excessively occurring interactions are 
favourably perceived for concentration privacy by the individuals with weak team
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interdependence or with few functional relationships in a setting. On the other hand, 
these interactions do not produce any positive nor negative influences on the 
privacy states of individuals with strong team interdependence or with a large 
amount of required interactions in a setting.
b) Excessive interaction within a team: Excessively occurring chance 
encounters and spontaneous conversations within a team can be beneficial for 
concentration privacy for individuals with weak team interdependence or with a 
small amount of required interactions in a setting. On the other hand, excessive 
team interactions do not bring any beneficial effects for concentration privacy to the 
individuals with strong team interdependence or with a large amount of required 
interactions in a setting.
c) Excessive chance encounters at 1 or 4 hour frequencies in a team: 
Excessively occurring chance encounters at 1 hour and 4 hour frequencies within a 
team are supportively related to the members’ privacy states for concentration: 
these positive effects are more apparent with excessive encounters. However, their 
supportive effects are only present for members with weak team interdependence or 
few interdependent relationships in a setting. These favourable effects of excessive 
chance encounters in a team for concentration privacy are not apparent for 
members with strong team interdependence or with many functional relationships 
with others in a setting.
d) Excessive interactions with team external members: Excessively occurring 
chance encounters with team external members may still supportively affect 
individuals with weak team interdependence or few functional relationships in a 
setting for concentration privacy. However, these interactions adversely influence 
individuals with strong team interdependence or with a large amount of required 
interactions with others In a setting for concentration privacy.
Workspace and interaction for Group Relations
The concept of social and physical boundary congruence (Oldham & Brass, 
1979; Sundstrom & Altman, 1989) coupled with relevant findings in previous studies 
(e.g. Alderfer, 1987; Friedlander, 1987; Brooks & Kaplan, 1972; Oldham & Brass, 
1979; Wineman, 1982; Szilagyi & Holland, 1980; Teasley et al., 2000; Brennan, 
Churgh & Kline, 2002) are supported by the present findings. Furthermore, the 
present research explain the effects of unplanned interactions on group relations
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and also the systematic moderating role of the functional structure of people for E-B 
relations of workspace and interaction for group relations.
1) Team size (the number of team members) systematically Intervenes in the 
way how individuals experience group relations in the workplace.
In an open office setting, individuals in a small team (1-10) possess stronger 
informal relationship than individuals in a large team (11-20), and the former’s group 
decision speed is faster than the letter’s. For a large team in the setting, getting 
better visibility between the members largely supports group relations whereas 
visual barriers may interfere with group relations. For a small team, less than ‘fully 
visible’ sitting condition may already undermine some aspects of group relations 
whilst the members are quite vulnerable to the ‘little visible’ condition with outsiders 
for group informal relationship (Sundstrom, 1986).
As team size increases, a) the increase of team members at ‘a half visible’ 
sitting condition (sitting beside low-level side panels) is directly associated with 
individuals’ enhanced group relations for both task coordination and informal 
relationship: b) the increase of team members at a ‘not visible’ sitting condition is 
adversely related to individuals’ informal relationship with the members; c) the 
increase of team external members at a ‘not visible’ sitting condition is positively 
associated with individuals’ informal relationship between members. As team size 
decreases, a) the increase of team members at ‘a half visible’ sitting condition is 
adversely related to individuals’ sense of ‘friendship’ and ‘problem cooperation’; b) 
the increase of team external members at ‘little visible’ sitting position is already 
adversely related to individuals’ informal relationship with the members.
2) In highly dense open-plan offices, visibility control against team external 
members largely supports team Internal processes for task coordination as well as 
informal relationship between the members.
Individuals having more team external members at the opposite side over 
the desk low-front panel (within 2.5M with ‘not visible’ sitting position) are likely to 
experience improved informal relationships with team members. Getting visuai 
blocks and spatial boundaries against team external members seem to support a 
certain level of group privacy which enhances intra-group informal contacts and also
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some of the coordination processes (Sundstrom, 1987). Securing workspace 
distances against team external members’ also generally supports informal group 
relationships.
3) The effects of workspace layout on group relations are systematically 
moderated by Individuals’ team interdependence levels.
For individuals with weak team interdependence: a) workspace distance is 
primarily related to the team bond; having team internal members between 2M-6M is 
supportive for the team bond between the members whilst having more team 
external members in this zone is adversely related to team bonds; b) the increase of 
team external members within 4M undermines only the team bond (with no impact 
on other measures); and c) having team internal members within the 4M-8M zone Is 
significantly supportive of task coordination between team internal members only.
For individuals with strong team interdependence: a) workers are primarily 
concerned with visibility and accessibility boundaries against team external 
members in close proximities such as 2-6M; b) the increase of team external 
members within the 4M zone significantly undermines informal relationships and 
also task understanding between team members; c) The increase of team Internal 
members beyond the 4M radius starts to undermine task coordination as well as 
informal relationships between. These undermining impacts are especially 
adverse 'beyond 6M’.
4) The effects of unplanned interactions on group relations are systematically 
moderated by team size.
As team size decreases, members’ informal relationships (and to some 
extent also task coordination) within a team becomes more related to the extent to 
which they share unplanned interactions with each other In contrast, as team size 
increases, members’ informal relationships (and to some extent also task 
coordination) within a team becomes more connected to the frequency of unplanned 
interactions within the team regardless of whether their interactions are shared with 
everyone in the team. Likewise, individuals in a large team tend to perceive a sense 
of ‘team’ only those members with whom they share frequent chance encounters
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and spontaneous conversations whilst their Informal relationships are largely based 
on their limited interactions within the team boundary.
5) The effects of unplanned interactions on group relations are systematically 
moderated by the status of individuals’ functional relationship with their interactions: 
that is, whether the interactions occur within a team or with team external members.
As for chance encounters and spontaneous conversations within a team, 
hourly interactions are generally supportive for group relations whereas 4 hour, daily, 
weekly, and monthly interactions may already adversely affect group relations. This 
means that, depending on frequency intervals, unplanned interactions within a team 
may undermine group relations. As for team external interactions, daily occurring 
spontaneous talks are largely supportive of the overall team task process and 
member relationships, whilst weekly spontaneous talks are supportive of only 
informal relationships between internal members. This means that interactions with 
team external members at less frequent intervals support internal group processes.
The effects of chance encounters for group relations are generally limited to 
informal relationships whereas the effects of spontaneous talks impact on both 
formal and informal aspects of group processes. In general, purely Informal (with 
people no required interaction) encounters and conversations at high frequencies (1 
hour, 4 hour, daily occurrence) are adversely associated with individuals’ task 
coordination and team bond with a team.
6) The effects of unplanned interactions on group relations are systematically 
moderated by individuals’ team interdependence levels.
For individuals with weak team interdependence: a) The total amounts of 
encounters and conversations account for an individuals’ sense of group 
coordination and informal relationships regardless of whether the interactions are 
balanced or nor with each of the team members; b) Hourly/ 4 hour/ daily occurring 
spontaneous conversations are largely supportive of task coordination and member 
relationships.
For individuals with strong team interdependence: a) The total amounts of 
encounters and conversations within a team are adversely related to individuals’ 
member relationships, whilst balanced (average) interactions with members support
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their team coordination and informal relationships; b) spontaneous talks less than 1 
hour Interval (4 hour/ daily/ weekly) are widely and adversely related to team 
coordination and member relationships; c) eye-contacts or encounters at less than 1 
hour intervals are significantly connected to the deterioration of informal 
relationships with members.
Individuals with weak team interdependence may express satisfaction with 
the workspace environment whilst their spontaneous conversation frequencies are 
at daily or even weekly intervals. Individuals with strong team interdependence on 
the other hand, may experience large dissatisfactions with the same conversation 
frequencies. Individuals with strong team interdependence may express workspace 
satisfactions only when they experience at least hourly or 4 hourly spontaneous 
talks with team members around their workspace.
7) The effects of excessively occurring Interactions (excessive amount over 
the required interactions) within a team on the members’ group relations are 
systematically moderated by individuals’ team interdependence levels.
When Individuals experience excessive encounters and spontaneous 
conversations over what they actually require to get their work done. Individuals with 
a weak team interdependence experience enhanced task coordination and informal 
relationships whilst individuals with strong team interdependence experience 
undermined task coordination and informal relationships. From the perspective of 
interaction-interdependence imbalance, when individuals face increasing gaps 
between their interaction occurrences and the amounts required by their 
Interdependence levels within a team, individuals with weak team interdependence 
still take advantage of the increased interactions for overall group relations whereas 
individuals with strong team interdependence will experience adverse effects on 
their task coordination and informal relationships.
When comparing excessively occurring encounters and conversations within 
a team; a) excessively occurring chance encounters have more supportive functions 
than excessive conversations for group relations for members with weak team 
interdependence, and b) excessiveiy occurring spontaneous conversations do not 
adversely affect team task coordination, though excessive encounters do, for 
individuals with strong team interdependence.
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This suggests that having frequent eye-contacts can be a useful medium for 
a sense of control over the interactions as people are aware of what is going on 
around (see Kupritz, 2000; Sundstrom, 1986). Likewise, since spontaneous talks 
carry task related information, highly frequent conversations will not undermine team 
task coordination though they might adversely impact on Informal relationships. 
However, these effects are largely subject to the extent of an individuals’ team 
interdependence. Excessively occurring spontaneous talks may largely undermine 
the overall group relations of individuals with strong team interdependence whereas 
they can enhance group relations of individuals with weak team interdependence.
8) In general, excessively occurring chance encounters within a team 
significantly deteriorate informal relationship between the members and these 
adverse effects may extend to task coordination.
Excessively occurring eye-contacts and face-to-face encounters within a 
team around workspaces significantly undermine members’ bonds, friendships, and 
trust (i.e., all of the informal relationship measures), and also its adverse effects may 
extend to task understanding and decision speed. From the perspective of 
interaction-interdependence imbalance, the findings indicate that a large imbalance 
between frequently occurring chance encounters and low interdependence levels 
within a team can largely undermine members’ task coordination as well as informal 
relationships. However, excessively occurring spontaneous talks within a team do 
not have either adverse nor systematic effects on the members’ group relations, 
except for the limited deterioration on the individual’ sense of ‘team bond’.
Workspace Interaction, Privacy and Group Relations
1) When it comes to satisfaction with individual desk location for 
concentration privacy. Individuals in a small group setting is more concerned with 
interruption related privacy problems whereas individuals in a large group setting are 
more concerned with distraction related privacy problems. In an open-plan office 
setting, concentration privacy seems to be a prerequisite for satisfaction with office 
environments (cf. BOSTI, 2001; Hynes, 2007). When it comes to satisfaction with 
overall workspace layout for group relations, individuals In a small group setting are
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primarily concerned with task coordination whereas the individuals in a large group 
setting are primarily concerned with informal relationships between members.
2) Depending on individuals’ privacy states, excessively occurring chance 
encounters may directly or inversely affect group relations. Generally, individuals 
having privacy problems may experience deteriorating group relations when they 
experience excessive chance encounters within a team whereas individuals with 
adequate concentration privacy do not experience this relational behaviour.
3) Depending on the amount of required interactions within a team, 
individuals’ privacy states may directly or inversely relate to group relations. 
Individuals with a large amount of required communications within a team 
experience rapid deterioration of task coordination and informal relationships with 
members because of privacy problems. In contrast, individuals with a small amount 
of required communication within a team experience improved informal relationships 
and task coordination even when they experience the same degree of privacy 
problems (cf. Steelcase, 2000; Teasley et al., 2000).
4) Depending on the amount of excessively occurring chance encounters, 
individuals’ privacy states may directly or inversely affect group relations, and these 
effects are also moderated by the amount of required interactions each individual 
share within a team.
a) Excessive chance encounters within a team in general: Individuals with 
excessive chance encounters within a team are likely to experience a rapid 
deterioration of group relations when they confront privacy problems for 
concentration. In contrast, individuals with few excessive chance counters within a 
team are likely to experience improved group relations against their individual 
privacy problems. From the perspective of interaction-interdependence balance, this 
means that when individuals have a balance between the frequency of chance 
encounters and their interdependence levels, their informal relationship and task 
coordination with members continue to rise even when they confront privacy 
problems for concentration. When individuals experience a large imbalance between 
the frequency of chance encounters and their interdependence levels, their privacy 
states for concentration directly affect group relations.
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b) Excessive interactions for the a large vs. small amount of required 
interactions within a team: Excessively occurring interactions experienced by an 
individual over and above the large amounts of already required interactions for 
work may not only deteriorate privacy states for concentration but also adversely 
affect the individual’s task coordination and informal relationship with members. In 
contrast, excessive interactions experienced by an individual in a situation of where 
few interactions are required for work may deteriorate privacy states for 
concentration but not the individual’s group relations; the individual rather takes 
advantage of frequently occurring interactions to enhance their task coordination as 
well as Informal relationships.
9.2.3. Workplace Interaction and Privacy Conflicts
The workspace has been expected to support workers’ needs for adequate 
levels of privacy for individual job functioning and at the same time for group 
relationship and coordination (BOSTI, 2001; CABE, 2005; Herman Miller, 2008, 
Hynes, 2007). These concomitant and intense demands have created a design 
issue because they are perceived as conflicting needs which cannot be mutually 
accommodated within delimited time and space boundaries (of. Becker & Sims, 
2001; BOSTI, 2001; CABE, 2005; Duffy, 1999; Roper & Juneja, 2008; Steelcase, 
2009).
A contextual approach has evolved with the notion that a customised design 
process setting occupants and their organisational characteristics can only properly 
address their office interaction and privacy conflicts. However, a contextual design 
approach has made little progress since there has been a lack of reliable guide for 
‘how to do it’. This issue is related to a lack of research-based information and guide 
available for practitioners to understand the role of organisational context for E-B 
relations which is a gap between research and design practice (cf. Haynes, 2008; 
Heerwagen, 2004; Rashid, etal. 2006; Wineman, 1986).
Interaction and Interdependence Balance
Based on E-B CIS framework, the present research offers a conceptual 
guide for the issue of workplace interaction and privacy conflicts. The guide can be
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also regarded as an integrative view of the following theoretical models: ‘privacy 
mechanisms’ (Altman, 1975), ‘privacy regulation model’ (Kupritz, 2000), ‘social 
interference framework’ (Oldham, Cummings & Zhou, 1995), ‘the workplace 
interaction model’ (Rashid et al., 2006), ‘structural congruence’ (Sundstrom, 1987), 
‘boundary management’ (Sundstrom & Altman, 1989), and privacy needs in
hierarchy (Sundstrom et al., 1982).
The central point of the present argument is the concept of ‘workspace- 
interdependence congruence’ for ‘interaction-interdependence balance’ (Figure 9.2, 
9.3) (cf. Figure 9.1). The concept suggests that when a good interaction-
interdependence balance is achieved via workspace-interdependence congruence, 
peopie will experience enhanced privacy states for task concentration whilst 
effectively pursuing team coordination and member relationships. This means that 
structural congruence between workspace-interdependence supports interactions to 
be balanced with the functional relationship structure of people in a setting and this 
interaction-interdependence balance can enhance both individual privacy and team 
processes.
Figure 9.3. Interaction-interdependence Balance Under this conceptual
guide, the beneficiaries of
Workspace-interdependence Congruence 
▼
Workspace-interaction Relations 
▼
interaction-interdependence Balance 
T
Enhanced Privacy & Team Process
interaction-interdependence 
balance are those workers in the 
following conditions in an open- 
plan office setting: a) those 
having a large amount of 
required interactions with others,
b) those with strong team 
interdependence, c) those doing 
lots of complex tasks, and d) in a small team. They are primarily those workers 
doing highly Interactive and highly cognitive tasks in a relatively small sized team in 
an open-plan office.
In others words, these people are those workers who can be most affected 
(i.e., undermined privacy, deteriorated team processes) by unregulated interactions 
in the open-plan environment for privacy and team processes. In terms of job 
categories, they are likely to be managerial workers, highly team-oriented workers 
and also professional workers.
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To achieve a balanced state of interaction and interdependence, the first 
requirement is to have workspace congruently aligned with the functional structure 
of people in a setting. Then, a good workspace-interdependence congruence state 
naturally supports individuals’ interaction and controlling behaviour and thus 
eventually leads to a high degree of interaction and interdependence structural 
balance between people.
When interaction-interdependence balance is achieved, individuals can 
efficiently and conveniently control incoming and outgoing interactions to minimise 
both unwanted and deficient interactions. In this balanced state, individuals can 
secure a better ‘sense of control’ over interruptions or distractions for task 
concentration whilst pursuing necessary interactions and interpersonal relationships. 
In other words, getting structural balance between interaction and interdependence 
between people in an open-plan office can largely support individuals to effectively 
regulate their interactions against interruptions or distractions for concentration 
privacy whilst satisfying their interpersonal needs for team coordination and member 
relationship. This means that a good interaction-interdependence balance can help 
to mitigate privacy problems whilst enhancing team processes in an open-plan office 
setting.
Getting interaction and interdependence balance means twofold: a) 
interactions occur according to the individuals’ group membership status -  
according to group boundaries; and b) interactions occur according to the individuals’ 
required interaction frequencies -  the balanced frequencies between the occurring 
interactions and the required interactions. Thus, with a good interaction- 
interdependence balance, individuals have interactions only with whom and to the 
extent they need according to their group membership statuses and required 
interaction frequencies. This also means they have systematically controlled 
interactions with team external members and/or with whom they share little 
interaction need. For an optimal level of interaction-interdependence balance, 
mutually supportive workspace-interaction relations are prerequisite which can be 
only obtained via a good state of workspace-interdependence congruence.
For workspace-interdependence congruence in an open-plan office, the most 
effective spatial attributes for interaction supporting or controlling seem to be visual 
openness or barriers for eye-contacts and spatial accessibility or boundaries for 
interpersonal contacts. Workspace distance can also be an important structural 
feature for congruence. Combining these features, workspace layout should be
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designed to generate good workspace-interdependence congruence thus to support 
people to naturally regulate occurring unplanned and spontaneous interactions 
consistent with the structure of their functional relationship with others. In other 
words, it is to support people to conveniently and efficiently control eye-contacts and 
face-to-face encounters around their workspaces within team boundaries and aiso 
the frequencies of required interactions.
Regarding the concept of workspace-interdependence congruence, the role 
of workspace layout for interaction is not assumed to be a direct interaction 
generating or regulating role but rather supporting individuals’ interaction pursuit and 
also controlling behaviour according to their own interaction needs and rationales. 
Thus, it is likely that a high degree of congruence between workspace and 
interdependence magnifies workspace-interaction relations. This means that when 
spatial layout is aligned with the individuals’ interaction rationale, needed 
interactions are largely facilitated whilst unwanted or excessive interactions are 
systematically prevented by the spatial layout. In this condition, required team 
processes are largely supported without deteriorating peoples’ sense of control for 
concentration privacy.
On the other hand, when workspace-interdependence incongruence is 
observed, incompatible E-B relations are apparent leading to interaction- 
interdependence imbalance. In this condition, workspace-interaction relations are 
mutually unsupportive of each other. As a result, people frequently confront eye- 
contacts and face-to-face encounters around workspaces with whom they share 
little interaction needs. For these people, despite the close proximity and open 
visibility, they not only Infrequently converse but also exchange task-irrelevant talks. 
Furthermore, they may perceive each others’ interaction behaviour as interruptions 
or distractions for task concentration. On the other hand, people might have to go 
long distances for conversations because of workspace locations despite their 
needs for frequent interactions.
In the condition of interaction-interdependence balance, individuals may 
experience largely improved privacy states for task concentration even in an open- 
plan office with high density because interaction occurrences are in harmony with 
their interaction regulation rationale. Individuals’ interaction regulation mechanism 
takes their functional relationship structure as an interpersonal gauge to selectively 
perceive and control the patterns of outgoing and incoming interactions. For 
example, individuals can be generous about frequently occurring interactions with
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team internal members whereas they can be highly sensitive to and thus strictly 
regulate even infrequent interactions from team external members. This means, it is 
not the frequent interactions within a team but the infrequent interactions from team 
external people which cause privacy problems. Thus a key to the interaction 
regulation mechanism resides on the 'sense of control'. An interaction occurred 
against an individual's Interaction need and rationale Is the one which causes a 
sense of ‘loss of control' regardless of the frequency.
In the condition of interaction-interdependence balance, individuals can 
continue to experience enhanced task coordination and also member relationships 
within a team without much problem for privacy even in the situation of highly 
frequent team internal processes. This is because the interaction patterns and 
frequencies occur just according to their needs and intentions. In other words, the 
highly frequent interactions still respect an individuals’ sense of control. A point here 
is that as long as people remain in the psychoiogical state of ‘being in control’ over 
interactions according to their interaction regulation rationale, their privacy states 
can be sustained. However, when the sense of control is lost, unregulated 
interactions between the members in a team not only undermine task concentration 
but also adversely affect their interpersonal relationship and also task coordination.
A good structural balance between interdependence and interaction can be a 
critical condition for individuals’ interaction regulation mechanism. Especially for 
those individuals with a large amount of required interactions with others or strong 
team interdependence with highly cognitive individual tasks, like knowledge workers, 
workers experiencing imbalance between task requirements and interaction patterns 
in an open office environment will experience task and team difficulties. On the 
other hand, interaction-interdependence balance will largely enhance team 
processes whilst sustaining privacy states for task concentration.
The application of the concept of interaction-interdependence balance 
through workspace-interdependence congruence can be a very efficient and 
effective solution for addressing workplace interaction and privacy conflicts because, 
at minimum, it does not require a redesign of workspaces or the replacing of current 
cubicle systems. What is needed is to relocate people according to the structure of 
their functional relationship so that the spatial layout can naturally guide eye- 
contacts and face-to-face encounters around workspaces to be compatible with the 
workers’ team boundaries and also the frequencies of their required interactions with 
others in a setting.
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9.2.4. For Future Research
One of the most interesting findings in the present research but which was 
given limited attention is the linkage between concentration privacy and the group 
relations. It was because their relationship was explored during the additional 
analysis without proper theoretical and methodological preparations. What the 
research found is that their linkage is largely dependent on individuals’ functional 
relationships and also their interaction regulation status. These variable linkages 
deserve attention in future studies in relation to people’s interaction regulation 
behaviour. Any intervening role of task complexity in the linkages between privacy 
and group relations should also be explored.
A few findings in the present research need to be re-examined in large open- 
plan office settings for their generalisability. One of them Is the extensive effects of 
team size on individuals’ enhanced privacy states for task concentration. This 
finding was very evident and significant and yet the present study did not provide an 
adequate theoretical explanation as to whether this phenomenon may be moderated 
by office size. Future research needs to be equipped with a theoretical guide to the 
investigation of this phenomenon in large open-plan office with 50 or more of 
occupants. Likewise, future research needs to investigate interaction regulation 
behaviour in a bullpen type office where there is no partition at all. This is to observe 
how individuals’ Interaction regulations are affected by spatial conditions where 
people have difficulties in regulating eye-contacts. This is because visual barriers 
are found to be the most critical spatial attribute for interaction regulation behaviour 
for privacy and also group relations.
Another interesting finding in the research but which could be more 
theoretically elaborated concerns the effects of interaction-interdependence 
imbalance on team processes: task coordination and informal relationships. In the 
present research, it was primariiy approached in terms of ‘excessive interactions’. 
However, this interpersonal relational imbalance between the behavioural and the 
psychosocial structures within a team may be better approached with organisational 
or group dynamics theories.
In the literature, workplace privacy Issue has been mostly studied in terms of 
environmental perceptions, attitudes, satisfaction, or performance measures but less 
frequently with measures of behaviour. The present research demonstrated the 
validity of behaviour-focused research for understanding privacy regulation. Not only 
were the significant statisticai results surprising between interaction patterns and
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privacy measures but also the interaction-privacy patterns were highly systematic in 
respect to the existing assumptions which have not yet been investigated. The 
results in the present research suggest more need for behaviour focused 
investigations for workplace E-B relationship research.
It can also be argued that more architectural measures should be 
investigated for the workplace E-B relationship research. The present research 
proposes the application of space syntax techniques for the measurement of 
workspace layout for privacy and group relations studies. Space syntax can secure 
objective and reliable quantitative observations and comparisons of the space and 
its relations with the behaviour. Likewise, it also suggests that architectural 
measures of the shared facilities and equipment around workspaces be considered 
for their feasible relations with privacy and group behaviour.
The present research found that imbalanced interaction-interdependence 
states in the form of excessive interactions largely undermine individuals’ ‘sense of 
control" for concentration privacy and also interpersonal relationship especially for 
the workers with a large amount of required interactions. Since increased 
interaction-interdependence imbalance for individuals also means Increased loss of 
interaction control, it is interesting to know whether the state of interaction control 
provokes any anxiety or ‘stress' in individuals with a large amount of committed 
interactions in a setting and thus can be related to their physiological conditions in 
the workplace.
9.3. Conclusion
The present section comprises three subsections: 1) the conclusions drawn 
from the research, 2) a summary of the contributions the research has made, and 3) 
recommendations for E-B workplace research and design.
Conclusions from the Research
Functional interdependence as the basic interaction rationale between 
people in an organisation operates as an interaction pursuing force and at the same 
time as an interpersonal gauge for interaction control. It systematically affects 
individuals’ interaction regulating behaviour on the incoming and outgoing
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interactions for both privacy needs for task concentration and group coordination 
and relationships. Functional independence between people operates as the 
primary energy which drives workspace and people to interact for required 
interpersonal relations and behaviour. This means that the functional relationship 
structure of people systematically affects workspace-interaction relations and also 
their effects on concentration privacy and group relations.
The appearances of workspace-interaction relations can be largely varied by 
the extent to which the workspace is aligned with the structure of functional 
interdependence of people. This means that the structural status of workspace- 
interdependence congruence or incongruence systematically affects patterns of 
workspace-interaction relations. When the workspace is laid out in high congruence 
with the functional structure of people, it naturally supports the interaction needs and 
intentions of people and thus workspace-interaction becomes a mutually compatible, 
supportive or agreeable relationship. In this condition, the role of workspace for 
Interaction behaviour appears to not only have a direct relationship between 
workspace and interaction occurrences but also to largely generate as well as 
strictly control the interactions. This is because the aligned workspace layout with 
the functional structure of people supports the interaction pursuing and also 
controlling rationale of people.
On the other hand, incongruently aligned workspace with the functional 
relationship of people results in many conflicts in the workspace and interaction 
relations because the spatial layout does not support or match with the individuals’ 
needs and intentions of Interpersonal relations and behaviour. Since interactions do 
not occur according to spatial layout, in this condition, workspace-interaction 
relations appear to be incompatible, indirect or independent relationship. Likewise, 
this condition of workspace-interaction relations may largely restrain necessary 
Interactions whilst facilitating task-irrelevant or ‘unwanted’ interactions; the status of 
workspace-interdependence congruence or incongruence can largely affect 
individuals’ interaction regulation behaviour for privacy and also group relations.
When a good state of workspace-interdependence congruence is achieved, 
workspace-interaction relations are highly supported with few unregulated and 
unsatisfied interactions outside group boundaries as well as the pattern of required 
interactions for a good interaction-interdependence balance. Theoretically, when a 
perfect interaction-interdependence balance is achieved, there are neither unwanted 
nor deficient interactions between people. This means that, in this ideal condition of
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interaction-interdependence balance, individuals’ sense of control for task 
concentration and at the same time their team coordination and member relationship 
can be largely enhanced by systematically facilitated interactions. In this respect, 
this state of balance between interdependence requirements (by group membership 
and requisite interaction frequency) and actual interactions can be defined as an 
optimal level of interaction for privacy and group relations.
In contrast, when workspace is incongruently laid out with the 
interdependence requirements, the spatial structure may largely interfere with 
people’s interaction rationales resulting in interaction-interdependence imbalance in 
reiation to not only privacy needs but also the required group interactions for 
efficient task coordination. In this condition, unregulated and excessive interactions 
underlie a loss of control for concentration privacy whilst there are a large amount of 
loose and interfering interactions for group processes. As interactions occur against 
individuals’ interaction regulation rationale, as a degree of interaction- 
interdependence imbalance arises, both concentration privacy and group processes 
can be vastly deteriorated.
The concepts of "workspace-interdependence congruence’ and ‘interaction- 
interdependence balance’ for privacy and group relations are the central points of 
the developed E-B CIS (Contextual, Integrative and Structural) model in explaining 
E-B relations between workspace, interaction, privacy and group relations. Likewise, 
based on these concepts under the E-B CIS model, the research offered some 
pragmatic suggestions for a contextual design approach. A key notion in the 
suggestion is that structural congruence of workspace-interdependence can 
effectively support people’s interaction regulation mechanisms and thus 
simultaneously enhance both individual privacy for task concentration (i.e., 
mitigating the privacy problem) and group processes in the open-plan office 
environment. The research suggests that interaction-interdependence balance can 
be used as the baramefer of workspace-interdependence congruence for Interaction 
and privacy balance.
However, E-B CIS model should be limitedly applied according to the 
individuals’ specific conditions of functional relationship with others. For those with 
strong team interdependence and/or a large amount of required interactions with 
others in a setting, E-B CIS model can be reliably applicable to explain their E-B 
relations for privacy and group behaviour since these peopie are primariiy in need of
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interaction regulation; the amount of complex tasks further raises the interaction 
regulation need.
In contrast, for the individuals with weak team interdependence or a small 
amount of required interactions in a setting and also doing few cognitive tasks, E-B 
CIS model has limitations. It Is not only because unregulated interactions do not 
directly affect the privacy states of these workers but also because the increased 
interactions seem to make these workers less sensitive to or even favoured of 
frequent interactions for individual privacy whilst the increased interactions continue 
to support their group processes. For these individuals, workspace-interdependence 
congruence has little meaning because, for them, interaction and privacy do not 
pose conflicting demands.
Contributions of the Research
This research has sought to develop a model of E-B relations between 
workspace, interaction, privacy and group relations in the context of organisational 
functioning. It has also sought to offer a practical guide for reconciling the needs of 
workplace interaction and privacy requirements.
The research has fully addressed and thus overcome the three main 
limitations of previous studies: 1) a lack of systematic investigation of the functional 
structure of an organisation as a context for understanding E-B reiations in the 
workplace, 2) a lack of integrative investigation of E-B relationships between 
workspace, interaction, privacy and group behaviour and 3) a lack of rigorous 
investigation on the workplace E-B phenomenon using structural observation and 
analysis at interpersonal level.
Based on a preliminary E-B CIS framework and socio-metric methods 
allowing an interpersonal level of observation and analysis, the research has 
constructed a theoretical model In which E-B relationships in context are clarified. 
Severai task related characteristics are also incorporated in the framework to assess 
their interactive roles with the main variables for privacy and group relations. Since 
workspace layout is basically a configuration of interpersonal spaces in terms of 
proximity, visibility, boundary, and enclosure, the explanations from the integrative 
and structural analysis of the E-B variables provide more valid and practical
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information for the workspace planning and evaluation specifically for the workplace 
interaction and privacy conflicts.
Likewise, by overcoming the other identified iimitations in previous studies, 1) 
the research has successfully defined and operationalised ‘interaction regulation 
mechanisms’ in a organisational context which is the most cited privacy regulation 
concept in workplace studies and yet with little empirical support; 2) the research 
rigorously explored eye-contacts, face-to-face encounters, and spontaneous 
conversations for privacy and group relations; 3) the research also identified 
systematic links between individual privacy and group processes and thus provided 
pragmatic implications for the workplace design and research for the workplace 
interaction and privacy conflicts.
Overall through E-B CIS model and the findings, the research has 
endeavoured to bridge the gaps between the findings whilst providing empirical 
support for the key theoretical models and concepts which have lacked research 
evidence. Furthermore, the present research has tried to bridge the gaps between 
research and practice. Whilst most practitioners and researchers recognised that 
workplace interaction and privacy needs pose conflicting design issues, the present 
study has demonstrated how a theory-guided approach can effectively deal with the 
issue and thus offer research-based pragmatic design solutions.
Recommendations for E-B Workplace Research and Design
To properly understand E-B relations and also to effectively deal with E-B 
problems in the workplace, the present research suggests two recommendations.
First, it is important to identify effective context which refers to: “situational 
variables that are most essential and reliable for understanding the form and 
occurrence of the target phenomenon, from among the great number of potentially 
relevant situational moderators’’ (Stokols, 1987). Knowing the workplace and 
behaviour separately is relatively uninformative. Understanding the workplace and 
behaviour relationship outside an organisational context brings little meaning. 
Furthermore, considering the complexity of the organisational entity, explaining the 
workplace and behaviour relationship without effective context is unreliable. It is 
critical to identify effective context from among organisational factors to predict any 
E-B relationship phenomenon.
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Second, it is cruciai to approach the E-B workpiace conjuncture from the 
perspective of ‘a mutuai reiationship’, which is different from the notion of people’s 
actions and reactions with the rigid physical structure. It is because the observable 
outcome of E-B relations is often quite different from any additive effects or 
responses of people with the environment. There is an ‘interaction effect’. Although 
people are the actors whilst the physical environment initiates no action, when the 
space is aligned with the actors’ needs and intentions for behaviour, it ‘supports’ the 
behaviour to be magnified. On the other hand, when the space is not aligned with 
the actors’ behavioural rationale, it ‘interferes’ with the behaviour to be largely 
restrained. It is important to understand their relationship and thus to find out a 
mutually supportive E-B relationship.
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Appendix A -  Questionnaire
<Sociometric Analysis: 3 Questlons>
[Chance Encounter]
Q1. During the work hour, how often are you likely to have an eve-contact or face-to-face  
encounter with each of your colleagues? Please check (V) according to the described 
frequencies
Example) If you are likely to have an eye-contact with Mr. Lee Kyungsoo at least once 
in 2-3 hours, please put V mark as shown below.
in 4 in a in a in ainChance-Encounter> day week month
Team KG Lee, K.S
If you are unlikely to have an eye-contact or face-to-face encounter with a colleague within a 
month, you can leave the space blank without V mark.
Chance Encounter >
Team A
Team B
AU
AV
AW
AY
AZ
BA
BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
BG
BH
Bl
BJ
BK
BL
BM
in in
1 hour 4 hour
in 
a day
in in
week a month
27 6
[Spontaneous Conversation]
Q2. How often are you likely to have a face-to-face spontaneous conversation with each of 
your colleagues during the work hour? Please check (V) according to the described 
frequencies.
Example) If you are likely to have a brief informal talk with Mr. Lee Kyungsoo at least 
once in 2-3 weeks, please put V mark as shown below.
Face-to-face in 4 in a in a '" ®
Conversation > hour week •
Team KG Lee, K.S 4
If you are unlikely to have any type of face-to-face talk with a colleague within a month, you 
can leave the space blank without V mark.
Face-to-face Conversation >
Team A AU
AV 
AW 
AX 
AY 
AZ 
BA
Team B BB
BC 
BD 
BE 
BF 
BG 
BH 
Bl 
BJ 
BK 
BL 
BM 
BN
in in in in in
1 hour 4 hour a day week a month
277
[Required face-to-face Communication]
0 3 . For effective collaboration, how often does your job require a face-to-face  
communication with each of your colleagues? Please check (V) according to the 
described frequencies.
Example) If you need a face-to-face formal conversation with Mr. Lee Kyungsoo at least 
once in a day, please put V mark as shown below.
Required 
Communication >
T  in 4 in a in a 
hour h
Team KG Lee. K.S
If your work does not require a face-to-face communication within a month with your 
colleagues, you can leave the space blank without V mark.
Required Communication > in in1 hour 4 hour in a day in ina month
Team A
Team B
27 8
< For Individual Questions: 23 Items >
A. Work Characteristics
1. In a day, a. the number of phone calls/ receivings and b. messenger conversations with your 
colleagues?__________________________________________________________________________
2. In a month, how often does your team use a meeting/ conference room? Abt. times
3. In a month, how often do you do night-time working in your office (from 8 p.m.)? Abt. times
4. In a day, how many hours do you spend away from your desk? (e.g. 2.5 hours) Abt. hours
5. Out of your total work amount, how many percents of your work Is of individual solo . . .  
work? ^
ts- For 6, 7, 8 questions, you can answer each question separately vwthout summing them together.
6. To what extent does your individual work require creative 
activities? Out of 100%, Abt. %
7. To what extent does your individual work require data-analysis- 
related activities? Out of 100%, Abt. %
8. To what extent does your individual work require such activities as 
writing a report?
9. To what extent you may not effectively do your individual work 
during work hours?
Outof 100%, Abt. % 
Out of 100%, Abt. %
B. Group Relations and W orkspace Satisfactions
Very
High
+3 +2 +1
Mid.
0
i
-1 1-2
Very
Low
-3
10. Degree of team members’ cooperation for my work problem 1
11. Degree of team members’ understanding of my work
12. Degree of decision making speed among team members
13. Degree that i sense bond’ with my team members
14. Degree that 1 sense friendship’ with my team members i
15. Degree that 1 have trust’ in my team members 1
16. Satisfaction with my desk location j
17. Satisfaction \with office locations and layout in general i
C. Concentration Privacy Agree
+2 +1
Mid
0 -1
Dis­
agree
-2
18. 1 have difficulties in concentrating on my work because of the 
interruptions caused by close desk proximities.
19. 1 have difficulties in concentrating on my work because of the 
interruptions caused by conversation requests.
20. 1 have difficulties in continuously doing concentrating work at 
my desk.
2 1 .1 have difficulties in concentrating on my work because of the 
open views.
-
2 2 .1 have difficulties in concentrating on my work because of the 
over-heard speech.
2 3 .1 have difficulties in concentrating on my work because of the 
general noise in the office.
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